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To my MOTHER, Sarah A. Payne, who so
reared me in the .nurture and admonition of the
Lord that I was impelled to the task by a cheerful
sense of duty:
and
To my WIFE, Margaret A. Payne, but for
whose encouragement and material aid the successful issue of the research this work entailed, would
have been almost an impossibil ity , this volume is
affectionately inscribed by
THE AUTHOR.

ADDITIONALEVIDENCE
Agreeing ,vith Dr . Bensen, that the meaning of
"psallein" is so well established that it is never in
doubt, this book does not hesitate to point out th at
the word is not properly translated in the Authorized and Revised versions. After it went to press,
it occurred to the author that many pin their faith
to a vocabulary-some
one version . Hence it was
thought best to prove the incorrectness of those
versions, by introducing versions in the other great
modern vehicle of learning, the German. Ten different editions were examined: all we had access to.
Beginning with Martin Luther, in the 16th,
~md coming down to the 20th century, and including
Catholic as well as Protestant versions, are tram;lations by such noted scholars as Leander van Ek,
li'ranz Eugen Sehlachter, and Eberhard Nestle.
For "adontes"
[to sing] and "psallontes"
l to play] of Eph. 5: 19 (the only New Testament
passage in which the two specific Greek verbs occur
&i.deby side), nine give "singet udn spielet ", while
one gives "singend und spielend ". Since for
Paul's "adontes" and "psallontes ", the ten agree
in giving us exact German equivalents for our English "sing" and "play", let doubt depart, that all
may see and know that the New Testament authorizes the employment of the instrument as well as
the voice in Christian worship.
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INTRODUCTION

N

O man of my acquaintance is better qualified
to write such a book as this than is the one
whose name appears on the title-page.
This is not primarily an advertisement, but a
~areful reading of the chapters will show that:
1. No such thorough work has been done on
any preceding treatment of the subject of instrumental music in divine worship.
2. The spirit of approach assures a sincere
consideration on the part of many who would at
once rise to defense were the book polemical in
spirit.
3. The desire to really investigate, to know
the truth from Holy Writ, controls and directs
throughout.
4. A possible result of the study of this book
is the relegation of this often troublesome question
to its proper realm-that
of expediency, so that
the church that wishes instrumental music may
follow its preference without being dubbed ''anti'';
and the one which would make use of it as an
aid may do so, and no shadow of suspicion be
5

INTRODUCTION
cast. If this come of it in only a few instances,
the immense labor involved has been well worth
while.
Personally, I shall always take pleasure in
referring the student of these questions to this
book as the best source of information.

S. S.

LAPPIN.

FOREWORD
year s ago, three of my brothers, two of
MANY
my neph ews, and one of my sons formed a
church orchestra where I was one of three elders.
My childhood training, that" instrumental music in
worship is sinful , had been recently reinforced by
imbibing from J. W. McGarvey, whom I loved and
trusted. I ascertained that neither of the other
elders shared my misgivings. In my mind, I debated much as to my duty.
Had I then pursued the ("loyal?") course that
since the days of '' Sand Creek'' has generally prevailed, I believe I would have divided my family
(a kinship of families), wrecked the church, .and
myself have become a "castaway."
Such results
have been common in the cases where brethren
have so proceeded.
I regarded strife and division as the two great
innovations which the Restoration was inaugurated
to end. I believed that, rightly read, the New Testament leaves no room for honest brethren in Christ
to cavil. I found no evidence that any one had
goneto the bottom of the music question, as our
fathers had to that of baptism, when it threatened
to shipwreck the new movement for unity . So I
industriously engaged in a research, resolving, to

-- -
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the utmosu of my ability, to be thorough and be
fair. How well I was able to keep to these purposes, this volume must indicate. That I pursued
a wiser course than if I had demanded· submission
to my sincere but mistaken views, I have not a
doubt. If my course in this instance can become
the fashion when other threatening questions shall
arise, the change will mark a happy epoch in the
movement to restore the New Testament church,
and to reunite tliesadly divided family of God.
We may be as su.;; of ~round
as was Saul
at the stoning of Stephen; as conscientious as was
he when he set out for Damascus, and yet as clearly
in the wrong. The observant realize that in every
age those who strive, divide, persecute, excommunicate; who enforce their opinions upon others by
appeal to the state, to majorities, or because of the
alleged tenderness of their own consciences which
must not be violated, are usually in error, while
those who hold the truth, like Aquila and Priscilla,
rightly resort to teaching.
The impelling purpose in the research that produced the material of which this volume is composed, came from a love for tn1th, and an irresistible desire to further Christian unity, and not from
partisanship on either side of the controversy about
musical instruments.
I keenly regret my inability
to formulate an appealing, terse title for the book
which would express this fact.
If the reader shall thus make sure of the motive
which prompted the work, and then, as the investi-

gation proceeds, be able to bear the fact ever in
mind , I shall receive a fairer and more sympathetic
reading; for I dare not hope that , with my lack of
skill, my words shall not sometimes give the impression of partisanship, rather than of a controlling desire to end that very thing by joining with
all our forces in casting our every issue into the
melting-pot of trut~, to the end that thus, through
the separating dross, we may forever cast aside the
questions which have led to strife and division.
Let us build no walls between ourselves and any
who are in Christ.
My own inclination was to limit the volume to
constru ctive material which directly renders invulnerable my thesis, Instrumental Music Is Scriptural, such as that contained especially in Chapters
IV., V., VI., VIII. and XI. I realized that by
turning from this field to that of argument, inference and refutation, I was furnishing material
which, even though it were without a flaw, would
be pounced upon by _any who predetermine not to
see, and by making the feathers fly in such portions, and by ignoring the unanswerable parts which
are the really meritorious and characteristic portions of this volume, might at least convince themselves that they had overthrown my thesis.
But I yielded to friends who urged that if
the book should contain none but constructive work,
and should neglect to overwhelm the strongest and
most plausible showing that had come from the
opposition, a chorus would go up that I had not

8
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attempted refutation because I dared not. The contest is waged as to the meaning of the Greek verb
psallo, and its kindred verbs and nouns, through
which are conveyed Heaven's message to earth as
to acceptable music. So far as I know, all agree
that Instrumental Music in the Worship, by M. C.
Kurfees, besides being the ablest work on that side
.
'
contams about all that is deemed worth while in
opposition to such music. In common with all
modern opposition treatises, it freely concedes tha t
'' to play'' had long been the musical meaning of
psallein, but it argues that, shortly before the New
Testament was written , the word revolutionized,
and came to indicate the vocal act, exclusive of
in strumental accompaniment even. It was thought
sufficient to demonstrate that said representative
volume fails to prove that such change of meaning
occurred, and then prove that in ·fact no such
alienation took place.
I am not of those who decry debates when deba tes are necessary, but this instrumental -music
qu estion has been debated amply, with the result
tha t we are to-day divided into warring camps
similar to t hose of Bolsheviki and Social Revolutionists in Russia, and our union ( ?) movement
~r esents a spectacle of inharmony and failure,
Ju ~tly comparable with that which to-day, as I
wri te (May, 1919), prevails in the new republic.
Furth er, what we are doing, compared with what
we can do by replacing discord and recrimination
wit h harmony and co-operation, is in about the

same ratio as is the present progress to what it
might be in the new republic, in that country of
boundless natural resources which recently threw
off its yoke, as we fondly thought we had thrown
off ours a century ago. They know not how to exercise liberty in united co-operation, just as we
seem not to know. ·
I appeal to us ;:tll, for these considerations, to
replace debate and destructive recrimination with
study and constructive co-operation, when, lo! a
better day will dawn.
Now that I am ready to send this volume
prayerfully forth on its mission, amply equipped
to do all that is desired, the question arises: '' What
will be its reception, and what the result?''
Had I the wisdom of Solomon, the eloquence of
Demosthenes, the logic of Locke, and, thus armed ,
if this book were the product of my mind, I would
expect but slight results. I having but gathered,
classified, and raised to view relevant proof and
testimony by others, no charge of egotism can lodge
when I assert that, with these facts before him, no
man would ever have started an agitation aga inst
instrumental music . A hundredth part of the proof
here assembled, if adduced in a crimina l court
against a man on trial for murder, would result in
a verdict of "guilty."
If it were in his favor,
and were brought to light after his conviction ( as
this proof comes to light after opposition to instruments had been in progress), it would lead to a
new trial and ready acquittal, just as this mat eri al

10
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should now secure a reconsideration by all, and a
reversal of the decision of such as had determined
to oppose instrumental music in worship.
A hundred years ago our fathers flooded Christendom with the proof that sectarianism-schism
-was sin; that unity in name, doctrine and ordinance was easily possible upon the basis of the New
Testament; that denominational names and human
creeds were divisive; and that in the Greek verb
baptizo our Lord had commanded immersion. Knowing that the proof for all this was overwhelming,
were they unduly optimistic in believing that at
least the evangelical forces would quickly come together and stand unon this divine platform? A
century of effort and observation has shown us the
shackling power of error, even with good, intelligent
Christians who have once received and subscribed to
error in the belief that it is truth. We believe
that sectarians should yield to our appealing plea
for unity, and our proof that only immersion can
constitute Christian baptism.
But are we going to manifest more nobleness
than they, toward this plea for ou1· own unity as
to instrumental music, now that the foundation for
our unity set forth in this volume is stronger than
can be show.n for unity in regard to immersion or
any of the aforenamed questions, the proofs for
which, for a century, we have alleged were absolutely conclusive?
If, in defiance of this mighty marsha ling of
proof, this much-multiplifil demonstration, this call

to end our reproach shall fall upon deaf ears-be
allowed to pass unheeded-we shall furnish another
and final proof that religious prejudice in the
human heart is so deep-rooted that nothing can
remove it short of a light from heaven, and the
audible voice of the Lord Jesus by which Paul was
arrested when journeying to Damascus.
Brethren, for eleven decades we have besought
others to be amenable to the voices of Scripture,
of scholarship and of reason. Shall we stultify
ourselves by being deaf when our own entreaty to
others is now addressed to ourselves 1 If, with
Berean nobleness, we shall all be able cheerfully to
reinvestigate, without bias, we shall thus enable
God to answer our Saviour's prayer that we "all
may be one."
0. E. PAYNE.
H ANNA, Alberta, Canada, 1919.

A union of hearts- a union of hands,
A union in Christ of every land.
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I.
THE FATHERSWISERAND NOBLER
THAN WE
of the nineteenth century witnessed
T HEthedawn
formal breaking away from sectarianism

-

of many widely separated individuals and communities, and the inauguration of earnest endeavors to restore the long-lost unity of the body of
Christ. This movement, which had its inception in
the Old World, found a freer atmosphere, and
made more rapid progress, in the New. Of the two
- awakenings to the exceeding sinfulness of division
which, more than all others, were destined to
greatly leaven Christendom, one occurred in Kentucky and took form in a terse document aptly
termed the '' Last Will and Testament of the
Springfield Presbytery,'' the idea being to thus
herald the dissolution of said organization. The
other took place a few years later in western Pennsylvania, and was rendered notable by the issuance
of a remarkable document styled "Declaration and
Address,'' which, in the religious realm, has exercised an influence second only to that exerted in
the political world by the American '' Declaration
of Independence,'' which preceded the former by
2
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just a third of a century. The great purpose of
the one was to throw off the temporal yoke, and of
the other the ecclesiastical. Both declared for
liberty, while the one which treated of questions
spiritual pleaded earnestly for the unity of all
whom Christ hath made free, and declared that the
New Covenant which he mediated constituted a
perfect platform on which, without compromise or
surrender, all free men might consistently, conscientiously and successfully stand. The one met
its crisis as to divisibility in 1861-65, and it required the horrors of four years of civil war, characterized by division, destruction and death, to
teach the value of union, peace and the resultant
prosperity. The other ran upon the rocks of strife
and division about 1868, and fifty years of calamitous warfare . have not yet sufficed to teach the
priceless blessings of unity, concord, and the success that from them :fl.ow,nor the enormity of that
hatred which comes between brethren when they
engage in what the world terms religious quarrels.
Great numbers joined in decrying division, in
declaring the sinfulness of human creeds and party
names which perpetuated it, and in proclaiming
the slogan, '' Where the Bible speaks, we speak;
where the Bible is silent, we are silent.'' Especially
among the leaders, many came from Presbyterianism, and nearly all from affusionist bodies.
Scarcely was the ink dry on the first edition of
the "D eclaration," which pledged its supporters to
loyal conformity to the New Testament, when they
16
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began to be twitted with the charge of inconsistency
and disloyalty to the Book, it being alleged that it
contained no warrant for sprinkling water upon
persons and terming it Christian baptism. So sure
were these noble men of God that their platform
was infallible, and that they could safely appeal
to the New Testament, that they unhesitatingly declared that if affusion was of men they did not
want it. Most men in like positions, instead of dismissing prejudice and divesting themselves of the
warp and woof of long years of custom and environment, preparatory to open-minded research,
have passionately rushed to the defense of that to
which they have been accustomed, resorting to the
Scriptures with no loftier purpose than to search
for proof or pretext with which to bolster the doctrine or practice which is questioned. It was here
that Luther fell, and forced his fellow-reformers
either to submit to his dogmatism, or pursue the
alternative which could but eventuate in sectarian
divi8ion,
Our great-hearted sires of a hundred years ago
met the question as to what constituted baptism
with '' To the law and to the testimony.''
In some
respects the English Bible was non-committal, even
after resort to English dictionaries. To remove all
room for doubt, appeal was made to the Greek Testament and to Greek lexicons, the province of which
is to define Greek, in which language the Lord's
command was deposited by the apostles and other
inspired New Testament writers. Differing from
17
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English dictionaries, which gave as different meanings of ''baptize''
the various modern acts practiced in lieu of the Lord's command to baptize, lexicons made it certain that the Greek word meant
'' to dip,'' '' to immerse.'' To dispel the last vestige
of doubt which might remain in any fair mind,
further and final appeal was made as to the use of
before, at and
the word bapti zo by Greek writers
/
since the time when the New Testament was written. A period covering several hundred years
yielded scores . of instances in which classical writers uniformly employed the word so that, as proven
by the context, it meant, and could only mean, '' to
plunge, submerge, overwhelm,'' just as the lexicons,
in almost unbroken voice, had declared.
Sanity had prevailed. The voice of scholarship
had removed all doubt. The New Testament had
rendered its certain verdict.
The precedent of
making confident appeal thereto had been established. Joy and hearty agreement upon the part
of all-most of whom had been in error-was the
surprising and happy outcome. A sense of relief,
which quickly rose to a great wave of enthusiasm,
marked the passing of what was known to be the
first great crisis of the movement to restore to the
world, in doctrine, in ordinance and in life , the
church divine, with its laws divine.
From victory unto victory the rapidly increasing, all-conquering Restoration forces swept on,
an imated by a degree of hope , expectanc y, fervor,
enthusiasm and unity that the world has seldom

witnessed, yet entirely free from that fanaticism
which often accompanies new movements, especially
in their early periods of success.
A harmonious half-century sped by, during
which the movement for unity had come to embrace hundreds of thousands.
Then a second
rock of offense was struck-the
question of instru mental music in connection with worship. Despite the resolve to refrain from division, which
had been regarded as almost the unpardonable sin,
heeclless of the ever-renewed pledge to compose
all differences by confident submission to the New
Covenant; and, seemingly forgetful of the great
precedent with its happy outcome, just as the
movement was launched, in which, without strife
or division, the more important and perplexing
question of baptism was settled for honest inquirers
for all time, the forces favoring and those opposing
the use of musical instruments fell to quarreling,
reviling and stigmatizing with ugly names, in a
way that can only be sinful between brethren in
Christ, regardless of any possible aggravating differences. With older brethren, full confirmation
of this may be had by appealing to their memories.
Those younger, who wish to get a slight sniff of the
brimstone set on fire throughout the churches, are
accommodated in Lard's Quarterly and other
periodicals, notably the Millennial Harbinger, as
far back as 1851, but particularly in 1864-68, by
such writers as Hayden, Grubbs, Lamar, Pendleton
and McGarvey, in the writings of no one of which

18
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is there discovered trace of an effort to supplant
controversy with research, to the end that this
question might be settled among us as was that of
baptism. Did space permit, I would give many
copious quotations to show how true is this statement; but three excerpts must suffice. From the
midst of the discussion, in which shameful invective was prominent, we glean these typical paragraphs:
'' But lately, men of the highest int elligence and greatest
influence among us begin to declare that they will not
tolerate certain things, though it is evident that these things
are clearly within the sphere of Christian freedom. When a
church, holding every item of the faith, every point of the
doctrine, every precept of the gospel-loving them and living
by them-decides,
in the exercise of its supposed Christian
liberty, that it is expedient for its welfare, promotive of its
prosperity, and consistent at once with its high aim and pro·
found principles, to introduce and use an organ or a melodeonI do not say it is right-I
do not say it is wrong-I simply
say it is a question for that individual church alone. But
now brethren assert that this thing is intolerable-that
it
must be crushed-that
they will not recognize such a churchwill have nothing to do with it-will not enter its pulpitnot even preach to sinners who may assemble there. Which
S. LCIITTWIT',
of these two parties is more in the wrongf"-J.
Vol. XXXIX., p. 563.
' ' There is a view of this question which I wish to
present directly to Bro. Hayden, and all conscientious men
who stand with him for the use of organs. It is this: You
know that such are the convictions of a very large number
of the best and most intelligent class of your brethren, that
they will r esist to the very last extremity the introduction of
ins trumental music in the worship, and that they will never,
20
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while they live, permit it to rest anywhere in peace. "-J.
W.
MoGarvey, Vol. XXXIX ., p. 217.
"But what shall be done with such churchesf ... 1. Let
m,ery preacher in our ranks resolve that he will never, under
any circumstances or on any account, enter a meeting-house,
belonging to our brethren, in which an organ stands. We
beg and entreat our preaching brethren to adopt this as an
unalterable rule of conduct.
'' 2. Let no brother who takes a letter from a church
e, er unite with ano ther using an organ. Rather, let him live
out of a church than go into such a den.
"3. (After urging opposers to walk out when an instru·
ment enters, he says of such churches:) 'I have no sympathy
wit:h them, and, so help me God, never intend knowingly to
put my foot into one of them.' ''-M. E. Lard, Quarterly, 1864.

Such declarations of war (made five years before the Olive Street Church, St. Louis, introduced
an organ, said to be the first congregation to do so),
officially promulgated at Sand Creek, Ills ., Aug.
17, 1889, have been bearing the usual fruits of war
ever since. Little wonder that, just as this manuscript was being made ready for the press, one of
our leading men, a great admirer of the lamented
president of Lexington Bible College, after reading
a convincing number of examples of the use of
psallo, in Chapter V., exclaimed: "How I wish
Bro. McGarvey had lived to see this!"
After a
few minutes' further conversation, he remarked:
"The position of those who hold that the meaning
of psallo changed, is the same as that of C. C.
Morrison regarding bapti zo, in his recent book,
The Meaning of Baptism." '
While he lived and labored, and since he went
21
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home, J. W. McGarvey, as was true with thou sands of his admirers, held and still holds a place
in the love and esteem of the author (who for a few
years was his disciple regarding instrumental
music) scarcely equaled by any man he has ever
li:nown. But that does not blind his eyes to the
fact that when this dear brother, speaking solemnly
for himself and his associates, vowed to "resist to
the very last extremity the introduction of instriimental music in the worship, and that they will
never, while they live, permit it to rest anywhere
in peace," he entered the class that, in the early
centuries, called councils, issued edicts, and graciously granted heretics ( n' nearer the truth than
themselves, option between recantation and the
rack. Are we removed from the Inquisition and
the burning of witches but the distance of the
thickness of the wall that separates between the
church and a state that guarantees religious freedom?
These observations have no relation to the music
question, nor to any one's views on either side
of it, but are a general appeal for tolerance. History records that, in every age, the most sincere
are the most intolerant, and, almost without exception, it later becomes evident that those most
intolerant are the ones most in error. Ignorance
(mistaken belief, founded upon false premises or
partial knowledge) has lit the torch in nearly
every persecution. In free America it seldom goes
further than ostracism, division and undying hatred.
22
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The music controversy has produced all this , with
a widespread bitterness that will end only at the
grave. Along with division came dampening of
ardor and stagnation of work and growth. The
vaunted plea for unity became a hiss and byword
upon the part of those whom we sought to win to a
platform which we fondly considered invulnerable,
and which was so from without , but, ah! not so
from within.
Where intelligent , noble-minded brethren whose
lives were whole-heartedly dedicat ed to the Restoration , such as Franklin, Errett , Lamar, Lipscomb,
Hayden, Grubbs, Hobbs, McGarvey, and a great
number like them divided about equally on the instrumental-music question, two things should have
resulted as a matter of course : First, perfect mutual
respect for the opinions of such brethren on the
opposite side, based on 'the certainty that both
parties were equally intelligent and equally sincere.
Second, this should have led to a degree of
modesty or humility in forming, holding and expressing opinions by all, instead of a swaggering
"I-can 't-be-mistaken" air, which leads men to impugn an opponent's sincerity, or deri9-e his conclusions. What the half-.century of music controversy has brought us in this respect, compared with
what we had a right to expect, are as different as
noonday and midnight.
This lining up about
equally for and against the instrument by such
should have convinced them, as it should now
teach us, either that the New Testament, as it
23
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came to us in the Greek, is not a safe guide, or
else that, instead of stooping to reviling, they
should have gone, as we should now go, into farreaching research, '' vowing that we will never,
while we live, permit the question to rest'' in
abeyance until it shall be solved.
And now, at the end of our second halfcentury, a period as definitely characterized by
internal discord and alienation as the first half
had been by harmony, I come with -a distinct
message to all my brethren who love the Lord
and His Zion. I allege that there was no need
for the un ~ly
di~urbance, and insist that if,
instead of rushing frenziedly at each other, we
had gone calmly and confidently in quest of the
truth, as was done when the earlier crisis was met,
and as we should now learn to do at the appearance of any storm-cloud above our horizon, the earth
to-day would b~ much nearer to the time when it
shall witness the answering of our Saviour's prayer
for the unity of all believers as a prerequisite to
the salvation of the world. As a further precursor
of what we herein bring to a great brotherhood
longing for peace and unity, I now announce
that I have just completed such a research as
described, such as was made in the early days of
the Restoration, in regard to baptism, and with
confidence declare that the material which I have
gathered is as great in volume and content , and in
character as overwhelmingly convincing upon the
question of instrumental music in worship, as is

the most weighty and unanswerable compilation
that has been given to us in settlement of the baptismal controversy. If all this is true, this volume
should be hailed with equal joy by both sides to
this prolonged controversy, and should usher in
that peace and reunion for which we have longed,
waited, worked and prayed. If it shall thus be
the humble means of starting a movement to
restore the breach, and to re-establish a united
front to face the common foe, I shall give God all
the glory, for I have but collated what he had
preserved, and which was available all these years
of futile strife, to any of the participants, had they
but chosen to forego contention and engage in
research. God leaves no room for doubt or disputation in regard to things which we need to know,
if we pause not, but persevere and '' hear the conclusion of the whole matter."
Since it seems probable that he pursued the
study far enough to make sure that there was '' pay
dirt'' if he would but delve deeper, it is a cause
for regret that J. Carroll Stark failed to go to
the bottom of this question. He sought a debate,
years ago, with R. B. Neal, in which he would
affirm, '' The New Testament authorizes the use of
instruments.''
Long afterward, he concluded his
handsome book, '' The King and His Kingdom,''
thus:

24

'' V. That in the distinction made by Paul betwe en
hymns and psalms he a1ithorized the use of instrumental
music in the worship of the church ...•
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'' VI. That it is positively commanded by the apostles
anr1 thus authorized by the Holy Spirit under the gospel dispensation.
This should end the controversy-' Where God
speaks, we will speak.' ' '

Having said that the research a hundred years
ago in regard to baptism settled tha t question
for all time with the fair-minded, and that I have
now completed a research no less thorough, in
which is here uncovered a wealth of material regarding instrum enta l music, fully as overwhelming
and convin cing, I deem it proper, in presenting
that material , to put my assertion to the most
severe test . I therefore decide to present, first,
a very complete, if brief, array of the results
of scholastic research into the meaning of the
Greek verb in which was contained our Lord's
command, which, in English , we render '' Go,
baptize,'' and then follow that immediately with
the material that is here gathered in regard to
instrumental music. If the latter shall be found
as complete, as convincing and as entirely onesided as the other, it must produce the same result
by enabling us lik ewise to compose our grievous
differences regarding this troubl esome question , or
else we shall demonstra tl"' to ourselves and the
world that we lack the wisdom and noble-mindedness of our fathers in the early days of the nine teenth century.
The need to end strife and restore pea ce,
in order to please our Lord , in order to extend
His kingdom as we desir e to do, and as we then
26
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might, and to demonstrate to ourselves and to the
world that our .vaunted platform (the New Covenant ) insures harmony and precludes discord and
division, should secure from all a sympathetic
approach-an
attitude of hopeful expectancy-for
who among us is not filled with sorrow and shame
at the early outcome of our movement for unity,
from which we had hoped and expected so much?
If I dare not expect so favorable a frame of mind ,
surely the exigenc ies of our Restoration movement
should compel every one identified therewith at
least to strive to dismiss prejudice, and justly
weigh the evidence now to follow, as would a judge
in court . Having performed the long and arduous
duty of amassing this testimony of the ages, I
now end my labor by placing the results within
reac h of all, and by beseeching every one thus
to fairly weigh. But, my clear brother or sister,
where my task ends, there your accountability
before God begins. Discharge your duty on your
knees, dispassionately, as I have performed my
portion, and God will bounteously bless the joint
efforts of writer and reader to heal the breach,
re move our reproach, and speed on our world"\Y
inning plea, designed to unite the believing world
:n Christ .
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ward by Christ's command received by Chl'istians
adjusted to the nat ure and contents of their religion;
an immersion in wate r.''

II.
"BAPTIZO"
DEFINEDBY LEXICONS

and
viz .,

Again I quote from a modern, scholarly, lexical authority, a native Greek, who emigrated to
America, and was for thirty-eight years a Professor
of Greek at Harvard:

'' Bapti zo, to dip repeatedly, to immel's e, to submerge. In
the New Testament it is used particularly of the rite of
sacred ablution, first instituted by John the Baptist, after-

E. A. Sophocles: '' Bapti zo, to dip, to immerse, to sink.
There is no evidence that Luk e and Paul and the other
writers of the New Testament put upon this verb meanings
not recognized by the Gl'eeks.''
Greenfield: "Baptizo, to immerse, to i=erge,
to sub·
merge, to sink, to wash, to cleanse."
. Green: "Baptizo, to dip, to immerse."
Suicer (Thesamrus): "Baptizo, to immerse, to dip."
Dr. Pope: "Baptizo, to dip in, to dip under."
Stephanus (Thesamrus Graeaae Lilnguae): "Bapti zo, to
merge, to imme1·se, also to dip.''
Robinson: "Baptizo, to dip in, to sink, to immerse."
Schrevelius: '' Baptizo, to baptize, to dip.''
Groves: '' Baptizo, to dip, t o immerse, to immerge, to
plunge.''
Scapula: '' Baptizo, immerse, submerge, bury in wate r,
wash, bathe.''
Passow: "Baptizo: 1. I=ers e often, submerge; hence,
moist en, wet. 2. Draw water. 3. Baptize, wash.''
Pasor: '' Baptizo, baptize, merge, bathe.''
Donnegan: '' Baptieo, to iniiiiers e repeatedly in a liqu id,
to submerge.''
Wahl, Clavis: "Baptizo, to dip, t o dip r epeatedly, t o
imnrerse, to wash.''
Hedericus: '' Baptizo, to mm·ge, immerse, wash in water.''
Stephens: '' Baptizo, to immerse, subm erge, bury in
miter, wash, bathe.''
Bullinger: '' Baptizo, to make a thing dipped or dyed, to
immerse for a religious purpose. By baptism, therefore, we
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O make sure of the meanings of words, we
have recourse to dictionaries or lexicons, and
he who disputes the united voice of lexicography
is justly regarded as beyond the pale of reason.
Hence, in establishing the meaning of this Greek
word, which is of vital concern because our Lord
indissolubly linked it with remission of sin and
citizenship in the kingdom of heaven, we, with
awe, yet without misgiving, ask lexicographers to
declare to us the import of the Greek of the
commands '' Go, baptize,'' and '' Be baptized.''
Based on the monumental work of Passow,
there is no greater lexicon . in any language than
the first from which I quote :
Liddell and Scott: "Baptizo,

to dip in or under water."

Next is given the definition from the scholarly
work by Professor Thayer (based on Grimm-Wilkes'
Clavis N9vi Testamenti, and admittedly the best
New Testament lexicon in our language ) , the GreekEnglish Lexicon of the New Testament:
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must understand an immersion whose design, like that of the
Levitical washings and purifications , was united with the
washing away of sin.''
Leusden: "Bapti zo, baptiz e, merge, bathe."
Biblico Theological Greelc L exicon: '' Bapti zo, to im merse, to submerge. The peculiar New Testam ent and Christian use of the word to denote immersion , submcl'sion for a
religious purpose....:...baptize.''
Walderus: '' Bapti zo, immerge, immers e.''
Bass: '' Bavti zo, to dip, immerse , Ol' plunge in water.''
Simonis: '' Bapti zo, to dip.''
Bretschneider: '' Bapti zo, dip Ol' bathe frequently, bathe,
wash, immerse, subm erge ."
(English-Greek Le xicon) : "Baptizein and
Fradensdorf
baptevn, to baptize, to dip.''
Schleusner: '' Bapti zo, properly, to immerse, to dip, to
immerse in water.''

with baptizo. "Baptizo, to immerse, to dip, to
submerge, to whelm, to inundate.''
Any one of
these words makes sense, and adequately translates the Lord's promise that '' he that believeth
and is immersed shall be saved.'' But if ''sprinkle''
gives the meaning of baptizo, in like manner
we may omit sprink le, and substitute words which
define it, such as "to scatter in small drops," "_to
distribute in minute particles.''
Our premise
.
"H e
is indisputable, but 1et us try our t rans 1at 10n:
that believeth and is distributed in minute particles
shall be saved.''
With accurate translations in
their hands, intelligent, fair-minded believers long
ago would have ceased to controvert in regard to
baptism and instrumental music. Such a work is
Rotherham's "Emphasized Bible."
Let a single
example illustrate: King James' Version and its
servile revision, in Luke 3 : 16, give us, '' I indeed
baptize you with water," implying that the water
is applied to the person, that the person is passive,
that the water is transitive, and yet completely failing to describe t he act-four
distinct and glaring
errors in six short words. Greek scholars know
that Luke wrote no such nonsense. Rotherham
tells us what he did write: "I indeed in water
am immersing you.'' '' Living Oracles'' translates
similarly .* Let us be loyal to the Book, but let

Left to lexicons, there is not now, and there
never was, such a thing as a baptismal question.
Instead, there is unanimity.
Of course, the above
list could be considerably extended, and there
would be heard no jangling voice. The foregoing
gives the testimony of many more lexicographers
than was accessible to those who promulgated the
"Last Will and Testament ," or the "Declaration
and Address.''
What they had was sufficient
to move them all to give up sprinkling, the manordained rite, and to adopt, preach and practice
the God-ordained ordinance, immersion.
If a particular English word may be used
properly to render a certain Greek word, then that
English word may be replaced by other English
words which correctly define it. Let us try this
30

* "SOUTHER..-.;BAPTIST SEMINARY, Louisville, Ky ., Nov. 19, 1919 .
"DEAR BROTHER PAYNE :-An
'I indeed in water immerse you .'
Who surpasses
3

Dr. Robertson

exact translation of Luke 3: 16 is:
Yours truly,
"A. T. ROBERTSON.''
as an authority in Greek!
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us be sure of the Book to whi.ch we pledge fealty.
If the Revision had 36,191 changes from the King
James, and if President Schaff said the work was
still imperfect, we should be careful to build no
divisive articles on such imperfections.
Brother, sister, your indifference and self-will
in rejecting immersion, which all admit is baptism,
are the chief obstacles to unity of the whole body
of believers. You will do violence to neither truth
nor your conscience by taking this one step forward
to this divine platform of unity and safety, and
then you will be loyally '' standing on the promises
of God.''

"He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved."
-Mark 16: 16.
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III.
"BAPTIZO"
AS USED IN THE CLASSICS
our Lord was preparing to leave earth, he
A Sdeclared
his Lordship, commissioned men to
carry on the work he had begun, commanded them
to preach and baptize, and made our obedience
to His command to be baptized one of the conditions of salvation. That command came to us in
the Greek verb bapti zo. Of the meaning of that
word the world is not now, _and for nearly three
thousand years has not been, for a moment, in
doubt. Its meaning is as certain as is that of
our English word ''immerse,'' and the proof is
as complete and accessible. The preceding chapter
contains the testimony of nearly thirty of the
world's greatest Greek scholars, all but one or two,
I think, affusionists, and all testify to the same
facts. There is no need for pursuing the inquiry
further.
But so unyielding is the prejudiced
human will, and so unshakable the faith in one's
priest, preacher or party, that, in order to remove
the last possible excuse for doubt, I think well to
introduce a number of Greek writers and draw
extracts from their writings, so that each may
make sure for himself, by the context, what mean33
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ing the word baptizo expressed in the period when
the New Testament was written.
As is generally known, in preparing their manuscripts for publication, lexicographers draw upon
earlier lexicons and authors . of repute, of the
country and period designed to be covered. If
one is dissatisfied with the verdict thus obtained ,
an appeal is always open to that court of last
resort, the authors who lived and wrote during the
age and in the language in question, and the
meaning they intended to communicate in the use
of a word as shown by the context miist be final.
Lest some reader balk at the dictum of the lexicons,
I decide to now resort to the court of certainty
which no one questions:
Hippocrates (Epidemics, Book 5), describing the breathing of a suff erer: "She breath ed as persons breath e after
having been immersed (baptized)."
Alcibiades: "You dipped (baptes) me in plays, but I,
in the waves of the sea dipping (bapti zon), will destroy you
with streams more bitter."
Diodorus: '' The river rushing down with the current
"Most
increased in viol ence, immersed ( ebaptize) many."
of the wild animals are surrounded by the stream and
perished, being submerged (bapti zomena), but some escap·
ing to the high grounds are saved.''
'' His ship being sub"They do not whelm ( baptizou~i)
merged ( baptistheisas)."
the common people with taxes."

These four quotations from Diodorus, showing
the meaning of the verb bapti zo from different
angles , are sufficient to satisfy any fair mind,
though I should call no other witness.
34
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Evenus: "Bacchus (god of wine and son of Jupiter)
plunges (baptizei) in sleep."
Josephus, describing the act of drowning a boy: " Continually pressing down and immersing (baptizing) him while
swimming.''
Philo: "The reason was whelmed (baptizcmwnou) by
the things overlying it.''
Strabo: '' A dart hurled from above into the channel, the
force of the water makes so much resistance that it is hardly
"And he who enters into it is not
dipped (baptizesthai)."
i=ersed
( baptizesthai), but is lifted out."
Epictetus: '' I£, sailing in a larg e burnished and richly
gilded ship, you would not wish to be submerged (baptizesthai) . ' '
Libanius: "I myself am one of those i=ersed
( baptisrnenon) by that great billow.''
Demosthenes: ''Not the speakers, for these know how
t0 play the dipping ( diabaptizestha i) match with him, but
the inexperienced.' '
Pindar: "When the remainder of the tackle is toiling
in the sea, I, like a cork above the net, am undipped
( abaptistos) in the water."
Plutarch: "The soldiers along the entire way (bap tizontes) with cups and horns and goblets, from grnat winepots and mixing-bowls, were drinking to one another."
"A
bladder, then, may be dipped (baptized), but it is impossible
for you to sink. ' '
Plato: "Per ceiving that the boy was overwhelmed (baptizomenon), I wished to give him respite."

Several instances might be quoted from Plato
and Plutarch.
Aristophen: "Then whelming (bapti sas) potently with
wine, he released me. ' '
Ilornerio Allego ries: "The mass of iron, drawn red hot
from the furnace, is then dipped ( bapti zetai) in water."
35
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Dio Cassius: '' Others, jumping into the sea, were
drowned, or, being struck by the foe, were submerged

but if guilty, after going a short distance, he is immersed
(baptizetai) up to his head."

( ebaptizonto).''
Suidas (Lexicon) : "Desiring to swim through,
were immersed (baptized) by their heav y armor."

they

Heimerius: '' I will show you in addition my soldiers;
one fighting lifelike in the painting-and
another dipping
( baptizonta) with his hands the Persian fleet."
Lucian ( Timan ) : "If the winter's torrent were sweep·
ing one away, and with arms outstretched he were imploring
so
aid, to thrust him headlong, submerging (baptizonta)
that he would be unable to rise to the surface again.''
Themistius: "Overwhelmed ( baptizmnenon) by grief ."
Eustathius: '' Striv es to overwhelm (lcatabaptisai)
the
entire vessel with the billows.''
Proclus: "The Io-Bacchus was sung at festivals and aacrifices of Bacchus immersed ( bebaptis1nenon) with much
wantonness.''
Demetrius: '' She is not complet ely dipped ( bebaptistli,Ui), but rises above. ''
Achilles: "Therefore
they dip ( baptizous) into the
water a pole covered with pitch."
Polyrenus: "Philip
did not desist dipp ing ( diabaptizomenos) in a contest with the pancratiast, and sprinkling 1
( ram,omenos) water in his face."
Julian: "I found Cupid in the roses, and holding him
by th e wings, I dipped (ebaptisa) him into wine and drank
him.''
Alciphron: '' If I am to see all the rivers, life to me will
be whelmed (.baptisthasetai) if I behold not Glycera."
Clement of Alexandr ia: "But is plunged ( baptized) by
drunkenness into sleep.''
Polybius: "Themselves by themsel ves immersed (baptizomenoi) were sinking in the pools.''
Po rphyra : "When he who is charged answers, if not
guilty , he pass es fearless, th e wat er reachi ng to his kn ees ;
1

Ther o is no such word in the Lor d's co=znd
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In this notable array of quotations from the
learned Greek writers of the period during which
proof is sought, if we have failed to prove absolutely that, at the time the New Testament was
written, baptizo, with its derivatives, meant to dip,
to immerse, just as we adequately established that
the united voice of lexicographers had affirmed,
then it is not possible to prove to a certainty that
two and two make four .
But, surely, every reader is convinced beyond
gainsaying. Brother, sister, I beseech you, do not
pass the matter indifferently.
Consider, I beg,
how much hangs on the decision of yourself and
others-obedience , to the Lord's command; the
salvation of your soul; the uniting of divided
Christendom, and, as dependent on _this last , the
salvation of the world (see last half of John
17:21).
The whole world is agreed that immersion is
the act of Christian baptism. It therefore requires
the surrender of no conscientious conviction for us
all to unite in so_ obeying that in act we shall
agree, as well as in theory, and thus take the
longest possible step, and almost the last step,
toward the reun ion of all the family of God, for
which we have been looking, longing, hoping and
praying, and unto which, but for our willfulness,
we would thus have been dutifu lly walking.
Jesus commands. Loyal subjects obey.
37
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Do not think that this is some modern fad
or recently devised doctrine.
On the contrary,
the question is centuries old, though there would
never have been a baptismal question had not the
world, for centuries, been dependent for its religious guidance upon an institution which appealed
not to the Book, but to itself, to settle controversies. With it, "the voice of the church was the
voice of God,'' and it was not sparing in making
deliverances as for Him. Printing was not yet
invented. Copies of the Scriptures could not be
had. Unable to hear any voice except that of the
priest, and mistakenly supposing that his were the
words of the true Shepherd, the flock could but be
led far astray on many questions.
But upon this, as well as other matters, the
priest has not pretended that he was following
the apostles . Claiming that the church had power
to bind and loose, he has always admitted that
immersion was set aside by the councils, and affusion substituted therefor.
That the reader may be duly impressed
with this truth, I call attention to the fact that
this same priest, for hundreds of years, in pulpit
and press, has been twitting the Prote stant world
with the fact that, in christening babies and sprinkling a few drops of water upon adults, instead
of burying believers in baptism as the Book commands, Protestantism has tacitly acknowledged that ,
Rome has the authority to change which she arrogates to herself, since Protestants , in this respect,

follow Rome and go cont rary to the Bible, as
history and Scripture abundantly testify. Which
will you obey, Christ or the Pope 1
It is apparent to the untaught that our most
used English Bibles do not translate the Greek
word bapti zo. Instead, they place a final "e" in
place of the :final '' o, '' and so, in an .evasive way,
dodge the issu e. Every reader, as well as every
translator, knows that the word must mean one
of the two acts, either to dip or to sprinkle upon,
and in a few instances conscientious translators
have had the courage to be guided by their scholarship and defy the boycott of public prejudice, or
their own denomination. A few such well-known
translations are the Judson Bible, and the New
Testament by Campbell , Macknight and Doddridge,
eminent Presbyterian scholars of more than a century ago, revised by Alexander Campbe ll, and published under the title '' Living Oracles.'' Easily outranking these, and, in many respects, either the
Authorized or Revised Versions, is the Emphasized
Bible, by the great Greek scholar of the Restoration,
Joseph Bryant Rotherham, in which the Greek verb
baptizo is not transliterated as was evasively done
by the two better-known versions, but is uniformly
rendered by the word "immerse," which the whole
world of scholarsh ip testifies is the one suitable
word by which to render baptizo. Let us honor
this manly, loyal, scholarly translator by using his,
the most accurate and illuminating version of the
Scriptures extant.
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And what is of far great er concern, now that
we know what our dear, loving Lord commanded
us to do, let us, as reasonable; accountable beings,
deceive ourselves no longer, but choose between
obedience and rebellion. The old bridge is condemned as unsafe. A new one, of concrete, by its
side, is as safe as the Rock of Ages. Shall we,
from sentiment or habit, use the old, in spite of
the "Danger" sign at the entrance, merely to
go with the crowd, and because we know that, ere
the danger sign was put up, a loving father or
mother trusted it? In fact, the new is the old,
for it dates back to Christ, and bridges between
the world and His kingdom. The other was constructed by Councils, and leads to Rome or her
daughters.

"Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice."-I

40
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IV.
WHAT MEANT"PSALLO" IN PAUL'S DAY?
THE LEXICONS
Testament , as it came from the hands
INofthetheNewinspired
apostles, nothing is said about
either singing or playing musical instruments.
Instead, in the expressive language of the Greeks,
the messages which are directed to us in regard
to music ar e transmitted in the verbs ado and
psallo, and their kindred nouns, ode, etc., for the
former , and psalmos, etc., for the latter. We are
divinely directed to ado and psallo, and our all-wise
Father, who charges us to '' study to show ourselves
approved,'' never delivers us a precept couched in
uncertain language. We have seen that to be true
of baptizo, and shall now see that it is as certainly
true of psallo. By common consent, ado and ode
ar e regarded as indicating vocal music. As to the
meaning of psallo and psalmos at the time the
New Testament was written, through lack of
information among believers , there is the sharpest
disagreement. The writer's purpose in gathering
material upon the question was to ascertain the
truth in Christ, and, by now publishing that truth,
to unite the forces upon it, end controversy, take
41
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away our reproach, and thus mightily speed forward our appeal for Christian unity on the New
Testament, the most winsome pl ea that the world
has heard in fifteen centuries .
In the previous chapt ers it has been demonstrated that, to him who correctly understands
the New Testament, God has not carelessly left
any room for doubt or uncertainty.
Just as there
was no occasion for disagreement as to the meaning
of the Greek verb baptizo, I shall now as completely demonstrate that neither is there th e slightest ground for misgiving as to the meaning of the
Greek verb psallo, as it came from the inspired
If in this labor of love I shall have
writers.
brought joy to that great and noble company who,
tiring of discord, long for reunion, I shall be
amply rewarded, yet my own pleasure will be
marred by the thought of the fearful responsibility
which my work unavoidably places upon some who
have grown so bitterly partisan that they will not
'' be persuaded though one rose from the dead,'' 1
for I can not hope that this array of unimpeachable
witnesses could testify more convincingly than did
"Moses and the prophets," and I can not approach
the eloquence and persuasion of Stephen 2 or Paul,3
who, though able to win thousands, as I hope this
volume will do, failed to move Christward many
conscientious Jews to whom their unanswerable
ar guments were addressed.

As an ap propriat e pr eliminary to our study
as to the meaning of psallo , it may be said here
that the verb occurs five times in the New Testament, employed once by James, and four times
by Paul. Let me subjoin the passages in which
the word is found, including one which contains
psalmos, and another which contains both psalmos
and ado, pr efacing them all with one sample text
:from th e (LXX.) Old Testament (Ps. 33: 2, 3):

1

Luke 16: 31.

1

Acts 7.

• Acts 22 and 26.
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"Give thanks unto Jehovah with th e harp; psalate unto
him with t he psalte ry of t en strings.
'' A do unto him a new song; psalate skillfully with a
loud noi se."
Rom. 15: 9: '' Therefor e will I give praise unto thee
among the Gentil es, and psalo unto th y nam e.''
1 Cor. 14: 15, 26: "What is it th en T I will pray with the
spirit, and I will pray with the und ers tanding also: I will
psalo with t he spirit, and I will psalo with the understanding
also."
"What is it th en, brethren f ·when ye come together,
each one hath a ps almos, hath a t eaching, hath a r evelation,
hath a tongue , ha th an int erpretation . "
Eph. 5: 19: " Speaking one to another in psalmos a.nd
hi11
mnos and spirit ual ode, adont es and psallont es with your
heart t o th e Lor d. ''
Col. 3 : 16: '' Teaching and adm onishing one another with
psalmos and hA11mn
os and spiritual od e, ado with grace in
your hearts unto God. "
Jas. 5: 13: "Is any among you sufferingT let him pray.
Is any cheerful'1 let him psalleto."

Keeping the foregoing uses of psallo in our
minds , and , as becometh a people who love learning,
and who properly rate scholarship, with confidence
that we shall not be misled, let us now resort to
43
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those monuments of learning termed lexicons, upon
which largely rests the world's knowledge of, and
faith in, the past. With but few exceptions, noted
lexicographers have been eminent Christian scholars .
As say Blackstone, Greenleaf, Cooley, and all
who have spoken on the subject, words are to be
received in their ordinary or usual import, and
that is determined by dictionaries and lexicons.
Well expressing that from which there is no dissent, Dr. Charles Hodge, the great Presbyterian
scholar, says :
'' The fundamental interpretation of all writings, sacred
and profane, is that words are to be understood in their
historical sense in which it can be historically proved that
they were used by their authors, and intended to be understood by those to whom they were addressed. The object
of language is the communication of thought. Unless words
are taken in the sense in which those who employ them know
they will be understood, they will fail of their design."
-Sys tem. Theol., I., 376.

In directing us as to the character of music
which would please God and edify us, Paul and
James neither say to "sing"
nor to "play."
Instead, they tell us to ado and also to psallo.
They wrote in the Greek of nineteen centuries ago.
We read and speak twentieth-century English. The
question is up: "What meant psallo in Paul's
day?"
200 B. C. Interpreter
of Aristophanes ( 414

B. C.):
"Psallo, the sounding of the cithara."
44
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250 B. C. The Sclwliast, defining the word
psalmos (used about a century and a half earlier
-414 B. C.-by Aristophanes, Aves. 218):
'' Psalrnos, properly the sound of the cithara.''

250 B. C. The Scholiast, defining the word
used by Plato ( about 357 B. C.), Ly sis 209 B.: ·
, 'Pselai, to touc h the strings with the fingers without
a plectron.''

364 A. D . Basil (Homily),

Psalm 44:

"For it is a song (ode) and not a psalm (psalnnos),
because it is rendered with musical expression, by the voice
alone, without the accompaniment of the instrument."

The above definition, by this em~e nt Christian
scholar, for any fair mind in quest of truth , is
sufficient to refute all that I have seen by the
opposition ; and it alone, from one so credible,
without the hundreds of corroborations at hand,
should end that which hereafter e;an not be dignified controve r sy, but which , if it cease not, must
degenerate into disgraceful wrangle.
370 A . D. Gregory of Nyssa on Psalm 103 (I.,
p. 295):
"Psalmos is the melody through the musical instrument
( the organ on) . " 1
' So Gregory, a great Greek scholar , a very earnest Christian,
writing to and for Christians, on a Christian theme-acceptable
music
in worship--says
that _psalmos (the word Paul thrice employed to
direct our worshlp---1 Cor. 14: 26; Eph. 5: 19 ; Col. 9: 16) is music
mad e by the musical instrument.
Notic e, M does not say "the word
e.,
form erl y meant that," but thrice used th e present tense--i.
"paalmos i8 the music which we Christians NOW make in 97 0 A. D .
throu gh the instrument; ode is the music with words made by our
mouths."
Denied the writings of modern scholar s, in his ignorance
Gregory did not know that "psallo and psalrnos had come to refer
to the voice, having Jost all other meanings"; neither had he heard
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"Ode is the cry of melody ( melos) or music with words
which takes place by means of the mouth.
'' Hu,mnos is the praise offered to God for the good things
that we possess. ''

396 A. D. St. Augustine (Vocab. Lex. Eccle.):
'' Psalmus is produced by a visible instrument, while oam-

ticzvm is produced by the mouth."

e.,

435 A. D. Lexicon by Cyril of Alexandria:
'' Psalmos, a musical utterance while the instrument
played rhythmically according to harmonic notes.''

"Psalo-a
kind of bridle."
[ A note by the editor
says it should be psalion instead of psalon.-0. E. P.]
, 'P salitt etcw-strugg les. ''
[This meaning
doubtless
arises from the idea of "pulling and hauling" involved in
the root psallein, "to pluck. "-Flickinger.]
'' Psallos-instrument.''
[The editor's comment on the
definition is non liquet; i. e., "meaning is not clear."0. E. P.]
'' Psalter-the man, and the woman, psaltria.''
[I.
psalter is the male (musician), psaltri.a the fema.le.-Flick·
inger.]

is

Evidently an accompanied song, if the translation throughout is accurate. Another translation
reads:
'' Psalmos, a musical sound made on an instrument, rh:rth·
mically, in accordance with the musical notes.''

In a sincere effort to bring to the reader everything discoverable bearing upon the investigation,
in the next definition I bring an early and somewhat inharmonious note-one
that gives some
support to the view that psallein and adein are
synonymous. Yet in Hesychius' day, as well as
in ours, "to sing songs" usually comprehendedcertainly did not preclude-accompaniment.
575 A. D. H esychii Alexand1·ini Lexicon:

Much effort has been made by editors to bring
order out of the confus ion of the above definitions
by the author or the hands of unknown glossers,
with seemingly ill success. Of Hesychius, the
Encyclopedia Britannica says:
'' Schmidt considers that he must have flourished later
than 530 A. D. On the other hand, he can not have been
later than 642 A. D., when the school of Alexandria was
scattered by the Saracen conquest. . . . Belonging to the
school of Alexandria, he was probably a pagan; and the
explanations of words from Gregor y Nazianzen and other
Christian writers are interpolations of later time ....
The
text is very corrupt, and the order of the words has often
been disturbed. There is no doubt that many interpolations,
besides the Christian glosses, have been mad e.''

'' l'salleinr-to sing songs; to pluck; to set in motion.''
[Evidently to cause to vibrate.-0.
E. P.]

Britannica also corroborates the following by
Prof. R. C. Flickinger, over the Department of
Classical Languages, Northwestern University:

th11fi"the first appearance in history of musica~ instruments in Chris·
tian worship was a.bout the sixth century A. D." (Vid e Inst . Music
in Worship, pp. 2, 44. 47, 97; Maple Leaflet No. 2. "Sommer·
·wright Debat e." p. 34; "Is Instrumental Music in Psallo ?" p. 14:
"How to Prai se God To-day," etc., eto. Wllo is it tliat should heed
Gamaliel's advi ce, "Lest haply ye be found even to be fighting
against God" !

'' Be cautious in using Hes ychius ....
His work is badly
confused . Many of his definitions are based upon an isolated
use in a single author, whose usage would have no standing
in our eyes or those of his contemporaries."
4
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1150 A. D. Etymologicum Magnum, under the
word psallein, defines thus:

, , Psallo, I play, strike on the cithara; it properly refera
to the sound of the lyre.''

"Psallein, on the strings of the lyre; from pso, which
means to approac h; from it is derived psooo; for they used
to ap~roach the lyre and play ( epsallon) ; the word
(psallein) comes from touching (episcwwin) them (t he lyre
strings) with the fingers."

1607 A. D. L exicum -Grwcitm (Oonstantius ):

1175 A. D. Suidas (Lexicon ), under the word
psallomene, a word not so often used, states that
it is the equivalent of psallein, a common word,
and then defines the latter thus :
'' Psallein is properly the act of grasping the strings with
the tips of the fingers .' '

The Encyclop edia B ritannica (Scribner's, Vol.
XXII ., p. 632) states that this grammarian and
lexicograph er, Suidas, in his lexicon, treats both
Christian and pagan subjects.
1532 A. D. Lexicon Greco-Latinus (Badreas):
"PsaUo, sing, strike the strin gs. "

1538 A. D. Dicti onorium Grwcum (Phavorinus):
"Psallo, to play on musical instruments,
the instrum ent specifically called psalterion."

1557 A.
nius) :

D.

L exicon

especially on

Grwco-Latinum

( Ju-

"Ps a~lo, sing, stri ke the cithara."

1577 A. D.

Lexicon Grmco-Latinitm (Gilles):

'' Psa,Uo,sing, strik e the cithara . ''

1577 A. D. H ellenorus:
48

, 'Psallo , sing, strike the cithara. Erasmus remarks that
it signifies to render thanks to God; properly of the sound
of the ly1·e.' '

To the inherent excellence of this definition is
added the weight of the name of one of the
greatest Greek scholars of all ages:
"Erasmus, during his last years, enjoyed fame and con·
eideration beyond that of any man of letters before or
since" (Standard Encyc ., Vol. X., p. 157).

1607 A. D. Lexicon Grwco-Latinum:
'Pscllo, I play, I strike the cithara. Properly it refers
to the sound of the lyre. ' '
"Psalrnos, psalm, music, song. Properly the sound o:f
the cithara, the sound of the lyre. Interpr eter to Aristophanes, Birds. "

Here, on the authority of a· seventeenth-century
lexicon, we have not only the declaration that
psallo means "I play," but that since the days of
Aristophanes (400 B. 0.) and of his interpret er
(200 B. C.) its cognate noun has meant "properly
the sound of the cithara, the sound of the lyr e.''
Only the necessities of an untenable theory have
operated to lift a voice in opposition.
1669 A. D. Grwcw Lingitw ( Clavis, Lubinus ) :
'' Psalmos, song sung to strings.''
"Psalter }
, , Psaltes one who knows how to play on the lyre.,•
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1679 A. D.
(Garth-Konig):

Latin- German-Greek

L exicon

'' Psallo, to play on strings, sing.''

1712 A. D. Lexicon Ecclesiasticitm (Schmidt) :
'' Psalmus, according to Augustine,' diffei·s from cantioum
in that the latter is produced by the mouth, while the former
is produced by a visible instrument; i. e., a psaltervwm. Of
this sort are the Psalms of David.''

This discriminating definition by Schmidt, the
great German scholar, has multiplied value in that
it speaks not only for two centuries ago, but,
in quoting Augustine, gives us also the definition of
our quest by that t owering Christian scholar of
fifteen centuries ago, three centuries after the time
when the New Testament was written.
1728 A. D. Thesaurus E cclesiasticus ( Suicer) :
"Greg. Nys. II., in Psalm 103, psalmos is the melody
produced by a musical instrument.
Basil M., in Psalm 29,
psalmos is a musical sound caused when the instrument is
struck rhythmically according to the musical notes.''

Thus, besides the testimony of the Thesaurus
two centuries ago, we see that these two, among
the most gifted and eminent of the early Christian
writers, so defined the Greek noun, three centuries
after Paul used it, as to make certain that, in their
day, it retained the meaning it had before the New
Testament was written. He who refuses to heed
such definitions as these by Suicer, Basil , Gregory
and Augustine, is irrevocably prejudiced, for they
1

See excerpt from Augustine in Ohapter V. hereof.
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are decisive, cover the period in question, and the
witnesses are as trust worthy as any who have lived.
1802 A. D. A llgemeines Griechisch-Deutsches
H andworterbuc h:
'' Psallo, I play on a stringed instrument. I sing, glorify,
praise.''
'' Psalma, a song on a stringed instrument.''
' ' Psa®ios, a song played on a stringed instrument, or
sung thereto ; a psalm.' '
'' Psalmochares, taking pleasure in a string-tune and
song."
' ' Psaltes, player on a stringed instrument.''

1803 A. D.
icus) :

Grcecum Lexicon Manuale (Heder-

"Psallo, I touch, I strike and touch with a certain light
movement; I play on the lyre."
"Psalma, sound of the lyre. "
"PsaPmos, playing or striking the lyre, song, tune."
'' Psalmocha!res, taking pleasure in songs; one who delights in the striking the lyre, or in songs which are sung to
the lyre."
"Psalter } one who knows how to psallere, one
"Psaltes
who knows how to play on the lyre."
"Psaltoweo, 1 I sing with the 1Joce (voice) and psallo
(play) at the same time.''
'' Psaltoidos,2 one who sings songs or tunes which are
accompanied by the lyre or psalterium; one who sings and
psalli,t (plays) at the same time."

With so vast a number uniting their voices as
to the meaning of psallo, the author is not doubting
that the candid will grant that it r efers to the
•

1

emg .

A compound verb composed of psaUo, to play, and ado, to

• A compound no un with like constituents.
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instrument, and that instrumental music in Christian worship is acceptable. The wonder is whether,
with so much conclusive testimony, very many of
those who shall come to see that they hav e been
mistaken, will now declare that instrumental music
unavoidably inheres in psallo, and that therefore
to employ it is mandatory.
1807 A. D. Dictionnaire Gree. Franc. ( Oneon) :

'' Psalma, song played on the cithara or other such instrument."
, 'Psal1rws, the act of striking and putting into motion
the strings by means of the fingers; whence also the ode,
played on the musical instrument with strings.''
He who strikes the psaltervum with the fingers,
"Psalter { he who strikes the cithara, or other such
'' Psaltes instrument.' 1

'' Psallo, to touch the lyre, sing psalms, praise, render
thanks, sing verses.''
''Psalter}
, , Psaltes player of an instrument.' 1

"Psallo, I touch, I strike, and touch with a certain light
movement. 'l'hus musicians are said to psallein their own
strings, to strike the cithara, to play on the ly:re or simply
psallein. Likewise, metaphorica.lly, psallo with songs and
glorify the Lord with hymns. I sing praises to the Lord. 11

1808 A. D. Etymologicum
(Lennep-Scheide ) :

Linguw

Grwcm

'' Psallo, to scrape or strike gently, to strike the strings
of the lyre, and then, by metonyme, to play.''

1816 A. D. Lexicon Grwco-Latinum (Scapula ) :

"Psalma }
, , Psal1nos music of the lyre; or song sung on.the lyr e.•'

1 That is, "psrillo,
to play; by a change of u se, also to sing." By
a change of use a verb may acquire a secondary meaning, but never
for that cause, and r ar ely, if ever, for any cause, loses its primary
meaning.
Both meanings exist side by side.
"Eat, said especially of food not liquid; as to eat bread" (Web ster) ; by a change of use, also to drink.
See 1 Cor. 11 : 20.
"Tea, verb intransitive, to drink tea. Provincial, England" (Web ·
ster) ; by a change of use, to eat; e. g., "have tea with us ;" i. e ..
the even ing meal. No1v, would not such "change of use" be an outrageous pretext on which to base an article of faith, with which to

divide the church of God! Yet if there is more or bette r warrant for
th!s alleged "c hange of mean ing" of psallo than is con tained in this
secondalry definition of this scarcely heard ·of lexi con, which definition
ahnost certainly rests upon the fact that singing and playing were
so uniformly concurrent, or else the praetice of the corrupt Greek
Church which discountenances the instrument, and demanding silence
by the women, forbids them singing, I have not found it, and the opposition has not produced it. Let them not contradict by citing the
Authorized, the Revised or other versions, for they translitera te bap·
tizo in the same evasive way.
Where ado and psallo occur in the Greek Scriptures, psallo can
not be said to be translated, but, practically, is evasively translit erated,
for which of the hundred definitions in this chapter says psallo means
to "make melody" l
-Su:t ;! this lexicon, as a secondary definition of psaUo, after
saying It properly means to sound the strings of an instrument with
the :fingers, says "it also refers to singing/' it, in the same way, here
says, "Also the ode, played on the musical instrument with strings."
If the instrumental
word, psallo, can be shown sometimes to refer
to the voice, there is at least as much and as clear proof that the
for
voce..l words ado and ode likewise refer to the instrument-likely
the same reason that since adontes and psaUontes were concurrent
acts, brevity of SJ>'_lechwould not unnaturall y lead to the us e of either
word to refer to the conjoint act. It will become increasingi y certain
that these two words have developed no further than that . So,
su e!> passages as R ev. 15: 2, 3, denotin g that the ode of the future
will be accompanied by the instrument, but told of the practice of
If the New Testhe time present when the Rev elation was given.
tamellt had omitted psaU-0 and contained only the musical word ado,
,re would aot be justified in reading into it a prohibition of accom·
paniment.
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1815 A. D.
relli) :

Lexicon Grwco-Prosodiaciim (Mo-

"Psallo, to strike, play on the lyre, praise."
'' Psalmos, music of the lyre, song.''

1816 A. D.

Greek Lexicon:

'' Psallo, properly psaliein, signifies to touch and cause
to sound the strings with the tips of the fingers. By a
change of use,' it also refers to singing songs, singing
psalms.''
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'' Psalter } he who knows how to psallefln, he
'' Psalt es who knows how to play on the lyre.''

1816 A. D. Kleine 's Griechisch-Deutsches Handworterbuch (Riemer-Schneider) :
'' Psallo, to play the lyre.''
'' Psalma, song played on the cithara or stringed instrument.''

1817 A.
(Planche):

D.

Diction'Yl,(JJi,r
e Grmc-Francais

'' Psallo, to touch the lyre, sing psalms, sing verses, sing
praise, celebrate."
'' Psalma, sound of stringed instrument, song, verses
sung to the lyre.' '
'' Psalmos, sung in harmony with the lyre; subject of a
lyric poem; psalm. "
'' Psait er } pla yer of an instrument."
"Psalt es

INSTRUMENTALMUSIC IS SCRIPTURAL
Why did not some one of the hundred lexicographers, at some time during the two thousand
years th ey cover, qualify their definitions by saying: "Until just before the New Testament was
written, psallo had meant to play a stringed instrument; after that time it lost all reference to
an instrument, and meant nothing else but to
sing'' 1 The answer is not a guess. The reader
knows that the reason for no one so stating is
because it is not true.
Gesenius' Hebrew and English Lexicon, defining zamar:
'' To touch or strike the chords of an instrument, to play,
Greek psallein; and hence to sing, to chant, as accompanying
an instrument.''

'' Psallo, to play a stringed instrument.''
'' Psalma, the tune played on cithara or stringed instrument.''
'' Psa'flmos, the playing of the cithara or of any other
stringed instrument.
The song sung to the playing of a
stringed instrument.''

As Orientalist, linguist, theologian, educator
and author, Gesenius has had few peers. His H ebr.
Elementarbuch contributed enormously to know1
edge of the Hebrew language in both Europe and
America. His monumental work, Thesaiirits Philologico-Criticus Lingiim H ebraicce et Chaldomcce
Veteris Testamenti, which began to issue in 1829
A. D., was completed in 1858 A. D. This scholar,
learned in both Hebrew and Greek, defines zamar
(as it is always defined ) primarily to strike the
chords of an instrument, to play, and secondarily
to sing with instrumental accompaniment, which
definition he clinches by saying that the Greek
psallo has the same meaning. Only a tyro would
gainsay, when such men as Gesenius and Passow
speak. Despite the remarkable unanimity of the
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1822 A. D. Novus Thesaurus Philologico-Critir
cus (Schleusner ) :
'' Psallo, I strike the lyre, I play the lyre.''

1823 A . D.

L exicon Manuale (Schrevelius):

'' Psallo, I touch, strike with a light stroke, play on the
lyre.''
'' Psalmos, music or striking of the lyre; psalms.' '

1823 A. D. H andworterbuch der Griechischen
Bprache (Schneider-Passow) :
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world of learning of all ages as to the meaning of
psallo, by and through which we are directed to
employ acceptable music in worship, for fifty years
opposers of instruments have been schooled to meet
us with an ultimatum requiring us to forego the
instrument, surrender our liberty, refrain from
our duty, stifle our own consciences, impoverish
the worship, and repel the public, and all for the
sake of him who, though ever so sincere, has neglected to enlighten his conscience. Must this continue?
1823 A. D. Greek and English Lexicon (Jones):
"PsaUo, I play on a musical instrument; sing; sing to a
name; celebrate.''
'' Psalmos, a sound made by a musical string; a sacred
song, psalm."

1824 A. D. Bretschneider Lexicon
("Lexicon of New 'l'estam0nt Greek"):

Manuale

"Psallo, to touch strings, strike the lyi:e, play the lyre,
to produce music either to musical instruments, oi: with the
voice alone, and only of a joyful music, hence to glorify in
song.''

1826 A. D. The F'undarnental Words of the
Greek Language (Volpy):
"Psallo, I play on the harp or lyre."

1827 A. D. Greek and English L exicon (Ewing):
'' Psallo, I touch, touch lightly, cause to quaver by touching. I touch the strings of a musical instrument with the
fingei:s or plectrum, and so cause them to sound and quaver;
and because stringed instruments were commonly used, both
56
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b believers and heathen,' in singing praises to their respectf.ve gods, hence I sing, sing praises or psalms to God, whethe r
with or without instruments.''
, , Psalmos, a touching or playing upon a musical instrument; the sound of an instrument; a psalm, a sacred song or
poem, properly such a one as is sung to stringed instruments.''
"Psalter } a singer or player along with the singing of
"Psaltes
psalms, a harper."
'' Psalmoideo, 2 I sing and play in the performance of
psalmody. ''

1827 A. D. Griechisch-Deutsches H andworter buch (Schmidt) :
"Psallo, to play (an instrument)."
'' Psalma }
piece played on the cithara. "
"Psalmo~

1828 A. D.

Gi·eek Lexicon (Loveland):

"Psallo, to play on a musical instrument, to sing."
"Psalmos, the sound mad e by a musical instrument, a
sacred song, psalm. ' '

1831 A. D. N (Yl)i T estarnenti Philo,gica • (Wahl,
Clavis) :
'' Psallo, I touch, touch the strings, play on the lyre, sing
praises."
'' Psalmos, striking of the lyr e, song, hymn.''
1 "And,
moreover, many of the barbarians make all their public
pr oclamations to the accompaniment of flutes and harps. . .. "-Ath.
Deip., XIV., 24.
"The Getae make all their proclamations while holdin g harps in
their hands and playing on them."-Theop01wpus'
History , 46.
• A word formed from the two classical verbs psallo , I pla y, and
aeido, to sing.
3 A scientific stu dy of the lan guage of the New Testament , as the
n ame in dicates . Observant readers will be impre ssed by the Jarg-e
per cent. of definit ions from New Tes tament lexicons, some being
listed "E cclesiastical," etc ., while many, by the definitions, denote that
they treat of New Testament Greek .
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1831 A. D.
Rost ):

Novum Lexicon Grmcum (Damm-

'' Psallevn is performed on musical instruments, and especially on the distinctively named psalterion.''

1831 A. D. H andworterbuch der Griechischen
Sprache (Passow):
1

'' Psallo, to play a stringed instrument.''
"Psalma, th e tune played on a lyre or a str inged instru ment."
"Psalmos, the playing of a lyre, also the tune played on
a stringed instrument, the song sung to the tune played on a
stringed instrument, psalm, song of glory.''

1835 A. D.

Allgemeines Lexi con (Neudecker):

" This word (psalterion) signifies really the plectrum with
which one strikes a stringed instrument."
'' Psalmos, playing on a stringed instrument.''
'' Psallevn, to sing to the playing of a stringed instru:n:ent. The Psalms . . . are really lyric songs. " 2

1839 A. D.
Greek):

Lexicon Epitomo n (Scharlatas-a

'' Psallo, I play a stl'inged instrument.''
"Psalma, instrumental song playQd on the cithara.,,
'' Psalmos, instrumental song, hymn.''
"Psalt er }
'' Psalt es player on the cithara. ''

1840 A. D. Greek Lexicon (Giles):
"Psallo, play."
'This scholarly work, issued in many editions, will endea:r to all
students of Greek the name of Franz Passow, as long as the world
shall maintain interest in that wonderfully expressive Janguzige. The
reader is requested to note carefu lly all three definitions.
1 Songs to be sung to the lyre.
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, , Psaln1Ja,an air on a harp, a song accompanied by the
harp.''
, , Psalmos, playing on a harp, an air on a harp, hymn,
ode.''
'' Psalter, a harper, player on an instrument with chords.''

1841A. D.

Greek-English Dictionary (Groves ) :

'' Psallo, to touch, strike softly; to play on the harp; to
sing to the harp; to praise, eelebrate.''
'' Psalmos, a singvng to or playing on the harp; the
801 .nd of a stri.nged instrument; a psalm, hymn."
'' Psaltoideo, sing (1!1tdplay psalms, aecompany with the
harp.''

Here psallo, to play, and aeido, to sing, are
com.pounded in psaltoideo, to express the conjoint
act "to sing and play."
No reason can be given
for not so r endering these two words in Eph. 5 :
19, and other New Testam ent passages.
1842 A. D. Greek and English Lexicon (Donnegan):
'' Psallo, to touch and cause to move, or cause vibration;
to touch, as the string of a b<nv,and thi,s discharge an arrow,
or the strings of a m,i,sical instrwment, and play."
"Psalmos, properly, the act of touching and putting in
motion; the act of touching the string of a bow, and letting
fly an arrow; also, the touching of the chords of a musical
instrument, a pla ying on a l1arp, or similar instrument ( see
psalla)-an air played on a harp. Pindar, also by later
u:riters, a hymn, or ode, sung accompanied by a harp. Th.
psallo from psao

1845 A. D. Dictionnaire Grec-Francais (Planche-Heyl-P illon ) :
"Psallo, to play on a stringed instrument."
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"Psalma, air played on the lyre, subject of a lyric song;
psalm.''
'' Psalmos, action of touching or of drawing while causing
to vibrate; an air played on the lyre or on any other stringed
instrument.''

F. Rost, Dr. F. Palm, Dr. 0. Kruessler, Prof. K.
Keil, Dr. F. Peter and Dr. C. E. Benseler (2
Vols.):

1850 A. D. G-riechisch-Deutsches Worterbuck
(Jacobitz a Seiler) :
'' Psallo, to play a stringed instrument.''
'' Psalma, tune played on a stringed instrument, psalm.''
'' Psalmos, the playing of a stringed instrument, song sung
tu a stringed instrument; song."
''Psalt er } the player of a stringed instrument.''
'' Psaltes

'' Psallo, to pluck, to twang. Illustration: To pull and
let go of a bowstring; to pull and let go of a chalk line
used by carpenters; most often employed to describe the playing of strings; that is, to make them resound by pulling them
Tl"iththe :fingers and letting them go, hence to play an instruD1rnt on strings.''

We next introduce that great work upon which
is founded the greatest of all· Greek lexiconsLiddell and Scott's.
1857 A. D. Handworterbiich der G1·iechischen
Sprache (Franz Passow). Revised by Dr. V. C.

Any Greek scholar will agree that the foregoing
is a very wisely expressed definition of psallo, in
a lexicon which, at the time of its issuance, by
Passow, and later at the time of its very able
revision, was perhaps without a peer in the world.
It gives us the one and only musical meaning, '' to
play an instrument."
Notice it does not say, nor
do other lexicons say, '' That had been the meaning
until near the dawn of the Christian era, when it
came to mean to sing, having lost all other meanings." This is an after-thought to him who had
a groundless theory to sustain. If there were
any truth in it, that fact would have appeared
to at least some one scholar who was not set to
the defense, right or wrong, of a cherished dogma.
Where lexicons speak, let us speak ; where they
are silent, let us be silent.
In the world of Greek lexicography, for nearly
a hundred years, Franz Passow has ranked as has
Noah Webster in America, in relation to the
English language, or as did Blackstone, because
of his commentaries, . in English jurisprudence.
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1850 A. D. Bagster:
'' Psallo, to 1nove by a tQ11,ch,to twitch; to t=h, strike
the strings or chords of an instrument; absolutely to play
en a stringed instr111ment;to sing to music; in New Testament, to sing praises. Rom. 15: 9; 1 Cor. 14: 15; Eph. 5: 19;
Jas. 5: 13."

1852 A. D.
Welte):

Kirchen Lexikon

(Wetzer

and

'' Psallein, to play the cithara or, in general, a stringed
instrument.''
'' Psalm, psal11ws,from psallein, signifies really a stringed
tune, then, figuratively, a song sung to a stringed tune; and,
likewise, a psalterion is really a stringed instrument; then,
figuratively, a collection of songs.''
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Besid es th e later and gr eat er lexicon by Liddell
and Scott, which we shall yet introdu ce, founded
upon that of Pa ssow, we hav e now quoted from
three of the five editions or revisions: 1823, 1831
and 1857. In all three, as has been seen, psallo
is defined as referring strictly to the instrument.
In the last, and greatly improved and enlarged
work, very many authorities a~d many exam~les
of the use are appended or cited, and, agreemg
with the definition, every one refers to playing,
with no hint that the word ever, even remotely
or occasionally , indicated vocalization. Is it any
wonder that Professor Perrin, peer of any Greek
scholar or author this side the Atlantic, says that
the contention that before the New Testament
period psallo had lost reference to the instrument
is wholly absurd 1
1859 A. D. Dictionary of th e Holy Bible:

itue.l songs.'
Adontes (singing) and psallontes (making
melody) ; •· e., striking the cithara or lyre, playing; for it is
properly used of touching the lyre. Gell. 19 : 9 : Those who
sang with the voice and those who played on the lyre
(psalleren t) •1
• ' For neuran or chord,en psallem is to t ouch the string
or chord, but to touch it in such a way that at the same time
you strike it with a certain light movement.'' 2
"Not only, however, is this verb used of musical chords
or strings, but it is used also of the strings with which the
bow or various other thi ngs are strung, etc.''
"And so (by touching the chords with the tips of the
fingers, Suidas' definition of the proper use of psallein),
musicians are said to pluck (psallem) their chords, or simply
to psallein, with the object omitted . ''

'' Psalmos, a song sung to music, a lyric poem. The
Greek psalterion means a stringed instrument; hence by a
metaphor the book of Psalms is called Psalter."

Had the Revisers written this definition as they
gave us Eph. 5 : 19, it would read somewhat thus :
"Psalmos, song sung to ('make) melody'."
It
should be borne in mind that a "lyric poem" is
one to be sung to the lyre or like instrument.
1865 A. D. Thesaurus Graecm Lingitm (Henricus Stephanus) :
•' Psallo, musicians are said to psallein their own strings,
or, simply, to psallein. Paul, iu epistle to Eph esians ( 5: 19) :
'Speaking to your selves in psalms and hymns and spir·
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N. B.-Stephanus
says the meaning of psallein
to touch the string or chord'' ; not, '' w AS
two thousan d years ago." That ruse was hatched
by some hapless modern theologian who, in :fighting
instruments, saw that psallo, with the sword of
truth, had driven him into a tight corner from
which only stratagem could deliver him.
The value of this definition is heightened by
citing Suidas. For he covers early centuries of
'' 1s

1 This scho larly
writer, who flourished about seventy years after
Paul wrote to Ephes11s, here uses the word Paul u sed, yet draws
the sharpest possible dis tin ction betw een the voice and the instru·
ment, referring to th e latter by employing psa!lerent.
Many noted
commentators and Greek scholars say pos itiv ely that Paul th er e makes
the same sha rp di sti n ction, using ado for sing and psaUo for p~
Both Gellius and Stephanus her e u se psallo to indi·
the instrumimt.
cate an instrument, a nd place it in contr ast with the voca l word .
The two Jived seventeen centuries apart.
If the word had undergone
any change-had
lost the idea of instrumentation-these
great Jin·
~ists had not heard of it.
2 I . e., "The meaning of psallein--the
mu sical sense as it relates to
neuran or chorden (string or chord of musical in struments)-is
to
touch the string or chord in such a way that at the same time you
strike it with a certain light movem ent ."

5
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the history of this alleged fugitive and turncoat.
Many examples are given in 'l'hesaurus, all interpreted as pointing to an instrum ent or its function.
This notable treasury, treating of the use and
signification of psaUein, allows no meaning of
merely ''sing,'' but defines the word, when it refers
to music, as applying strictly to instrumental music.
1866 A. D. Cyclopedia of Biblical Literature
(3 Vols.):

'' Psallo, to sing, to celebrate.''
'' Psalmoidos, a psalmist, a singer of psalms, a bard, a
minstrel. ' '

'' Psalms, Book of. This collection of sacred poetry
received its name, Psalmoi, in consequence of the lyrical
character of the pieces of which it consists, as intended to be
sung to stringed and other instruments of music. The word
(from psallo, to touch or strike a chord) is thus aptly defined
by Gregory of Nyssa (Tract II., in Psalmos, Cap. 3): 'It is
the melody produced by the musical instrument [ organon].' "
'' Another name, Psalter, was given to this book from
the Greek psalt erion, the stringed instrument to which its
contents were originally sung.''

1868 A. D. New Greek-English and Englis hGreek ' (Contopoulos) :
1 In
the. preface. the author says: "A modern Greek dictionary
must comprise all the elements that constitute the modern language
. But why should an additional dialect be created!"
·
Such statements by a modern Greek, in a lexicon for modern
Greeks, O.r\hodox Church adherents, will enable the reader to see why
the definitions by_ Cor.itopoulos an~ Sophocles, differing from the
world of scholarship, give a vocal significance to psallo. The Greek
Chur~h makes no more pretense of adhering to the teachings and
pract(ces. of the New Testament than does Rome. The former, by its
pract1c~ m r ega rd to music, has modified the present-day meaning of
11.sallom the E_ast, Just as the fatter, by its practice in regard to baptism, has mod1~ed the pr~sent-day meaning of baptizo in the West.
Those who beheve that mstrumentation
inh eres in psallo are not
bounden to account for the exceptional definitions of the word by
(:ontopoulos o:r Soph~ cles , any more than they who hold that immersion. mh_eres m baptw_o are obliged to account for the treatment of
bapt,zo m the Authorized and Revised Ver sions, or to search for 8
pretext that may have moved James Strong in his Greek Dwtionary
of: the New T~stamient to say "ba,pto, to whelm ; i . e., cover who lly
w ith 8 fluid; m the N. T . only in a qualified or special sense; ,. e.,
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1872 A. D. Smith's Bible Dictionary:
''Psalms, _Book of. The LXX. entitle d them Psalmoi or
'Psalms,' using the word psalmos at the same time as the
tianslation of m1iemor, which signifies strictly a rhythmical
composition (Lowth, Pr <f!lect
. III.), and which was probably
applied in practice to any poem specially intended, by reason
of its rhythm, for musical performance with instrumental accompaniment.''
'' Psalmos, music of the lyr e, or the striking of the lyre.
The psalms of David are the songs which he sang to the
accompaniment of the lyre or cithara.''
'' Psalmos is the melody made on the musical instrument.''
-Greg. Nys., Vol. I., p. 295.
(literally) to m?isten (a ])art of one·~ _person ), or (by implication)
to stam (as with dye--d1p) ." Reahzmg that both definitions are
~nusual, and fin~ing th!lt in eac h case they harmonize with the praeti~es ?f ~ects with. which ~he lex icographers were id ent ified, many
will d1sm1ss the subJ ect, saymg: "The wish is father to the thought."
It would certa inl y be inconsistent
to complain of Dr. Strong's
"Bapto, to moisten a part of one's person," and then commend
Sophocles' "Psallo, to chant, sing religious hymns."
There is another an d gross error in the definition by Sophocles.
The reader of this and the next chapter will be sure that very far
from being limited to religious uses, psaUo has , and alway~ has had
widely varied secu lar meanings, and may as prope rl y be used to refe;
to the snapping of a chalk-line, the twanging of a warrior's bowstring, 01· the music of a r evel, as to the mu sic of a company of
worslupers.
But the orthodox Greeks, in their dictionaries, mark this
and many other New Testament ,vords as "ecclesiastical expressions ."
~ow, Sophocles' lexicon is in no sen se a New Testament or relig1ou~ work, but secular, rather , relating to the Roman and Byzant ine
periods, as _are the writings of the great majority of Greek authors
If any one can account for the failure of Sophocles
quo~d herem.
to give to psallo any but a 1·e1igious and musical meaning, and of
then givin g a defini tion which, to agree with his sect, must disagree
with history an d the world's scholarship, upo n nny other theory
than tlint he obtained his definition from wi thin the walls of the
m01rnstery, rather than from without in the wor ld of lette rs , he will
be ent itled to a hearing.
This indictment does not so much lod ge
against Contopoulos or any who m ay ma.ke a di ctionary 01· lexicon
for modern Greeks; tl1ose who would, as Contopoufos .says, "create
an addit ional dialect ," for those who are of the so-called orthodox
faith, and taught to see only "sing" in the ecclesiastical word psallo.
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'' The psalmos is a musical sound, made on an instrument,
rhythmically, in accordance with the musical notes. The same
thing, in the same words, is read in Cyl'illus' Lexicon.''Ba.si,l,M., i,n Psalm 29, Vol. I., p. 187.

1875 A. D. Griechisch-Deutsches Schulworterbuch (Schenkel) :
'' Psallo, to play an instrument.''
'' Psalmos, the playing of a stringed instrument;
the song sung to the music of a stringed instrument.''

also

1877 A. D. A Critical Lexicon and Concordance
(Bullinger) :
'' Psallo, to touch the lyre, play; to sing as accompanied
by stringed instruments."
'' Psalmos, a touching, twang; e. g ., of a bowstring; of a
stringed instrument, a playing, music; in later usage, a song
accompanied by stringed instruments; hence, a psalm or song
in commemoration of mercies received, rather than of praise
to God."'

1877 A. D. Nouveau Dictiownaire Grec-Francais ( Chassang) :
"Psallo, to play on a lyre, to glorify
paaliein without a lyre-Lucian).''

(One can no,

'Nothing can be more certain than that, in the definitions of both
the verb and the noun, Bullin,;er wished to say that both psallo and
psalmoa always indicated an rnstrnment.
But that is equally true
of Thayer's definition toward the end of this chapter.
We do no
greater violence to Bullinger by making the last fifteen words of his
definition of psalmos read, "A psalm, or song in commemoration of
mercies received, rather than of praise to God, uttered without in·
strumental accompaniment," than when we make Thayer say (as some
have done), at the end of a series of definition s teeming with references to the instrument, with not a hint that -in this respect psallo
in the New Testament is exceptional: "In the New Testament, to
aing a hymin, t/J' celebrate the praises of Goil- -in song, without instrumental accompaniment.''
Neither said any such thing.
Neither gave pretext for the read·
Ing of such deduction into their definitions, _yet the house that holds
that the meaning of psallo had altered ere Paul employed the word,
Is built on this very sand .
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"Pnlmos, action of making the string of an instrument
vibrate; air played on a stringed instrument.''
·

1880 A. D.
Alexandre) :

Dictionnaire Grec-Francais ( C.

'' Psallo, to play an air; to glorify, sing, to sing psalms.''
'' Psalmos, action of making the string of a bow or of
an instrument vibrate; air played on a lyre or on a stringed
instrument, psalm.''

1880 A. D.
buch (Pope) :

Griechisch-Deutsches Handwort er-

'' Psallo, to play the cithara.''
'' Psa~inos, the tune played on a stringed instrument; the
song sung to the playing of a stringed instrument.''

1889 A. D.
(Muller):

Dizionario Manuale Greco-Italiano

"Psallo, I cause the strings of an instrument to sound, I
sound a stringed instrument; I sing one's praises, glory.''
'' Psalmos, the sound of a stringed instrument, song sung
with the accompaniment of a stringed instrument; psalm, song
of praise. ' '

1891 A. D. De Bibliorum Sacrorum Vitlgatce
Editionis Grcecitate (Saalfeld) :
'' Psallo, to play on, or sing to, the harp, sing songs of
glory."

Young's Analytical Concordance:
'' Psallo, to sing praise with a musical instrument.''

1894 A. D. Strong's Dictionary of the Words
in the Greek New Testament:
"Psallo, probably strengthened from psao to rnb or touch
the surface; to twitch or twang, i. e., to play on a stringed
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instrument ( celebrate the divine worship with miisio and
· accompanying odes 1 ), make melody, sing psalms.''
"Psalmos: a set piece of music; i. e., a sacred ode (a c·
companied with the voice, harp or other instrument, a
'psalm').''
"Ado: to sing ;-sing."
''Ode: a chant or ode; song.''
"Baptizo: to make whelmed (1,. e., fully wet), used only
(in the New Testament) of ceremonial ablution, especi ally
(technically) of the ordinance of Christian baptism."

II

II

II
Ii

i[
II
Ii

II

Ii

II
II

Ii

Ii
I!
Ii
11

i!

In the last definition, we see that, though baptizo had a secular and general meaning, Dr. Strong
calls attention to the fact that in the New Testament its . use was limited to the Christian ordinance. In exactly the same way several lexicons
define psallo '' to play,'' or '' to sing to the lyre,''
with no regard to the nature of the words or music.
Next, they inform us that "in the New Testament" its use is limited to worshipful or religious
music, just as Dr. Strong and many lexicographers
tell us that in the New Testament baptizo is used
only of the rite of ceremonial ablution. The secular meaning of baptizo is to dip, without regard to
the thing dipped, or the purpose of the dipping;
just as the secular meaning of psallo is to play an
instrument, without regard to the nature or purpose of the music-it might be a revel. In the
New Testament, baptizo refers only to ceremonial
e., the Christian ordinance-but
of
ablution-i.
course it is performed in the ordinary way. If,
1 J.
e., (celebrate the divine worship with mBtruniental niuek
and accompanying songs).

II

'' Psallo, to play a stringed instrument with the fingers.''

1897 A. D. Studies in the Psalms (p. 21):
'' Psalmos: Another difference between 'psalm'
and
'lilong' is that, whereas the latter does not in itself necesli!arily imply instrumental accompaniment, the former, in
'more exact usage,' does.''
Ziwnwr:
"With beth (preposition) instrumental zimmer
signifies to sing with a musical accompaniment, and zimra h
is occasionally, as in Amos 5: 23, directly music, melody.
Accordingly, znizmor ('psalm')
signifies technically the
piece of music, and shir ... the words of the song.''
I

i

A.

D.

Dictionnaire

Gr e c-Francais

The reader will please note that where we find
the word "psalm" in the New Testament, as in 1
Cor. 14: 26, Eph. 5: 19 and Col. 3: 16, it is but a
translation.
The Greek word used by the inspired
69
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''

1899
(Bailly):

"Psallo, to touch an instrument . "
'' Psavmos, action of causing the strings of an instrument
to vibrate; action of touching a stringed instrument; air
played on the lyre, with or without song accompaniment;
psalm.''
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then, in obeying the command to baptizo, we may
do it some other way, possibly when directed to
psallo we may do that some other way. If psallo
revolutionized to accommodate Mr. Kurfees, we
dare not conclude that baptizo would do less to
gratify Dr. Strong or Mr. Morrison.
(See note
near end of Chapter IX.) But, behold to what
straits error has reduced us!
1896 A. D. Griechisch-Deutsches Schulworterbuch (Benseler):
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writer pointed not to one of the Old Testament
psalmos, particularly, as many suppose, but to an
act in which God should be praised with an instrument, "with or without song accompaniment," as
this and so many other authors say.

'' Mizmor; 1 the word by its derivation indicates that
which is to be sung to a musical accompaniment, and in
practice it is used only of a religious song."

'' A psalm [not one taken from the Book of Psalms, as
though none other were allowed to be used in public worship]. "-Lange's
Covvmentary on 1 Cor. 14: 2li.

To do what Paul said to do, the way Bailly and
the world of lexicographers say it must be done, is
a shocking innovation which McGarvey vowed would
never be tolerated.
(See excerpt in Chapter I.)
Pickering :
'' Psano, to touch gently; to touch or play on a stringe d
instrument; to cause to vibrate; to play; to celebrate with
hymns; to pull or pluck, as the hair.''
'' Psalmos, the twang of a bowstring; striking the chords
of a musical instrument; playing and singing to the psaltery;
a psalm, an oae,a hymn.''

Dunbar:
'' Psallo, to touch gently, to touch or play on a stringed
instrument; to sing; to celebrate with hymns.''
'' Psalmos, the twang of a bowstring; a playing on a
st1-inged instrument; singing to the psaltery; a psalm; a
song.''

As the last words, ' 'used only of a religious
1,ong," are not followed by the repetition "with
accompaniment," it would be altogether as honorable to say that Hastings meant, "in practice it is
used only of a religious song without accompaniment," as to pretend that after defining "psallo, to
sing to the music of the harp,'' by adding '' in the
New Testament to sing a hymn."
Thayer and a
few others thereby meant "without accompaniment." Yet, with nice precision, this exactly states
the position of such as repel the instrument by feigning that the meaning of psallo changed, and by
gravely quoting from lexicons qualifications as to
psallo in the New 'l'estament, as if such qualifications were meant to prohibit the instrument .in
New Testament usage. In the courts, when pettifoggers stoop to employ such chicanery with legal
authorities as is practiced on all hands regarding
Thayer, their course is considered despfoable.
New Testament Synonyms (Trench):

(d. N. T. Grazitat.,

"Psa~nos, from psao, propedy a touching, and then a
touching of the harp or other stringed instrument with the
fingers or with the plectrum, was next the instrument itself
and last of all the song sung with musical accompaniment.''

1902 A. D. Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible:

In saying, "Psalmos, last of all, meant the song
sung with musical accompaniment," it is evident

Bibl. Th eol. Worterbuch
Cremer, 10th ed.):
'' Psallo-sing,

play, pray.''

"Psal1n0s, properly a song to the accompaniment of a
stringed instrument."
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Mizrnor

in LXX.),

is a Hebrew Old Testament
an accompanied song.
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1

. that this peer of any Biblical scholar, who lived
only until 1886, died without seeing some books
and tracts since published in America, which overwhelmingly convince their authors that two thousands years before Trench lived, the verb came to
mean, "sing, but don't you dare to play an accompaniment.''
Cassell's Latin Dictionary:
'' Psallo, to play on, sing to, a stringed instrument, especially the ci th era."
'' Psalterimm, a stringed instrument, the psaltery.''
"Psaltes (masculine), a player on, singer to, a stringed
instrument.''
"Psa~tria (fem.), a female player on, singer to, the
ciihara.''

'

Ii
Ii
I:

Ii

Ii
11

I:
Ii

( The four words are spelled in Greek characters,
to indi cate that the Romans borrowed them, unchanged, from the Greeks. In the companion work,
defining the English words, Cassell's gives us:
"Play, psallein on a stringed instrument, especially
the guitar,'' and '' to sing to the sound of such instrument al music.")
Greenfield :
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Yonge' s English-Greek Lexicon (first, English
words defined in Greek; second, Greek words defined in English) :
" Sing-aeido, contracted ado."
''Song-ode.''
"To play ( on a stringed instrument )-psallo."

Thus the English words "sing" and "song"
are rightly defined, -respectively, by the Greek verb
ado and the Greek noun ode, which refer to vocal
music, while the term "to play" (an instrument)
is accurately defined by the one word psallo. Let
us now turn to the Greek department of the same
lexicon:
"Psallo ( only of playing on stringed instruments)."
"Psallein, from psao, psallere, properly to touch the
string:s of a bow, or of an instrument of music; to play on a
stringed instrument.
In the New Testament, to sing while
touching the chords, while accompanying one's self on a
stringed instrument, to sing psalms (Rom. 15: 9)."
'' Psalmos. 1. The music of stringed instruments.
2. A
song sung to the accompaniment of music.''

1 These four
texts contain all the uses of psallo in the New Testament.
Greenfield tells us how to psallo, and in one united voice
the world's scholarship concurs.

As in the case of so many authors, notice that for
both psallo and psallein Yonge recognizes no musical
meaning but to play an instrument, until New Testament times, when the meaning was extended also
to include the singing if accompanied. There is
nothing in Yonge's definition upon which to base
the many withdrawals of fellowship for · using musical instruments, since the nailing of the theses to
the gates of Sand Creek, Ills.
Reader, if you have been following lead ers who
teach that there is no reference to a musical instru-
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'' Psallo, to touch, strike the strings or chords of an instrum ent; hence absolutely to touch or strike the chords,
play on a stringed instrument; namely, as an accompaniment
to the voice; by implication, to sing, and with a dative of
person, to sing in honor or praise of, sing praises to, celebrate
in song or psalm (Rom. 15: 9; 1 Cor. 14: 15; Eph. 5: 19;
Jas. 5: 13).'"
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ment in psallo, you know now that you have been
woefully misled. Granted that your teachers are
honest, you know they are mistaken.
Greek Gradus (Maltby) :
"Psallo: (1) to strike gently; (2) to pull the string
of a bow or of a harp; (3) to prais e."

Andrews:
'' Psallo, to play upon a stri ng ed instrument, especially
t,) play upon the cithara, to sing to the cithara ."
'' Psalm a, a song sung to the accompaniment of a
stringed instrument, a psalm."
'' Psalterifl.im, a stri ng ed instrument of the lut e kind, a
psa ltery. Transferred: A song sung to the psaltery."

Green :
"Psallo, to move by a touch, to twi tch; to touch, strike
the string s or chords of an inst1'11111ient;
absolutely to play
on a stringed instrument; to sing to music; 1 in New Testa1nent, to sing prais es (Rom. 15: 9; 1 Cor. 14: 15; Eph. 5:
19; Jas. 5: 13) : whence,
'' Psalmos, impuls e, touch, of the chords of a string .ed
instrument; in New T es'tament, a sacred song, psalm (1 Cor .
14 : 2(1; Eph. 5 : 19), etc. "

H arper's Dictionary

(Charles Anthon):

' ' Psallo, to play on a stringed instrum ent , especially on
a lyre or cithara, to sing to the cithara or lyre.''

a

Hami lton:
'' Psallo, to touch, pull, pluck, cause to vibrate, play on
a st ringed instrument, sing.''

Th esaurits Lingua3 Lat. :
".P sallo (Greek), to sing, or play on an instrument."
1

I. e., "to sing to instrumental
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accomp animent ."
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Wright:
"Psallo, I cause vibration, touch; discharge an arrow;
scrap e; pluck.''
'' Psalmos, playing on a harp; air played on a harp,
hymn; twang of the string.''

Sophocles:
"Psallo, to chant, sing religious hymns."
'' Psalmos, psalm.'' ·
"Psaltes, one who plays on a sb·inged
harper.''
"Psaltoid eo, to sing to the harp."
'' Psaltos, play ed upon the psaltery, sung.''

instrument,

Except the unavoidable implication of an instrument in the word ''psalm,'' Soph ocles affirms nothing in regard to an instrument in the definition of
either psallo or psalmos. The fact that the Greek
Chur ch seldom uses instruments in worship, and
that with it psallo is an ecclesiastical word, has a
tendency to give the word a vocal significance with
modern Greeks, nowhere else met with .
These facts, taken in connection with the further
facts that Sophocles was a modern Greek, that he
spent the first half of his life with his uncle and
other monks in connection with a Greek monastery,
and that to the day of his death he kept the faith
and contributed money to his former brothers in
the Levant, which I learn from his friends and fellow-professors , may account for his definitions.
Nevertheless, by agreeing with all Greek scholars
that psaltos means "p layed upon the psaltery," and
by defining psaltes by '' one who plays on a stringed
75
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instrument,'' any one can see that there is no escape
from these three deadly parallels:
Player, one who plays on an instrument.
Fiddler, one who fiddles on a fiddle.
Psaltes, one who psallo(es) on a psalterion.
One may likewise see that the next three
parallels, though consistent with each other, and
with Sophocles' definition of psallo, outrage common sense, and render our author's definition
ridiculous :
Play, to utter music by the mouth.
Fiddle, to vocalize.
Psallo, to sing.
Hence, psallo is the act of a psaltes on a psalterion; and "to sing" (without the accompaniment) is an arbitrary, impossible definition of the
word, which puts this habitue of the monastery
(Sophocles) in a pit of his own digging, from which
not all the sophists can rescue him.
Again, by rendering the compound verb psaltoideo (formed of the two classical verbs, psallo, to
play, and aeido, to sing) by "to sing to the harp,"
Sophocles the linguist completely traps Sophocles
the religionist; for how can we say that "3+2=5,"
after denying that the first number indicates
t-h-r-e-e; and how can we say that "psallo+aeido=
play and sing,'' after denying that psallo has any
reference to the instrument 1 If this denial be true,
"psallo+ado=sing and sing," for "the sum of anything is only equal to the sum of its parts."
In
any event, in his last three definitions, he becomes
.
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one of our best witnesses. Even his definition of
psallo in no sense excludes accompaniment. With
Sophocles gone, and the Revisers gone, what witness
remains to testify in favor of the prohibition of instruments 1
In defining baptizo, Sophocles says: '' There is
no evidence that Luke and Paul . . . put upon this
verb meanings not recognized by the Greeks.'' Let
Sophocles the vocalist take this medicine prescribed
by Sophocles the immersionist.
It is but natural to inquire: "How came Sophocles to define psallo 'to sing' 1" That he did not
obtain the definition from the teeming world of
Greek lexicography, this chapter (IV.) renders certain. 'l'hat the classical, secular and Christian literature of the first half of the Byzantine period
which he essays to treat, and which includes the
New Testament period, furnishes no warrant, is rendered equally certain by the compilation amassed in
Chapter V. No other source is known to me except
the atmosphere of modern Greece, and especially
that of the (un)Orthodox Greek Church. Sophocles' connection with a monastery during the imvressionab le first half of his life, adequately accounts for his definition. He is not the first man
who has been unable in lat er life to shake off the
shackles of youth, especially when forged by the
welcome hand of a revered priest.
Opposers of musical instruments, to a man, appeal to Sophocles and the modern Greek Church to
save them, thei r most common phrase being, '' Surely
77
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the Greeks know their own language. ' ' If we are
so sure that we may trust them thus implicitly, we
should immerse three times instead of once.
"Without faith, repentance or confession, they
baptize their infants thus. 'Surely they do not
know their own language' in the great commission.''
Regarding the argument as plausible and effectual, nearly all who would write learnedly against
using musical instruments enlarge upon E. A. Sophocles' (vocal) definition of psallo, as if the lexicographer were a prodigy of Greek learning. Visit
the university libraries as the author has, and find
his lexicon dusty, untouched and unworn, while duplicate . copies of Liddell and Scott's and Thayer's
are in constant demand, soon requiring rebinding,
and you will rate Sophocles as Greek scholars do.
Scan the names of the noted Greek scholars of
modern times, in an effort to learn whether Greeks
know their own tongue of the classical days better
than have Americans, British, Germans and French.
Ascertain whether Greeks are the teachers of Greek
in the world's hundreds of great institutions of
learning. Then ask these professors, as the author
has, whether familiarity with modern Greek is a
help or a handicap to their students. After honest
readers shall have done all this, they will not, thereafter, give currency to the misleading phrase,
'' Surely the Greeks know their own language,'' nor
to the pretension that, like Simon of Samaria,
Sophocles "himself was some great one." (See last

paragraph of note under Contopoulos, earlier in
this chapter.)
The actual reading of Eph. 5: 19 is: "Speaking
one to another in psalmos and humnos and spiritual ode, adontes and psallontes with your heart
to the Lord.''
If psalmos and psallo respectively mean "song"
and" sing," to the e;,cclusionof accompaniment, the
passage should read : '' Speaking one to another in
vocal music . . . and spiritual vocal music, sing
and sing with your heart to the Lord.''
The number is small, and will grow smaller,
who believe that Paul directed the Ephesians and
Colossians to '' speak to one another in songs and
spiritual songs, and sing and sing with your heart
to the Lord.''
Fuerst 's Hebrew and Chaldee Le,a;icon,a modern
work, defining zamar (Hebrew), gives it as the
equivalent of psallein (Greek), and then, to remove
all possibility of the meaning being misunderstood,
tells how to psallein, thus:
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"Septuagint,

psallein

(properly to finger, to touch)."

Whether to psallein improperly would be to use
a plectrum, Fuerst does not say.
So we perceive that no matter from what angle,
nor whether we look at psallo with ancient or modern eyes, Qr English, or French, or German, or Latin,
or Protestant , or Catholic, or Hebrew (for all these
testify profusely in lexicons quoted), through any
and all eyes we behold a musical instrument, unless
6
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we obstruct vision by wearing smoked glasses with
a Louisvill e, King James or modern Greek Orthodox trademark.
Parkhurst:

ure, as played. ln later usage, song, properly as accompanying stringed instruments.
1. .d psalm, a song, in praise of
God (1 Cor. 14: 26; Eph. 5: 19; Col. 3: 16). 2. Specifically
plural, the Psalms, the Book of Psalms.''

'' Psallo. 1. To tooch, touch lightly, or perhaps to oQ/USe
tu qu01Verby tooching. 2. To touch the strings of a musical
instrument with the finger or plectrum, and so caiise them to
sownd or quaver. So musicians who play upon an instrument
are said to psaUein, to tooch the strings, or simply psallein,
and because stringed instruments were commonly used both
by beli evers and heathen in singing praises to their respective
gods, hence to sing, sing praises or psalms to God, whether
with or without instruments (Rom. 15: 9; 1 Cor. 14: 15;
Eph. 5: 19; Jas. 5: 13)."
'' Psavmos. 1. A to1iching or playing upon a m11sical instrument. 2. A psalm, a sacred song or poem, properly such
(See Luke 20:
an one as is sung to stringed instruments.
42; 1 Cor. 14:26.)"

Harper's Latin Dictionary:
'' Psallo, in general to play upon a stringed instrument;
especially to play upon the cithara, to sing to the cithara."
"Psalrna, a song sung to the accompaniment of a
stringed instrument.''

Robinson:
'' Psallo, to tooch, to twitch, to pluc7c, e. g., the hair or
beard; also a string, to twang, e. g., the string of a bow;
especially of a stringed instrument of music, to t011ch or
strike the chords. Hence, oftenest absolutely psallein, to
touch the lyre or other stringed instrum ent, to strike up, to
:]lay. In Septuagint and New Testament, to sing, to chant,
properly as accompanying stringed instrum ents.''
"Psalmos, ai tooching twang, e. g., of a bowstring ; of
stringed instruments, a playing, miMic; tone. melody, meas-
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One of our most loved editors, when informed
of the results of the present research as to the
meaning of psallo, and that a book would soon appear demonstrating that in the New Testament
the word indicates an instrument or its function,
responded that the idea that psallo means "to
play,'' and not '' to sing,'' as the Revision gives it,
is an afterthought upon the part of those who favor
instrumental music.
Yes, afterthought has placed a department of
Greek in Bible colleges, and sends prospective
preachers to them, that there they may learn to
look beyond hazy, unscholarly, inadequ ate , or other wise faulty translations, to where the fountain,
uncontaminated, breaks from the Rock of truth and
purity, in the language of inspiration.
For a
Christian to resort to a Greek Testament or lexicon is an afterthought.
Afterthought led the
fathers to look behind b-a-p-t-i-z-e a century ago,
and thus avoid running the newly launch ed ship
on the rocks towards which it was surely heading.
If aftert hought can avert the disaster which looms
large in regard to Scriptural music , what child of
God will not mightily rejoice~ If we lack the wisdom to make Forethought our pilot, in future let
us insist that Afterthought hold the helm when
disaster threatens.
81
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But there seems to be an Afterthought in each
camp. When scholarship suggested looking behind
"sing," and began to demonstrate that psallo
meant "to play," seeing that he could not deny it,
this other Afterthought pretended that the meaning had changed. This Afterthought was neither
ingenious nor original, but clumsily put forth, regarding psallo, the like pretense that had been
made and discredited in the middle of the last century, regarding baptizo, and which, likewise, was
accepted only by those who wished it were so.

'' The Septuagint translators employed the Greek word
psalnws to render the Hebrew word miemor, which was the
technical term for a song with musical accompaniment.''

Greek-English Vocabulary, Oxford University
Press:
"Psallo, to touch, pull, twitch, to pluck, to twang; to
play ( i. e., a stringed instrument) with the :finger ( •· e.,
instead _of with plectrum) ; to sing to a harp."
'' Psalma, a tune played on a stl'inged instrument; a
psalm.''
'' Psalnws, a pulling or twanging with the :fingers; the
sound of the harp; any strain of music; a song sung to a
stringed instrument, a psalm.''

1905 A. D. Etyrnologisches Worterbuch der
Griechischen Sprache (Prellwitz ) :
"Psallo, I strik e (the string of the bow, the musical
string) ; I pluck."
'' Psalnios, string-playing.''
'' Psalter,' player .''

1906 A. D. Th e Psalms (Kirkpatrick):
1 By common consent,
a psaiter is one who plays (an in s(nun ent) .
That which he does is psallo. To get a vocal act in paallo, we must
reason or define thus : "Player, one who sings."
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1906 A. D.
Vols.):

The Jewish Encyclopedia

(12

"Psalms: Name derived from the Greek psalmos (plural
psalmoi), which signifies primarily playing on a stringed
instrument, and secondarily the composition played, or the
song accompanied, on such instrument.''

Here are definitions, score upon score, from all
the important works and from nearly all the unimportant ones. Almost without exception they are
in the present tense: "Psallo means,'' "psalrnos
signifies;" i. e., "it now means," "it now signifies.'' If the facts are as is claimed, many, most,
or all, would say something like this :
"Psallo , which until a century or two before our era had
meant 'to play the lyre, ' th en entirely lost that meaning and
came to refer to the vocal performance only.''

At least , such definitions as "to
sing to the harp ," would be marked
Finding nothing of the kip.d, does not
pel the concession that the claim
Swede's empty box-nothing in it?
1908 A. D. Th e Illustrated Bible

play," "to
"obsolete."
candor comis like the

Dictiona1·y:

"Psalms, Book of. The Greek translators, from whom
we have the word 'psalm,' entitled the collection Psalm,oi,
taking the Hebrew root to correspond with a Greek word
meaning 'to pull or twitch,' applied to the pulling of the
strings of the lyre . Our word 'Psalter,' applied to the collec·
tion, was primarily the name of a musical instrument, the
psaltery.''
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1910 A. D.

icographi cal information'' up to the time of its issuance, covers the subject in these few words, which
no true scholar, neither open-minded reader, will
declare erroneous. Let not the following facts be
overlooked :
1. This is a New Testament lexicon.
2. It seeks to include all we know of Greek
meanings.
.
3. Definill'g psallo, it makes no reference to the
voice.
But for the Eastern or Greek Church going
wrong on music, and the Western or Roman Church
on baptism, the result of my extensive research
compels me to believe that no lexicon or dictionary
ever would have referred to the voice ( certainly
not unaccompanied) when defining psallo, nor to
sprinkling when defining baptizo.
1917 A. D. Encyclopedia of Religion and
Ethics:
This great work, one of the leading authorities
of the world, rendering a passage from Clement's
Pmdagogus, gives us this admirable definition:

Tasch enworterbuch (Menge) :

'' Psallo, to strike the strings; to sing to th e cithara, to
sing songs of praise."
'' Psalmos, music of a stringed instrument, song.''

1910 A. D. Woodhous e's English-Greek Dictionary ( defining the English word ''play'' with
Greek words) :
"Play, play an instrument, psallevn; e. g., the flute girl
played.''

I

1911 A. D.
Vols.) :

t

(15

'' Psalrnos in classical Greek meant the twang of the
strings of a musical instrument.''

1911 A. D.
(Zorell) :

I'

J!
1'

The Catholic Encyclopedia

Ii

Novi 1'estamenti Lexicon Grmc·um

'' Psallo, I play a stringed instrum ent, strike the cithara
with the fingers; sing a hymn to the notes of the lyre; sing,
sing sacred hymns in honor of God.''
'' Psalmos, sound of the lyre; song to the sound of the
strings, song to be sung to the sound of the lyre, to be sung
in honor of God.''

JI

I!

1913 A. D. Ebeling Greek-German Lexicon to
the New Testarnent:
"Psallo, to play on the cithara and to sing thereto."

1:

1916 A. D. Standard Lexicon of New Testament Greek (Souter) :
'' Psa.llo, I play on the harp or other stringed
ment."

I

I

instru-

This really meritorious and latest lexicon from
the press, which endeavors to '' embody all our lex84

'' Psallein, to accompany your voice with the lyre.''

I!,

Greek-English L exicon of the New Testament
(Thayer):
"Psallo (a), to pliick off, piill oi;t; the hair. (b) To ca;u,se
to vibrate by touching, to twang; specifically, to toiich or strike
the chord, to twa ng the strings of a musical instrument so
that they gently vibrat e ; and absolut ely, to play on a stringed
instrument, to play the harp, etc . Septua gir,rt for niggen,
and much oftener for zimvmer; to sing to the musio of the
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harp; in the New Testament,' to sing a hymn, to celebrate
the praises of God in song ( J as. 5 : 13) ; in honor of God
(Eph. 5: 19; Rom. 15: 9). 'I will sing God's praises indeed,
with my whole soul stirred and borne away by the Holy
Spirit, but I will also follow reason as my guide, so that
what I sing may be understood alike by myself and by the
listeners' (1 Cor. 14: 15)."
'' Psalmos, a stri,lcmg, twa:nging; specifically, a strilcmg
the chords of a musical instrument; hence, a pious song, a
psalm (Septuagint chiefly for mizmor).
(Eph. 5: 19; Col.
3: 16.) The phrase echein psalmon is used of one who has
it in his heart to sing or recite a song of the sort (1 Cor.
14: 26); one of the songs of the book of the Old Testament which are entitled Psalmoi (Acts 13: 23)."
1 The evident
meaning of Thayer's entire definition is: "Outside
the New Testament, psallo mea ns 'to play a stringed instrument' ; 't o
sing any kind of musi c-pat riotic, secular, pagan or festive-to
the
harp."
But in the New Te.stament, 'to sing God 's praises, to the
harp,' of course."
Once for all let us lay away in the potter's field this discreditable
effort to make it appear from the above definition from Thayer's trul y
great New Testament lexicon that in the New Testament psallo had
a different meaning; that is, was performed in a different man·
ner. The reader has notic ed that Thayer is not alone in thus defin·
ing. Like a drowning man clutching at a straw, Mr. Kurf ees says
of Thayer (and with his statement all opposers of instruments seem
to agree): "When thia prince of New Testament lexicographers comes
to the New T est111mentperiod, he omits all of these meanvnga, and
lvmits it to toitehvng the chords of the humam hear~ [ the last seven
words are totally untrue .-0 . E. P.], sayvng that it means 'IN THE

NEW TESTAMENT
TO SING A HYMN,
IN SONG' " (p. 48).

CELEBRATE

THE

PRAISES

OF GOD

In exactly the same way this same "prince of New Testament
loxicographers" defines: "Baptizo, to dip r epeate dly, to immerse, to
submerge. In the New Testament it is used parti cularly of the right
of sacred ablution ." If Thayer had stopped there, as many lexicog·
raphers did, what would Mr. Kurfees, and tho se who agree with him
as to baptism and instruments, say if Ditzler , Rice , Morrison and
alfusionists generally should stoop to pretend that outside the New
Test ament baptizo signified immersion, but that in the New Testament
it signified some oth er act, performed some other way, and, as
proof, point to such definitions, of which there are a number, that
give as mu ch wa rrant for their doing so as Thayer and some others
do for feigning that outside the New Testament ps(dlo means to play
an instrument, or to sin g t o one, but that in the New Testament it
signifies some other act, performed some other way I There is the
same kind of proof ( !) that baptizo alienated ere the New Testament
period, as there is for ps(dlo having done so . Beware of over turning
the aquarium that conta in s the goldfish. Also see note und er Bul·
ling_er's definition, A. D. 1887, this chapter; and that under Strong's,
A. D. 1894.
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Liddell and Scott:
I. '' Psallo, to tO'U,ch
slW!l'ply,to pliick, pull, twitch , to pluck
the hair or the bowst ring, to twang it; to send a shaft
twoogin; from the bow; so, a carpent er' s red lin e, which is
twitched and th en suddenly let go, so as to leave a mark.
II. '' Mostly of the string of musical instruments, to play
a stringed instrument with the fingers, and not with the plec·
tron. Later, to sing to a hMp, LXX. (Ps. 7: 18; 9: 11,
al.; Eph. 5: 19; 1 Cor. 14: 15). To be strnck or plO!!J
ed;
to be plO!!J
ed on the harp.''
'' Psalmos, a touching shwrply ,· a pulUng, twit ching 0 ·1·
twanging with the fingers. 1. Mostly - of musical strings. 2._
The soimd of the cithara or ha,rp. 3. Later, a SQ11,0 fnl,ng to
the harp, a psalm, LXX., N. 'l.'."

1903 Lidd ell and Scott (28th Oxford Edition,
Clarendon Press) :
Psall'o: In addition to going further toward the instrument than does the above, gives this: '' Absolutely to play,
and later, to svng to a harp."
'' Aeido, contracted ado, to sing; hence of all kinds of
voices, to crow, twitter, croak, etc .; also of other sounds, of
the bowstring, to twang .''

Here, as a meaning of ailo, is a perfect definition of the instrumental act, psallein. So it will
be seen that if violent hands transfer psallo into
the vocal list , it will be easy to reta liate by taking
ado over to the instrumental column, so that we
may still have accompaniment.
Barring a few Greek dictionaries, made mostly
by and for modern Greeks, the gist of all lexicography touch in g psallo is virt ually this: "To
cause to vibrate by touching, especially the chords
of an instrument; musi cally, to play on the lyre.
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Later, in Septuagint and New Testament times, to
sing to some such instrument, the custom of singing to such accompaniments having naturally led
to the meaning being extended to cover the twofold
act."
It is notable that no lexicon affirms that
there was a further development toward the voice
and away from the instrument, precluding the latter. It remained for present-day polemics to invent that.
There is scarcely a doubt that, throughout the
English-speaking world, scholars, colleges and universities use Liddell and Scott's Greek lexicon more
than all others combined. What should it mean to
us, then, that every word used in defining both the
verb and noun points either to the instrument or to
voice and instrument when perform1ng together,
and never to the voice alone; and that the last
words in defining both psallo and psabnos refer to
their meanings in the Sepiilagint and New Testament, which are said to be respectively: "to sing to
a harp," and "a song sung to a harp"? Opponents
may wriggle and writhe, but can never wrest this
truth, so firmly is it established.
No fair , open-minded scholar, in search of the
truth, after examining the last two grea t lexicons,
Thayer's, and Liddell and Scott's, would care to
look further on any word they treat.
But , in
order to convey to the reader the irresistible voice
of scholarship as to the meaning of psallo, I here
present definitions from a hundred, embracing a
period of over two thousand years, and containing,

so far as I know, the mightiest array of lexical
authority ever assembled in support of any thesis.
With the exception of a few modern works, the
dates of which I neglect ed to note when making
the transcriptions, I give the dates . of publication
chronologically, so that the reader may easily follow the histor y of the word since the days of Aristotle.
With this practically unanimous decree by the
world-court of scholarship, are we not prepared to
all say with Dr. Benson:
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"A candid man needs only to put this question to himself: 'If the apostles wished to enj oin that chmch song s
must be withoiit instrumental accompaniment, or to indicate
that in fact they were, is it conceivable that th ey should
employ a word with such a histoq and such a mcaningf~

vVKlhave not required this array of learn ing,
neither have we been dependent upon lexicons, to
make sure of the meaning of psallo. Fifty years
ago we might have settled the question by turning
to our ordinary English dictionaries, which are so
comprehensive in regard to etymology. To demonstrate this, and convince the reader that the whole
world of scholarship is agreed regarding this word,
I append definitions from a few:
1909 A. D. Comprehensive Standard Diction m·y:
"Psalm, noun, a sacred song or lyric. 1 The word is
derived from the Greek noun psalmos, and that, in turn,
1

The En glish no un

"psa lmody"

is a dh·ect borrowin g of the

Greek 11salmodia, which is a compoun!1 from the t,yo Greek .nouns
psalmos and ode, wh ich mean, re spect ively, the music of an mstrument and the music of the voice.
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from the verb psalro, 'play a stringed instrument,' and the
derivativ e, psalter, is defined as 'a Hebrew stringed musical
instrument.'
'' Lyric, belonging to a lyre; adapted for singing to a
lyre. The word is derived from the Greek lyrilcos, from
lyra."

So we see that psallo, psalmos, psalter, psalm,
all point to an instrument .

1910 A. D. Russell-Moyer College Di ctionai·y:
"Psalm , ... psalmody .•..
Greek psalmos-psallevn,
play on a stringed instrument.''
"Psaltery, a stringed instrum ent used by t he Jews."

to

Weatherly Imperial Dictionary:
"Psalm, ... Greek psalmos, a touching , feeling, twitching ( especially of the strings of a harp ), hence sound of the
harp, song; from psallein, to twitch, twang, touch.
'' Psaltery, a stringed instrument of music used by the
Jews .
"Psalter (Greek), a harper, from psallevn."

Psallein means "to play."
If it meant "to
sing," a psalter would be a singer, not a harper or
playe r . Nat urally, most psalters both aeidein and
psallein.
1917 A. D. Webste1·'s New International Dictionary:
"Psa lm, from the Greek psalnion, from psallevn, to pull,
twitch, to play upon a stringed instrument , to sing to the
harp . "

Hence he who knows that Paul directed Christians to psallo, though having no lexicon , and
t hough unab le to read a word of Greek, might long
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ago have made sure HOW to psallo, by opening his
household dictionary. Witness the following:
SPRINGFIELD,
Mass., January 14th, 1919.
PAYNE:
Deal/' Sir-Webster's
International
Dictionary (first
issued in 1890) gives the etymology of "psalm" essentially
as it now stands in the New International--exactly the same
so far as the Greek and its translation are concerned.
Webster's Unabridged (first issued in 1864) gives the
mes.ning of th e verb psallevn as '' to play upon a stringed
instrument, esp. upon the cithara, to sing to the cithara."
Very truly yours,
G. & C. MERRIAM.

o. E.

It will scarcely be pretended that any other
book in the world, whether lexicon, dictionary, S eptuagint or any version of the New Testament , has
had bestowed upon it the amount of labor, by the
greatest linguists of all ages, that has been devoted
to the oft-revised and always up-to-dat e Webster's
dictionaries.
Liddell and Scott's Greek Le xicon,
American. edition, gave "pour upon" as one of the
meanings of baptiz o, but so sharp was the criticism
of those who knew better , that it has been omitted
from all subsequent editions, though it would have
delighted affusionists if it could have been retained.
If psallein does not mean '' to play upon or sing
to an instrument,'' myriads of scholars would not
have permitted the retention of this definition in
Webster's through many revisions , undisturbed for
over fifty years, for its authors and revisers had
not king, nor sect, nor prayer-book, nor public
sentiment , to restrain them. Again, if psallo had
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estranged, as alleged, this and many great authorities would have mentioned the fact.
If it can be unquestionably proven that psallo
was extended to cover the joint act of singing
with accompaniment, it would be folly to then press
that as tending to prove a revolution of the word,
culminating in the meaning '' to sing without
accompaniment," for, by a like procedure, from
lexicons and dictionaries it is easy to construct a
claim just as plausible, that ado, which first indicated singing, next came to express both singing
and playing, and, finally, the equally absurd idea
that it came to mean playing, with no reference to
the voice. Even Webster's says our word "ode" is
from the '' Greek ode, a song, especially a lyric
song" (i. e., a song to the lyre-0. E. P.), adding:
'' The Greek odes were accompanied by music and
dancing.''
A wide study will satisfy an open mind
that, even without psallo in the New Testament,
the Greek words ode and ado, in the varying forms,
come nearer to authori zing than to forbidding instrumental accompaniment.
Centui·y Dictionary:

been extensive, beginning in Biblical times and extending to
the seventeenth century: 'Give thanks unto J ehovah with the
harp; sing praises unto him with the psaltery of ten strings'
(Ps. 33: 2)."
"Lyre, a stringed instrument of ancient Greece. It is
doubtful whether it was used unaccompanied by the voice."

'' Psalm, Greek psalmos, a song sung to a harp, a psalm,
the sound of the cithara or harp, a pulling or twitching with
the fingers ( compare with psalma, a tune playccl on a
ci thara or ha rp) . ' '
"Psaltery, a sLringed instrument, a psaltery, dOl'ived
from psallevn, touch, twitch, play on a stringed instrument.
A musical instrument of the zither group, having several or
many strings variously tuned, which are sounded by the
nnger with or without the aid of a plectrum. Its use has
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Who but knows that if the meaning of psallein
had completely revolutionized two thousand years
ago, these great, wonderfully informing works
would have imparted that truth while treating
of the word so fully? Reasoning from the longprevailing and well-known custom in Greece, and
all Greek-speaking countries, of singing to the lyre,
three of America's best Greek scholars, who were
consulted personally during the research, in language almost identical with each other and with
that employed in the Expositor's Greek Testament,
commenting on 1 Cor. 14: 15, have point ed out that
'' unless forbidden ( as they are by the Orthodox
priest to-day), the early Greek Christians would
have graced their songs with the lyre.''
Most dictionaries, and a number of lexicons, by
some means indicate which definitions are obsolete.
In a hundred, I found no such statement in regard
to "play" as the meaning of psallo.
Mr. Kurfees devotes nine pages to proving that
ten English words, which he gives, have obsolete or
changed meanings. How delighted he would have
been if he could have quoted even one recognized
authority which so stated, in relation to psallo.
His book stands or falls by this test : Did psallo
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turn turtle two thousand years ago? What standard authority so states?
In one form or another, this denoting of periods,
and what is the meaning of a given word in such
.... periods, and whether a certain meaning is then current or obsolete, is not only indicat ed by the date
of examples in lexicons, but by statements by their
authors. Let us append a few examples already
qu oted in this chapter, defining psallo:
'' A playing, music; in later usage, a song accompanied. ' '
-Biilling er.
"Last of all, the song sung with this musical accompaniment. "-Ne w T.estwm,ent Synonyms (T rench).
"(Of psallo, verb) _.2 lat er, to svng to a /w;rp: Eph. 5: 19;
1 Cor . 14 : 15."
( Of psal1nos, noun), 3 lat er, a song sung to
the harp, LXX., N. T.' '-Liddell and Scott.
( Of psallo ), '' In N. T ., to sing accompanying str inged
instr uments."
(Of psalmos), "In la ter usage, song accompa nying string ed instruments.' '-Robin son.
"By later writers, hymn, or ode, sung accompanied. by
ha rp .' '-Donnegan.

Thi s list could be greatly extended. Every New
Testament lexicon (and a vast portion quoted in
thi s chapter are such), by defining New Testament
words only, are all to be thus classified, unless they
specifically declare to the contrary in the definition .
H ere are seven definitions which denote that the
latest mectning of psallo is to " sing and play."
Trenc h says point edly that meaning is "last of
all ''; i. e., that its developed meaning went no
furth er away from its earliest musica l import than
to also cover both acts in the conjoint performance
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-to sing and to play. Five of the seven are incorporated in Chapter II. of I nst rumental Music in
Worship. Who but knows that if there had been a
still "later" development that expung ed all reference to the instrument , some of the hundr ed lexicons would hav e mentioned it, and, if they had , Mr.
Kurfees would have exultan tly drawn our attention to it? This failure is fatal to his contention.
Opposers of instruments would pooh-pooh the
question into oblivion, saying that if in the New
Testament psallo does continue to mean play ( and
not sing), nevertheless any such playing is not
literal, but only metaphorical. Taking for granted
that one of the five occurrence s warrants the assumption, they confidently quote Eph. 5: 19, "Psallontes in your heart to the Lord ,'' and remark , as
if nothing to the point could be added, ' ' you see
the playing, if psallontes means to play , is only
figurative, for one can not actually play a musical
instrument in his heart."
Let's inquire the meaning here of psallo, and
whether it is a trope. The sculptor or painter
must first '' imagine in the mind '' ( or heart , for in
the New Testament the heart is the seat of thought
-Acts 8: 22) that which he later makes visible to
the eye. So of him who sings or plays; he must
think the tone (in mind or heart ) ere he produces
it with voice or hand; and , in either the vocal or
instrumental, the quality of the music will depend
as much upon how he thinks as upon his skill .
Viewed thus, we see that the three such Scriptu r es
7
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which relate to singing and playing (and which are
alleged to be metaphorical) come very naturally to
appear entire ly literal. Further, we perceive that
thus the divine appeal is that we render to· the
Lord music of the highest degree of excellence of
which we are capable. 1 Cor. 14: 15: "I will pray
with the spirit, and I will pray with the understanding also: I will psalo with the spirit, and I will
psalo with the understanding also.'' Eph. 5 : 19:
"Adontes [sing] and psallontes [play] in your
heart to the Lord.''
Col. 3: 16 : '' Singing with
grace in your hearts to the Lord.'' We close this
phase of the c;nsideration with a fitting statement
by Edward Delavan Perry, one of America's foremost Greek scholars :

[psallontes] in your heart to the Lord,'' and twice,
'' sing [ado] in your heart to the Lord.''
Whatever is said of playing is also said of both singing
and praying. If one is figurative, all three are. If
"in your heart" is ,metaphoric, so is "with the
If
spirit," and so is "with the understanding."
one can not actually play an instrument in his
heart, nor with the spirit, nor y et with the understanding, neither can one pray, or sing, in the
heart, nor with the spi1·it, nor Jet with the unde1·standing . For argument's sake, let us concede the
false claim, so stoutly made, that "in your heart"
compels belief that the action ( whether playing or
singing) is not real, but :figurative, and what have
we 1 No uttered or audible prayer; not a word
sung ; not a note played. Let us complete the service of silence by adding one more Bible metaphor,
descriptive of the preacher in such an assembly:
"He that walketh uprightl y, and worketh righteousness, and speaketh truth IN ms HEART."
Now,
wouldn't that be a quiet Quaker meeting 1 Verily,
what proves too much, proves nothing.
Translators have no right to be arbitrary or
capr1c10us. Their duty is to render in harmon y
with the lexicons. Who will pretend that in translating psallo as if it were equivalent to ado; as is
done in the Authorized and Revised Versions, this
course has been pursued 1 When both ado and
psallo occurred in a passage, separate d only by the
conjunction, seeing that it would be ludicr ous to
follow their rule and render psallo by '' sing, ''

"As for the passages in the New Testament containing
psallo, if one can sing with the spirit and understanding, he

can also play his accompaniment with the spirit and under·
standing."

With persons of open mind, the above will refute the insistence that '' any playing in psallo in
the New Testament is metaphorical--must
be;
could not be actual." With another aspect of the
question, let us now proce ed to pry open the minds
of any which remained closed after the foregoing
argument.
Glancing back at the three passages, it will be
seen that it is once said, '' I will pray with the
spirit," and once, "with the understanding;" once,
"I will play [psalo] with the spirit," and once,
"with the understanding;"
once it is said, "play
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what lexicon did they follow when, in lieu of the
definite word psallo, with a specific meaning, translators gave us the vague, indefinite '' make melody,''
which might be produced by the hand, by the voice,
by the birds, or even by the dumb composer of
music, though unable either to sing or to play an
instrument?
Unless we grant that "sing," like
zarnar, well comprehends the joint act of performing with both voice and hand, we are forced to
conclude that the rendering is inconsistent, inadequate and evasive, for which one of the hundred
lexicons says that to psallo is "to make melody"?
Having completed their work on the Scriptures,
let us suppose that two of the Revisers enter the
music profession, going to the Cincinnati Conservatory, one to teach voice, the other to give lessons on the piano. A reader of the Revision arrives to take lessons in "making melody": to which
would he apply?
If the Great Commission in Greek had read,
"Go into all the world by boat or on horseback," it
would have been as loyal, as scholarly and as specific to have rendered it in English, '' Go into all
the world by boat or otherwise," as to translate
"adontes kai psallontes" by "sing and make
melody."
And now, dear reader, especially you who have
supposed that the using of an instrument is a sinful innovation, with only a small part of the evidence adduced, and with the most incontrovertible
portion to follow, does it begin to dawn upon your
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mind why n early all Christendom employs instrumental music in worship? Why the vast portion
of those who labor to restore the primitive church,
and to unite the whole family of God upon the
New Testament basis, employ instrumental music,
with the full assurance of their enlightened consciences? Does it begin to seem probable that
many, with open minds, have read all that
McGarvey and Kurfees have written upon this
subject, nor stopped there, but read beyond them,
and have thus come to know that they were mistaken? With the world of scholarship speaking
in one unbroken voice as to the meaning of the
word psallo, in which the New Testament acquaints
us with what constitutes acceptable music, do you
wonder that, somehow, the echo has reached the
outside world, and that, in the minds of the worldly
who respect the Bible, there are no conscientious
scruples in regard to employing instruments, in
rendering elevating music, and that thousands from
their numbers, in Sunday school, in church, and
especially in mission and evangelistic work, drawn
by the delights of winsome music, stay to hear, and
are won by the gospel, who would never have
paused to hear the spoken message, nor the more
prosy vocal hymn? Go to those who direct the
Salvation Army policies, or to the other extreme,
where ''Creation,'' ''Elijah,''
'' St. Paul,'' or like
oratorios, are employed, and lastly to the middle
ground of the world's sanest evangelists of to-day,
and ask as to the potency of music, and ascertain
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what part its empl oyment occupi es in their work.
Then reflect that God endowed man as he is, with
skill to discover the Creator 's laws regarding the
production of musical sounds; with inventive
genius to devise instruments in accordance with
those laws; to give birth to musi cal compositions
second only to angelic productions , and , withal,
a soul and mind , whether trained or untrained,
capable of being enraptur ed by music. Then, with
the destiny of souls in the balan ce, ask yourself
soberly if it seems r easonable that , for some arbitrary, inscrutable reason, God would forbid the
outstretching of this powerful arm with which to
rescue the p erishing-the
same God who, when
giving minute directions as to acceptable music,
in temple worship , pla ced his unqualified seal of
approval upon both the vocal and instrumental,
and who, in heaven, will give to '' them that come
off victorious ... harps of God," when "they sing
the song of Moses the servant of God, and the
song of the Lamb" (Rev. 15: 2, 3) .
Possibly some one who has read to this point
will still say: "But , in the New Testament , God
directs us to sing, and says nothing about playing.''
Please rid your mi nd of that id ea, once for all.
In the New Covenant , as it came from inspired
writers , the English words "singing " and "playing'' are not found. Christians are directed to
ado and psallo, and the things thus done are named
ode and psalmos. That the volume you now hold
presents to you, dear r ead er , more information

regarding the meaning of psallo than was ever
beheld by any translator or body of transla tors,
there can be scarc ely a doubt. If so, th e r eader is
in as good position to know what we are told to
do as were any translators.
In the p~st or present , if a newspaper wer e
reporting the public appearan ce of a J enny Lind
or Carlott a Pa tt i, or even a local celebrity, it would
be state d that she "sang."
Unless the accompanist
were equ ally famous , or utterly failed to properly
support the vocalist, there is little likelihood that
the r eporter would so much as refer to the instrum ent; ' yet every intelligent reader would suppose, as a matter of course, that there ,vas a piano
accompaniment . First, because nearly all soloists
and choruses, from habit , lean heavily upon an
instrument, and sing bett er when thus supported;
second, because that is the prevailing custom; and,
third, because the entire musical world knows that
the performan ce is thus greatly enriched.
But all this is as applicable to all Bible times
as to our own day. In all those centuries, they
seldom sang without playing, and it was nearly
as true that they did not play without singing.
Hence, with both heathen and Christians, and
whether sacred or secular music, if asked to ado,
unless forbidden, they would , as a matter of course,
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1 In this wa y, if at all, we ma y jus t ify th e R evisers,
espe cially
wh en we r ec all th at every Reviser who h as spok en says that th ey had
no purpo se of ruling out th e instrument.
Yet this will scar cely sat ·
isfy, for both ad o and psallo h ave their differing yet definit e me~nin gs, whet her Ki n g Jam es ' tran slators (and those chargeable with
the R evised rend ering) knew it or not.
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psallo; and if requested to psallo, they would almost
as certainly ado at the same time, if the music
to be rendered was also suitable for the voice, as
nearly all ancient music seems to have been. Instead of insisting that they meant sing and not
play, we should believe the Revisers when they say
they meant no such thing.
There is another consideration. Countless thousands of those who have identified themselves with
the Restoration, after long years of zealous service
for the cause, still retain the fervor and enthusiasm of new converts. This is the glory and the
hope of any movement. In armies, it is termed
the morale of the troops, and can be maintained
as long as the men are certain that their cause
is jiist, and while they continue to believe that
their side will triumph. It is so with this peerless plea for the unity of all Christians. Youthful
fervor will continue just as long as and to the degree
that we can maintain our morale; and our success
will be in the exact ratio that we retain it. Likewise, we may make sure of the degree in which
this essential to success is retained by an individual, a congregation or a party within the Restoration ranks, by merely ascertaining what he or
it is doing. And now to make the application:
Who is there so bold as to believe that we can
induce all who love the Lord to stand with us
unitedly upon a platform, while we are not unitedly
standing upon it ourselves? Echo answers ""Who?"
For this reason our morale is already very low, and,

consequently, our successes are comparable to the
achievements of the indolent old darky whose motto
through life had been the tenth Beatitude:
"Biessed am he dat hab nothin', and expects
nothin ', for he shall not be disapp 'inted."
But there is still another, and even a darker,
side to this phase of the subject. Even though he
were ignorant of the proof herein set forth, I have
never conversed with a man who expressed the
slightest hope that the forces of the Restoration
could ever be brought to unite in opposing the use of
instrumental music. If hopes remained with any,
will they not now fall to the ground? Thousands
of our soldiers have lost heart in the plea, and, for
this reason, might as well drop out of the ranks, so
far as they will aid in uniting Christendom on the
New Testament. On the other hand, if we were
all iinited in opposing the iise of instrwnents, who
has the faith to believe. that the hundreds of
millions, who are everywhere greatly prepossessed
in favor of such music, would listen to us, or
consider our plea for one moment, after learning
of such opposition? Why deliberately hang this
millstone on the neck of that which we had hoped
would run swiftly and take the whole earth? God
has not asked it j WE DO NO'r w ANT IT, and
CHRISTENDOM WILL NOT HA VE IT. When
we now see how mistaken we have been, let us push
it all aside as a horrible nightmare, and go forward
unitedly.
How we will rejoice!
How we will
plan ! And how we will succeed !
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would satisfy nine out of every ten who, though
in doubt, honestly seek the truth, I so wish
to have the jury return a unanimous verdict, that
I decided to incorporate them all. And, further,
lest out of a hundred readers there chance to be
one so committed to preconceived theory that he
finds it easier to believe that the world of lexicography is mistaken than that he is, I now put
myself to the further task of making full and final
appeal · to the court of last resort: the Greek
scholars in whose writings we find the word psallo
used, just prior to, then at the time of the writing
of the New Testament, and later during the first
centuries of our era. If, by the context of extracts from such sources, it shall be established,
as is proven by the lexicons, that the word pointed
to the instrument alone, or to both voice and
instrument, then he who will not heed that voice
is lost to reason. But if the musical meaning
of psallo, which, as all concede, had been to play

the lyre or other instrument, underwent a complete change, so that its sole meaning when the
New Testament was written was vocal, then the
great number of witnesses now to be called to
testify should likewise establish that fact.
Reader, I beg you to seek the truth in preference to all else. Go in quest of it with zest and
an open mind. Divest yourself of prejudice, for
prejudice iis father of that detested trio, ignorance, superstition and persecution, yet the boon
c~mpanion of the vast majority.
A great many instances of the use of psallo
to indicate instrumental music during the centuries
before Christ, I pass over, because all admit that
until near the coming of Christ the word unquestionably had that meaning. To remove the possibility of doubt, a few instances are here · given as
far back as the fourth and fifth centur ies, B. C.
A second reason for embodying the earlier uses
is to enable the reader to compare the use of
the word during the centuries before the New
Testament was written, with its use at the time
and after the time when Paul and James employed
psailo to acquaint us with the mind of Christ
regarding acceptable music. Comparison of earlier with later examples will reveal the change,
if any; and the nature and degree of alienation,
if any.
Realizing that the most serviceable witnesses
were such as wrote near the time when our Guide book was being written , and the period imme-
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diately following, I examined, with more care, the
works of the most reputable writers of that period.
In all history there could be found no better,
more trustworthy witness than one of these, Plutarch, a contemporary of the apostles . Athemeus,
who lived a little later, is a no less creditable
witness; yet from these two masters of the Greek
language I was able to draw almost fifty examples,
besides scores from other writers , of the use of the
word, in which the meaning is clear.
And now, dear reader, it is not ·giving the
author a square deal to approach the book with a
biased mind. H ere is an infallible rule by which
one may know whether he is prejudiced:
If you are eager to learn new trut h, and care
not one whit whether it shall strengthen and corroborate your pr esent views, or whether it shall
overthrow them, then you have a fair, open and
impartial m~nd. If, on the other hand, even
though unconscious of it, you read with a fear that
your views may be upset, and with a hope that
they shall not be disturbed, you are a biased juror,
and the author would be compelled to carry you
many furlongs before you would concede that he
had borne you an inch .
540 B. C. Anac. Frag. (13 Bergk-Hiller-Crusius) :
"I

play the harp [psallo]."

433 B. C. Herodotus (I., 155).
This noted traveler and scholar, known as the
'' father of history,'' and who was, as well, '' the
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father of geography,'' chronicles the conqueror's
decree for keeping the peoples of vassal states in
subjection-a
method in vogue to this day:
'' And bid them train their sons to play the cithara and
to play the lyre [psallein] and to keep shop. "

That is, forbid them the use of arms or weapons
of war, lest they rise in rebellion. Instead of
"bid,"
in his excellent translation, Rawlinson
says, "make them bring up their sons, etc."
430 B. C. Euripides (Bacchm, 783f.).
This scholarly friend of Socrates was the latest
of the three great tragedians.
He was born at
Salamis, where, and near the time when, his countrymen gallantly defeated the P ersian fleet, 480
B. C., in the victorious campaign in which Greece
repelled the attack upon her freedom. In the
opinion of Aristotle, the writings of Euripides
filled a larger place than did those of the other
two with whom he is compared , JEschylus and
Sophocles. In the extract which I use, he says:
'' And with their hands they twang [psa llo·usi] the bowstrings.''

424 B. C. Euripides (Io n, 174).
I quote again from the same author, this time
a more warlike defiance:
"The
off."

bow's fierce twanging

[psalmoi]

shall keep you

429 B. C. Ion of Chios, 3, 3. (Bergk-HillerCrusius).
This Athenian poet, fri end of JEschylus, per107
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sonifies the lyre, and then dotingly addresses it,
thus:
"Seven ,stringed lyr e , , . formerly all the Greeks played
[epsallon] you as a seven-toned instrument."

406 B. C. Aristophanes (Equites, 522).
This greatest of Attic comedians, who had three
sons, all, likewise, comic poets, though exercising
a negative influence in the moral and political
realm, is immortal as a poet. The excerpt is:
"Uttering

all voices of harps [psallon] and birds."

400 B. C. Telestes of Selinus, 6.
This early poet left us this :
"But others, with shrill striking of the lyre [psalmois],
gave forth the Lydian hymn.''

357 B. C. Plato (Lysis, 209 B.).
The history of Greece, covering thirty centuries,
contains few names which rank above this Athenian
philosopher, a disciple of Socrates. In the paragraph from which extract is made are the following
words, so directly in line with our research:
"And you would be allowed to write or read the letters
in any order which you please, or take up the lyre and tune
the notes and play with the :fingers [pselai], or strike with
the plectrum, exactly as you please, and neither father nor
mother would interfere with you.''

200 B. C. Plato's Scholiast (i. e., Plato's Commentator).
As if to remove any doubt as to the meaning
of the keyword in the above, though there seems
to be no possibility of mistaking, the Scholiast
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refers to the foregoing quota tion (Lysis, 209 B.)
thus explicitly:
• 'Ps elai means to touch the strings lightly with the :finger
without th e plectron."

We thus see that the meaning in the middle of
the fourth century B. C. remained unchang ed at
the incoming of the second.
200 B. C. The Scholiast on Aristophanes
(414 B. C.), (Aves, 218).
Here is a definition exactly in point:
'' Psalmos, properly, the sound ·of the cithara.''

In effect, this is two examples, one by Aristophanes, 414 B. C., and one by his annotator,
200 B. C.
Those who oppose the use of musical instruments in worship freely concede that the Greek
verb psallo had mea.nt '' to play,'' but that before
the New Testament was written it entirely lost
all reference to the instrument, and came to refer
solely to the vocal performance.
If the word
underwent such change, that fact should soon
begin to appear. The truth-seeker is requested to
watch closely for evidence of such transformation
as we proceed.
330 B. C. Aristotle (Problemata, XIX., 23,
p. 919, b. 1 and 12, Prus. Acad. ed. 1831-70).
This great pupil of the great Athenian philosopher Plato, of whom some say the chip was
greater than the block, was the tutor of Alexander
the Conqueror.
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"Why is the lowest string double the highest f Either,
first, because the string plucked [psallomene] in the middle
and the whole string harmonize into the octave. . . . Moreover, those on the three-cornered harps [psalteriois], there
being equal tightening of the strings, harmonize into the
octave, one being double and the other half in length.''

Here are two decisive examples, joined by an
ellipsis to save space. Look at the many words
which severally and separately affirm the instrument, and preclude the voice: ''string,'' ''lowest,''
''highest,''
''middle,''
''harmonize,''
''octave,''
"plucked," and especially the inescapable "three ..
cornered harps.''
Of course, this meaning is not
questioned in Aristotle's day, but the reader's
attention is thus drawn, so that he may see whether
the examples to follow, from Paul's and Plutarch's
day, until hundreds of years thereafter, continued
to express the same meaning. If they do, those
who have . been misled by well-meaning ignorance
will · see, and refuse to be thus misguided here after.
330 B. C. Aristotl e (Problemata, XIX., 24, p.
919, b. 15; ibid) :
"Why is it that if any one after having plucked [pselas]
the lowest string lays hold of it, the highest is the only 0110
that seems to vibrate in response f"

330 B. C.

Aristotle

(Problemata, XIX. , 42,

p. 921, b. 14; ibid) :
"Why
is it that if any one after having plucked
[pselas] the lowest string lays hold of it, the high est is the
only one that seems to vibrate in responsei"
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This example is entirely a separate use from
the one preceding, as will be seen by the citation,
though the affirmations in the query are worded
the same. The meaning is so clear in them, for
the word we are weighing, that both are cited, as
each is a guaranty of the genuineness of the other;
and also that they may be examined in their
context; for, though the questions are identical,
the answers differ. Th e point in both qu estions,
perhaps, is that by a touch you silence the resounding of the string plucked, and are then
enabled to hear another string (which you did not
touch) sounding out of "sympathy."
260 B. C. Hippias of Elis (Hibeh Papyri, 1906
Pt. 1, 13, 24) (Grenfell and Hunt ) .
Bernard Pyne Grenfell, English Egyptologist,
Professor of Papyrology at Oxford since 1908,
since 1894 engaged in excavation in Egypt, has
made many important discoveries of ancient papyri,
notably Logia-Sayings
of Oitr Lord. Since 1896
he has been in collaboration with Mr. A. S. Hunt,
an equally zealous antiquary.
The papyrus which
furnishes us an example was published in 1906.
"Harping
[psa,lton];
[oidon]."

[psallontes]
far
singing
[aidontes]

worse
worse

than
than

the
the

harpers
singers

150 B. C. to 250 A. D. Cleonides (Isagoge
harmonica 12).
The example following, from this musical treatise, consists of a quotation from an ode to the
8
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lyre by Ion which is entirely
study:

pertinent

to our

"Former ly all men played [ psallon] you seven-toned in
t wo tet rachords, rai sing a slender st rain."

135 B. C. S eptuagint
Version Numb ering): 1

(1 Sam. 16 : 16- En glish

"A man who is a skillful pla yer on t he harp [ps all ei n ] ,
••• he shall play [psalei ] with his han d."
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who have considered that a wise saying by Mr.
Campbell, " I will mak e the word [bapti zo] furnish
the water,'' that it is not one whit less true that
"we may trust psallo to furnish the instrument."
135 B. C. Septitagint (Ps. 33: 2) :
"Psa~ate unto him with the psaltery of ten strings."

1 In LXX.
1 Samu el is 1 Kin gs, and the next thr ee book s are
Second, Th ird and Fou rt h K in gs. Thr ou ghout most of th e P salms
is not ident ica l with our versions.
'

Candid readers are requested to ask themselves
this: As the act (psalate, whatever that may be)
is performed on a ten-stringed psaltery, is it "p laying'' or ''singing' '?
I find psallo used more than fifty t imes in the
Septitagint, and every t ime it trans lates one of
two Heb r ew words which no one denies always
refer to an instrument . Reader , concede the fact
that psa llo cont inu ed to indicate instr umentation,
and let us make it unan imous.
90 B. C. Ant hology Pal., 11. 34._
Here light is shed upon the mean ing of
psalmos, thus, "Strains on the lyre [psalmata ], "
this phrase being contained in a sentence in which
are mentioned garlands, wine, myrrh, etc., as accompaniments of a feast .
90 B . C. Ant hology P al., 9. 409.
In this passage we read of "t he gracefu lness
of the lotus , or the sweet sound of harp music
[psalmoit] . ''
90 B. C. Ant hology Pal., 6. 103.
The chapter cited contains an epigram ascr ibed
to one Philip , in which Leontichus, an aged carpent er , ret iring from the pract ice of his trade ,
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Here , in the second century B . C., Mr. Harp
does not appear to have known when Mar ch 1st
(moving-day) came, hence did not move out of t he
house (psall ein) in whi ch he long had dwelt , to
make room for anoth er alleged waiting t enant ,
named Sing. He may hav e ·chosen to r emain,
believing that "po ssession is nin e points of law."
135 B. C. S eptitagi nt (1 Sam. 19: 9):
"David

was playing [epsall e] with his hand."

He who will not see th e in strument in such
uses of psallo must rend er th e for egoing: "David
was singing with hi s hand."
One who could do
that is as much enslav ed by prejudi ce as he who
will not see immersion in bapt iz o, but argues that
there was no water on the road to Gaza except
what th ey carried in the chariot to drink , and
that Acts 8: 38 should read: ' ' And th ey both went
down into the jug , both Philip and th e eunu ch;
and he baptiz ed him ." It must be plain to all

toonumb ering
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dedicates to Athena, the ' ' Goddes s of Science, Arts
and Arms,' ' who from earliest times was the patron
divinity of Athens, his tools, which he will no
long er need, and which h e enumerates; among the
other things, "the red chalk-line twitched [psallomen en] under the rule held by the tips of the
fingers.''
So clearly does the above declar e the meaning
of psallo, that no comment seems necessary.
However, on page 233 of the volume containing the
above (I. Dodot, Paris ), Diibn er, the editor, has
this annotation on the said verse (103), while
remarking on "the meaning of psallomenen (vibrating)":
"On the strength of this passage, Suidas
(the grammarian of the twelfth century A. D.)
says 'psallein properly meant to touch strings with
the finger-tips.' ''
This one testimony, thus convincingly covering the ground entirely, is really three authorities: (1) The Anthology, 90 B. C.; (2) Suidas,
the philologist, 1175 A. D., and (3) Diibner, the
renowned Franco-German-Greek scholar, who thus
denotes that from 90 B. C. to the date he wrote,
1850 A. D., psallo underwent no material change,
but in all those twenty centuries meant "to touch
strings with the finger-tips.''
So we note that in every country and in every
age, since the days of Homer (if Wolf, Paley and
other critics will permit the fiction th at there
was a Homer), psallo refers to twanging a taut
chord, as a carpenter's
chalk-line, a bowstring,

etc ., its musical significance being to thits play a
stringed instritment, and, if it ref ers to vocalization at all, it merely includes the singing as a part
of the joint act, when one sings to instrumental
accompaniment.
90 B. C. AnthoL ( Gr. II., p. 73) :

1]4

"Xantippe 's touch on the lyr e [psalmos], and her talk,
.
and he1· speaking eyes, and her singing [oid e]."-Paton

What folly to force this to read: "Xantippe 's
skillful songs ( or singing), and her talk, and her
speaking eyes, and her singing."
The ensuing example, also from the Anthology,
by such arbitrary translation, makes unmingled
nonsense-think
of '' songs with songs.''
The Revisers, meeting a passage like the following, perhaps in order to save the Prayer-book, and throw
dust in the reader's eyes, would have given us:
"Anthol. (Gr. IV., p . 257): And the songs and
making melody.''
Those who chide them for their
treatment of baptizo must not censure me for
demonstrating that their course was similar regarding psallo, and the fruits the same-strife
and division.
90 B. C. Anthol. (Gr. IV., p. 257):
"And the playing
[ aow,es] . "

of the harp

[psal11ios] with songs

I next introduce an admirable witness, of
whom a biographer says : "In Sallust, Rome found
a man who really deserved to be called a historian.''
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19 B. C.

40 B. C. C. Crispi Sallust ( Cati. XXV., II.) :
'' But among them was Sempronia, who had frequently
committed crimes characterized by manlike boldness. This
woman was sufficiently well off in her family and beauty;
moreover, in her husband and children . She was learned in
Greek and L atin lit erature, and was more skilled in playing
the lyre [psallere] and dancing t han was becoming in a
woman.' '

In Chapter XI. , hereof, Dr. Moore, of Harvard ,
states the meaning that Sallust expressed in
psallere, in the Conspiracy of Catiline, though its
reference to the lyre or citha ra is not questioned.
See also Professor Postgat e in Chapter XI. on the
same point-Latin
meaning.
24 B. C. Strabo (I., 2, 3) .
If I shall prove by Strabo, the eminent geographer and historian , often menti oned by Josephus and Lucian, and whom Plutarch calls '' The
Philo sopher," that in his day (24 B. C.) psallein
had not ceased to mean to play a musical instrument, it is the ver iest nonsense t o longer pr etend
that it had done so when the New Testament was
being writt en. And why say "If I shall prove,"
with the following examp le before us?
'' Even th e musicians who teach how to pla y the harp
[psallein J, and the lyre, and the flut e, lay claim to the same
excellence.''

We have two examples from our next witness,
who richly deserves this well-put tribute: "From
his own lifetime till now (a hundred generations),
Hora ce has held a popularity unexampled in literature. "
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Horatius Flacci (Epist. II. , 1, 33) :

"We paint and play the lyre [psallevmis]."

19 B. C.

Horatius

Flacci

( Carminum, IV.,

XIII.).
· Lyce, his lady-love, having grown old, her lover
was tiring of her, and had prayed the gods to give
him a younger, fairer maiden. Committ ing the
(to a woman) unp ardonabl e masculine sin, he, in
this ode, tells her she is aging and fading, and
can no long er summon Cupid, who now dwells in
the charms of Chias, who has supplanted Lyce
(tran slation by Theodore Martin) :
"In the dimples of Chias' fair cheek he li es,
Chias that lilts 1 to her lyre [psallere] so sweetly."

A prose translation of the idea in the second
line of the couplet , by another, reads:
" The Chian
[psallere]. " ·

60 A. D.

woman

skill ed

in

playing

the

lyre

James (Ep. 5: 13) :

"Is any among you su:fferingf let him pray.
Is any cheerful J let him psalleto.''

64 A. D.

Paul (Eph. 5: 19):

'' Speaking to yourselves with psalmos and humnos and
spiritual <lde: adontes and psallontes with your heart to the
Lord."
"Ther e is no evidence that • • . Paul and th e oth er
writers of the New Testament put upon this verb meanings
not recognized by the Greeks.' '-Sophocles.
(See not es following his definition of psallo, Chap. IV.)
1

Sings gaily to her lyre -playing .
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In the research, I found the following instance
in which a word closely related to psallo seems
to have been used primarily of the vocal act:
70 A. D. Cassius Bassus (ap. Prise., p. 897 p):

'' Psallo, which earl ier had meant 'to play an instrument,'
had lost all reference thereto before the New Testament was
written, and had come to indicate only the vocal act , singing.''

"Calliope

1

princeps sapienti psallerat ore;" i. e., Cal-

liope first had sung (psallerat) with a trained voice.

It will be noticed by the text that this is a
Latin poem, and not Greek. I submitted the line
to some of America's be&t Latin scholars, inquiring
the reason for this unusual employment of the
word. Their several answers are fairly expressed
by one of them.
'' The regular

Latin

word

meaning

'had

sung'

is

cecinerat1 which it is impossible to use in this kind of verse,
because of its metl'ical form.''

Hence the resort to psallerat, the meter and
length of which were proper, and its meaning
similar-at
least, it refers to music. So I was
assured that the use of psallerat, as above, was
justified under what we term '' poetic license.''
However, it is quite reasonable to suppose that
the poet may have meant, "Calliope first had
psallerat ( played and sung) , having a trained
voice,'' for, as we have seen, many lexicons give,
as one definition of psallo, '' to sing to the lyre.''
To use a military figure, so common in our
day, opposers of the instrument established a Hindenburg line a little beyond the date of the writing
of the New Testament, thus:
1 The Muse in mytholo gy that presides
over eloquence and heroic
poetry: the mother of Orpheus, and chief of the nine Muses . The
steam·orgsn was n.amed for her.
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Herc they make their stand under the slogan
made famous at Verdun: '' They shall not pass.''
So it was necessary to examine with more care
the works of Jame,s' and Paul's contemporaries,
and those of the succeeding generation of scholars.
God has preserved to us a surprisingly numerous
and convincing array of uses of the word during
the period, so that the reader will quickly see that
this Hindenburg line is crumpling, will soon give
way, and must be deserted by its defenders , just
as they were earlier halted in what was to hav e
been a victorious and triumphal entry of Paris,
where they contemplated ejecting musical instruments from all houses of worship, because the
English New Testament says "sing," and does
not say ''play.''
This check, produced some years
ago by raising an ensign inscribed '' Psallo means
to play," led to the first defeat of the Marne; at
which time it was conceded that Paul's word,
psallo, had meant "to play," just as the second
decisive and final defeat of the Marne must now
force the further concession that when New Testament writers used it, psallo still certainly meant
"to play." But defeat :for those who conscientiously contend for error eventuates in their victory.
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No more trustworthy witness could be found
than Plutarch , whom I now introduce. His writings constitute monuments of great literary value .
Next to the Bible, his Lives has been, is, and will
remain, the book of all ages. No book of classical
antiquity has had more influence upon the leading
men of the world. But the chief strength of
Plutarch's testimony as t o the meaning of psallein
arises from the fact that he lived and wrote at
exactly the same time that the apostles lived and
wrote, though a few years their junior.
When this encyclopedist of Greece, Rome and
Egypt _ :finished his lit erary labors, the pens of
those who wrote the last books of the New Testament had just been laid aside. If psallo had not
lost its reference to the instrument ere Plutarch
wrote, then instrumental music is forever ineradicably imbedded in the · New Testam ent . Reader,
I beseech you, as one who is supremely loyal to the
Book, and who has dedicated his life to laboring
for unity thereupon, make sure what meaning Plutarch put upon psallo; then you will know what
it means in the New Testament.
Let us first notice a few uses of ado:
85 A. D. Plutarch (Nicias, III.) :
'' The thl'Ong of worshippers would meet them at the ship
and bid them to sing [ adein]. ''

85 A. D. Plutar ch (Nicias, III.):
"At break of day he led his festal procession in honor
of the god, and his choir arrayed in lavish splendor and
singing [ aaontaJ as it march ed across the bridge to land."
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85 A. D. Plutarch (Lycurgus, IV., 2) :
"Now Thales passed as a lyric poet ...
for his songs
[ odad] were so many exhortations to obedience and harmony."

85 A. D. Plutarch

(Lycurgus, XIV., 3) :

" They would sing [odes] the praises of those who had
shown themselves worthy.''

85 A. D. Plutarch

(Lycurgus, XV., 2) :

"As they marched, they sang a certain song [oden] about
themselves, and its burden was that they were justly punished
for disobeying the laws."

85 A. D.
"You

Plutarch

(Themistocles, V., 4):

would not be a good poet if you should sing

[ adon] contrary to the measure."

Above are six instances of the use by Plutarch
of ado, in each of which we may be sure from
the c.:>
nt ext that the meaning is what all agree
that it is.' Wh en Paul and Plutar ch wished to

/

'That adonta, in example 2, denotes voice, is assure d by the word
"choir"· t he third contains exhortations; the fourth commends wort h;
the fifth referred to themselves, admitted guilt, and also the justice
of their punishment;
the sixth speaks of words in the term poet-seven things impossib le to a musica l instr um ent . So much for the
meaning of ado, in six examp les by Plutarch, selected at random . Our
Englis h Bible proceeds much as if ado an d psaUo are synonyms.
If th ey are, many examples w ill now be met where psallo, by t he conooxt expresses ideas similar to tho se just noted in the use of ado.
Either it is proven in the six quotations th at ado indicates t he voice ,
or else it is neve,· safe to say that wnything w proven. There is no
warrant in the word ado in these excerpts to assert that the singing
was acc ompanied by instruments.
On the other hand, t here is noth·
ing either in the meanin_g and u se of the. words, C!r in the known
musical custom of those times, to beget the idea that mstrumpnts were
not used. It woul d be much safe r to assume an accompaniment, tha n
to assume its absence . Certain ly it would be absurd to assert that
by employing ado Plu tarch prohibited accompan iment; yet Paul , his
contempora r y, ,n11st u se words in a like way . But, fortunatel y, wit h
the strict constr u ctionist abroad , Paul was more carefu l t han the
nowadays reporte r who says "Caruso sang," making no reference
to the piano, for the apostle directs us to both ado and psallo .
If ad-0 as used by P lutarch
did not prec lud e an instrumental
accompaniment
(a nd it certainly did not)' neither did it preclude
an accompaniment to the singing speci fied by Paul .
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speak of vocalization , this is the word they employed, just as they used psallo to refer to the
instrument.
That will certainly appear in these
pages, so far as Plutarch is concerned. Since he
was a contemporary of Paul 's, how say some
that when Paul used the Greek verb psallo, ho
always meant "sing ," when we know that when
Plutarch employed it, he uniformly did so to designate playing?
85 A. D. Plutarch (Pericles, I.):

guilty;" would admit guilt, and invoke the clemency of the Court .
85 A. D. Plutarch (Pericles, I.).
Here the father asks the son, '' Art thou not
ashamed to play the lyre [psallon] so well?" thus
denoting that he regarded time wasted in learning
to play skillfully.
85 A. D. Plutarch (233, F.) :
In the event here chronicled, our author employed these words :

'' Therefore it was a fine saying of Antisthenes, when
he heard that Ismenias was an excellent piper: 'But he's a
worthless man,' said he, ' otherwise he wouldn't be so good
a _piper.' And so Philip' once said to his son, who, as the
wme went round, plucked the strings [psela nt a] charmingly
and with a master touch.''

"They fined a lyre -play er [psalt er] who was living with
them because he pla yed with his :fingers" (i . e.,twanged the
strings with his fingers instead of with a plectrum).

Think of Alexander the conqueror "p lu cking"
the vocal chords with a master touch , or, to use
the definition deduced from Milligan by M. C.
Kurfees , "plucking the chords of the heart"!
He
who can read "sing" into the above, can read
"sprinkle" into "buried in baptism."
During the author's connection with the courts,
he learn ed what is there accepted as conclusive
evidence. If the life of an alleged felon were at
st ake, instead of men's religious opinions or prejudice, and if as much convincing testimony had been
heard as is here introduced , the defendant's lawyer
,vould withdraw his client's earlier plea, "Not
P!tilip of Macedon to Alexander , who afterward
th e 'knKing
own world .
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conquered

If the word means what our friends who oppose
the use of instruments insist , here is the proper
rendering of the above:
"Th ey fined a singer who was livin g with them because
he sang with his fingers ."

Reader, whatever your previous views, you
delight in knowing and holding the truth. Are
you not glad that uncertainty is to vanish and
truth prevail ?
85 A. D. Plutarch (Moralia, p. 67, F.) :
"And so the lyre-player [psaltes] not rudely nor inele•
gantly put the curb on Philip when he tl'ied to dispute with
him about the way to strike the lyre notes ."

This single example by Plutarch alone refutes
the groundless insistence that psalw alienated.
A psaltes is said to psallo on a psalte1·ion. In the
above example from Plutarch there is an instru 123
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ment, with a player, who strikes the notes; i. e.,
and hence is a psaltes, exactly as we
term one who plays, a player.
85 A. D. Plutarch (Moralia, 173, C.) :

when referring to singing and songs, and psallo
and its noun when speaking of the instrument, in
exactly the same way that Paul, no less learned
in the Greek, had done twenty years earlier, when
writing to the churches at Corinth, Ephesus and
· Colosse.
To enable the reader to compare, I place the
above and an excerpt from the apostle side by
side, with an admonition from Hamlet, III., 4, 52:
"Look here upon this picture-and
then on
this:"
Plutarch-A.
D. 85:
Paul-A. D. 64:

psallo(es),

' 1 Xerxes being angered at the Babylonians, who revolted,
he, after subduing them, forbade them to carry arms, but
ordered them to play the harp [psallein] and the flut e, to
engage in trade and keep inns.''

An excellent method by which to keep vassals·
in subjection, as was remarked on the passage
taken from Herodotus, who wrote five centuries
earlier.
85 A. D. Plutarch (Moralia, 173, C.):
"It
is enough, surely, if a king have leisure to hear
others pluck the strings [psall01iton], and he pays great deference to th e Muses if ho be but a spectator of such contests . ''

85 A. D. Plutarch (Aratus, 6) :
'' To play the lyre [psallein] and the flnte during the
drinking.''

85 A. D.

Plutarch

(Pompey, 36) :

'' Stratonice was the daughter of a certain harper
[vsalton], an old man not blest in other respects ...
she,
playing the harp [psekl.sa] at the banquet, captivated Mithridates.''

85 A. D. Plutarch (Alex., 67):
"The frequent strains of pipe and flute, of songs [odes]
and lyre music [psalmou] . "

So we find this master of the Greek language
employing the verb ado, and its kindred noun, ode,
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1 ' The
frequent strains of
, 'Speaking one to another
in psalmos and hiwi nos and pipe and flute, of songs
spiritual
ode, adontes and [odes] a n d ly r e music
67.
psallontes with your heart to [psalmou]. "-Alex.,
the Lord" (Eph. 5: 19).

With E. A. Sophocles, the lexicographer, the
reader is bound to agree : '' There is no evidence
that Paul put upon these verbs meanings not recognized by the Greeks.''
85 A. D. Plutarch (Pompey, 24) . In this
passage is found the following phrase :
"Flute

and harp playing [psalmoi] ancl caro usals. . . . "

85 A. D. Plutarch
this brief phrase :
"Harp-playing

(Dioon, 7) .

I here extract

[psalmoi] and dancing."

85 A. D. Plutarch ( Crassus, 32). In the following excerpt our prolific author employs psal·
mous, the accusative plural of psalmos:
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'' On dancing

ancl castanets

I

and lyre-playing

[psal-

mous]."

85 A. D.
Plutarch
Ji'riends," 96, E.) :

("On

Having

Many

"For the harmony of harp-music [psalmo11s] and phorminxes 2 has concord through opposing sounds.''

85 A. D. Plutarch

(Momlia, 133, A.):

"Does not the Scythian while he is drinking ofttimes put
his 'hand to his bow and lightly twang [parapsallei]
th e
st ring, thus recalling his sober sense which is being unstrung
by the liquor f"

Though the above is not a musical example, it
is fully as pertinent and convincing as the next to
follow, proving conclusively that psallo retained its
earlier meaning, '' to cause to vibrate by touching.''
In furnishing me the excerpt I am about to
give, Prof. Frank Cole Babbitt remarks: "It seems
to be decisively for the meaning of 'play upon
strings.' ''
85 A. D. Plutarch (Moralia, 713, B.):
'' For as flocks and herds have no comprnhension of sober
discourse, but their keepers rouse them up and lull them to
sleep again by whistlings and chirpings that have no tune,
or by reed-pipes aJ1d conch ,shells, so, in like manner, is it
,rith whatever common and vulgar clement, lacking th e
power to comprehend or to hearke n to sober discours e, exists
in the soul,-m en manage it and mollify it by plucking t-ho
strings [ epipsallont es] m1cl piping [katanlmmtes]
to it.
But, to speak freely what I t hink, no pipe nor harp merely
1

2

Clappers for the hand s to ac company nnd mark time for dance rs .
A Greek st ringed instru1nent .
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played upon, and without a song with it, can be very fit for
an entertainmen t . ''

H ere, Plutarch says psallontes does not include
the singing, but means '' merely to play the harp.' '
As Paul wished the Ephesians, Colossians, and us,
to ''speak,'' ''teach,'' and ''admonish,'' as well as
"play," he had to employ both verbs, which he
did: "a<lontes" and "psallont es," the very word
Plutarch used. Paul also there used the instrumental noun "psalmos."
This same sense of epipsallo, according to lexical
authority, is connrmed by the seventy-ninth Fragment of Sophocles. We thus prove, by two of the
most eminent among Greek writers of all periods ,
that, during the five and a half centuries in question-from
530 years before Paul wrote, using
psallo, until twenty years after he employed the
word-its
earlier instrumental import continued
the same.
85 A. D. Plutarch (Vita Arati, 6, 1029) :
'' One of his servants was seen carrying garlands through
the market-place, another buying links,' and still another con·
versing with the girls who make a business of playing the
harp [psallein] and the flute at drinking-bouts."

85 A. D. Plutarch (Pericles, 1). Here the
scholarly contemporary of scholarly Paul writes of
"playing a lute [pselanta] very pleasantly and with a
master touch. "
1

I.

e., torches.
9
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What reader can doubt that instrumental music
is Scriptural?
For who ever heard of '' singing
with a master touch'' 7-an expression which perfectly describes skillful playing.
I next call Josephus, a contemporary of the
New Testament writers, a learned Jew, to testify
-one in whose veins coursed both royal and sacerdotal blood. In the sixth example Josephus uses
the word in the sense of "being played to." Liddell and Scott cite another instance. Likewise a
third instance was met in the writings of Athemeus. Elsewhere a fourth occurrence is taken
from Alciphron, who wrote in the second Christian
century.
85 A. D. Josephus (Antiq., Jud. VI., 8, 2,
p. 166) :
1

' 'And if there was any one who could charm [ those
passions] by singing [exadein] and playing upon the harp
psallein] • • • they bade them to seek for such an one and to

r

1 "The
Greek word psallo once meant to pluck the hair, twang
the bowstring, twitch a carpenter's
line , and to touch the chords
of a musical instrument,
but had entire ly lost all these meanings
before the beginning of the New Testament period, . . . therefore,
th e word is never used in the New Testament nor in contemporaneous literature
in any of these senses.
At this time, it not only
meant to sing, but that is the only sense in which it was used, all
0. Kwrfees,
the other meanings having entirely disappeared."-M.
Inst . Mus. in Wor., p. 44f.
A hundr edth part of the material in this book must convince the
reader that the above content ion is groundless, and that when James
and Paul emp loyed psallo, it then, and long thereafter, retained fully
It is no part of my
the earlier primary reference to an instrument.
purpose to prove that, in usage, the word was not extended to include
the vocal as well as the instrumental
performance,
when the two
took place conjointly, just as we extend the word "wash to cover
a]so the act of "drying ," when we say "wash the dishes'' ; and just
as the wor d '4eat" cmnprehends both to "eat and drink" in 1 Cor.
11: 20 ("it is not possible to eat the Lord' s supper"),
as rendered
certain in verse 22. If one should find! instances where psaUo seems
to mean "to sin\l;," he would gain nothing.
My duty is to demonstrate
that it means ' to play."
That I am performing this duty will not
be gainsaid.
11
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cause that such a person might stand over him and play on
th e harp [psallein] and recite hyrrms to him."

In this concise, cogent example, we have really
two double examples, in both of which not only is
the meaning of psallein otherwise made certain by
the context, but this is reinforced in each instance
by having this word, which points to tlie instrument,
illuminatingly contrasted with one which admittedly
refers to the voice : exadein; and, in the second
example, "recite hymns."
It is· no exaggeration
to say that a statement more compelling could
hardly have been formulated, had the one purpose
of Josephus been to remove doubt as to the meaning of psallein. With hundreds of like examples
preserved for us in the writings of Paul's contemporaries (of whom Josephus was but one) and
those who liv ed a few years later, there is room
no longer to doubt that in the New Testament
period psallo denoted the instrument.
Whether it
also connoted the voice, let the testimony amassed
here decide.
85 A. D. Josephus (Antiq., VI., 11, 3):
'' He ordered him to charm the spirit away by the singing [ exadein] of hymns and by the music of the harp
[p ..almos].''

85 A. D. Josephus (Antiq., VI., 8, 2, p. 167).
Here follow four instances by this prolific
writer, who lived and wrote at the same time Paul
did, and who was not less proficient in the languag e
and learning of the Greeks. As in the preceding
excerpt, we note that he continues in all the
129
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examples to use dissimilar words to differ entiate
between vocalization and instrumentation, all the
time employing psallein to indicate the latter.

singing, the latter half of the compound being our old friend
aeiao, '' to sing.''

"Was skillful in playing on the harp [psallein], and in
singing [adein] hymns."

Josephus (Antiq., VI., 8, 2, p. 168):

85 A. D.
'' By reciting
[psallon]."

85 A. D.
33, p. 269):

the hymns, and playing

upon th e harp

Josephus (Antiq., IX., 13, 3, or IX.,
1

"They sang [ aaon] hymns and played [ epsallon] on
their psalteries as they had been instructed by David.''

Perhaps no translator of Josephus has ever
failed to here rended adon followed by epsallon
by ''sang''
and ''played.''
One could rend er
epsallon no other way, because it was performed
on psalteries. But when Paul , a member of the
same (Hebrew) race, of the same (Pharisee) sect,
living in the same country, at the same time , writing the same language , employed the same two
.words , he :was seized with mental aberration. The
reader who can still believe that, wills to.
85 A. D. Josephus (Antiq., XI., 3, 9):
'' Being played to on the lyre [psallom ,enoi] and flute,
nnd surrounded by the noise of cymbals.''

85 A. D. Josephus (Antiq., XII., 8, 5, p. 349) :
"They came into Judea playing on the lyre [psallontes]
and singing hymns [hi111wn,o
·-doimtes]."
I. e., literall y, hymn 1 It
will ~e noted that a portion of the examples from Josephus
are from Whiston translation, London, 1906.
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If the examples of the use of psallein in the
present volume were limit ed to the seven clear-cut
statements by the author of Antiquities, the meaning would be as firmly established as the courts
require the guilt to be, before convicting one of
crime.
"PsALLO"

Dm NoT

ALmNATE.

Truth -seekers are invit ed to read the Bible
account, then that by Josephus, of David's charming away the evil spirit from Saul by playing the
harp. Vide 1 Samuel 16, 17 and 19; and Antiquities, VI., 8, 2, and VI., 11, 3. Omitting the context, the gist of the Bible narrative which relates
to pscillein is contained in the following:
1 Sam. HI : 16 : " Seek a skillful player on the harp. "
1 Sam. 16: 16: "He shall play with his hand."
1 Sam. 16: 17: '' A man that can play well.''
1 Sam. 16: 18: "A son of Jesse skillful in pla ying :"
1 Sam. 16: 23: '' David took the harp, and play ed with
his hand."
1 Sam. 18: 10: '' David played with his hand as he did
day by day.''
1 Sam. 19: 9: '' David was playing with his hand.''

N. B. -1. In every one of the seven passages,
the Hebrew Bible employs nagan, which always
means to pla y, to indicate the kind of music David
rendered.
2. In every passage , eight hundred years later ,
the Septuagint correctly re-expresses the Hebrew
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by the Greek verb psallein, which always means to
play, to indicate the kind of music David rendered.
3. Throughout his very full accounts of the
occurrences, though he obtained his facts from the
Septuagint (as Paul had Rom. 15: 9), yet, in his
own way and words, Josephus chose psallein to say,
in the then current Greek, that David played the
harp to exorcise Saul's evil spirit. As this was
twenty years after James and Paul had directed
Christians to psallein, Josephus thus makes it absolutely certain that psallo had not revolutionized,
but that, in his day, it meant play. It should be
observed that it seems not to have expressed the
twofold act of "singing to accompaniment," for in
six of the passages, and elsewhere in his writings,
Josephus ( as also did Paµ l) employs both classical
verbs, "adein kai psallein," to tell of David and
others '' singing and playing.''
Perhaps it is needless to remark that all this
is clinched by the Authorized, the Revised and
Rotherham Versions, and the translations
of
Josephus' Antiquities of the Jews , for these unite
in attributing instrumentation to all the original
texts. All this is so clear and convincing that it
seems incredible that any one will reject it, and go
about muddying the waters, as '' Pharaoh hardened
his heart, and hearkened not" ( Ex. 8: 15), or as
the Pharisees "rejected the counsel of God against
themselves. ' '
The next to testify, a pupil of the apostles ,
in this Greek epistle, left us the earliest known
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literal quotation from the New Testament, "Many
are called, but few are chosen" ( Matt. 21 : 14) ,
which he solemnly introduces with "It is written."
The authenticity of the epistle is admitted by
Jerome and Eusebius, and it was ascribed to Bar nabas by Origen and Clement of Alexandria.
119 A. D. Barnabas (VI., 16) :
'' I shall confess thee in the Chur ch of my br ethren, and
shall strike the strings [psalo] ' to thee in the midst of the
Church of the holy."

The Epistle of Barnabas, because of its early
date and lofty Christian character, was widely and
highly regarded, and for some centuries considered
as a part of the sacred writings. To us it has
a twofold value-it denotes the meaning of psallo,
and indicates that twenty-five years after the New
Testament was written, instrumental music was
employed in the church.
125 A . D . Suetonius (Titus, 3). This excellent witness, noted as scholar, grammarian, critic,
chronicler, and friend and associate of emperors,
in the excerpt makes the sharp and unmistakable
distinction between singing and playing which we
meet so often in the writings of those days, and
here, as always , unless the New Testament is the
one lone exception, psallo and kindred words point
to an instrument and not to the voice.
'' The Emperor was not unmusical , who sang and played
on the cithara pleasantly and skillfully.''

[psaller et]
1

P salo is tho future

of psallo.
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Had the Revisers met the foregoing in the
King James' Version, rather than permit it and
the venerated Pra yer- book to be desecrated by
their impious hands by rightly tr anslatin g, they
would have let it continue to read:
'' Th e Emp eror was not unmusical, who sang and made
melody.''

But what th ey could- have done to hide the
'' cithara, '' I can not surmise: r egard ed it as an
innovation or interpolation , perhaps.
138 A. D. Aulus Gellius (Noctes Atticce,
XIX., Ch. 9, 3). In Gellius we have a writer
broadly familiar with the languag e and litera tur e
of both the Greeks and the Romans. The term
''Classics'' is appli ed figuratively by Gellius to
writers of the high est rank, and this mode of designation has since been very generally adopted.
Originally the term was bestowed on the highest
of the six classes into which Servius Tullius divided
the population. Hence Gellius' choice of the word
to denote the chief rank. His work , here quoted ,
was written in a country house in Greece, near
Athens:
'' He asked that th ey be shown . .. most skillf ul persons
of either sex, to sing with the voice, and to play on th e lyre
[psaUerent]. ' '

Had the hand of God guided the hand of
Gellius to so formulate these words as to leave
no room for doubt , I can conceive of no change
that would have made them more direct and convincing. Imagine Gellius saying: "To sing with
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the voice, and to sing l" Yet the opposition commends the learning of the Revisers for followin g
a like course.
138 A. D. Apollonius Dyscolus (De Adver bus
-ed. B. Schneider-p . 161, 18, 571, 22) .
This celebrated Greek grammarian of Alexandria, in his t reatise on adverbs, gives us an
example, the etymqlogy, and a definition of our
word, all three in one.
'' From the perfect passive come active nouns; e. g., from
epsaltai (which means 'it had been played') comes psaltes
( a harp·player) ; from lelutai, lutes; from kekathartai,
kathartes.''
'

In this example, psaltes ( the player of a harp )
is said to be from epsaltai, the perfect middle of
th e third singular of psallo. Thus by der ivation
and definition we r each the meaning of psallo in a
manner which renders it as difficult to camouflage
as it is in that gem by Lucian: " It is impossibl e
to psallein without a lyre. ''
155 A. D. St . Justin (Dial. cum Try ph o Jud.,
74). In speaking of acceptable praise t o God,
he says :
'' As the Spirit urges those from all the earth who r eeog·
e., the suffer in g of Christ,
nize this salut ary mystery-i.
thr ough which he saved them-:-to sing [adontas] and play th e
harp [psanontes] continually."

Here, again , we have that ever-recurring contrast between the vocal and instrumental: adontas
and psallonte s-ado and psallo-s ing and playjust what Paul tells Chr istians to do. Where ,
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outside the Bible, do we find it rendered otherwise?
Besides rendering certain that eighty-five years
after Paul and James employed the word, psallo
had not repudiated its inherent obligation to hous e
within itself a musical instrument, this excerpt,
with equally explicit statements from Clement,
Basil, Gregory, Chrysostom, Barnabas, Athanasius
and Augustine, should forever banish that affectionately groomed myth that the early church employed none but vocal music,' the instrument being
a sinful innovation of corrupt Rome. This bugaboo
is on a par with that bogy of Seventh-day Adventists-that
the Pope changed the Sabbath to the
first day of the week. Both are equally groundless, and both are worked with like industry and
success.
Having made sure from the foregoing what
Justin means to express by psallo, the two excerpts
from his pen which follow are as strong testimony
as he could well give that the word points to the
instrum ent rather than to the voice. In the first,
we again have the two kinds of music contrasted,
and her e, as elsewher e, psallo denot es playing.
155 A. D. St. Justin (Dial. cum Trypho
Jud. , 29) :

" ••• David sang (these words) while playing [epsallen]
on an instrument; Isaiah proclaimed them; Zechariah spread
them abroad; Moses wrote them. ' '

1 Sev eral
Greek scholars consulted, after stating that the New
T e~tament au~horizes instrumental 1nusic, and that early Christian
writers estab li sh the fact that such music was emp loyed, have re·
marked that poverty, lack of houses of worship in w hich. to keep instrum ~nt s, and ~rsecut101~, wh1c!1 1ong compelled clandestine meeting,
wherein much noise by voic e or instrument would have revealed their
place of worship, would have tended to limit the employment of in struments by tho ear ly church .
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In this example we might safely follow the
Revisers: "David sang these words while 'making
melody' on an instrument;''
for it requires something with which to "make melody."
Let not the reader forget. I am not trying
to prove by Justin · that David played an instrument, and then deducing that therefore Christians
may do so. Instead, I am proving by this early
Christian writer's use of the word that in his day
psallo had not ceased to speak of the instrument
and come to indicate singing, but very definitely
retained its acknowledged meaning of the earlier
classical days, enabling us to know that in directing
Christians to psallo, the New Testament unquestionably authorizes the playing of instruments.
155 A. D. St. Justin (Dial. cnm Trypho Jud.,
37). The Encyclopedia Britannica says of this
early Christian chronicler, who suffered martyrdom
about 165 A. D.:
"Justin is a most valuable authority for the life of the
Christian Church in the middle of the second century."

In the following, after speaking of the paus e
in the psalm [psalmon], Justin continues:
'' God has gone up with a shout; the Lord with the sound
of a trumpet. Play on the harp [psal ate] to our God; play
OIi. the harp [psalate J. Play on the harp [psalat e] to our
King; play on the harp [psal ate] . For God is King of all
the earth; play on the harp [psalate] understandingly; for
God has ruled over the nations.''
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To make absolutely certain that Justin uses
psalate to indicate the harp rather than the voice,
we need but to glance up · to the excerpts from
29 and 74. Here in this passage from his dialogue
with Trypho the Jew, Justin says to "play on the
harp with the understanding"
(i. e., "psalat e understandingly"), just as in 1 Cor. 14: 15, speaking
as of himself, Paul says: "I will psalo [play on
the harp] with the spirit, and I will psalo [play
on the harp] with the understanding.''
When a
Christian who loves God supremely does thathis soul filled with music-his joy is as heavenly
as earth permits , and his invitation thus sung to
the sinner has a drawing that no man can measure.
160 A. D. Aclius Aristides ( Orationes-ed.
B. Keil-XXVI.,
31) . Born in Mysia, A. D. 117,
this Greek rhetorician traveled much in Europe,
Asia and Africa.
In many places statues were
erected in recognition of his talents. In his old
age (178 A. D.), he reported to Aurelius so graphically and pathetically the earthquake which destroyed his home city, Smyrna, as to move the
emperor to rebuild it. For this the grateful inhabitants styled Aristides '' the builder of Smyrna," and erected a statue in his honor. Fiftyfour of his declamations are extant. He says:

Here it is proven that psallein, a century after
Paul wrote, retained not merely its earlier musical
meaning, but its earliest general classical meaning,
to pluck as a cord or chalk-line, which meaning
it had as far back as we can trace the word. That
well-fathered idea to the contrary, born to bolster
a tottering tenet, must now and forever be laid
to rest.
With pleasure I introduce the next '\yitness,
whose graceful pen contributes two depositions,
either one of which, by itself, is sufficient to remove
every doubt, were there no prejudice to overcome.
Of him the discriminating F. A. Paley , LL.D.,
editor of many Greek works, says in the Encyclopedia Britanni ca:

"Everything is done at the beck and nod, more easily
than one could pluck [ps eleien] ' a cord.'' '
' Aorist optative, third person, singular of psallo, in a condition
of a future Jess vivid form.
'On page 47, I nst. Mus. in Wor., it is solemnly affirmed that
ere the New Testament period , psallo had lost every earlier m ea ning
and had no meaning but to sing.
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'' In his language, as tested by the best classical models,
Lucian is at once elegant and correct.''

Professor Perrin, of Yale, educator, translator
and editor of numerous Greek works, in a personal
letter to the author, says:
"Lucian uses a Greek very near to that of the New
Testament .' '

Remember, he wrote within a century of the
date when Paul wrote.
160 A. D. Lucian (The Parasite, 17):
"And the other arts cannot serve their possessor without
instruments; for it is impossible to play the flute [ a~ilevn]
without a flute , or to play the lyre [psanein] without a lyre ,
or to ride hor seback without a hoTse.' '

Asked whether psallo, as employed in Paul's
epistles , excluded instrumental
accompaniment,
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and whether, in this word, there was any ground
for conscientious objection to the use of instruments in worship, J. Corrin Hutchinson, Emeritus
Professor of Greek in the University of Minnesota,
said of the above from Lucian :
'' This one quotation is as good as a score to settle that
point."

Perhaps forty or fifty of the leading Greek
scholars from both sides of the Atlantic, each in
his own words, spoken or written to the author
have said the same of this explicit passage. Even'
superficial reasoning gives us this : "Paul tells us
to psallo."
Lucian rejoins: "That is impossible
without a musical instrument.''
Why discuss the
question further?
Our second examp le, borrowed from Lucian 1s
almost as unequivocal.
'
160 A. D. Lucian (Hippias, 1, p. 66) :
"Likewise he who can himself play the harp or the lyre
is a better musician, surely, than one who simply has
a good critical knowledge of rhythms and harmonies.''
[psalai]

It is noteworthy that Plutarch (Paul's contemporary), and Lucian, who flourished a century
later, eminent among all Greek writers, are both
famed for employing a Greek very near to that of
the New Testament.
180 A. D. Alciphron (Epistulro, III., XXIX.,
II.) . This second-century writer, author of 118
published works, the most eminent of Greek epistolary writers, left us this strong evidence of the
meaning of the word in question :

no
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'' And he enjoys being played to [psallomenos]
lyre and on the flute.''

on the

Having given many examples in which secular
writers, a few years after Paul wrote, use psallein
to betoken instrumentation , lest those who are
determined to remain blind to this truth might
say that Paul, in common with all Christian writers, employed the word to express vocalization, it
is proper to incorpo~ate instances from at least a
few of the early pre-eminent Christian writers,
such as Clement, Basil, Augustine, Gregory, Chrysostom, Barnabas, Justin and Matthew the Martyr,
to prove that all writers of the Greek in the opening centuries of our era used the word in the same
sense that Greek writers had during the centuries
which preceded the coming to earth of our Lord.
Incidentally, they also puncture the bubble that
instrumental music was not used in Christian worship during the first centuries of the church.
Because he wrote so many books, is so widely
and favorably known, and especially as he lived
and wrote but a century this side the completion
of the New Testament, no one could be a more
serviceable witness than Clement. 1 Besides using
psallo to ind icate playing, it will be noticed that,
like Pa ul and all the others, he uses ado to speak
of singing.
190 A . D. Clement of Alexandria (Prod., Lib.
II., IV.):
1 By
Barnabas, Justin and Clement, we prove that instruments
were used in worship throughout the first century following the
completion of the New Testament.
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"And
[psallein]

1

even if you wish to sing [ adein] and play
to ,the harp or lyre, there is no blame. "

H ere we have, as in so many other instances,
the oft-recurring sharp contrast between the vocal
and the instrumental , expressed in the very words
of Paul , and M. C. Kurfees, the accepted spokesman for such as oppose the instrument, says that
here , in this excerpt, adein means ''s ing ,'' and
psallein means "play," for, on page 130 of Instrumental Music in Worship, he so trans lates this
identical passage. But for having said of record
that the hors e is seventeen feet high , Mr. Kurfees
is ready to exclaim with Lucian: "It is imp ossible
to psallein without a lyre !"
190 A. D. Clement of Alexandria (Pmd.,
III. , II. ) :
"At the end (finally) the wicked wickedly play the harp
Let us eat
and drink, for to-morrow we die. '' (Reference to Isa. 22: 13
and 1 Cor. 15: 32.)
[psa .llont es] with the most accur sed [palinode]:

190 A. D .
5, 29):

Clement of Alexandria

(Prot., 1,

'' And He who is of David, ·and yet before him, the
Word of God, ... sweeps the strings [psallei] unto God on
this instrum ent of many tones; and to this instrument-I
mean man-He sings acccrdant.''

In it s entirety, the passage is a rare flight of
eloquence upon the part of this gifted Christian
1 Mani festly
"p lay to the lyre" is not a very ex(l.ct translation .
. One may ''play a harp/' or on one, and "sing to.'' but can not "play
to a harp ." I follow Mr. Km·fees' render ing to silence the opposition, but thi s is bet ter: "If you are able to accompany your singing
by playin g the ly1·e or cithara, 110 wrong is done ."
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rhetorician. Figurative, do you say? Yes, but it
outrages reason to suppose that one who employed
such an extravagant figure to illustrate the relations of Father and Son would employ the unholy
to portray the holy, or that he was opposed to instrumental accompaniments in fact. If Clement
thus symbolized in fancy that which he knew to be
sinful in fact, he was guilty of incredible sacril ege.
But in this and other chapters are examples where
in fact Clement as strongly favors the instrument
in worship as he does here in figure. But, all such
considerations aside, he her e, as he does dozens of
times with its kin elsewhere, avails himself of
psallei to advert to playing an instrument, for even
here he says, "psallei on this ins tritm ent," and
next says, "a nd sings to it. "
190 A. D. Clement of Al exand ria (Peed., Lib.
II., IV.):
"Confess to th e Lord on the harp; play [ps alate] to Him
on the psa lt ery [psalterio] of ten stl'ings. Sing [ asote] to
Him a new song [asnw.]."

Her e is another convincing, well-balanced,
double examp le in which we bracket the two derivatives of ado which tell of the vocal function, and
the two cognates of psallo that indicate the instrumental. As both the above examples from Book
II., Chapt er IV. , are the exact rend erings in Mr .
Kur fees ' work just cited, he should now concede
the meaning , and hen ceforth join me in heralding
th e truth, for they prove that psalate equals to
play , and that psallein equals to play, and not to
10
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sing , as he has mistak enly supposed. He can not
object if, following his translation of psallein
above, I correct his inadequate translation of
psallein in the following, by changing his '' praise
Him" to "praise Him with harp," which will but
tell the known fact, and make him consistent with
his own two renderings quoted above.
190 A. D. Clement of Alexandria (Peed., Lib.
IL, IV.) :

'' Th erefo r e will I give prai se unto t hee am ong t he Gentiles, and play [ zammar] unto th y n ame."

' 1 And as it is befitting,
before partaking of food, that
we should bless the Creator of all; so also in drinking it is
suitable to [psallein] praise Him with the harp on partaking
of His creatures. For the psalm [psalmos] is a melodious
and sober blessing. The apostle calls the psalm [psalmos]
a spiritual song [ oaen]."

Here it is again and again; psallein pointing
to the instrument, and oden to the voice. Many
more examples of like merit were met with in
Clement's writings; _ but enough is enough! We
know that when he wished to say "sing" he used
aido, and, to refer to the harp, he used psallo. The
r eader is convinced-further
examples from Clement would but weary . The reader will be interested
in a passage from Clement in Professor Heide l 's
statement in Chapter XL of this volume.
We have no better witness than '' the queen of
(ancient) versions," made about a century after
the New Testament was completed, in t he very
land where the apostles lived and wrote.
196 A . D. Peshito Syriac Vers ion (Rom.
15 : 9):
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196 A. D.
14: 15) :
"I

Peshito

will play [z=na,r]

Syriac

Version

(1 Cor.

with the spirit, and I will pl ay
al so."

[ zammar] with t he und erstanding

196 A. D. Peshito Syriac Version (Jas. 5: 13) :
"If

he rejoice s, let him play [ mezamimar ]."

It will thus be seen that if the opposition shall
some day prove, even to their own satisfaction,
that the meaning of psallo revolutionized, t heir
task is but begun, for they will st ill have to prove
the same of the Hebrew zamar, the Syriac zammar, and similar words in the Chaldee, Arabic, etc.
Better give it up, brethren, as a bad job.
200 A. D. Dion Cassius (Historia Romana,
XLIX., XXVII., 4). This illustrious Greek statesman and historian, who went to Rome, as Paul had
done more than a century earlier , and held successively all the high offices of state, being twice Consul, contributes to our research this :
"Wh en men were sent to him by Antony, he dealt with
them, seated on a golden chair and plucking [psallon] the
string of his bow; after inveighing against them at length,
he :finally promis ed that he would give them peace if th ey
would straightway remov e their camp . ''

As here used, of course, the word has no musical significan ce, yet it is not one whit less valuable,
since it makes it certain that the earlier meaning
'' to twang the strings'' of no matter what, had
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not been lost, as is alleged,' but remained unimpaired. Several such uses were met with, which
might have been here included, had not others been
thought superfluous. Besides, my purpose is to
prove that in New Testament times the musical
meaning of psallo was to play an instrument.
What else it did or did not mean is of little concern .
Among the vast number of scholarly Greek
writers whom we may trust to use their languag e
correctly, none is safer than Athen reus. His Banqiiet of the L earn ed, according to the Standard
Encyclopedw, contains referenc es to, or extracts
from more than fifteen hundred books. Charles
' says: '' The mass ( of extracts from the
Anthon
Athenian comic poets inserted in The Learn ed
Men at Sitpper) is so considerable as to far exceed
in bulk all that can be collected from every other
Greek or Latin writer. The number of theatrical
pieces which he appears to hav e consulted was
probably not less than two thousand'' ( Classical
Dictionary, p. 225) . The words of wisdom and
information which, in the form of table-talks, he
puts into the mouths of the guests, indicate a
familia,rity with the writings of the world unequ aled by any other author of antiquity.
200 A. D. Athenreus (183, D.):
1

Hence M. C. Kurf ees is misled, or at least mi sleads othe~s, in

saying of psallo, in the period w hen the. New 'I'estam~nt was w ritt en:
"At this time, it not only meant to sin g_, but thR;t 1s the. only s.ense
, in which it was used, au the other meanings having enF1re1r .d1s~ppeared."-Inst.
Mus. in TVor., p. 45. Think of a. warrior smgmg

the string of his bow" I ·
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'' Being a skilled musician, he used to play the lyre
by hand without a plectrum."

[epsallen]

Reader, let us fairly translate the foregoing
so that it shall testify in favor of the voice rather
than the instrument:
"Being a skilled musician,
he used to sing by hand without a plectrum. ''
Yet if Athemeus had omitted both "by hand " and
"without a plectrum," epsallen would hav e meant
'' play the lyre,'' just the same; but in that case
the opposition would declare it means "he used to
sing.'' Once firmly rooted, a stump-puller's power
is not too great to remove religious prejudice.
200 A. D. Athenreus (348, F.):
"An unskillful harpist [ps altes) once gave a dinner to
Stratonicus and exhibit ed his technique while they were at
wine.
The entert ainment was rich and generous, and
Stratonicus,
being bor ed by the playing on the harp
[psallomenos] and having no one next to him to talk to,
crashed down his cup and called for a greater.''

Besides the inherent meaning of psaltes and
psallomenos, the Greek word teknen, which we
render by '' techniqu e,'' very naturally and appropriately refer s to the degree of skill of the hand
of the performer on an instrument, but not to
the action of the voice of the singer.
200 A. D. At henreus (634, C.):
"For sweetest Anacreon somewhere says: 'I play [psallo J
with twenty strings holding the magadis, 0 Leucaspis, and
you are in the prime of yout h.' "

This , certainly, was not a vocal performanc e.
Reader, if you have been led t o believe that when
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Paul instructed us to psallo, he meant for us to
sing, unaccompanied, reread the above, I beg yoit,
and care enough for the truth HERE AND NOW TO

particular kitharodos, to whom Athena:ms refers,
died ages ago; but thousands of his tribe survive
to this day. When all shall now decide to take
Paul at his word, i. e., also to psallo when we adon,
there will be fewer to '' apadon '' -a thing both
"vile" and common when singing "without the
accompanim ent.''
200 A. D. Athenreus (183, quoting the Baptce ) :

GIVE UP THE ERROR.

200 A. D. A thenams ( 636) . In this passage
the speaker is talking of a tragedian, Diogenes,
who wrote a play , '' Semele.'' _ The worship of
Cybele and Bacchus by women with drums, cymbals, flutes , etc., is described, after which occur the
subjoined words:
1

"Worshipping
Artemis with correspondent twangings
[psalnio is] of the three-cornered pectis, striking the magadis
in corresponding measure.''

If psallo and psalmos, a few centuries earlier,
had lost reference to the instrum ent and had come
to indi cate only the music of the voice, then the
above must be rendered: '' With corr espond ent
singings of the three-cornered pectis.''
200 A. D. Athenreus (349) :
"Ther e was a harper [kitharodo s] and his name was
Cleon. But he was nicknamed Ox; he sang [apadon] most
vilely, without the accompaniment of the lyre."

Kitharodos means one who plays and sings to
the cithara [kithara], as the form of the compound
indiword , kithara+odo s (i. e., player+singer),
cates. Adon, in the New Testament and always,
means to sing. • Modified by the prefix ap, it becomes apadon, and means to sing out of tune. This
1 In
Greek legend,
Thebes.

Samele was a daughter
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of Cadmus,

king

of

"Who plays the dmm with wondrous skill, and strikes
the strings [ diapsallei] of the triangular harp."

In the above, try to imagine how, as an adjec_tive, "triangular"
could refer t o the singer, his
voice or his song! Yet the mistaken insisten ce that
psallo is vocal, would compel that very absurdity.
He who first sought to escape from a tight corner,
where the lexicons put him, by pr et end ing that
psallo, alienating, ceased to refer to playing an
instrument, and came to refer only to the voice,
just twenty centuries ago, should have reflected
that, near to the time when the New Testament
was written, instructing us to psallo, there came
into existence, as the produ ct of several centuries
of literary activity , a vast number of Greek books,
perhaps reaching into the thousands, in which the
meaning of psallo would be plain and ineffaceable .
He should have known that hundreds of those
books in both the text and translation are extant,
and would come forth to smite and humiliate him
as he deserved to be smitten , for misleading (ignorantly or designedly ) countless thousands, and
perpetuating a sinful controversy.
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200 A. D. Athenreus (51, speaking of banquets
for men):

its music [psalmon] is said to be accompanied with
that by men and boys.
200 A. D. Athenreus ( 621). Contrasting different kinds of poets, Athenreus says:

"But where the guests are gentlemanly, and accomplished, and well educated, you would see neither flute-playing women, nor dancing women, nor female harperR [psaltrias]."

'' But the Hilarodos, as he is called, is a more respectable
kind of poet ... ; and he is crowned with a golden crown.
... And some man or woman accompanies him with the harp
[psallei], just as the one who sings to a flute [ (l,lilodoi] 1 is
accompanied. And a crown is given to the Hilarodos, and to
the one singing to the :flute [wulodoi], but not to the harp·
player [psaltes] or to the flute-player [ wulete]."

200 A. D. Athenams (183):
"Juba mentions also the lyrophamix and the Epigonius,
which now, though it is transformed into the upright psaltery
[psalterion], preserves the name of him who brought it into
use.''

No one can doubt that here psalterion, the near
lineal descendant of psallo, refers to an instru,
ment. We can conceive of an '-'upright piano" or
psalterion, but, pshaw! an "upright voice," or
''song.''
200 A. D. Athenreus (146, E.). As is so often
true of this author, he is here speaking of feasting
and edibles-entertaining
the inner man with
viands and music :
"And then ...
I bring . , . :flute girls and perfumes,
and harp girls [psaltrias], eels, and cheese, and hon ey."

200 A. D.

Athenreus (635):

'' Pindar, in his Scolium addressed to Hiero, having
named the magadis, calls it a responsive harping [psalnwn
antiphogg01i], because its music is accompanied in all its
keys by two kinds ( of singers) ; namely, men and boys.''

This extract is both illuminating and convincing. If we had no other example, and no lexicon,
we could rely upon it alone to demonstrat e that
instrumentation inheres in the word. Psalmon is
that which is produced on the magadis, and then
150

•

The entire research yielded no example more
conclusive. It speaks of two classes of singers and
two classes of players. Of the singers, the first is
termed Hilarodos, "a singer of joyful songs," who
ranks high. The second class, aulodoi, means '' one
who sings to the flute,'' and is more common. Of
the players, the class that plays the flute, accompanying the aulodoi, are termed aulete; aulodoi
and aulete belonging to a large family of Greek
words which refer to the flute. The other class
of players, termed psaltes, from playing the psalterion ( or harp), played the accompaniment for
the Hilarodos, and in doing so is said to psallei.
If I had spent my entire life opposing instruments
-on the theory that psallei means to sing-and
if, having read all that has gone before, I were
still in doubt, reflecting upon this example, I could
doubt no longer, but would joyfully accept the
truth, seeking to uproot the error I had sown, just
1 A ulodoi means
"one who sings to the flute" ( a compound word,
the first containing the Greek for flute; the last, ode, to sing.)
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as Paul spent the r emainder of his life after being
arrested in the way, and, beholding the light, while
opposing th e truth.
200 A. D. Athemeus (352) :

a pectis ! Yet we are assured by opposer s of
instrum ents th at psalmon refers to the voice, or
its fun ction.
200 A. D. Athenreus (635 ) :

' ' And he said to Areus th e harp-player [psalten]
was annoying him, 'Play [psall'] 1 to th e crows.'"

' ' And Phr ynichus, in his Phoenician Women, has said:
' Singing [ a.eid ont es] responsive songs on tuneful harps
[psalmoisim]. ' ' '

who

Psalten means player. Think of saying to a
player : '' Sing to the crows !''
200 A. D. Athenreus (636):
"That which we now call [psalterion] is the same instrument which was formerly called magadis. ''

To bring home to the reader how the Greek
psallo in its many forms is indissolubly tied to
instrumentation, it may prove helpful to define it
side by side with a modern word.
Psallo
.
d .
Fiddle } ver b-to p 1ay a strmge
mstrument.
Psalterion }
Fiddle
noun-a
Psaltes }
Fiddler noun-player

.
.
strmged mstrument.
on a stringed

instrument.

Psallon } participle-playing
on a stringed
Fiddling
strument.
200 A. D. Athenreus (635):

in-

'' When the Lesbian, in the feasts of the Lydians, first
invented the responsive lyre [psalmon antiphoggon] as he
heard the high-toned pectis.''

Think, reader, of inventing the "psalmon," as
if it could be related to vocalization, at hearing
1 The
apostrophe
singular is omitted.

(') denotes that the final "e" of the imperative
Otherwise we would have paal~ .
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'' Singing r esponsive songs on tuneful songs!' '
Would the Revisers have dodged a dilemma by
rendering the above : ' ' Singing responsive songs
on tun eful make melodies ' ' ? Here we have another
of the many , many instanc es where aeido or a
cognate in close proximity is contrasted with psalmos or a word of kin, the former always referring
to vocalization, the latter as uniformly to instrumentation. If there is any reason why this translation, unavoidable everywhere else, should not
apply to the instances wherein Paul employs the
two words with like contexts, some one should be
able to state it , for that has not so much as been
attempted.
The next citation is another instance
of the use of the two dissimilar words.
200 A. D. Athenreus (634):
'' But come ye Lydian harpers [psaltriai], ye singers
[aoidoe] of anci ent hymns [hiumnos]' honor this stranger."
1 We have been so accustomed
to thinking of hymn (humnos) &s
a Christian song of praise, that it is difficult to think of its being a
pagan word referring to things pa gan or secular. But to enable us to
grasp the ide a, lexicons tell us tha t " in the New Testament," su ch
word s as baptizo, humnos, psallo and psal mos (psalm) are limit ed to
signif ying thing s Christian.
He who turns these qualifications so as
to giv e the idea that the act is perform ed in a different manner, perverts , even though doing so sin cerel y.
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200 A. D. Athenams (539). Enumerating the
attendants at the great feast following the taking
prisoner of Darius, by Alexander, Athenams says:

Mountain Mother; and, too, they struck off with sharp
twanging [psalmois J of harps, the Lydian ~ymn [hunmos]. "

"There

was pres ent also Pharsemelus

the harp-player

[psaltes]. ' '

200 A. D. Athenams (349):
'But some oth er acquaintances, seemingly by good fortune, came to the harpist [psalte] to f east with him;
Stratonicus , drunk, was sleeping. Thes e, asking him why
a man so much accustomed to drink win e had been so soon
made drunk, he answered, 'This treachel'Ous, cursed harpist
[ps altes] treated me lik e a bullock h1 a stall; for first he fed
me up, and then he killed me. ''
1

200 A. D.

Athenams (634):

'' The magadis is a stringed [psalti'ko n] instrument
[organon] 1 as Anacreon tells us, an invention, indeed, of
t he Lydian s. On which account, Ion, in his Omphale, says
the L ydian women are harp-pla yers [psal triai]. "

Psaltiko n and psaltri a are two forms of the
word we are consid ering . If psallo indicates the
voice, so do they . Accommodating this example
to our times would give us: '' The violin is a
string ed instrum ent, invented by th e Lydians ; on
which account Ion says the Lydian women are
violinists.''
Certainly the great psallo family is
musical , but all its members play, and none sing,
unaccompanied.
200 A. D. Athenams (626, A.):
"First of Greeks , t he comrades of P elops sang [ aeisan]
o'"er their bowl of wine in Phry gian strain, of their mighty
1

From th.is Greek word comes our English word "organ."
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In the above passage , aeisan, the , aorist , or
past tense of aeido, means to sing or chant. Psalmois means the sound produced by twanging the
strings. So this is another instance where aeido
(sing) contrasts with psalmos ( of the instrument ),
and is sufficient, by itself , to settle the question ,
which, in truth, never was a question .
The lexicographical world in chorus defines
psallo, '' to play an instrument .'' Th e classical
world unitedly employs the word in that sense.
Cominentators allow that the word may or must
be so understood. Modern Greek scholars, educators, authors, and editors of translations, unite in
scoffing th e idea that in the New Testament period
it referred to the voice, exclusive of the instrument.
200 A. D. Athenreus (634, F.) . Following is
an excellent definition of the word psallo, contained
in a description of the magadis ( a Greek stringed
instrument), and of the method of playing it ,
which is so exact ly in the lin e of t his inv estigation
that it would almost seem to have been wr itten
and then preserved these seventee n centuries in
order to end our contro versy:
'' The magadis is an instrument to be pla yed by plucking
[psalti'kon] . ' '

200 A. D.

Athenreus (635, A.) :

"Theop hilus, the comic poet ...
lem) on the magadis, magadizing."
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Not to be facetious, but, instead, with an earnest desire to aid the reader, who may hav e been
misled in youth upon this subject, as the author
was, let us again parody the above, and see how
unwilling this word is to perjure by testifying
against the instrument and in favor of the voice:

as clearly as when b-arp-t-i-z-o is transliterated
b-a-p-t-i-z-e, for where is the lexicon that defines
psallo by '' make melody' ' ? and if one should be
found, who would declare the meaning of '' make
melody,'' and how could we be sure that we had
done as our Guide Book intended?
Tall eyrand
said : '' The purpose of language is to conceal
thought."
"Ma ke melody ," as a translation ( ?)
of psallo, in Eph. fS:19, admirably serves that purpose.
200 A. D. Athenams (635, B.):

'' Theophilus, the comic poet, calls singing [ diapsallein]
on the fiddle, fiddling.''

Think of singing on the fiddle or the magadis !
Here, as in very many examples, sense would be
outrag ed by rendering psallein with ''sing.''
200 A. D. Athenams (181, D.) :
"So the use of 'the beginners' becomes utt erly irr emedi·
able, so that referenc e can no long er be brought back to the
singer [ odon]. "

'' And Aristox enus says that the magadis and th e pectis
perform their function by . means of plucking [ diapsalmO'U]
without a plectrum.''

Think of "singing without a plectrum " ! Do
such passages as this demonstrate that psallo, psallein, psalmos, etc., '' had lost all reference to the
instrument ere Paul wrote"?
200 A. D. Athemeus (635, C.) :

As it is sought to demonstrate that, throughout
the early Christian centuries, and those just prior,
Greek writers, whether of the classics, the Septuagint or the New Testament, and whether Christian
or pagan, used psallo to signify playing an instrument, so we likewise prove that in the classics, the
LXX . and the New Testament, they employed ado,
ode, odon, etc., in relation to singing. Ado will be
noticed barely enough to enable the reader to make
sure that it is not synonymous with the other; then
he will be in position to declare that when Paul
says "ado and psallo," he does not mean "sing
and sing , " and, further, that "sing and mak e
melody" is neither a literal nor an adequate translation, but is, instead , an evasion, pure and simple ,

'' And Posidonius says that he mentions three musical
melodies: the Phrygian, the Dorian and the Lydian ( for
these are the only ones that Anacreon employed) ; and that
since each of them is performed on seven strings, he said,
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'' I play [psallo]
I.eucaspis."

on twenty strings with the magadis, 0

Though similar to a passage already quot ed
from Chapter 634, this is a different instance of
the use of psallo. Words can not be framed more
to the point to end this groundless contention. '' I
sing on twenty strings''?
Nonsense !
200 A. D. Atherneus (635, D.):
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naturally, that he played [psaUe·m] with twenty st rings ,
using the even number [twenty] and omitting the one." 1

By no possibility could Atherneus have testified
more convincingly that 135 years after Paul enjoined it, psall eir1:meant to play on a musical in strument. Imagine one singing with twenty string s.
The one example above fully establishes my thesis.
200 A. D. Athemeus (531) :
'' For as Homer has represent ed the Phreacians as living,
feasting and drinking, . and listening to lyre-players and
rhapsodists, so also did Straton pass the whole of his life;
... but Straton used to pr epare his entertainments with fluteplaying and harp-playing [psaltrion] and lyre-playing women,
and he sent for ma.ny courtesans from P eloponnesus, and
for many musicians from Ionia, and for oth er girls from
eyery part of Greece; some skillful in singing [ oidilcas] and
some in dancing.''

Here, in the midst of the playing of a number
of instruments, our word tells of playing the harp.
No man can continue to read and not assent in his
mind, though he refuse to. openly. For singing we
again have ado in one of its forms.
200 A. D. Athenams (532 ) :
'' But Chares wa.s a slow and stupid man, and wholly
devoted to pleasure. And even when he . was engaged in his
military expeditions, he used to take about with him female
flute-play ers, and female harp -play ers [psa.iti·ias].''

200 A. D. Athenreus (183) :
1 Many eminent
scholars ...
find it [the instrument] ruled out
of every other passage containing the word [psa Uo], whether in the
~ew Testament 01· in contemporaneous li terature" (Inst . MU8, in
lVor., p. 187).
Our autho r is challenged to find fiist one "eminent
scholar" who, with this book in his hands, will rule the in strument
out of this passage.
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"Now it was Alexander of Cythera, according to the account given by Juba, who completed the psalterion with its
full number of strings.''

So in every form, in every age, the word testifies of the instrument rather than of the voice;
for who believes t hat Alexander had ''strings'' on
any singers ?
Having now cited about thirty instances where
Athenreus employed psallo ( or a near, inseparable
relative) to refer to a musical instrument, I dismiss
him with a second quotation denoting that when
he wished to refer to singing, he knew the usual
Greek words having that meaning (as ado, ode,
odon, aidonton, etc.), and employed them as did
also the apostle Paul when he wished to specify
vocal music, as in Eph . 5: 19 and Col. 3: 16.
200 A. D. Athenreus (129, F.):
'' A dancing party of one hundred men came in singing
in harmony a wedding hymn.''

[ aidonton]

We thus see that Greek writers before Paul ,
after Paul, and contemporaneously with Paul, uniformly used psallo to designate playing, and ado
to speak of singing . By what law of languag e or
process of reasoning do we arrive at a contrary
practice when we render these words of the apostles ? Dare we hid e behind King James ' translators, or the Revisers 1 They gave us b-a-p-t-i-:z-e
for b-a-p-t-i-z-o.
By continuing to render psallo by the word
''sing,'' in defiance of the scholarship of the ages,
and then insisting that it exclu des an accompani11
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ment, we become fit company for affusionists, who,
with just as plausible pretexts, likewise defy erudition, and continue to hold that sprinkling and
pouring are Christian baptism. In fact, we would
be more arbitrary, for they, while adhering to
affusion, consent that immersion is Christian baptism, and fellowship the immersed.
215 A. D. Hippolytus ( Oration-The
End of
the World).
Of this Christi an writer we knew
little until, in 1842, at Mt. Athos, Minoidcs Mynas
found his treatise against heresies, an ear lier
known fragment of which had long been ascribed
to Origen. The treatise itself states that its author
lived at Rome and was diligent in church work.
Lightfoot credits Hippolytus with the authorship
of the renowned Muratorian Canon.

and hymns ) are unspiritual,
while only the
third is spiritual¥
Reader, common sense says
that here and in Eph. 5 : 19 Hippolytus and Paul
did not use three specific words having diverse
meanings, to express but one thought; i. e., to indicate but one kind of music. A hundred lexicons
tell us the different kinds of music they indicated
or authorized. Da~e we ignore , and hide behind
faulty, inadequate translation 1
220 A. D. Flavius Philostratus
(Imagines,
778, F.). In the form of an interrogation, Philostratus here describes a statue of Amphion, playing
the lyre:

"Your mouth I made ready for giving glory, and to
speak prais e and psalms [psalmmts] and spiritual songs
[odas]."

'' What else is he doing than playing [psallei] and look·
ing intently at his lyre f"

220 A. D. Flavius Philostratus
779). Again I quote the same author:

(Imagi nes,

11 He is seated on a hillo ck, beating
the ground l'hythmically with his foot, while, with his Tight hand, striking the
strings, he plays [psalle i]. ''

In the text of the above, there are three dissimilar Greek words-one refers to speech, two to
music. It comports with all we have learned , and
makes sense, to assume that the first of the two
refers to accompanied singing. Otherwise it would
seem to read '' songs and spiritual songs,'' which
comes uncomfortably near to meaning '' unspiritual
songs and spiritual songs.'' If the psalms and hymns
of Col. 3 : 16 means songs and songs, why not be
specific and explain that in the series of three,
'' songs, songs and spiritual songs,'' the meaning is that the first two of the series (psalms

In both the foregoing examples it is probable
that Philostratus conceives of Amphion both play- ·
ing and singing. It is possibl e that in both examples he used psallo to describe both acts, though it
seems more probable · that he employed the verb to
refer to playing.
That he used it to refer to
unaccompanied singing is rendered impossible by
his use of it in the third example, which follows.
220 A. D. Flavius Philo strat us (Apollonii
Vita, 5, 10) . This sophist, who is said to hav e first
studied and taught at Athens, but afterwards set-
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tled at Rome, left us an example containing, fortunately, both the ordinary Greek words which are
so often used in conjunction , meaning "to sing"
and "to play."
Speaking in figure of Nero who
sang [adonta] in Achaia, he tells us in that connection:
"While Nero was singing in Greece, Vindex, it is said,
stirred up the Western nations against him, and Vindex was
quite able to destroy the strings · on which Nero played
[ epsalle] so unskillfully." 1

So, to play on strings--i. e., to pluck or manipulate them-is to epsalle. Who can pretend that in
this example epsalle even glances in the direction
of the vocal, except as a different or contrasted
act from adonta, which preceded?
290 to 325 A. D . Martyrium Matthaei (25,
Bonnet, p. 253). Speaking of the psallon, an officer
or servant of the church, the martyr says:
'' He came to the east of the palace, at the hour of the
rising sun, and having commanded the lyre-player [psallonta]
to mount upon a certain high stone, he also began to play the
lyre [psallein] accompanying hymns [hiwnnois] of song
[ odes].

Could this testimony of the martyr be any
stronger as to psallein meaning "to play," or as
to hiimnos being accompanied with an instrument 1
240 A . D. Sextus Empiricus
( Contra Dogmaticos, I., 146) :
'' For just as the fingers of th e flute-player
p layer [psalton] had m·tistic action, etc."
1

J.

shrewdly.

e.,

cut the politicnl

wires

which
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Remembering that the act of a psalton is to
psallo, which think you would be said to employ
his fingers artistically in the practice of his art,
a singer or player?
Of course, the instrumental
reference is not, can not be, gainsaid in this decisive example from this noted Alexandrian-Athenian physician-philosopher.
Will any quibble after
such proof is adduc .ed 1
240 A. D. Sextus Empiricus ( Contra Mathematicos, VI., 106) :
"Music is spoken of in three ways; in one way as a
knowledge that has to do with melodies, sounds, rhythms,
and similar things, as we say that Aristoxenus, the son of
Spintharus, was musical; and again, knowledge that has to
do with experience with an instrument, as when we call those
who play on flutes or psalteries [psalteriois] musical, and
women harpists [psaUrias] musical . "

In this excerpt we have two pertinent examples.
The two bracketed relatives of psallo, considered in
connection with such words which precede, as "instrument,"
"play,"
and "flutes,"
so certainly
denote the retention of the earlier classical import
that, on motion of defendant's counsel, the charge
of traitorous alienation aga inst Psallo is dismissed
by the court, and the costs of the action, inckding
attorney's fees, are taxed against the prosecution.
From the ancient Greek in the above, and
modern English, let us formulate a perfectly balanced , convincing parallel:
We term a certain instrume nt a psalt erion-fiddle.
163
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She who plays that instrument is a psaltria,:fl.ddler.
Whil e playing it she is said to psallein-:6.ddle.
No Greek scholar will question the correctness
of the above, yet it must be overthrown before
psallein can become a vehicle in which to carry
the meaning '' to sing'' unaccompanied.
303 A. D. Arnobius (A/er ., 3, 21). This Christian writer, who flourished two centuries after the
completion of the writing of the New Testament,
by couplin g with the word we are weighing one
which admittedly means to sing, in one brief sentence sweeps doubt as to the meaning of psall-0
into oblivion:

simnle and certain . isn't it 1 Thus we see that two
and a half centuries after the New Testament was
written, to psallo req ui red the harp, and not the
voice. Several other equally convincing examp les
were found in the writings of Athanasius, but we
will let two suffice, as this chapter is already too
long.
320 A. D. Athap.asius (De Synod, 49) :

"Fo r in heaven there is singi ng [ oantatiir ] and pla yill.'g
[psall,tur) .' '

And why not have both on earth, since psatlo
means "play," and J ames and Paul bid us psallo?
320 A. D. Athanasius ( Contra; Gentes, 43his earliest treatise, about 320 A. D.) . Athanasius,
both before and after becoming Bishop of Alexandria, was regarded as one of the most illu stri ous
of the defenders of the Christian faith of the early
centuries. Though prolific, he can scarcely be compared as a writer with Origen, Ba sil the Great, or
Gregory of Nyssa.
"Make melody [psalate J unto our God upon the harp."

Do what?
Psallo. Unto whom? Unto our
God. How performed 1 Upon the harp. Plain,
164

, 'And in regard to the Son, David praised with the harp
[ epsallen]." 1

325 A. D.
Her etic) :

.

Eusebius

(Agains t Artemon

the

"How many psalms [psalmoi] and songs [odai], written
by the faithful brethren from the beginning , celebrate Christ
the Word of God, speaking of him as God!"

Here , again, are the same words used by Paul ;
and, in the same marked contrast, two unlike things
are referred to by two unlike words, as surely as
if the statement had read: "How many 'sorrow s'
and ' joys ' have been experienced by faithful
brethren?''
To translate the above to agree with
the silly insist ence that psallo lost referen ce to the
instrum ent , and that it and psalmoi refer to singing, we must say, ''How many songs and songs
written by faithfu l brethren ?"
(See footnote,
Chapter X . hereof, under Dictionary of Christian
.Antiquities.)
1 It is not her e argued
that becaus e Da vi d is said to have praised
God's Son w ith the harp that this aut horiz es us to. This excerpt cer·
tifies that two an d a ha lf centuries this side of Paul, th e earlier mean·
ing of paallo was st ill retained .
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358 A. D. Sextus Aurelius Victor (Epit., 14).
The historian here uses these words of the Emperor
Hadrian (117 A. D.):

"The psalm [psal1nos] is a musical discours e, produced
by striking on the instrument rhythmically, according to the
principles of harmony.
"The song [ oae] is melodious speech, utter ed harmoniously, without the accompaniment of the instrument.''

·''Gaining mastery over not only the language, but also
other brnnches, the knowledge of singing and playing
[psallendi

J.' '

How absurd to think of the emperor gammg
knowledge of "singing" and "singing."
But perhaps he gained mastery over ''singing,'' and over
"making melody"!
Thu s we have the testimony
of Hadrian that in the beginning of the second
century, fifty years after Paul employed psallo, it
meant to play, and Victor's corroboration, two and
a half centuries later, that it still had the same
meaning that it had borne for a thousand years.
Somehow the word gives us the impression that it
is not the ''turncoat''
it has been alleged to be.
My next to depose is one of the early Christian
writers, renowned for learning , zeal and piety.
Those who will not cease opposition and bid doubt
depart , with such evidence before their eyes,
'' neither will they be persuaded if one rise from
the dead,''
for gathered here are several scores
of unimpeachable witnesses, who, being dead, yet
speak:
364 A. D. Basil Magnus (Migne, I. , p. 305).
A discussion of the meanings of, and the distinctions between, psalmos and ode. The gist of the
treatise is contained in the following:
1

1

2

Luke 16: 31.
Heb. 11: 4.
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In four of his epistles Paul directs us to do
what Basil here holds can not be done without
employing the instrument.
Thus Christian and
classical writers concur in Lucian's positive assertion that '' one can not psallein without a lyre.''
Brethren, the hour has struck when we must choose
which we will follow, inspiration or prejudice.
364 A. D. Basil Magnus (Ps. 29, p. 190) :
'' Those who send up the psalnwidias from a pure heart,
and those who ...
are able with harp to praise [psallein]
God, accompanying 1 the rhythms of the breath harmoniiously.''
'A fairly well-reasoned tract is in circulation entitled "Ho ,w to
Praise God 'fo•day."
Just as a survey is of no value if "the point
of beginning" is erroneous by several rods, so the deduction s draw n
in the tract can not be trustworthy,
no matter how logically rea·
saned, for he who has attentively r ea d Chapters IV . and V. of this
book knows that the following "!acts" are not facts, and that no
conclusions drawn from such false premises could be true.
"What, then, are the facts in the case!
Simply these: At one
time, instrumental accompaniment was one of the associated ideas of
psallo, but when the New Testament
was written, the word had
dropped this idea altogether.
In fact, it had been absent from psal),o
for 146 years before t he apostles bega n their ministry.
[146 B. c.+
33 A. D.=179 years. Th e author meant 179 .- 0 E. P.] Sophocles,
who was a native of Greece, and for thirty-eight years Professor of
Greek in Harvard University, published a Greek lexic on in which he
gives the meaning of words covering a period from 146 B. C. to 1100
A. D. He sifted every passage in Greek literature, but did not find
( See
where psa/lo meant to sing with instrum enta l accompaniment."
notes under Sophocles' definition s in Chapter IV. hereof.)
Sophocles does not say, neither doe s his lexicon, that he sifted little •
or much on this question . In fact, he neither says this ( as Mr.
Knrfees and others also allege), nor anything else, upon the subject.
There is a very real danger that the good name for truth and veracity
which Sophoc les bore before falling into the hands of his admirers,
may suffer under their guardianship.
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In the judgment of the present writer, this and
the previous example from Basil outweigh all that
has appeared against the employment of instrumental music. Other statements no less convincing
might be quoted from Basil, aptly surnamed '' The
Great.'' Also a number of equal strength and like
import from his younger brother and compeer,
Gregory of Nyssa, besides the one which follows,
as Dean Alford also notes in commenting on Eph.
5 : 19, and elsewhere.
370 A. D. Gregory of Nyssa (Migne, I., p.
493):
"The psalm [psalmos] is the melody pToduced on the
musical instr;1ment-[the
organon].
"The song [ode] is the utterance of the melody [ meloa]
through the mouth with words.
"Hymn [lvu1nnos] is the praise offered to God for the
good things that we possess.''
"The psaltery [psalterion] is a rr.nsical instrument which
emits the sound 1 from the upper parts of the structure. The
music made by this instrument is called psalm [psalmos]."
(I. e., "The music made by this instrument"
is the kind
Paul repeatedly bids Christians employ in worship.)
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two days by eleven contrary jurors who stood
unitedly against him.
Reference is also made by Gregory to 1 Corinthians 14. The figurative use of psalmos he
refers to music without words-that
is, music similar to that produced on the instrument-and
he
contrasts it with articulated music, which has . the
characteristics of ~inging, though singing was
vastly different then from now.
In the course of the research, it seemed desirable to consult Prof. A. T. Robertson, of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky.,
I£
and the excellent library of said institution.
the world contains a Greek scholar who surpasses
Professor Robertson, I am unable to name him.
Knowing that I had just arrived from the Ohio
city, and aware of my mission, after calling my
attention to the foregoing, he added with animation:
'' This threefold definition by Gregory, so exactly to the
point, and so conclusive, is as good as you could wish, and it
alone compensates you for your trip from Cincinnati.''

Reader, have I demonstrated that instrumental
music is Scriptural 1 If not, pray what would constitute proof 1
The opposition flatly contradict Gregory. They
not only say psalmos is not instrumental; they
not only say it is vocal; they say it is singing
and must not even be accompanied. It reminds
one of the level-headed(
juror who was hung for

n

If space could be given to quote extensively
from Basil and Gregory, it would appear as plain
as noonday that musical instruments were then
used in worship. The brief excerpts indicate the
meaning of psallo to a certainty.
Further, they
make their authors -talk nonsense, unless we assume
that instruments were used.
It was reported that , toward the close of an
address on the subject of instrumental music, at a
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joint ministerial meeting at Cookeville, Tenn., in
19i6, M. C. Kurfees, after admitting that some (?)
Greek scholars did not agree with his view as to
psallo having lost reference to the instrument, expressed the belief that he would live to s~e the
day when all would so agree. Before that day
can come, he must gather and burn books until
he is as old as Methuselah. His admission that
not all Greek scholars agree with his view that
psallo lert off reference to "play," and took on the
meaning '' to sing,'' two thousand years ago, and
his expressed belief that he would live to the day
when all would come to stand with him, in view
of the unbroken array of scholars who hold that
such a view is absurd, is optimism on a par with
that of the lovelorn swain who said to his friends
that he had intended to wed in June, but, on
finding that the girl of his choice and all of her
family were opposed to him, and favored a more
fortunate suitor, he had decided to postpone the
wedding until Christmas.
386 A. D. St. Chrysostom (Exposition in Ps.
41). This most famous of all the Greek Fathers,
noted for piety, simplicity, earnestness and eloquence, in both speaking and writing, has been
termed the golden-mouthed. In literature he is
"The Glorious Preacher."
In our excerpt he
stat es a historic truth, proven by abundant facts,
and the exper ience of multiplied millions of musicloving worshipers. He says:
170

, , It is possible, even without the voice, to psallein--the
mind echoing (accompanying) within. For we play the lyre
not to men, but to God, who is able to hear (our) hearts and
to ent er into the secrets of our minds."

Opposers of instruments are so insistent that
psallein means to sing, that ~hey would qua:7el
with a guide-board should they meet one which,
agreeing with the le~icons, should read: "Psallein
means to play."
Let us make sure what Chrysostom expressed, subjecting his statement to an
acid test, by substituting his word with their
definition: "It is possible to sing without the
voice."
At such jargon Clark Braden would
scowl and derisively exclaim: ' ' Out upon such
balderdash!"
It is as if Chrysostom had read Lucian's
statement, "It is impossible to psallein without
a lyre, or to ride horseback without a horse,"
and , for the sake of twentieth-century scruplers,
deeming it well to indicate that the custom was
to employ the voice while playing, and to use a
saddle while riding, paraphrased thus: "It is
impossible to psallein without a lyre, though it is
possible to psallein without the voice; just as it
is impossibl e to ride horseback without a horse,
though it is possible to ride horseback without
a saddle.'' May we not legitim ately deduce thus 1
'' To 1·ide horseback is to travel astride a horse (with or
without a saddle)."
1 ' To psallem is to play upon a lyre (with or without singing)."
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Chrysostom's declaration is so apropos, that
we suggest that it be, read in connection with
the last paragraph of Rotherham's notes on the
150th Psalm, near the end of Chapter VIL hereof.
Those who assume the task of guarding houses
of worship against innovation, and who, without
~rote~t, suffer the installation and use of baptisteries, are without even pretext for opposing
!he bringing in, and employment of, musical
mstrum ents; for all agree that we can obey the
command to baptizo without a baptistery.
But,
on the other hand, since Paul instructs us to
!sal_lein, and since Lucian's cogent allegation, '' It
1s impossible to psallein without a lyre,'' is
never challenged, the presence of instruments in
houses of worship ( to use a favorite argument
of the opposition) is authorized, for "everything
that is necessary to carry out a command is
commanded.''
Since the world of scholarship agrees with
Chrysostom, who declares, "It is possible, even
without the voice, to psallein;" and with Lu cian,
who insists that "it is impossible to psallein without a lyr e "; henceforth we must unite in agreeing that if we forego musical -instruments, we
can not conform to the divine injunction to
psallein.
It seems proper to leave the word ( against
which there is an indictment) untranslat ed in
the next example from Chrysostom.
366 A. D. Chrysostom ( on Eph . 5: 19) :

'' Learn to psallein, and thou shalt see the delightfulness
ot the employment. For they who psallon t es are :filled with
the Holy Spirit, as those who sing [adontes] Satanic songs
are :filled with an unclean spirit. What is meant by 'with
It means with close attention and
your heart to the Lord'f
understanding.
For those who do not attend closely merely
psallousi, uttering the words/ whilst their heart is roaming
elsewhere.''
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Mindful, in the above example, of all that we
have learned regarding psall ein in this and the
preceding chapter; of Chrysostom's use of psallein in the first example from him; of his wellknown attitude in favor of instrumental music,
as pointedly put by Professor Cruikshank in
Chapte r X. of this volume, '' Chrysostom and
many commentators take 'in your heart'
as
'heart ily,' which would imply a literal musical
[instrumental-P.]
performance;"
and especially
recalling that nearly all of the leading lexicons
define psallein '' to sing to instrumental accompaniment "-who will hesitate in so rendering the
above as to make Chrysostom agree with himself,
with all Greek writers known to have left
examples, with nearly all the lexicons, and disagreeing with none 1 For not one has spoken to
exclude the instrument
when defining psallo.
Moreover, the admonition, "Learn to psallein"
(sing and play ), much better comports with the
labor and skill required to master especially the
1 What more natural
t han to render the sentence thus: "For those
who do not attend closely merel y twang the strings and utter the
words, whilst their heart is roaming elsewhere" I
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instrument.
The word "employment"
strengthens this view, for one can sing while engaged
in many "employments."
Not so with playing,
for they who play [psallont es] are fully '' employed'' while doing so.
Notwithstanding all, Mr. Kurfees relies upon
two examples ( the last from Chrysostom, and the
one following from Th eodoret, 430 A. D.) as
"conclusive proof that in the New Testament
period and at the time of Theodoret, nearly five
hundred years later, the word meant simply
'to sing'" (Inst. Mus. in Wor., pp. 49-51).
"Not only does he psallei in his heart who moves his
tongue, but also he who arouses his mind to the understand·
ing of th e things said . "-TheodorefiUs, Ep. aaEph. 5: 19.

If we can trust scores of lexicons that psallein
means "to sing to instrumental accompaniment,"
the last two excerpts are models in conforming
thereto, and excellent examples with which to
corroborate the definition. If there is in exist.
ence, within five hundred years of Paul's day,
an example of the musical use of psallo that
seems at variance with one or the other of the
two common definitions "to play," or "to sing
to an instrum ent,'' I have not seen it. Let some
such uses be found, or else quit quarreling with
scholarship, for no lexicon comes near to defining
the word as unaccompanied singing.
No mind this side of Paul has exerted a
greater influence on the church, unl ess we except
Luther, than Augustine,
our next deponent.
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During the Reformation, Catholic and Protestant
alike appealed to him as an authority.
Besides his comment on Psalms , which follows,
the Encyclopedia of R eligion and Ethi cs contains
this:
"St. Augustin e ( 354-430 A . D.) likewise encourages the
singing of psalms to t he lyr e or psaltery.'' 1

So we find instruments being used in every
Christian century.
396 A. D. Aurelii Augustine (Enar. in Psa.
IV.):
"Moreover, whether every canticle is a psalm [psalwus]
or rather whether every psalm [psal1111us
] is a canticle, or
whether there are certain canticles which cannot be called
1 ,vith
much more of this character of evidence whi ch I met, that
might have been introdu ced, was it ign ora n ce that led many, a few
decades ago, to insist that instrum ents ,vere never u sed in Christian
worship until the closing years of the th irt eenth centu r y I
"The best authorities seem agreed that the first introduction of
the organ, or any other instrum en tal mu sic (for the organ was the
first form used), was af ter the time of Thomas Aquinas ...
(A. D.
1250).
Marinus Sanutus, who lived about 1290 [A. D.]. is believed
to have been the fir st tha t brought the use of organs into th e church
. . . " (Millennial Harb inge r, 1864 , p . 127).
In next paragraph it is
admitted that some cla im a date as ear ly as the last half of the eighth
centu ry. M1·. Kurfees admit s : "Its first appearance in history in
Christian worship was abou t the sixth century A. D."
Mr. Brin ey
cont inu es : " I will show that an or gan was used in th e church at
Milan in the four th century, and at other places before that."
According to Bishop Julianus, of Spain, organs seem I!) h ave b~en
in common u se in the Spanish church es in 450 f· _D. (vu!,e Hopkms
an d Rimbault, Th e O,·gan, London, 187 7) . This 1s. not improbabl e,
for the organ is mentioned three cent uri es before Chrrnt. The T!'lmud
wa rrants the belief that the organ was used in Temp le worship.
And so th e retreat goes on. From the outskirts .of Pari s, back
to the Marne; from the Marne to the Hindenburg
Lme; fi:om that
st ill back to th e Rhin e; while thi s ch apter. wh ich the r ea der !S stu.dy ·
ing, by a kinrl of evidence which will convince him who studies with·
out bias either way, that retreat has been compe lled _all the way ba ck
to Berlin--i . e., it is historically demonstrated tha t mstruments were
used in every one hunrlr ed years following the completion of the New
Testament,
else Barnabas,
Justin , Clement, Hippol yt us, Matthew,
Ensebius, Basil , Gregory, Chrysostom and Augu stine ,vrote nonsense.
The Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethi cs also quotes St. Jerome
(A. D. 379) as supporting the u se of instruments to accompany the
singing of worshi:pers.
12
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psalms [psalmi], and certain psalms [psalmi] which canno~
bo called canticles, may be sought out (ascertained).
"They are called psalms [psalm£], however, which are
sung to the accompaniment of the psaltery [psalteriu-m]. '' 1

in its cognate verb psallo, to which we are giving
more attention.
Our next and last witness, a noted scholar
and linguist, confirms this which needs no corroboration, and makes certain that this is the secular
as well as the religious use, as say also our
modern lexicographers.
This
425 A. D. Cyril of Alexandria (Lex.).
writer , a noted linguist, said:

In this word (singular,
psal-mus; plural,
psalmi) Paul thrice dir ects us what to do,• and
in the last sentence Augustine tells us how to do
by singing to instrumental accompaniit; i.
ment. Many have neglected to do this, supposing
instrumental music sinful. Others, assuming that
Old Testament Psalms only were meant, have felt
a sense of guilt in th e mistaken conviction that
they were neglecting known duty, which the New
Testament enjoins. It will lift a load from the
consciences of both classes to learn that which
to linguists has all along been well known ; that
a hymn sung to instrumental accompaniment is
a psalm, whether translated from David , or composed by Sankey or Bliss. The custom a generation ago, of referring to church music, and namin g song-books as psalmody ( Greek, psalmodli,a,
compounded from psalmos-that
which is played,
which is sung), from etymological
and ode-that
considerations, is more helpful just here , in clear ~
ing up misconceptions, than the prevailing words
"hymnody" and "hymnology."
I need not enlarge upon the fact that Paul's message regarding
instrumental music, through the noun psalmos, is
as clear and positive as that which is contained

e.,

1 See definition
by Schmidt, in his Eccleri<UticaZLell'icon, A . D.
1712, in Chapter IV. hereof .
1 1 Cor. 14: 26; Eph. 5: 19 ; Col. S: 16.
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"Psalm [psalmos] means a musical utterance whilA the
instrument is played rhythmically according to harmonic
notes."

Reader, we come to the end of the chapte r,
which contains more than a hundred excerpts
from the writings of about fifty of the world's
eminent Greek authors, who come forth from the
night curtained by centuries long dead, to speak
with the solemnity of the grave, yet with the
fervor of protest against an insistence by some
now living, that what they wrote in their beloved
Greek tongue was untru e. Their evidence is more
trustw orthy than if they rose from the dead,
for in that case they would be open to the charge
of being partisans , a charge that we who live
and speak and write must endure, whether or
not we deserve it. Among them are poets, historians and statesmen. Many are Christians, severa l of whom suffered martyrdom for the faith,
and all are trustworthy witnesses.
Th ey have
given us about one hundred and fifty examples
of the use of the word of our quest. Not one
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trutli-seeker in a hundred would care to have the
list extended, for it must be manifest that a thousand examples could shed little additional light.
A few examples were included to show, by
the context, that the action of ado includes uttering words, for ideas are expressed, and when I
was ten my language teacher taught us the Greek
axiom , "Words are the signs of id eas." Attention was drawn to this in a_ footnote under
examples by Plutarch.
During the period in question, allowing for
every possible claim, psallo must have meant,
either (1) "to play;" (2) "to sing to the harp;"
(3 ) "to sing" (with or without accompaniment,
as we now employ the Engli sh word "sing") ;
or else (4) to sing without accompaniment. Let
every truth-seeker try all the examples by each
of these four alleged definitions, bearing in mind
that it always makes perfect sense to omit a word
and fill the gap with its definition. We illustrate
by here repeating three examples thus tested:
Paul (Eph. 5: 19): "Adontes kai psallontes:"
1. '' Sing and play with your heart to the
Lord."
(Sense.)
2. '' Sing and sing and play with your heart
to the Lord ." (Nonsense. )
3. '' Sing and sing with your heart to the
Lord."
(Nonsense. )
4. "Sing and sing (without accompaniment)
with your heart to the Lord." (Nonsense.)
Lucian (Par. 17) :
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1. "It is impossible to play the lyre without
a lyre."
(Sense.)
2. It is impossible to sing and play the lyre
without a lyre. (Nonsense.)
3. It is impossible to sing without a lyre.1
(Untrue.)
4. It is impossible to sing without accompaniment, without a lyr~. (Foolish and untrue.)
Chrysostom (Ex. in Ps. 41):
1. "It is possible, even without the voice, to
play the lyre.''
( Quit e true.)
2. It is possible, even without the voice, to sing
and play the lyre. ( Foolish and untrue.)
. 3. It is possible, even without the voice, to sing.•
( Folly and false.)
4. It is possible, even without the voice, to sing
without accompaniment. (Bah!)
That the musical meaning of psallo, before, during and after the New Testament period, was
instrumental , is proven, and will endure. IF the
impossible could be accomplished-IF
a hundred
or a thousand examples of the same period could
be found in which the context should demonstrate
that the authors employed psallo to indicate unaccompanied singing-it would but be labor thrown
away, for it would not-it
could not-annul
or disturb its instrumental signification, which
henceforth will never depend upon IF.
1 A child kno ws it is not
"impossible to sing without n lyre."
1 It is not "possible, even without the voice, to sing," and Chrysos·
tom did not say it was.
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VI.

Pentateuch may have antedated this by more than
a century. Of the date, James Hastings, M.A.,
D.D., in his great, painstaking Dictionary of the,
Bible, A. D. 1902, thus expresses the ripest thought
of modern scholarship:

" PSALLO" IN THE SEPTUAGINT
is notable
as the most
T HEancientSeptuagint'
translation of the Hebrew Old Testa(1)

ment; (2) as the version used by the Lord and
his apostles; and (3) as the principal surviving
witness to the purity of the Hebrew Scriptures.
From it the writers of the New 'restament obtained nearly all their quotations. The Greek of
the Septuagint and New Testament are similar,
for both were ·written in the "koine" or colloquial
language of the common people which then prevailed throughout the Greek world, and which
underwent little change during the interval. These
facts are abundantly established by James Hope
Moulton, and many modern authorities.
Agreeing with H. B. Swete, who studied and
treated the subject exhaustively, the entire trend
of present-day scholarship is to fix the date of the
translation of the Psalms , in which psallo occurs
most frequently , as late as the latter half of the
second century-i. e.,about 135 B. C.-though the
1 Also termed LXX. because of a story that the trans lation made
at Alexandria by seventy ( 72) Hebrew scholars-six
from each of
the twelve tribes-was
completed in sevent y ( 72) days. As to the
meaning of psallo and P,•almoi, which the LXX . gave to one Old Tes·
tament book, see definition of Illustrated Bible Dictiona,ry, Chapter
IV. of this volume.
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'' Cheyn e and some others are disposed to bring the inferior limit for the completion of the translation of the
Hagiography late. .All Cheyne will admit is that it was
:finished at any rate before the Christian era" (p. 148) .

With this view, which would fix the date of
translating the Psalms in the Septuagint at a point
very near to the dawn of the Christian era, agrees
Prof. Richard T. Elliott, of Oxford, who studied
the question thoroughly.
The Illustrated Bible Dictionary, 1908 A. D.,
favors a late date of translation, and quotes, in
corroboration, Heinrich Graetz, the eminent Jewish
theologian, author of the great (11 vols.) Geschichte der Jild en:
".As the .Alexandrina community did not reach the acme
of prosperity until the reign of Philometer (183-146 B. C.),
a translation of the Scriptures previous to that date is a
priori improbable. , .. But some scholars are inclined to date
the book Esther as late as 48 B. C.''

The International Standard Bible Encyclop edia,
1915 A. D. Regarding date, this late and very
thorough work quotes Prologia Ecclus, then deduces:
"From these words we may unders tan d that at the time
of writing (132-130 B. C.) .Alexandrian J ews possessed Greek
versions of a part ( probably not the whole) of the 'Prophets,'
and of some of 'the Writings' or Hagiography"
(p. 2724).
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In these, probably, were the Psalms.
All this goes to show that the Psalms were
· translated at a date so near the writing of the
New Testament that, unless it suits his contention
to so pretend, no one will believe that if psallo in
the Septuagint meant to play, it could have lost
that meaning and acquired the meaning "to sing"
by the time the New Testament writers employeci
it, as recent opposers of instruments allege.
There is another fact worth noting. As is well
known, the Septuagint and the New Testament are
written in very similar Greek. In fact, the thought
and idiom of the former constitute the language of
the latter. As A Dictionary of the Holy Bibl e

truly says of the Septuagint, it "is very often
quoted by the New Testament writers who wrote in
the same dialect.''
The fair-minded, from many
such considerations, will not doubt that the known
and admitted meaning of psallo in the former is
also its meaning in the latter. As we proceed,
the acknowledged meaning of psallo in the LXX.
will be quickly and firmly established.
A third consideration is that even if psallo
had undergone such change as is alleged, human
wisdom, without divine guidance, would have kept
the apostles from using a word so misleading, when
there were Greek words known to, and nsed by,
them, free from such a history, by which they
could have directed us to ''sing.''
The fourth and
weightiest reason is that with our Lord and the
writers of the New Testament, the Septuagint was
their Bible. Upon it they drew-from
it they
quoted. Their use of it amounts to a divine
endorsement-certainly
of the passages quoted.
The New Testament is said to contain approximately 350 quotations from the Old, of which some
300 are certainly from the LXX. version, among
which is Rom. 15: 9, where Ps. 18: 49 is quoted
containing psallo . In the Hebrew, expressed in the
verb zamar,' the meaning of which is not ques-

1

1 Subjoined
are a few excerpts from the Standard Encyclopedia,
Vol. XXII., Art. "Septuagint":
"Important as the version used by Christ and the apostles ...
by
the time of Christ (it) had almost superseded the Hebrew text. Thus
it became the Bible of Christ and the apostles.
Not only was it the
source from which the authors of the New Testament drew almost
all their quotations, but it created the very !anguage in which they
wrote."
As "it created the very language in which the a.pasties wrote,"
11nd employed psaUo over fifty times to refer to the instrument, and
to translate
Hebrew words which refer to the instrument,
what
nonsense to pretend that in the four times wherein Paul used psa.Uo,
he did so to direct us to sing without accompamiment.
In his Oorn,p. to the Greelc New Testament, Philip Schaff says:
"J ·esus him self quotes from the Septuagint, according to the evan·
gelists [here he cites many passages] ....
The apostles do it in their
discourses and in their epistles [many passages cited]. . .. Even
Paul, who was educated at Jerusalem and thoroughly versed in rab·
binical lore, usually agrees with the Septuagint, except when he freely
quotes from memory, or adapts the text to his argument [numer·
ous texts cited l. . . . Luke's quotations are all from the Septua .gint,
with the exception of one (7: 27) . The same is the case substantially
with Mark, with the exception of 1: 2, which is from the Hebrew, and
embodies his r eflection ....
Kautzsch maintains that Paul never in·
tentionally dep arts from the Septuagint, aithough he seems to ha ve
in view somet imes both the Hebrew and the Greek" (pp. 24, 25).
As these statements but voice the world's scholarship, only the
necessities of a bad case would have suggested that in the Greek of
one book (the Old Testament), psallo directs us to go north, while
in the Greek of the other (the New Testament), it ioequires us to go
south.
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1 "We
are, neverth eless, confronted with the fact that the Septuagint ...
uses the term psallo as a translation of certain Hebrew
words WHICH ALL SCHOL.ABS ADMIT MEAN TO PLAY AN INSTRUMENT
OF MUSIC,
and that, therefore, psallo must mean the same thing"
[Caps mine.-0.
E. P.] .- Inst . M1u1. in Wor., p. 90. "The author
freely concedes that urmiar meant to play an instrument of music, just
as ps~,o in classic Greek meant the same thing" [ qualified as to He·
brew Bible.-0 . E. P.].-lbi.d.,
p , 94 .
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tioned, this passage indicates the instrument. In
the Greek of the Septuagint, couched in the verb
psallo, it admittedly also refers to playing, for it
is not pret ended that psallo in the Septuagint had
ceased to refer to the instrument.
When Paul
wrote to Rome, he quoted literally therefrom, employing Greek in copying Greek, without alteration, modification, qualification, explanation or prohibition. In the Septuagint, Ps. 18: 49 pointed to
an instrumental performance, '' To thy name will
I sweep the strings.''
When, in wet ink, the
identical psallo with its context reappeared on
Paul's parchment, by what magic or inanimate
legerdemain did it come to say, '' To thy name,
without instrumental accompaniment, will I sing'' 1
It is insufferable nonsense to so pretend.
But the strongest item in this chapter, which
comprises several decisive features, ~ this: even if
psallo kinked, and lost its earlier import after the
Septuagint came into being, but prior to the New
Testament's existence, this alleged change could
not have retroacted: the meaning in the Septuagint, and all other Greek literature which antedated the alleged alienation, would, must, abide.
Consequently, when Paul quoted from the Septuagint, as it lay before him, he was not dealing with
a fickle, elusive will-o '-the-wisp, but with a word
which in the very book from which he was copying
was profusely defined and described as indicating
an instrument; as being the music of the harp,
lyre or psaltery; performed by the hand; produced
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upon strings-the number of strings with which
the instrument was equipp ed sometimes being
given. Thus the meaning of psallo in the Septuagint is forever firmly fixed. It was THIS psallo,
with THESE definitions, which the apostle copied
and reincorporated in the N ew Testament (Rom.
15 : 9), not a variable Greek colloquialism, produced
by the vocal organs, or by '' touching the chords of
the human heart" ..:_to quote the new definition
coiDed by the opposition. In such transition it
could gain no new attributes, neither lose any.
Whatever it meant in Psalms, it means in Romans.
In other epistles, Paul thrice employs psaUo as
a current Greek word. In Chapter V. it is herein
completely proven that the earlier classical sense
had not been surrendered in the New Testament
period.
Fifth and lastly: If, in Ps. 18: 49, the inspired
bard prophetically foretold that when Messiah
should come, the striking of harp-strings among
Gentile nations should mark the event, for Gentile
Christians to sing without instrumental accompaniment would not constitute a fiilfillment. Surely
those who oppose the use of instruments do not
wish to be understood to hold that, in Rom. 15 :
8-12, Paul was mistaken in denoting the fulfillment
in his day of this and other Old Testament prophecies.
Paul's epistle to Rome, with its more than
threescore extracts from the Septuagint , abounds
in prophecies quoted to show that they refer to,
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VII.
THE EMPHASIZEDBIBLEAND
"PSALLO"

P

ERHAPS in no other way is it possible to
render the earnest student of the question
we are considering more valuable aid than by
acquainting him with the work of the lamented
Joseph Brya nt Rotherham, so far as I know, the
equal in Bibli cal lore, and especially Old Testament Hebr ew and New Testament Greek, of any
translator or writer. It will scarcely be questioned
that in these respects he far outran any others
connected with the Restoration.
His Emphasized
Bible and Studies in Psalms are easily the two
great literar y and linguistic achievements of our
It should help us, in
century of restoration.
measuring the breadth and greatness of the man,
to bear in mind that he was with and of those
loyal British brethren who conscientiously refrained from usin g musical instruments in worship,
and for years, for half a lifetime , as preacher
and evangelist, he served acceptab ly those who so
held. But, like all tru ly great scholars with
Christian consciences, when he made that critical study which was to enable him to bless us
222
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and crown his career by giving the world the
aforesaid monuments, he suffered belittling partisanship to neither obstru ct vision nor stifle scholarship.
And, with the same certainty that he
was right, and with the like undaunted courage
that led him to disregard the hundred Revisers ,
who, but a few years ahead of him , had sent
forth a Bible with the untranslated b-a-p-t-i-z-e, in
lieu of the Greek bapt izo, by uniformly translating that word prop erly by the English word
''immerse,'' he also set at naught th eir erroneous
or inadequate translation of psallo, by regularly
and rightly rendering it '' strike the strings,'' or
by similar words which point to musical instru ments rather than to the voice or its function .'
In both these renderings , he has , in unison chorus,
the endorsation of the Greek scholars of the
world, and should have r eceived like treatment
upon the part of his brethren.
When he rightly
rendered bapti zo by the English word ''immerse,''
in disregard of the two great companies of Greek
translators
who gave us the Authorized and
Revised Versions , in the eyes of his brethren
he was at once a man of scholarship and courage ,
When they
and received their commendation.
discovered, in his latest and finished work , that
the same scholarship, the same conscience and the
1 Rotherham
is not alone in rend ering psa!lo by "pl ay." Since )lis
pio neering in 1897, the Copti c Version of 1905 h as mad e a hke
departure.
Now that attention is coming to be sharply drawn to
the subj ect , who but believes that the exception will become the rule I
Reall y, the pioneering was done ~Y. the Syrians one hundred years
after the New T est ament was writt en .
223
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same courage, with th e same certainty , had impelled him properly to translate psallo, setting at
naught the same two sets of Revisers, the '' d,''
by a number of them , was brought forward in
the word, and this time, from both sides of the
Atlantic , he received condemnation. '' 0 consistency, thou art a jewel!"
Just as Columbus and
Galileo pioneered, were mocked, and finally had
their names inscribed in the temple of fame , so
will Rotherham come into his own. By leading
the way in this direction, his brethren will honor
themselves and the Restoration.
Fortunately for the cause of truth, his conscience and his Christian scholarship impelled him
to · go a needed step beyond merely rendering
rightly where the two best-known versions had
made the false step which has caused havoc. In
his sublime Studies in the Psalms, he shows the
incongruity and absurdity of the Revision in
regard to psallo-shows that by its inconsistency
it is self-condemned.
This will appear further
on in this chapter.
A few such renderings from the Old and New
Testaments are here given. With the candid,
these would be conclusive, if standing alone , when
we remember the author and all the facts of
his life.

Ps. 33 : 2, 3: Give thanks to J ehovah wit h t he lyre, with a
lute of ten stri ng3 make melody [p sallo ] t o
him.
Sing [ ooa t e] to him a song [ aisma ] that is
new, wit h skill sweep t he st rin gs [ psallo ·]
with a sacred shout.
Ps. 57: 7, 8: Steadfast is my heart, O God, steadfas t is my
heart;
I would fain sing [ aisomai] and would play

Ps. 21: 13: Be thou exalted, J ehovah, in thy strength:
We will sing [ aisomen] and will harp [psaZO'U·
men] thy power.
224

[p salo] !

Oh awak e, my glory! oh awak e, lute an d lyre !
I would fain waken the dawn.
Ps. 68 : 4 : Sing [ aisate.] ye to God, harp [psal at e] ye his
na me.
Raise ye a song to him that rideth through desert
plains;
Ps. 101: 1: Of kindness and justice fain would I sin g
[ aisoniai] :

To th ee, 0 Jehovah, would I sweep th e str ings
[psal o].

Ps.- 104: 33: I would sing [aiso] to Jehovah while I live:
I would harp [psalo] to my God whil e I con·
tinue.
Ps. 105: 2: Sing [aisate] to him, harp [psalate] to him;
Soliloquise 1 of all his wondrous works;
Ps. 108: 1, 2: Steadfast is my hear t, 0 God!
I would fain sing [ ooo ma,i] and would pla.y
[psalo], yea, my glor y !
Oh awake, lute and lyre!
I would fain waken th e dawn;
Pe. 144: 9: 0 God, a song [ oden] that is new would I fain
sing [ ai.somai] unto th ee;
With a lute of t en strin gs [psaltraio] would I
fain play [psalo] unto t hee ;
1 Marginal
reading, "compos e a song ." These rend erings are from
Studies in the Paalma, by J. B . Rotherha m.
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For this cause will I openly confess unto th ee
Ps. 18: 49 {
among nations,
Rom. 15: 9 And unto thy name will I strike the strings

readjustment of headlines 1 to have been emboldened to
rE'move the anomaly of so designating it. Another difference
between "psalm"
and " ,song" is 2 that whereas the latter
does not in itself necessarily imply instrumental accompaniment, the former in '' more exact usage'' does. Thus
Delitzsch says: '' As Hupfeld has shown, zimmer, as being a
direct onomatopoetic word, signifies, like oanere, to make
music in the widest sense; the more exact usage of the language, however, distinguishes between zimmer and slllir, as,
"to play," and "to sing." With beth (preposition) instrumental zmim,er signifies '' to sing with a musical accompaniment,'' and zwnrah is occasionally, as in Amos 5: 23, directly
''music,''
''melody." 3 Accordingly, mizmor (' 'psalm")
the
signifies technically the piece of music, and shir ..•
words of the song ( Com. 1, 131, 132). Thus also Perov.·;:ie
( on pp. 471 ~' 7): "Make melody,• or 'sing and play.' The
word means both to sing and to play ."
The Septuagint,
Kirkpatrick
( Cambridge Bible-same
rightly, '' psalate.''
text): "The verb from which mizmor ('psalm') is derived
• , , appears originally to have meant melody,• like the Latin
canere, but came to be applied specially to instrumental
music, as distinguished from vocal music. Mizmor, then,
means 'a piece of music,' 'a song with instrumental accompaniment.' '' The points of agreement which appear in these
extracts should be noted. It is agreed that zwnmer originally meant "to make melody" in the broadest sense; and
it is then further agreed that when zi.mmer was differentiated
from shir, .the former meant '' to play,'' and the latter, '' to
sing.''•
Now, it is the especial province of synonyms to
diff erentiate; inasmuch as the broader meaning of words

[psalo].

1 Cor. 14 : 15 : I will strike the strings [psalo] with the
spirit,
And I will strike the strings [psalo] also
with the mind.
Eph. 5: 18, 19: But be getting filled in Spirit:
Speaking to yourselves with psalms [psalmos]
and hymns and spiritual songs [ode] ;
Singing [ adontes] and striking the strings
[psallontes]
with your heart unto the
Lord.
Col. 3: 16: In all wisdom teaching and admonishing one
another, with psalms [psalmos] and hymns
[h,u,mnos], spiritual songs [ode],
With gratitude raising song [od e] with your
hearts to God.
J as. 5 : 13 : In distress is any among you 1 Let him pray:
Cheerful is anyf
Let him strike the strings
[psalleto].

So illuminating are his Stildies in the Psalms
that a few extracts therefrom can but be beneficial.
As equivalents of the English noun ''psalm,''
Rotherham rightly gives the Hebrew mizmor, and
the Septuagint Greek psalmos. For the Hebrew
verb zimmer, he again rightly gives the Septuagint
Greek psallo, and proceeds :
''Psalm,''
unlike ''song,''
does not necessarily carry
with it the notion of joy, though it frequently does. It may
be almost exclusively historical and hortatory; it may even
be deeply penitential, and more or less mournful; yea, it
may betray unbroken gloom, like 88, which, though a
''psalm,''
is certainly no ''song'';
and we are glad by a
226

Which is previously explained.
'~Is," present tense; not "was twenty centuries ago."
Here, within a few lines, Rotherham,
Perowne and Kirkpatrick
state that '"me]ody" is the equivalent of "playing" or "accompan ied
singing."
Hence, in good English, the Authorized and Revised Versions justify the instrum ent in Eph. 5: 19.
• That is well put.
From it this deduction is perfectly in point.
When Paul thus uses and differentiates between the vocal wo,rd ado
and the instrumental
word psallo, by the same law we are require d
to render the former, "to sing/' and the latter, "to play."
1
1
3
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i,;i thereby naturally shured with companion words set side
by side with them for the purpose of bringing out the general sense. It is just at this point that a defect becomes
observable in the Revised Version of the Psalms. 'l'he difference between shir and zvmmer is not clearly and consistently maintained.'
Th e two words occur concurrently, as
synonyms, in the following places: 21: 13; 27: 6; 57: 7;
68: 4; 68: 25, 32; 101: 1; 104: 33; 105: 2; 144: 9.2 The attempt was made by the Revisers in nine of these ten instances
t,1 make the difference between shir and zillmner ·by translating
the former ''sing,''
and the latt er, '' sing praise''; but the
attempt must be pronounced feeble in the extreme, inasmuch
as ' ' singing' ' ( alone, for shi1·), in all cases, is nothing else
than singing praise. So that just where it would appear
that some addition or some advance ought to be made, no
addition or -advance is made; and the ''yea''
which the
Revisers have thrown in only reveals how feeble the discrimination was felt to be.• In one case, the first named above,
( 21 : 13 ), the Revisers' hearts fai led them altogether, and
as they could not say, '' so will we sing and sing praise
th y power," they dropped the word "sing"
altogether out
of the rendering of zillnmer, and coined a specia l rendering,'
1 And
•.
this is absolutely the fact, exactly stated, as to t he renderor else the
rng: of ado an d psallo . in the Revised New Testament
writers of the classics, the apo loget ics of the first Christian centuries
and the lexicons, knew not Greek.
'
2 Some may not be aware
of t.he fact that the Psalms are not
numbered the same in all versions . For example, in the Septuagint,
nearly t he whole way through, the number is one less: Psalm 100
wou ld be 101 in our version.
3 ,F_or ,vhat lexicon ~ives
"yea/' or "yea I will sing," as the
definit10n of psallo or zimmer?
Great scho lar s, those Revi sers I
• Tlu s 1s exactly what the Revi sers did with psallo in the New
Testament.
Where it occurs alone, they rendered it by "sing."
!Vl}ere both ado a_nd psallo occur side by side, psallo the r e means sing
if 1t ever means smg. Hence, havin g seen that it would not do to thus
so plain ly reveal their severa l erro neous trans lations by rende rin g
Eph. 5 ;o "sing .an~ , plaY: witl~ your lien.rt to the Lord/' nor yet
to say smi, and srng, .. a,g3:m their hearts fa ile_d them, and again they
do~ged .a difficulty_ by commg a SJl!lCial renderrng," "ma king melody,"
which 1s as evasive as their havrng emp loyed b·a ·p-t-i-z-e for baJJ)·
tizo. Of a hundr ed lexicons, which define vsallo ( a speci fic act)
which one defines by the broad, general, vague term "ma ke melod y" i
The provinc e of tra ns1ator s is to use words in their ordinary sense
nnd never to Coin" terms such as "b· a·p ·t ·i·z·e " "yea" and "mak ~
melo dy ," to hide their errors .
'
1

;

41
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to which they have not adhered in any of the nine passages
of the like kind which follow. This text should have been
rendered; "So will we sing and harp thy power."
And
though the urgency for a clearer distinction is not so keenly
felt in all the examples given above, it may safe ly be affirmed,
in all of th em the discrimination should have been maintained.
It is interesting to note the effect of this same discrimination when carried forward into the New Testament-as
it
clearly ought to be on the strength of t he Septuagint, which
ii! therein quoted and in which the Hebrew distinction between shir and zimme r faithfully reappears in their representatives aid o and psallo. That effect will be, on the one hand,
to make us content with the generic force in Rom. 15: 9,
1 Cor. 14: 15 and Jas. 5: 13, whereas, on th e other hand, it
will compel the affirmation that, according to the established
law governing the use of synonyms, the companion nouns11 psalms ,''
''hymns''
and '' spiritual songs' '-in Eph. 5: 18,
should be properly distinguished from each oth er as in verse
19, also the companion participles "singing" and " playing"
should in like manner each receive its restri cted or specific
sense (p. 21£.).
And this reduces all instrum ent ation to its right dimensions: in rendering the praise of Isra el, inst rumentation is
always and everywhere, evermore, secondary and subs ervi ent.
To guide, prolong , sustain, th e human voice, is its only place
her e.
But in t his, its legitimate , subservient relation to the
human voice, instrumentation is not only permitt ed, but
i111
1it ed--d ivinely invited. And there is this further to be
said in passing: No musical instrument can pla y its elf , nor
play at all, until a human soul moves it to its subservi ent end.
According to the divine ideal of sacred song, it is man
who is sounding the high praises of Jehovah all the while :
man with the instrument , man in the instrument . All good
instrum ental music throbs and thrills with human intelligenc e.
There is something unsp eakab ly pathetic and immeasurably instructive in this final appeal (at the end of the
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150th-the last-Psalm)
to "every one who hath breath."
·when a man's ''breath''
departs, his power of song in this
world is at an end. When, amid the advancing infirmities of
old age, his ''breath''
for song fails him, and he is compelled
to excuse himself from complying with this invitation, by
pleading: '' I would fain, 0 Divine Master, respond to thy ·
call; but alas! I have no available breath "-may
we not
believe that his excuse will be accepted 1 If he is compelled
to lean on others, but still puts his own mind into the song
which he has to leave to others to sing, will he not be
accepted f If he has a harp, and his right hand has not yet
lost its cunning, and he throws his soul into the strings and
by them climbs to Jehovah's throne in adoration, will he not
be accepted 1 The very pathos of old age illustrates and
accentuates the principle. He who is aged and infirm is,
with others, invited to sing; but, if he can not, what then f
He is invited to play; but if he can not, what then 1 Is there
in the divine code no such thing as a "law of liberty"!
Happily, "to his own Master he standeth or fa1leth." Mean·while, and all the while, the gracious invitation goes on
resounding through the ages, and to earth's remotest bounds
-" Let every one who hath breath praise Jehovah I " (p.
607).

"Truth has such a face and such a mien,
As to be loved needs only to be seen."
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VIII.
APOSTOLICEXAMPLE;TEMPLEMUSIC
AND WORSHIP
Music-the law by which tones are produced ·,
the power and skill to render them with voice
and instrument; to compose, harmonize and delight
in music; to invent instruments upon which to express every emotion of the soul, and to touch and
soften the hardest heart , and tame the most savage
passions-is God's gift to man. In the absence
of specific prohibition, all this presupposes that
He would have us delight in and make much
of this, the crowning and most exquisite and
refining of all the attributes with which He has
endowed us.
In the former dispensation , in which more
specific dir ections were given, God made very extensive and greatly diversified provisions for the
employment of the voice and numerous kinds of
musical instruments in His worship. The like
manner of worshiping acceptably is held out to
us, constituting one of the chief charms of the
heavenly dispensation.
Mindful of all this, of
man's nature and needs, and of God's having
created everyth ing , and provi ded everything for
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man's proper enjoyment, if the New Testament
were silent, Christians would still be warranted
in supposing that God had not intended, by
silence, to suppress in His creatures this ennobling
gift , this soul-sustaining endowment.
God not only has not interdicted the instrument, not only has not left room for doubt by
silence, but in at least four separate ways has
authorized the use of instruments by Christians.
If
First, by repeatedly directing us to psallo.
we do not know that that means "to play, "
neither do we know t hat when He directs us to
ado He intends for us to sing, for the meaning
of the one in New Testament times is as well
established and certain as the other : if there is
r eason to believe that psallo, which means '' to
play,'' sometimes comprehends also the vocal accompaniment, there is as good reason to believe
that ado, which means "to sing," sometimes comprehends also the instrumental
accompaniment, .
in the same way that our word ''sing''
does.
He who cares to put this statement to the test,
as the writer did, will not lack proof.'
I give
, As
available
meaning'
bition of
ode and

it is typica l of the great volume. and "!'riety of material
bearing on the many phases of this que st10n of the use an~
of ode, and the absurdity of the attempt to read a proluin strume nt s into the Ne w 1:"estament through the Greek noun
its cognate verb ado, even 1£ the 1n~trumental words psalmos
and psall ein had not b een contained therem, an excerpt from the
Standard
Encyclopedi,a
is fitt in g: "T he Gr~ek ode was simply a
chant , or po em, arranged to be sung ~o an 1ns.trum enta.J ~cco_mpa~1ment " (Vol. XVIlI., p. 369). Upon this authori~y w ~ are Just1fi_ed m
saying: "\Vhen Paul , the finished Greek scholar , m hi s Greek epistles,
us ed this Greek noun (ode), he ref erre d to a ~han t ,?r P,oem arranged to be sun g to an in strument!') accompamment.
'Ihus the
naturalness
of the u se of th e word 111 the fourteenth
and fifteenth
chapters of Rev elat ion.
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my word that I can concoct a theory that ado,
which had meant "to sing," came to refer to
the instrum ent, and, with the exception of the
Authorized and Revised Versions, can gather as
much and as plausible proof as has been gathered
in support of the pretense that the meaning o.f
psallo altered.
Deeming it sagac ious and tru e,
we have made a trite saying of Mr. Campbell's
"I will make the word [baptizo ] furnish the
water."
"The word psallo furnishes the instrument,'' is a no less true and apt epigram.
The second author1.zation consists in the reenactment of the music of the Jewish dispensation into the New Testament. All agree that the
Hebrew zamar of 2 Sam. 22: 50 and Ps. 18: 49
refers to the playing of instruments in praise
or worship. All agree that this Messiani c prophecy
of the Psalmist is quoted by the apostle in Rom.
15: 9, and by him made to apply to the praise
by Gentile Christians (see vs. 10-12) in the present
dispensation: a specific bringing forward from
the Old into the New Covenant. Louis R. Patmont, master of more than a dozen languages,
was helping me verify some Gr eek translations.
We had both been worshiping ~here instruments
were disallowed. Grasping the full significance
of Paul's quotation from the Septuagint, with a
look as if a great load of doubt had lifted, he
exclaimed with animation: '' So the instrumental
music of the Old Testament is here brought into
the New! I require nothing further!"
233
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The third justification inheres in the fact that
the Septuagint was the Bible of our Lord and
the apostles and writers of the New Testament .
Thus it was divinely sanctioned to ·us, for the
New Testament contains three hundred quotations
therefrom.
It tells us how to psallo--with the
In the Christian
hand-on
musical instruments.
Scriptures, Paul repeatedly directs us to psallo,
once in a quotation from the LXX., where the
meaning had been, and must continue to be, '' to
play." So the Greek Old Testament, and especially
the meaning of the Greek psallo therein, is divinely
confirmed as being also the meaning of that same
word when found in the New.
The fourth indub itab le ground which justifies
us in the use of instruments, if we had no other,
is the example of the apostles and the church at
Jerusalem-their
attendance upon, and participation for perhaps more than a quarter of a century in, the temple services, where instruments
were admittedly employed.
That every reader
may see that we are agreed that such example
is held to have equal force with a precept or
command, I can do no better than to quote the
following sage words :

efforts to worship and serrn God, th en we are in hopeless
confusion, and it is needless to look anywhere else for
guidance " (Inst. Mus. in Wor., p. 98) .
"T hat it [ instrumental music] was used in the worship
of what is called Judaism proper, that is, in the ancient
temple worship, is a fact freely admitted by both Jews and
Christians"
( Ibid, 136) .

'' It is claimed that ... we have apostolic example for the
practice (using instruments) in Christian worship. L et it be
cheerfully conceded, first of all, that if this claim be founded
iu fact-if,
indeed, we have apostolic example for the prac·
tic-th en all opposition to it should cease; for, if we are
not to follow the leadership of inspired apostles in our
234

In considering such questions, the evident truth
should be accepted, and the obvious fact is that
the apostles and the whole church for a time
after Pentecost continued to worship in the temple.
Only the necessities of a mistaken theory that it
would be a sin for believers to thus participate
where instrumental
music was employed, gave
birth to the idea that whoever of the believers
went to the temple, went there only to preach
the gospel. It was rightly seen that if the inspired apostles, by their presence, sanctioned worship under such conditions, the battle against
instrumental music was lost.
As the fact is universally admitted, it is only
necessary to state that musical instruments in
great variety were employed in temple worship ;
that Jesus and the apostles frequented the temple
prior to the ascension, just as the apostles long
thereafter continued to do, for worship, both
before and after Pentecost, and as the early
Christians continued to do many years after
the birth of the church. Attention to the following Scriptures makes that certain.
Immediately
after the ascension, we read :
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Luke 24~52, 53 (King James Version): And they worshipped him, and returned to Jerusalem with great joy: and
were continually in the temple, praising and blessing God.

It is plain to all who read with open minds
that the constant attendance of the apostles at
the temple worship engendered no opposition, but
that as soon as they preached, they were arrested
It seems certain from the foland imprisoned.
lowing Scriptures that they might have gone on
indefinitely worshiping in the temple, if they had
not later also added preaching; for this was what
vexed their persecutors:

After the close of the great sermon on Pentecost,
we have this record:
Acts 2: 44-4 7: And
claily with one accord in
house to house, did eat
ness of heart , praising
people. And the Lord
should be saved.

all that believed 1 , • : continuing
the temple, and breaking bread from
thefr meat with gladness and singleGod, and having favor with all the
added to the church daily such as

From the above it is evident that Christians
were in the temple, not to preach, but to '' praise
God.'' A little further on we shall show that the
apostles and the brethren continued attendance
at the temple services for many years.
Just
here attention is invited to a continuance of attendance at the temple service by two of the
apostles:
Acts 3: 1: Now Peter and John went up together into
the temple at the hour of prayer, being the ninth hour.

It was after the above that we have the first
hint that the apostles went to the temple to preach,
or that they did preach; but we have seen repeated statements of their attendance "at the
hour of prayer" to "praise God." With what
difficulty we see that which we desire not to see!
'.Yould the opposition have u s believe that the whole church, "all
that believed," severa l thousand , were daily in the tem ple preaching!
The one in error meets mnny obstacles. It is better to accept the evident truth and avoid embarrassments.
They would have us believe
that the sole purpose which led the apostles there was "to teach the
word of God, to prea ch the new faith and establish the new order of
worship ." Many other passages, as we proceed, will show how erro•
neous 1s all this.
1
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Acts 4: 1-3: And as they spake unto the people, tlie
priests, and the captain of the temple, and the Sadduc ees,
came upon them, being g1·ieved that they taught the people,
and preached through Jesus the resurrection from the dead.
And th ey laid hands on them, and put them in hold unto the
next day; for it was now eventide.

The foregoing is the account of their first arrest . There were many events recorded before
we read of their second apprehension, as follows:
Acts 5: 27, 28: Aud when they had brought them, they
set them before the council; and the high priest asked them,
saying, Did not we straitly command you that ye should not
teach in this name 1 and behold, ye have filled J el'Usalem with
your doctrin e, ant;l intend to bring this man's blood upon us.

It was not until they had been twice thrown
into jail, and twice released, that the angel gave
this command :
Acts 5: 20: Go, stand and speak in the temple to the
pPople all the words of this life.

With many who would stand so straight that
they unconsciously lean backward, there is a manifest belief that for the apostles and early Chris237
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tians to go to the temple and engage reverently
in its ceremonies would (1) not only be unacceptable to God, but (2) would constitute sacrilege.
These have assumed ( 3) that instrumental music
is sinful, and that as the apostles and other early
Jewish converts would not thus sin, ( 4) therefore
they did not engage in the temple services._ Here
are four assumptions, all of which are groundless,
and already proven so.
To further demonstrate that God has not so
hedged us in, and that those who compose a large
and very conscie:r;itious group have erred by
encasing themselves in straitjackets,
but more
egregiously by insisting that all their fellowworshipers must don the like restraints, I append
a few Scriptures which clearly demonstrate that
we are made free in Christ and should resist
encroachments upon our liberty- (Gal. 5: 1).
Mark 9: 38-40: And John answered him, saying, Master,
we saw one casting out devils in thy nam e, and he follow eth
not us; and we forbade him, because he followeth not us.
But Jesus said, Forbid him not; for there is no man which
shall do a miracle in my name that can lightly speak evil of
me. For he that is not against us is on our part.

The above is a distinct reproof for that narrowness which mistakes itself for loyalty.
John 16: 23, 24: And in that day ye shall ask me nothing.
Verily, verily, I say unto you, Whatsoever ye shall ask the
Father in my name, he will give it you. Hi therto have ye
asked nothing in my name; ask, and ye shall receive, that
your joy may be full.
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In the for egoing and other passages, near the
end of His ministry, our Lord directed us to pray
to the Father , but in His (the Son's) name. I
believe we should so teach, and so pray, and that
those who train the young to pr eface prayer with
'' Dear Jesus'' err, but no worse than we would
by insistently berating them. It should cure mtr
censoriousness in every direction to reflect that
in his dying prayer, the first Christian marty;
did not address the Father, but twice petitioned
the Lord Jesus.
Acts 7: 59, 60: And they stoned Stephen, calling upon the
Lord, and saying, Lord Jesus, r eceive my spirit. And he
kneeled down, and cried with a loud voice, Lord, lay not this
ein to their charge.
I

And who has not known editors or contributors
who would have taken Paul to task in the Weekly
Grouch, as a ''digressive,'' and threatened to withdraw fellowship for the following, unless he
should speedily repent:
Acts 16: 1-3: And he came also to Der be and Lystra; and,
behold, a certain disciple was there, nam ed Timothy, the son
of a Jewess that believed; but his father was a Greek; the
same was well reported of by the brethren that were at Lystra
and Iconium. Him would Paul have to go forth with him;
and he took and circumcised him because of the Jews that
were in those parts; for they all knew that his father was
a Greek.

And this twenty years after the establishment
of the church. In a later chapter, note a second
conformance to the law of Moses, which Christ
had abolished twenty-two years before:
16
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Acts 18: 18: And Paul after this tarried th ere yet a good
while ... having shorn his head in Cenchr ea: for he had a
vow.

Five years later is a third instance where
Pau l, in the temple, conformed to the dead law
of Moses, because '' many thousands'' of Jewish
Christians were '' all zealous for the law,'' and,
of course, for the temple, its worship, and its
instrum ent al music.
Acts 21: 20, 23, 24 : Thou seest, brother, how many thousands of Jews there are which believe; and they are all zealous of the law. ~ . , Do therefore this that we say to thee:
We have four men which have a vow on them : Them tak e and
purify thyself with them, and be at charges with th em, that
they may shave their heads; and all may know that those
things, whereof they were informed concerning thee, are
nothing; but that thou thyself also walkest orderly, and
keepest the law.

The abrogated Mosaic law regulating vows :
Num. 6: 18: And the Nazarite shall shave the head of his
separation at the door of the tabernac le of the congregatio n
[lat er, of the temple, after one was built], and shall take
the hair of the head of his separation, and put it in the
:fire which is under the sacrifice of the peace -offerings .
Lev. 22: 21: And whosoever offereth a sacrifice of p eaceofferings unto the Lord to accompli sh his vow, or a f r eewilloffering in beeves or sheep, it shall be perfect to be accept ed;
and there shall be no blemish therein. Blind, or broken, or
maimed, or having a wen, or scurvy, or scabbed, ye shall not
offer these unto the Lord, nor make an offering by fire of
them upon the altar unto the Lord.
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monies, including circumcision and the shedding
of the blood of animals as in the peace-offering
(Lev . 22: 21), items known to have been abolished
on the cross, dare we to-day censure a brothe r
for engaging in what was in the Old, and is known
to be also definitely includ ed in the New, such
as instrumental music, simply because of our
opinions , which opinions we hold for the reason
that Campbell, Franklin and McGarvey did not
live to add thi s truth to their great stores of
knowledge?
A few pages ba ck, I promised to show that
the church at Jerusal em long continued to participate in the templ e services. Acts 21: 17-26
(A. D. 60) is sufficient to make th at clear as noonday. Vers e 26 is subjoined, followed by Acts
24: 18:
Then Paul took the men, and the next day purifying
himself with them entered into the temple, to signify t he
accomplishment of the days of purificat ion, until that an
offeri ng should be offered for every one of them.
Whereupon certai n J ews from Asia found me purified in
the templ e, neither with multitude, nor with tumult,

Seeing that Paul thus pra cticed and participated in the various Mosaic rites and temple cere-

The read er will pleas e thoughtfully join in
a bri ef summary, bearing in mind th e date, A. D.
60, twenty-s even years after the law was abrogated
and the chur ch was established .
Paul circumcised Timoth y because of the Jews.
He sheared his own head, -having a vow. Later,
joined with others in a seven days' ceremonial
purification, and participat ed in payment for ani-
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mals to have their blood shed, '' offered for every
one of them.''
With this before us, we should
read all of Chapter X. of Instrumental Music in
Worship, a sample of which follows:

as Mr . Kurfe es and others insist, fails to see because he holds to a theory that would suffer
if he should see. That Paul would practice circumcision (16: 3) ; shear his head and make a vow
(18: 18) ; purify himself with others who were
doing so, and pay for the animals killed as sacrifices by his companions having the Nazarite vow
(21: 23, 24) ; all without a twinge of conscience,
and then have qualms at going within hearing
distance of the instrumental music of the temple,
would denote that the mind of Paul was as peculiar as are the minds of those who admit that
without sin the apostle did all those other things,
but was careful not to commit the heinous sin
of going within the sound of the temple music.
A word from J. W. McGarvey, an inveterate opposer of organs, seems in point:

~'Now, not only do we have all this plainly in the record,
but there is not one word that says they 'went up there to
participate in those devotions.'
Yea, more: not only is there
not a word in the record that says they went there to engage
in the Temple worship, but there is not a w01·d that says they
went there to worship at all. The record sp ecifically gives
a different purpose which led them (apostl es) into the Temple; namely, to introduce the n ew faith and the new order
of worship under Christ.
Moreover, as a matter of fact,
this new faith and the new order of worship, which we have
now seen they went into the Temple to introduce, would completely change and supersede 'those devotions' belon~ing
to the Temple service, except in so far as they contamed
something which the Lord incorporated in the new order"
(p. 106).

This and much more to prove that the apostles
would not and did not participate in the temple
services, but "went there to teach the word of God,
to preach the new faith and establish the new
order of worship,''
and for no other purpose.
Reader, what is your verdict? You know in your
heart that Mr. Kurfees loses, and you must agree
with him "if, ind eed, we have apostolic example
for the practice [temple music], then all opposition to it [the instrument] should cease."
He who fails to see that in this passage Paul
and his companions went as Christians, and, with
other Jewish Christians, engaged in the various
Mosaic rites of the temple, and not to preach,
242

'' The remarks addressed to Paul . . . doubtless through
James •.• show very plainly the position held by the Jerusalem church as to the law of circumcis ion, . . . first, that
these disciples were 'zealous for the law' (v. 20); second,
that they cont inued to cir cumcise their childr en (21); third,
that the purifications of the law , thoug h they involved in
some instances the offering of sacrifices, were still regarded
as proper for Christians (23, 24); ...
Paul's part with
them was, first, 'to be at charges for them,' meaning that
he paid part or all the expenses of the victims [ animals sacrificed.-0.
E. P.J which they had to offer; and second, to
go into the temple [ at a time when the instr uments were not
being played 7-0. E. P.] and notify the priests when their
days of purification would be fulfilled, so that a priest might
be prepared to sac rifice their offerings (23, 26) " ( Com. on
Llcta, II ., p. 205fl'.).
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Thus the blindest, whose theories do not forbid,
can but see that the apostles and the early church
participated very freely in the various temple
services for more than twenty-;five years, if not as
long as the temple stood. Two quotations from
J. B. Briney's Instriim ental Miisic in Christian
Worship (p. 98) are pertinent:
On Acts 3: 1: "The apostles and othe1· believers at Jerusa.lem had not yet withdrawn from the J ewish worship (see
also 21, 23, seq.), and it is probable that most of them continued to adhere to the service of the temple till th e destruc(Commentwry on Acts,
tion of the temple abolished it"
Hackett, p. 73).
'' And in other cases they sold th eir real estate and other
goods, in order to supply the wants of the needy. In doing
this they did not withdraw from the public services of their
fellow-Jews, but adhered to the daily custom of visiting th e
temple" (Commentwry on the New Testament, Bernard Weiss,
p. 434).

Duffield, in Latin Hymn Writers (p. 67), says:
"Instrumental
music was a marked feature of the Jews'
worship; but it is plain t hat (as with the Sabbath question)
there was a great deal of blending at the edges between the
two dispensations.''

"It is plain" to all, who are not blinded by
theory , that if the apostles did not object to,
but sanctioned, and even practiced, such distinctively Jewish rites as circumcision, vows, purifyings,
shaving their heads, and shedding animal blood
in sacrifice, long years after these things were
known to be specifically nailed to the cross, they
would not and did not object to the blending
244
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into Christian worship of '' instrumental music, a
marked feature of the Jews ' worship.''
Pity him
who is so filled with a theory that he can not
imbibe truth, and who, from habit, repels every thing which contrdicts his views.
'' In the H ebrew temple at the beginning of the Christic.n
era, the harp, lute, flute, trumpet and drum were used as
accompaniment to psalms and canonical hymns" (Enoyc. Rel.
and Eth., Art. "Chr. Mus.").

Opposers of instruments are confronted with
the alternative of admitting that the Book of Acts
affords ample evidence that the apostles and early
church participated in the various temple services,
that of praise with voice and ins trument included
and that therefore we may fairly claim apostolic'
example for the use of both kinds of music; or
of meeting us with a new tack, and denying that
there were any instruments in t he temple. The
easy and creditable way to escape every dilemma
is to turn from the side of error and accept the
side of truth; then every predicament will be left
behind. Either Chapter IV. or V. of this volume
affords enough of newly uncovered ground to
justify facing about, for no fair, intellig ent man,
after reading those chapters, will try to persuade
even himself that, with all that material before
him at the time of his alignment, he would have
entered the ranks of the opposition. Br eth ren,
we have a great plea and a great work! Let us
be great men and set about it, nor longer stand
. with rusted blades.
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IX.
PUT TO ROUT BY HIS OWN TESTIMONY
acquainted with Walk,ing by Faith, and Instru IFmental
Music in the Worship, and their influence
on both sides of the Atlantic, were the accurate
historian Macaulay living to-day, he would not
say of their author as he did of another:
'' He defended the use of instrumental music in public on
the ground that the notes of the organ had power to counteract the influence of devils."

So far as I know, M. C. Kurfees has made
the most pretentious of all efforts, and has consumed more time than any other, in a vain attempt
to establish that which is not a fact; namely, that
psallo, the musical meaning of which he freely
concedes but a little while before had been to play
an instrument, had, by the time the New Testament
was written, lost all reference to instrumentation,
and had come to refer exclusively to the voice.
It is far from my purpose to review him-J.
B.
Briney has done that most capably.
In his book, Instrumental Music in Worship,
he incorporates, entire, Chapter IV., Book II.,
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from The Instr uctor, by Clement of Alexandria.'
I suppose his purpose was to prove by Clement
(1) that the latter was opposed to instrumental
music in worship, and (2 ) to make it appear that
instruments were not then so used in the assembly.
With but brief comment, I shall leave the
reader to see that in both respects . Clement fails
him. The fir st could hardly be true, for repeatedly
his words would be void of sense unless he was
consenting to such use of the instruments.
Twice
he refers to the church, and twice to the choir
( once in the part here omitted ) . Besides, in the
third senten~e here quoted, he speaks of "the
divine service.''
Hence, who can doubt that in
the main he treats of the music of the worship
in the assembly Y So, while there may be room
to wonder whether Clement meant also to tell
Christians what manner of music would be a.ppropriate in their daily conduct, there is no room
to doubt that he spoke of music which to him
would seem suitable in the assembly, and in
1 Those who, in the chapter
which is here but partly quoted, read
Clement's objections to certain musi cal instruments in worship, while
he sanctions the use of others, noti cing that he bases none of his
opposition on Scriptural grounds, may think his reasoning capricious ,
and it may have been . But if the employment in his day of such
instruments
(though we know this would not now result) begot, in
the minds of worshipers, thoughts such as he suggests , becaU8e of
the use to which such instrwments were then usually put, foregoing
them would be both Scriptural aud sagacious . If Paul could circumcise a Christian af ter the rite was nailed to the cross, and refrain
from eating meat which God had given him the right to eat, Clement
might, with good reason, omit that which the Scriptures permit, just
as pr11dent Christi ans, a half-century ago, would have barred the
"fiddle" from the house of God (against w hich , however, there is no
law), becaus e of the malodor wi th w hi ch it would then have come
reeking from the rowdyish dance, whil e now the "violin,'' in most
communities, begets no such aversion.
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different parts of the chapter the using of instruments is approved . Many statements from his
other writings align Clement with those who
favor instruments in worship, only a few of which
are incorporated in Chapt er V. of this volume.
Upon the second point-that
is, as to whether
instruments were so used-the
very fact that
Clement was writin g so animatedly upon the subj ect proves that they were used. Why, otherwise,
would he so st rong ly inveigh against some, and
why consent to some?
It will be signifi c~nt to the discriminating when
attention is called to the fact that no Scriptural
grounds were urg ed against their use, and that
Clement only opposed certa in instrum ents which
were in disrepute.
It is not a good sign when one is continually
explaining, quarreling with, or discrediting , his
own witnesses, yet the doing of these things is
chara cterist ic of Mr. Kurfe es' book, and Clement
does not escap e him. As Mr. Kurfees summoned
Clement, I am privileged to tak e a peck at his
witness, in a footnote on matter s foreign to the
music quest ion. H e labors through three pages
to prove that one passage (which alone overthrows
Mr. Kurfees' entire contention) is spurious.
I
am not much concerned regarding the claim, for
if the few words are interpolated, that gives us ,
instead of but one, two good ancient witnesses who
use psall ein in the chapter to refer to instrumental
music. But I will state that modern authorities

generall y quote the passage as Clement's, with
not a suggestion that it is counterfe it.'
Among such is the great work of many volumes
now issuing . from the press, The Encyclop edia of
Religio n and Ethi cs, 1917 A. D., under the able
editorship of Jam es Hastings, who no longer needs
a string of suffixes t'o his nam e to give him standing in the world of let ters. Th ence I quot e:
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'' Clemens Alexandrinus, also in the second centu ry, quoin g the P salmist in favor of instrumental music, says : 'If
you are able to accompan y your voices with the lyre
[psallein.-0. E. P.] or cith ara , you will incur no censure. 1 "

But it is not what Clement said or thought
m regard to music; not whether he, or another,
of a few years later, wrote the words . just cited;
nor whether we can make certain from his words,
which seem to have that clear impo rt , that instruments were used in worship in his day a
hundred years this side th e writing of th e New
Testament , which chiefly impel me to give space
to about half the said chapter, all of which, in
translation , was embodied in Mr. Kurfees' book.
Neither do I here bring Clement to discredit Mr.
Kurfees or his book ( though that can but r esult ),
but rather to use his witness as one of the very
best by whom to overthrow the groundless claim
that the meaning of psallo changed, and to prove
that a century after the New Testament was writ1 See extracts
from Word Studies , Ed w wrds' Oommentary, and Flrv
cyclopedia of R eligi on amd Ethics, in Chapter X. her eof, as but a
few of the many authorities which so hold .
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ten, the word retained perfectly the meaning which
it had borne for perhaps a thousand years. Besides proving this absolutely by Clement, we shall
now compel Mr. Kurfees also to take the stand,
and, by his translation, admit that psallein, in the
New Testament period, did not change its meaning; did not refer to vocal music; but did mean
' 'to play on an instrument.''
Knowing how frequently Greek writers of every
period use psalleim to tell of instrumental music,
as soon as I saw in Mr. Kurfees' volume the
translation from Clement, replete with references
to a variety of instruments, and to both vocal
and instrumental music, I was confident that the
Greek text would contain examples sufficient to
refute and overthrow the pretense that psallo had
lost reference to playing. But I was not prepared
to believe that one so sensible as Mr. Kurfees
would set for himself and his followers such a
cruel trap as this chapter proved to be, when the
Greek text was consulted.
190 A. D. Clement of Alexandria, Pred. IV.,
II. (Inst. Mits. in Wor., p. 127f.):
"Let revelry keep away from our rational entertain·
ments, and foolish vigils, too, that revel in intemperance ....
For the apostle decrees that 'putting off the works of dark·
ness, we should put on the armor of light, walking honestly
as in the day, not spending our time in rioting and drunken·
ness, in chambering ,and wantonness.' . . . The Spirit dis·
tinguishing from such revelry the divine service sings to the
harp strings [psallei]. * 'Praise Him with the sound of
trumpet; ' for with sound of trumpet, he shall raise the dead.
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'Praise Him on the psaltery [psalterio] ; ' for the tongue is
the psaltery [psalterio n J of the Lord; 'And praise Him on
the lyr e.' By the lyr e is meant the mouth struck by the
Spirit, as it were by a plectrum.
'Praise Him with the
timbrel and the dance' refers to the Church meditating on
the resurrection of the dead 1 in the resounding skin. • . .
For, 'if thou shalt love the Lord thy God' and then 'thy
neighbor,' let its first manifestation be toward God in thanks·
giving and psalmody [psalmodias] , and the second toward
our neighbor in decorous fellowship . For says th e apostle,
'Let the word of the Lord dwell in you richly.' .. . For the
apostle adds, 'Teaching, and admonishing one another in all
wisdom, in psalms [psahnois] and hymns and spiritual songs
[ odais J, singing [ aidontes J with grace in your heart to God.'
And again, '·whatso ever ye do in word or deed, do all in the
nam e of the Lord J"esus, giving thanks to God and his
Father.'
This is our thankful revelry. And even if you wish
to sing [ aiadn J and play [psallein ]"""to the harp or lyre,
there is no blame. Thou shalt imitate the rig ht eous Hebrew
king in his thanksgiving to God. 'Rejoice in the Lord, ye
righteous; praise is comely to the upright,' says the prophecy.
'Confess to the Lord on the harp; play [psalate] * to him
on the psaltery [ps alterio J of ten strings.'
'Sing [ asate] to
him a new song [asma].'
And does not the ten-stringed
psaltery [psalterion] indicate the word Jesus who is mani·
fested by the element of the decadf And as it is befitting
before partaking of food that we should bless the Creator of
all, so also in drinking itds suitable to praise Him with the
harp [psa-llein] on partaking of his creatures. For the psalm
1 We know as well as Clement could what Ps. 150: 4 means,
and
we know that it means no such thing.
Such nonsense results from
the imaginatiYe Clement resolving eyerything literal into the figuratiYe,
as Bishop Arthur Cleveland Coxe, LL.D., author of Notes on Clement
of Alexandria, terse ly r emarks: "Here instrumental music is allowed,
though he turns everything into type."
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[psalnws] is a melodious and sober blessing.'
The apostle
calls the psalm [psalmon] a spiritual song [ oden]. 2 • • •
" 'And confess to Him in songs [ odais] of the lips,' he
says, 'because in His command all His good pleasure is done,
and there is no deficiency in His salvation.'
Further among
the ancient Greeks, in their banquets over the brimming cups,
a song [ asma] was sung [ edeto] called skolion, after the
manner of the Hebrew psalms [psalmon], all together raising
the prean with the voice, and sometimes also taking turns
in the song [ oden] whil e they drank healths round; while
those that were more musical than the rest sang [eiaon]
to the lyre . But let amatory songs [odai] be banished far
away, and let our songs [ oaai] be hymns to God. 'Let them
praise,' it is said, 'His name in the dance, and let them
play [psalatosan] * to Him on the timbr el and psaitery
[psalterio].'
And what is the choir which plays [psallon] f*
The Spirit will show thee; 'Let His praise be in the congregation [church] of the saints; let them be joyful in their
King . ' And again He adds : ' The Lord will take pleasure
in His people. For temperate harmonies are to be admitted.' '' 3

By the asterisk (*) attention is sharply drawn
to a number of instances in the above passage
by Clement, copied almost literally from "Instrumental Music in Worship," in which Mr. Kurfees
1 The reader,
without havin g his attention drawn, will be sure
that in this passag e psaUeiln means to pla y. Mr. Kurfees says so a
few lin es above. But he might think of the poetry of David, only,
when reading psalmos.
H ere is the certain meaning: "It is suitable to strike the strings [psallein]
or to sing and play to Him on
partaking of His cr eatul'Os. For the doimg so is a melodious and
sober blessing."
So psal nws as well as psaUeiin points to the instrument and not to the voice.
2 By reading
Eph. 5: 19 and Col. 3: 16, it will be clear that the
If h& does, then I call a bicycle an airapostle does no such thing.
ohip by speaking oi "airs hips and automobiles and bicycles," 1or twice
the apostl e says, "psalmos and humnos and spir itual ode ."
• The meaning of "Fo r temperate harmonie s are to be admitted,"
is equivalent to saying: "Thoug h I object to such instruments as are
in disr epute from being associated with reveling, the harmon y of others is to be admitted."
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translates psall ein by ''play.''
As there is no
gainsaying the fact that he is the acknowledged
authority of those who oppose the instrument, and
notably of those who say psallo ceased to indicate an instrum ent, and as I have now completely
proven by Mr . Kurfees, th e Greek scholar, that
Mr. Kurfe es, the theologian, is in error, the latter's
admiring lesser lights should abandon the theologian, swear allegiance to the scholar, and promptly
yield the pretension that in th e New Testament
In
times psallo meant "to sing una ccompanied."
the short chapter of four pag es published by Mr.
Kurfecs, Clement eighteen times employs psallein
in the varying forms, to refer to the instrument,
and in ten of the eighteen instances, Mr. Kurfees
translates the word as indicating an instrument! !
or its function, while in one of the examples,
he renders it "praise," .and in but three of the
eighteen times does he render psallein by "voice"
or ''sing.'' Talk about Homer sometimes nodding! '
1 There
are several other inst ances wherein our Homer nodded
while writing Inst rumen tal Music in Worsh ip, !IS I would show "'.ere
I writing a refutation instead of a construct 1.ve work.
He bmlds
up his book of nearl y three hundred pa~es arou nd the. statement of
J1is star witness E. A . Sophocles, the lexic ogr aph er (which statement
Sophocles never' made nor any oth er upon th e subject), that "from
14 6 B. C. to 1100 A'. D. there is not a single examp le of psallo inIt meant, ah\ :ay s and
volving or implying the use of an instrument.
everywhere, to chant,' 'sing religiou s hymns'" (Inst. ][us. in Wor.,
Id
JJ. 47 ).
fl d"
.
It is true as Mr. K. makes Sophocl es say , we se om. n
a ainnle example df psallo involving 01· implying the u se of an 1nstru1nent.''
but we frequently find examples in pairs, somet im es by th e dozen,
while in the case of such as Athen reu s, Plu tarc h and Cleme n t, ~hey
occur by the score. In the four pag es fr om the latter, Jlfr. IC. gives
eighteen, and I found others in Clement's other books. I. found several in writings cited or quot ed in l nstrwrnen .tal Mus ic m Worship.
On page 179 he gives this: "Lucian Parasite 17: One can not
p,ay the flute without a flute, nor psalleiln ,yithout a ly1·e." What
must be said of II w1·iter whose book contams dozens of examples
1
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If the general staff, with headquarters at Nashville, which stationed this soldi er of the cross
on sentry duty to guard this critical portion of
the :fighting-line, should enforce military law, he
would be court-martialed for snoring at noontide
within hearing distance of the enemy listeningposts. On page 50 of his "Review," J. B. Briney
credits Mr. Kurfees with being probably his equal
as a Greek scholar. If, owing to these disclosures,
the form er wishes to withdraw his favorable estimate, permission is hereby given him to do so.
But, levity aside, my dear reader, '' all things
work together for good.' ' How blind to truth we
become when we don the uniform of the partisan ,
and begin to march under the banner of error !
I believe that the hand of God guided this obstinate partisan, but otherwise good, man to translate and publish these words of Clement, written
a hundr ed years after the New Testament was
written, to the end that he might be shown his
monumental folly of attempting to tur n the course
of the Mississippi Riv er of nearl y thi rty centuri es
of the world's scholarship as to the meaning of
psallo, in a vain effort to arbitraril y compel it to
hereafter flow northward and up-hill. In the four
pages (as Mr. Kurfe es rightly renders) Clement
thirteen times also employs aeido (in the varying
forms ) when he would refer to songs or singing ,

just as did Paul and all writers who used the
Greek language . And now let us dismiss Clement,
taking a sentence from the above quotation and
one from Paul , and place them side by side :

wher e he renders psallein "t o play," and then fills that book with t~e
most positive assertions that there are no such examp les I A ch":m
of su ch blunders mars the book from cover to cover, and prove~ 1nm
unwo rt hy the laur el wr eath with which, in 1917 , 'l'. B. La:r1!llor e
decked him when chri sten ing Mr. Kurfees "Ou r Peerless Logi cian ."
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PAUL-E ph. 5: 19:
' ' Speaking one to another
in psalmos and Jwminos and
spirituPl ode, adontes and
psall()'fl,tes with your heart to
the Lord .''
Rotherham and the world of
scholarship agree that by
adontes and psallontes Paul
meant "sing"
and "play."

CLEMENT-Pred. IV., II.:
' 'And even if you wish to
adein and psall ein to the harp
or lyre, there is no blame. "

Kurfees and the world of
scholarship agr ee that in
adein . and psallein Clement
meant ''si ng'' and ''play.''

All agree that Paul and Clement used the same .
words.
Let's all agree that the two writers expressed
the same ideas. If we do not , it will be because
we deliberately harden our hearts against the
manifest truth of God. This I would not do
for all the gold that is buri ed in the earth.
It was madn ess to invent the idea that in the
New Testament psallo referred to the voice, after
conceding that a century or two before it had
pointed to the instrument.
If the meaning of
psallo had undergone such change , the New Testament writers , guided by ordinary common sense,
not to say by inspiration , would have avoided
using a word so confusing and with such a history
to indicate singing, and forbid accompaniment , when
writing Heaven's message to mankind, for there
were other Greek words ·available. Even human
17
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prudence would have restrained them from employing a word the meaning of which could, with
reason, be questioned, or which would afford pretext for all this controversy, for which the writers
of the New Testament are not chargeable.
He
who takes that unscientific and unhistoric position,
enters the class with affusionists who insist that
baptizo likewise shed its earlier meaning when
called upon to do duty in the New Testament.
Think of Louisville linking up with Chicago!
Of M. C. Kurfees making common cause with C. C.
Morrison, and loaning him his psallo penknife
(Jer. 36: 23) with which to cut baptizo out of the
Scriptures!
Yet that is exactly what Mr. Kurfees
has done. Mr. Morrison's book, The Meaning of
Baptism,' but follows in the steps of Instriimental

Music in Worship, borrowing its plan, and building upon its deductions. Both escape the obvious
teaching by having the hated word accommodatingin Mr. Kurfees'
ly change its meaning-psallo
Truly, error,
book; baptizo in Mr. Morrison's.
like politics, '' makes strange bedfellows'' ! Each
author holds tenaciously to a dogma which flatly
contradicts the known meaning of certain Greek
words, as they come from the hands that wrote
the New Testament. Each employs about an equal
amount of sophistry-all
he can command-with
a like degree of artfulness.
Before they began
to write, the difficulties loomed about equally high
before each ; and when they laid down their
pens, an equal degree of success had attended
their efforts; that is to say that the majestic Mississippi-as it had done ere they began-continued
on in the course it had pursued for ages.
Just as Cremer 's saying, in Biblico-Theological
Greek Lexicon of the New Testament (giving
the usual definition of baptizo), '' The peculiar
New Testament and Christian use of the word,''
gives Mr. Morrison (in his book, The Meaning of
Baptism) no pretext for reading into this phrase

1 The
appeal to the signification of baptizo in the classic Greek
of any age does not settle anything with respect to its use in the New
Testament ....
An indication of a hundred passages in general Greek
literature in which baptizo is shown to mean "immerse/' or its equiv·
alent would not determine the meaning of the word as used in the
New 'Testament ...
. Bnt besides their primary and figurative use, it
is a common phenomena for words to branch out into new meanings
through association ....
This assumption that words retain their root
meanings throughout their entire usage is purely fictitio1<s. In the
case of psallo as we have seen [Here he should have said, "Thanks
to Mr. M. 0. 'Kurfees."-0.
E. P.l, there is a clear refutation of Mr.
Campbell's first assumption.
This word's meaning was the specific
physical action "pluck," or "pick." In it~ specialized use of "sin~"
0
or "making melody in your hearts, there 1s no trace whatever of its
root meaning.
The word actually did what Mr. Campbell said a word
could not do· namely. "alienated from itself" its primary and took to
itself a meaning specifically different from that intimated in the parent
•tock (Meaning of Ba,ptism, p. 25f.).
Several quotations might be drawn from the book, regarding the
alleged change of meaning of psallo, which make it clear that Mr.
Morrison relies largely on this fiction of Mr. Kurfees' (that the mean·
fog of psallo changed) as the opening of a door through _which to
bring among us another heresy-an
equally plansible fiction-that
baptizo changed its meaning: before the. New Testament period. Such
indicate the lent(ths to which man will go to escape the mamfest
meaning of the Holy Scriptures.
Whether ~reating of psallo or. baptizo, Christians should not resort to the pettifoggery of Jacob Ditzler ,
affusionist, who, in debating on baptism fifty years ago, made a like
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ado o_ver his pretension that baptizo had thus undergone a change of
meanmg.
My loyal brethren, let us not join hands with the enemy to
pull down the house of faith upon our own heads.
·
That Mr. Morrison's "hundred passages in general Greek litera·
ture," in which baptizo is shown to mean immerse" or its equivalent
"would not determine the meaning of the word as used in the Nm~
Testament,''. mu~t shock and pain every loyal believe,·. But he who
shall 1·ead m this volume more than "a hundred passages in general
Greek literature in. which psallo is ~hown to mean 'p1ay,' " must not,
thereafter, oppose mstrumental music, or else he must make common
cause with Mr. Morrison in 1·ejecting whateve1· refutes his erroneously
held belief.
11
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that it implies that baptizo is performed in some
new or peculiar way ; so is there no excuse £or
holding that '' the peculiar use of psallo in the
New Testam ent" has to do with a new or peculiar
method by which the act is performed. If men
are to be asked to desist from making such
groundless claim regarding baptizo, is it too much
to say that this parallel contention regarding
psallo should be put forward no more 1
In this volume we quote a convincingly large
list of lexicons, completely proving that bapti zo
means ''immerse.''
We rightly say that he who
shitts his eyes and will not see is the only one
who does not know the true meaning of bapti zo.
But this volume contains a much fuller list of
definitions of psallo than was, perhaps, ever gathered in support of bapti zo or any other New
Testament word, and the meaning is thus none
the less absolutely established. Therefore, what
will be said of him who stubbornly shuts his eyes
to this truth, just as the affusionist, with like obstinacy, shuts his eyes to the other 1
Again, we herein bring forth an ample array
of excerpts from early Greek writers, the contexts
of which prove that the authors employed bapti zo
to express the meaning assigned to it by the lexicons. Thus equipped, for a century we have
boldly declared that he who ignored all this is
lost to reason. But, again, this volume contains
a far greater and more convincing array of
examples of the uses of psallo by classical and

post-classical authors , by secular and Christian
writers, covering the entire period in question-so
far as we know, the most extensive ever marshaled
in support of any thesis-in which it is overwhelmingly demonstrated that the admitted meaning of
the word centu ries, before was still the meaning
at the time, and centuries after the time, when
the New Test~ ent was written. That being true,
he who rejects all this dare not henceforth show
his face to tell the affusionist that he is not
amenable to the voice of scholarship.
But the far-seeing wisdom of our loving heavenly Father, '' not willing that any should perish,
but that all should come to repentance,'' knowing
the blindness of partisan eyes, and the hardness
of prejudiced heart s, in the sacred volume told
us how the act enjoined in the command to "baptizo" is performed. So we read of "goirig down
into the water;" "coming up out of the water;"
"much water;" "buried with him by baptism ,"
etc.
But if we are thus fortified in the Scriptures
against erroneous translations of bapti zo-if the
Bible itself ·tells us how the act is performed,
so that the wayfaring need not look outside
the Book to find what lexicons or the classics have
to say-in like manner God's all-seeing eye beheld the time when divine testimony would be
required to settle this music controversy, as well
as that in regard to baptism , and the same certain
method was pursued ; that is, we are directed to
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psallo, and are also told how the act is performed;
namely, by the instrument, with the hand. So we
read: "Psalate unto him with the psaltery of ten
strings;" "Psalate unto Jehovah with the harp; "
'' A man who is a skillful player [psallein] on the
harp ... he shall psalei with his hand.''
On both
the music and baptismal questions, God has left
room for no doubt. If you prefer to trust the
unsupported word of a man in his book, instead
of the word of God in His Book, that the meanings
and actions of bapti zo and psallo conveniently
changed just before the New Testament was written, Mr. Morrison and Mr. Kurfees will accommodate you. But the proof for one is the proof for
the other, and is all expressed in the one short
word, NoNE.

Defeat, defending error,

Is triumph for the true.
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X.
COMMENTARIES CORROBORATE

T

HOSE to whom the ·present volume appeals
are such as are anxious to know and to do
the will of God. To ascertain that will, they
do not consult mental or physical impr essions,
nor do they regard superstitious signs, dreams or
visions, but , remembering that '' every scripture
is God-breathed and profitable-unto
teaching, unto
conviction, unto correction, unto th e discipline
that is in righteousness,-in
ord er that ready may
be the man of God unto every good work being
well-prepared,'''
they turn, naturally, to the word
of God. They know that the various translation s
are altogether human, and that the work of scholarship, though not to be despised, is not infallibl e;
that it is both a right and a duty to compare and
to make appeal to the Greek in which the New
Testament was deposited.
Hence, if there is uncertainty in regard to
doctrine, such as baptism, or to a practice , as to
the use or non-use of musi cal instruments , they
know that duty requires that a resort be had
'2 Tim . 3: 16, Emphasized New Testament.
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to the Greek words, and the meanings of such
Greek words, in which the divine deliverance is
couched. We find that this divine message in
regard to acceptable music is given to us in the
verbs ado and psallo. The meaning of the first
is not questioned. Regarding that of the second,
one view has been that since before the dawn of
our era it has been synonymous with that of the
first, while those who hold differently insist that
when employed in the New Testament it retained
its admitted earlier meaning. A great court of
a hundred lexicographers was assembled, and to
that body of unsurpassed scholars successful appeal
was made.
However, recognizing the right of any one
to go behind that decision and appeal to the
same early writers upon whom the lexicographers
had drawn, a second appeal was perfected, in
which it was established, the author believes, to
the satisfaction of every candid reader, that the
lexicons were a perfect echo of the authors, but
that if there is any difference, the instrumental
significance of the word psallo in the New Testament period was stronger and more specific in
the works of secular and early Christian writers
than the lexicons ha_d declared.
While we have now the decree of the court
of last resort, it may aid us in adjusting our minds
and teachings to this edict to inquire what others
hold and teach. Of course, we would prefer to
exchange views with the most learned-those whose

views ar e worth while. To that end let us inquir e
what a few of the world 's gr eatest commentators
hav e to say regarding the meaning of psallo
in the New Testam ent. We are not much concerned in r egard to this class of evidence, now
that we hav e laid a foundation of fact.
Word ·s tud ies in N ew T estament (Vincent ) .
As scholar , educator, writer and exegete, Marvin
R. Vincent is regarded as th e peer of any:
"1 Cor. 14: 15: I will sing [psallo] (see note on Jae.
5: 13). The verb ado is also used for sing (Eph. 5: 19 ;
Apoc. 5: 9 ; 14 : 3 ; 15: 3). In the last two passages it is
combined with playing on harps. In Eph. 5: 19 we have
both verbs. Some think that the verb has here its original
signiii.cation of singing with an inst rument. This is its
dominant sense in th e Septuagint , and both Basil and
Gregory of Nyssa define a psalm as implying instrumental
accompaniment, and Clement of Alexandria, while forbidding
the use of the :flute in th e agap re,1 permitted th e harp.',.
On J as. 5: 13: "It seems almost certain that at the time
of the establishment of the church, tunes or melodies were
unknown.''
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As to measure, notation for indicating pitch
and the relative length of musical sounds, the
Encyclopedia Britannica says:
1 The Lord's
Supper.
• Just as the organ was welcomed gen erally in worship forty years
ago where the vi olin would ha ve sh ocked because of its use in the
dance. Clement makes this pl ain, and , th ou gh tre ating the subject at
great length, does n ot hint tha t th e u se of an y' instrument, even those
which he oppos es, is unscriptur al. It is signifi can t that of the opposers of all the centuries, it r emain ed f or m odern polemi cs to tell U8
that. With Vinc ent , every one who se works I read touching the
subje ct, exceptin g a few who war aga inst instrum ental music, stated
that Clement permi tted the harp or certain instruments in worship.
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'' Centuries rolled over Christendom before there was
any chr onicled attempt to find a principle for supplying thie
musical necessity."

And he wrote this as Professor of the New
Testament in Harvard University, by way of
€xegesis upon psallo and passages in the New
Testament containing it , regarding which I consulted him.

The same might be said of part-singing; and
I know some loyal souls who, owing to this fact,
deem it sinful to sing any but the soprano part.
If we are to be slaves to alleged apostolic pattern,
let's go the full length, and vie with each other,
striving to see how abject we can be-no hymnbooks, no tuning-forks or pipes, no instruments,
no tunes, no part-singing, no meter, and only
monophonic or antiphonic songs. But if we are
freemen in Christ, let us '' stand fast in the liberty
wherewith Christ hath made us free,'' cultivate
our God-given musical faculties, dedicate them to
the worship of the adorable Giver, and thus demonstrate the highest quality of loyalty.
Professor Ropes, of Harvard University, author
of the most recent commentary published, in note
on Jas. 5: 13, says of psallein:
"Properly to play the harp ••• but the word does not
necessarily imply the use of an instrument.''

Where Christians, if they will, can have instruments and players, is it not better to do a thing
"properly" 1 Manifestly, Professor Ropes, in harmony with scholars generally, would never grant
that th e instrument is excluded. In fact, in a
recent letter to the author, he uses these words:
"I am in full agreement with you that the use of instrumental music in religious services is appropriat e."
264

Matthew H enry's
1136:

Commentary, Vol. VI., p.

On Eph. 5: 19: "By psalms may be meant David's
Psalms, or such composures as were :fitly sung with musical
instruments.
By hymns may be meant such others as were
confined to matter of praise."

It will appear that this learned and reverent
commentator recognized the fact that when Paul
employed the Greek noun psalmos, it meant songs
accompanied with an instrument.
Dean Alford, whose scholarship is beyond question, on the passages in the epistle of Paul to the
Ephesians, and that of James, says:
"Eph . 5: 19: Psalms are not to be confined to
hymns.
The word properly signifi ed those sacred songs
which were performed with musical accompaniments . So
Basil (on the Psalm s), Vol. I., page 124; and Gregory of
Nyssa (in Migne 's), Vol. I., page 493: ••• Hymn is the
J as. 5: 13, psalleto
word for song withou t accompaniment.
-let him sing prais e; literall y, let him play on an instru ment; but used in Romans, 1 Corinthians and elsewhere, of
singing praises generally."

There it stands-a perfect guide-board! Psalm,
a sacred song with mitsical accompa,.niment; hymn,
a song without accompaniment. In the New Testa265
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ment, in the words of Rotherham , we are '' divinely invited'' in worship to employ both. Repeatedly
Paul dire cts us to employ both psalms and hymns
(psalmos and humnos), songs with accompaniment,
and songs without.'

leading idea of its verb psallo is to play such
accompaniment.
Thus Lightfoot
agrees with
Trench, who, when calling attention to the use
by Paul of all three words, psalmos, humnos and
ode,' in the one phrase, says that Paul was not
tempted by rh etoric to use three words where one
could have expressed his meaning. That all three
of the above Gr eek words , or that the two of them,
psalmos and ode, expressed the same idea would
hardly have occurred to any one but for the necessity of upholding an untenable theory. Even
the Revisei·s were entangled by the idea, and had
to coin "make melody" to escape their dilemma.

Lightfoot's Commentary on Colossians.
On
3: 16, after quoting the definition of Gregory of
Nyssa, to the effect that the Greek noun psalmos
speaks of instrumental music; that ode names the
music produced by the mouth; and that humnos
is songs of praise to God for blessings enjoyed,
Lightfoot adds:
"In other words, while the leading idea of psalmos is a
musical accompaniment, and that of hit1wnos is praise to
Ood, ode is the general word for a song, whether accompanied or unaccompanied, wheth er of praise or any other
subject. Thus it was quite possible for th e same song to be
at once psalmos, lmmnos and ode.''

It needs not the saying that if the leading
idea of psalmos is a musical accompaniment, the
1 'rhat
the Greek nouns ode, hum noa and psalmos are secular, is
shown even in the few examples in Chapter V. hereof.
Di sclaimin g
any purpo se of expressing an opinion, or of indicating th e right answer, I wish to ask: In Col. 3: 16, may not this be the apostle's
thought:
[psalmos] and
"Employ music of both kind s, instrumental
vocal [humnoa]" I
As tending to render likely this idea, Rotherham, instead of
King James' "psalmos and hwmnos and spiritual songs ," omits both
conjunctions.
Though retaining both and (s). the Revisers admit that
Rotherham is right, and that neither and was in the original, for they
print both in itali cs to denote that they supplied them. This would
leave "spiritual songs" free to tell the character of the hwmnoa, which
is vocal and immediatel y precedes, and possibl y also of th e psalmos,
if, as seems p1·obab le, the word refers not alone to the insirum&nt,
but to accompanied sing in g. If this expresses the apostle's thought,
its acceptan ce would dissipate the fog surround in g the passag e, that
has mystified commentators so lon g.
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T. C. Edwards'

Commentary:

1 Cor. 14: 15: "Psallo (froin psao) meant originally to
'twang the strjngs with the tips of the :fingers'; then, 'to
sing to the accompaniment of the harp,' which is the more
frequent signification in LXX. Basil accordingly defines a
psalm as 'a musi cal composition whenever one strikes upon
the instrument rhythmica lly in acco1·dance with harmonious
sounds' (Hom. in Ps. 29) .
"And Gregory of Nyssa: 'A psalm (psalmos) is a
melody by means of a musical instrument.'
"E xposi tors take for granted that psallo is used in our
passage generically as synonymous with ado. Certainly in
Col. 3: 16 adontes alone occurs, while in the parallel passage
(Eph. 5: 19) we have adontes and psaliontes, apparently an
amplification of the expression. But why may we not suppose that the Corinthian Christians, when giving forth
ecstatic utterances in song, accompanied the vocal singing
1

Eph. 5: 19;

Col. S: 16 .
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with strains of music on the hai·p 1 The gift of tongues
may on occasion have approached the frenzy of the Bacchanal.
'' It is probable that they had introduced the harp, if
not the :flute, into the Christian feast of the Agape . Clement
of Alexandria (Peed. II., p. 193, Potter) permits the use of
the harp and lyre. 1 We can have no difficulty in thinking
that the apostle uses the word psallo metap horicall y in reference to himself. He may hav e the Psalmist's words, which
he cites also in Rom. 15: 9, in his mind. David's harping
was accompanied by an intelligent confession of the Lord's
goodness, and the apostle declares that he also will play his
harp-that
is, praise the Lord-with his reason.''

Revisers intend ed to exclude instruments, or that
it is honest to quote them or their Revision
agai nst the instrument, in view of these statements1'''

Critical Doctrinal and I-I orniletical Cornrnentary
(Schaff ) . Reference 1s had to psallo in this
comment:
"1 Cor. 14: 15: I will sing with the spirit, and I will
sing with the understand ing also-a proof that th e prayer
wal! accompanied with song and harp also.''

And yet these words are by the president of
the committee which gave us the American Revision, upon which oppon ents have thought they
could rely. Let us par ap hra se their slogan , '' Sur ely the Greeks know their own language,'' letting
the reprodu ction r ead : '' Surely the Revisers know
their own meani ng." See statements in Chapter
XL by M. B. Riddle , and Timoth y Dwight, two
of President Schaff's fellow-Revisers , and ask
yourself: '' Can a fair mind believe that the
1 Th at is, "one hundred
years after the New Testament was WTit·
ten, Clement permitted the harp and lyre." Yet all during thi s music
controversy, men have look ed w ise and solemn while asserti ng that
seven hun dred to twelve hundred ye&rs rolled over the church before
musi cal instruments were brought in.
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1 Three
or four years ago a tract ;tppea red , "Is Instrumental
Mu sic in Psallo V" built almost entir ely upon the fact that the author
had copied Eph. 5: 18, 19 and Col. 3 : 16 from twenty·five versions
of the Bi ble , in all but one of which psallo is translated with no ref·
eren ce to playing . It should enable him to see that there is very
little in hi s contribution to the n\usic question to remark that I have
examined Mark 16 : 16 and Acts 2: 38 in a greater number of versions,
and not one of them renders ba.ptfao by "immerse," or an equiva·
lent . If th e translators or revis ers of the twenty-five "versions evi·
dently represent the ver y hi ghest and best scho la:ship,'_' this is none
the less true of baptizo as well as psallo. Havmg given cha racter
to a wit ness, it is awkward to haYe to then tur n and discredit him.
Ima gine Campbell and Rice debating.
The latter affirms: "In·
strumental music is Scriptural."
I,,ising to r eply, Mr. Campbell produces twenty-fiv e versions of
the New Testament, ''by eminent Greek scholars," to prove that they
do not authoriz e it. F urther repl ying to all that Mr. Rice had shown
regardin g the meaning of psallo, Mr. Campbell grants it all, but adds:
"Just before the New Testament was written, psallo lost all reference
to ins'truments , and came to indi cate una ccompa nied singing, and
that only."
Exi t the vanquish ed Mr. Ric e.
Coming to th e secon d proposit ion, l'.fr. Campbell eloquently affirms:
HOnly im1nersion is Christian bapti sm."
Upon ri sing to r eply, Mr. Ri ce brings forth fifty versions of the
New Test ame nt, "by emin ent Greek scho lars," and estab lishes that not
one of them contains the word "immerse," or an equiva lent adding,
with a chuckle: "Sance for the goose is sauce for the gander."
Con·
tin ning , he concedes t hat most of what Mr. Campbe ll ha d shown as
t o th o m eaning of baptizo hail been true, unti l just before the New
'I1estament was written, wlien baptizo lost its specific or root. mean·
ing, and came to indicate in the New Te st ament any initiatory. act
or rit e. Exit the wounded an d hu mbled Mr . Campbell, muttermg:
It seems to be a
"I had no idea that blund erbu ss was loaded.
poor rnle that will n ot work both ways ."
The author of the tr act, G. D . Smith, quotes fi·qe Greek schol ars
as to the purport of psallo, not one of whom supports his contentio n.
The substance of each is given below, abridging for br evity:
"Of course it is possible accompaniment was used ."-V ataw.
"The wor d m ay or may n ot imply instrumental
acco mpaniment.
It can not be adduced as evidence on either sute."-Dah l. (Yet the
author adduc es it.-0.
E. P.)
"Primarily 'to pluck,' as a h arp-s tring, hence, 'to play a stringed
instrument;' in the New Test ament, 'singing praise;' in the Septun.·
gint, singing with an in strumen t.' No conc lusio n can be based upon
the word as to the use of instrumental music in the New Testam ent
chur ch."-Vin cent. (Yet Mr . Smith ba ses very positive conc lu sions .
1

1

- 0. E . P. )
The earlier meaning was 'to sing to accompaniment.'
'

1

also proliable
(That it had
That it came
abl e. I have

But it is
that sin ging wit hout came to be denoted by it."-Rop es.
meant " to sing to accompaniment,''
h e states pos itively.
to indicate singing unaccom pan ied he only regards prob ·
a letter five years lat er from Professor Ro pes , as to the
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Word Studies in the New Testam ent (Vincent):
"J as. 5: 13. PsaUeto. The word means primarily to
'pluek' or ' twiteh.'
Henee, of the sharp twang on a bow·
string or harp -string, and so, 'to play upon a stringed instru•
ment.'
Our word 'psalm' derived from this is, properly, a
tune played upon a stringed instrument.
The verb, however, is used in the New Testament of singing praise generally.''

Is not this the manifest meaning 1 The primary
meaning is "to t'vitch."
Its musical meaning,
"to play a stringed instrument."
Its cognate
noun, "psalm" ( from psalmos ), is, properly, any
kind of tune played upon a stringed instrument,
but in the New Testament the verb is used to
refer to worshipful music only.
I am led to ask the question because opposers
of instrum ents craftily distort similar lexical
definitions in a way that would make Vincent's
last sentence say: '' The verb, however, is used
New Testament use of psallo, in which he says: "I am in full agree·
ment with you that the u se of instrumental music in religious services
is appropriat e." -0.
E. P .)
"Before I had other evidence than that of the me1·e words of the
text (Eph . 5: 19 and Col. 3: 16), I would say that psalmoi8 [I think
the professor w1·ote psalmos.-0 . E . P .] meant songs sung to the
Ga.pps.
accompanim ent of the harp."-Edward
Upon th e above, llfr. Smith makes thi s remarkable comment: "The
expression, 'before I had other evidence,' shows that he evidently has
'other evidence.' " I wrote Profes sor Capps, and copied verbatim
from th e tract, showing the use Mr. Smith was making of the letter,
and received this reply:
ATHENS, Greece, Jan. 1, 1919 .
Your letter of September 23 has just reached me. I am deeply
engrossed in work which can not be put off, and w hich 91llows me no
leisure, whatever ; to take up the study of the word psallo, in order
to giye you a deliberate opinion. But you are absolutely safe in ~e·
pending upon the statements of the scholars whose names you g1v~
me . Mr. G. Dallas Smith has certa in ly made a gross misuse of my
•tatement, which clearly implies that I had not taken the pains ta
find, or search for, other evidence.
With kind re gard s, I am sincerely yours,
EDWARDOA.PPS.
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m the New Testament of singing praise without
accompaniment.''

Dictionary of Christi(l;n Ant iquities, edited by
Wm. Smith , D.C.L., LL.D. , Samuel Cheetham,
D.D., under '' Psalmody'':
'' Indeed, the earliest mention known to the present
writer of the use of psalmoi in Christian worship is con·
tained in a passage quoted by Eusebius against Art emon,
the heretic :
'' 'How many psalms [psalmoi] and songs [ odai] written
by faithful brethren from the beginning, celebrate [literally ,
to sing of] Christ, the Word of God, spea kin g of him as
God.''
'' There is inde ecl one passage which may contest the
It is a passage
priority of this quotation of Eusebius.
attributed to Hippolytus in the OrnUon on the End of the
Wo-rld:

"'Your
mouth I made ready for giving glory, and to
speak praise and psalms [psalm011s] and spiritual songs
f odas]'" (Vol. II., p. 1743).

Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, the monumental work now issuing from the press under
the able editorship of Dr. James Hastings , fur1 In
twentieth-century
English , what does Eusebius say if not
this!
"How many instrumental
and vocal compositions (or songs
with and without accom paniment) written by faithful brethr en from
the beginning of the churc h [Luk e 24: 47; Acts 2: 41; 11: 151 eel&
brate Christ, the Word of God, speaking of him as God."
Like1Vise, it mak es good sense and comports with all that we
have learned ., to say that the pa ssage from the Oration means that God .
!'J&d~ ~ur ' mouths to give God glory in speec h, in song, and also
m smgmg to the harp.
Ju st ns Trench says Paul would not have
used three mu sicnl words (psalmos , hwmnos and ode), unless he had
wish ed to expr ess different meanings , it seems safe to conclude that
neither would Hippolytus, who, 150 yea rs later 1 used one Greek
word for "speak," and two dissimilar words referring to music .

18
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nishes an exhaustive, informing article on Chris tian music, from which we glean a few excerpts:

"It
is well known that instrumental music played an
important part in both the Greek and Hebrew temple rites.
, , , In the Hebrew temple, at the beginn ing of the Christian
era, the harp, lute, flute, trump et and drum were used as
accompanim ent to psalms ancl canonical hymns; yet, owing
to the necessity of avoiding comparison with pagan rites,'
instrumental music was forbidden in the early Christian
Church.
'' On the other hand , Clement of Alexan dria, in the sec·
ond century, quoting the Ps~.lmist in favor of instrumental
music, says :
'' 'If you are able to accompany yom voices with the
lyre or cithara, you will incur no censure . '
"Again, favoring instrumen ta l music, St. J erome (345·
420 A. D.) says:
'' 'That which David macle for the worship of Goel,
inventing musical instruments; ' ancl yet again:
" 'St. Aug ust ine ( 354-430 A. D.) likewise encourages
the singing of psa.lms to the lyre or psaltery.'
'' This regulation, or partial allowance, of instrumental
music in the service of the chur ch seems not to have affected
the Eastern branch, since in th e Greek Church instrumental
accompaniment has never been allowecl, probably from its
proximity to the pagan East. 1
'' The eaTliest mention of · the organ . . . is some three
centuries before Christ. It is supposed, from TefeTenccs in
the Talmud, to have been in th e Temple worship. . . .
Organs seem to have been in common use in the Spanish
churches in A. D. 450, according to Julianus, a Spanish
bishop. (Hopkins and Rimbault, the OrgO!n, London, 1877 .)
'' In conclusion, it may be said that music is the most
powerful ally that the Church has at its disposal. It can
touch the emotions and the heart whe1·e all oth er means fail.

'' Instrum ental music, with the Hebrews, seems to have
been confined to selah interludes, or flourishes on trumpets,
hand-clappings, and sweeping chords on instruments of the
harp type ....
'' Thus the musical foundation of the early church seems ·
to have been decidedly Hebraic-although
at the tim e Greek
philosophy and Greek art were dominant • . • th e early
Fathers, however, shunned the Greek instrumental accom·
paniment, as being previously associated with pagan rites.' •.•
'' It was the belief of the Middle Ages, following the
dictum of St. Paul, that women should keep silent in the
churches, and, until the Reformation, all singing of psalms
and hymns was restricted to the male choir and clergy.
[To avoid innovation, shall we withhold hymn-books from
womeni-THE AUTHOR.]
'' The liturgical music characteristic of the Eastern
(Greek) Ohurch is somewhat primitive, sung only by the
The congre·
priests and a male voice choir unaccompanied.'
gation have no part, and stand throughout.
1 Let not the fact be overlooked
that these alleged prohibitions of
musical instruments were by men only, men who lived long after the
New Testament was written.
In the present research, of the few
similar statements encount ered, not once was it hlnted that the New
Testament forbade, nor that such music was unacceptable to God.
Rather it was shunned for politic reason s-to avoid pagan ways.
2 A few of tliose who object to musical
instruments defy the ver·
diet of scholar ship as to the meaning of psallo, by triumphantly
stat·
ing that "the Greek Church [ which r egards the authority of the
New Testament as li ght ly as do es Rome] excludes the instrument.
If we are to follo,Y
Surely the Greeks kn ow their own language."
Eastern orthodoxy, we mu st prohibit singing by women when excluding the instrument.
He who brings a witness into the courts to de·
pose on one point, may not disqualify hlm from testifying on other
points.
It is sufficient to say that we who make our sole appeal to
the New Testament can m afford tc go in search of Scriptural truth
to a corrupt institution, East or West, ,vhi ch, in regard to music,
trine imm ers ion an d all else, is a law unto it self . Let a single ex·
ample illustrat e how su perstitious and un trnstworthy this institution
is. It hold s that when a priest blesses the wine, an angel descends
from heav en, beheads the Christ-child, and fills the cup with the actual blood of this "Lamb of God."
After r eading such fanaticism,
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which I am assured that it hold s, sh all we continue to hear, as if it
were an una.nswerable nrgnment against instrument s, "Surely the
Greeks know their own language" ¥
1 See footnote
No. 1, on pre, •ious page .
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If the organist is in earnest ( and the minist eT is sympatlietic ), he becomes the active colleague of his minister in his
grea.t calling.''
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be clear to every one who has delved at all deeply
into the religious use of this musical w<:>rd:
'' Psallo, to sing praise with a musical instrument.''

Archbishop Trench, calling attention to the
use by Paul of the three words to refer to music,
' .
'
i. e., psallo, ado and hii-innos, as in Eph. 5: 19,
remarks that
'' Paul was not tempted by rhetoric to use three words
. where one could have served his meaning; hence, a differen ce
Jl'lust exist .''

Also, in New Testament Synonyms,

he says:

'' Psa,Z1nos, from psao, properly 'a touching,' and then
'touc.h.ing of the harp,' or other stringed instrument, with
the fingers or with the plectrum; was next th e instrument
itself, and last of all the song sung with musical accompaniment.''

'' LAST OF ALL'' means it developed no further.
LAST

OF ALL "PSALLO"

CAME TO MEAN "SING

\\TITH

ACCOMPANIMENT."

Handley C. G. Moule, D.D., Lord Bishop of
Durham , in his scholarly work, Ephesian Studies,
page 277, note on Eph. 5 : 19:
'' Psallontes-pl'Operly,
the word should refer to instrumental music. And so it may; strings or pipe would often
accompany the Christian hymn.''

Y01mg's Analytical Concordance, at Rom. 15:
9, 1 Cor. 14: 15, and Jas. 5: 13, states what must
274

. Edwards' Commentary, quoted earlier, on the
passage in 1 Corinthians states specifically, "Instrumentation is implied;" and adds, "Unless forbidden , Greek Christians would be sure to grace
their songs with music.''
Meyer, who ranks with the world's greatest
and fairest exegetes, comments thus on Eph. 5: 19 :
"Properly, psalrnos (which originally means the making
of the cithara sound) is a song in genera l, and that indeed
a~ sung to a stringed instrument; but in the New Testament
the character of the psalm is determined by the psalms of
the Old Testament."
("Character,"
not how performed.)

Evidently Meyer means: '' Psalmos originally
means any kind of song if sung to a stringed instrument, regardless of its character.
But of
course the character of a New Testament psalmos
would be religious, as were the Old Testament
psalmos, and sung to instrumental accompaniments,
as Old Testament psalms were.''

1906 A. D.

The Psalms (Kirkpatrick):

'' The Septuagint translators employed the word psalmoa
to render the Hebrew word mizmor, which was the technical
term for a song with musical accompaniment. The collection
[of Psalms) was styled simply psalms [psalmos], as in the
Vatican MSS., psalmoi, or The Book of Psalms , or in lat er
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times, psalter or psalterion.
The Greek words ha ve come
down to us through the Latin psalmi,s, psaltervwm.''

Weymouth, in his excellent work, The New
Testament in Modern Speech, in a note on 1 Corinthians, regarding psallo, says:
'' The word may imply instrumental

accompaniment.''

C. F. Kling, Doctor of Theology, Marbach, renowned as scholar and expositor, commenting on
· 1 Cor. 14: 15, concludes thus:
'' A proof that the prayer was accompanied
and harp also. ''

'' Psallo denot.ed, first, playing on strings, then singi ng
to such accompamment.
Eph. 5: 19 distinguishes this verb
from ado. · The edito r thinks that instrumentation is implied·
unl ess forbidden, Greek Christians would be sure to grac;
their songs with music.''
On Eph. 5: 19: '' Psalrnos is a religious song, especially
one sung to a musical accompaniment, and par excellence an
Old Testam ent psalm.''

Finding them so pertinent and illuminating, I
quote from the discriminating Studies in Psalms
(p. 2lff.) a list of brief excerpts from the works
of the following notable commentators:

with song

Our author here cites in corroboration the great
German scholar and reformer, whose Grecized
name is Osiander, and who, next to Melancthon,
was the colaborer of Luther.
The above has the virtual weight of four great
names: J. P. Lange, D.D.; D. W. Poor, D.D., and
Philip Schaff, D.D., as well as that of Dr. Kling.
Kling's Commentary on Corinthians was edited by
Lange, and included in his massive Bibelw erk.
Thence it was translated
(actually rewritten)
by Dr. Poor, who says:
'' The additions by me, it will be seen, amount to over
one-quarter of the whole commentary ."

This, in turn, was approved by Philip
the general editor of Scribner's edition.

Schaff,

Th e Expositor's Greek Testament (5 vols. ), in
note on 1 Cor. 14: 15, says :
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_Delitz seh: '' As Hupfeld has shown, zi m-nier, as being
a direct onomatopoetic word, signifies, like canere 'to make
. ' m
. the widest sense; the more exact usage
' of the
music
IEnguage, however, distinguishes between zimme r and slwr
as 'to pl~y' and '.to _sing.' With beth (preposition) instrumental zmvmer s1gmfies 'to sing with a musical accomp~niment,' and zimrah is, occasionally, as in Amos 5: 23
d_ue~tly 'mus~c,' 'melod~.'
Accordingly, 1nizmor ('psal m ')
s1gmfies techmcally the piece of music, and shir ... the words
of the song" (Com., I., 131, 132).
Perowne (Perronef) on Ps. 47: 6, 7: " 'Make melody '
.
or ' srng
an d p 1ay. ' The word [zammeru ] means both to sing'
and to play.' The Septuagint, rightly, psalate."
Kirkpatrick (Cambridge Bible--same text): "The verb
from which mizmor ('psalm')
is derived ...
appears originally to have meant 'melody,' like the Latin canere but came
to be applied sp~cially _to instrumental music, as di;tinguished
from vocal music. Mizrnor, then, means 'a piec e of music ,
'a song with in strumenta l accompaniment.' "
'
1 It
seems certain this is the meaning· "Zirnmer," the Hebrew
'':'ord, means the. conjo int act, "to sing and play."
'!,he Septuag,·nt
rightly rendered 1t psalate, which means the same.
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Joseph B. Mayor, Emeritus Professor of King 's
College, London, in note on J as. 5 : 13 :
'' Psalleto, properly used of playing on a stringed instrument, as L1toiatn Para.site 17, 'it is impossible to pipe without
a flut e, or to psallevn without a lyre.' We find it also used
o± singing with the voice and with th e heart."

XI.

James Hardy Ropes, Professor of the New Testament, Harvard University:

UNANIMOUS VOICE OF THE WORLD'S
GREEK SCHOLARS

"Psallo, in the New Testament use, has substantially the
meaning of our word 'sing,' which is used of vocal music
both with and without accompaniment. If the writers had
intended to speak of accompanied singing, they would hav e
used psallo.''

Dear, earnest, conscientious reader, please
ponder that last sentence wit h an open mind! If
the writers of the New Testament had intended
to speak of accompanied singing, they would have
'Used"psall o." Does the reader know of any other
Greek word that they could have employed to mean
both "p lay and sing"?
We close the chapter
with the pertinent words of P rofessor Stephenson,
of DeP auw: '' So commentators and lexicographers alike are distinctly not on the n on-instrumenta l side of the ar gument .''

"Behold, how good and how pleasant it is
For brethren to dwell together in unity! "- Ps. 133: 1.
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UT pausing often to quote from
W I'l'HO
"Who's Who?" or to mention the attainments of each scholar who shall speak for us , I
urge upon the r eader's attention the exalted standing of all the witnesses , as well as the definite
and conclusive nature of their test imony. Of our
first witness, the Standard Encyclopedia (Vol.
XIX., p. 312) says:
'' Bern adotte Perrin, born in 184 7 at Goshen, Conn., was
graduated from Yale in 1869, and subsequently studied at
the Universities of Tubingen, L eipzig and Berlin. After
acting as instructor at Yale and at Hartford High School,
he was Professor of Greek at ·western Reserve Uni vers ity
( 1881-93) ; was Professor of Greek ( 1893-1901), and since
then has been Lampson Prof essor at the University of Yale.
In addition to contributions on Greek and Roman history to
scientific journals, he has edit ed texts of Cresar 's Civil
War (1882); Homer's Odyssey, Books I.-VII.
(1889-94);
the Classical Series in Twentieth Century Text-books, with
J . H. Wright and A. F. West , and a translation with introduction and commentary on Themistocles and Aristide s in
Plutarch's Greek Lwe s ( 1901)."
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In this research, I used with profit some of the
above, and a number of later translations.
This
celebrated authority says:

the mantle of John A. Broadus, ripe scholar, Professor of Ancient Languages and Homiletics , and
president of said institution.
The Doctor already is the author of about
twenty learned works along the line of his calling,
and others are issuing from his fertile, gifted pen.
A Short Grammar of the Greek N ew Testament
has passed through several editions. His monumental work, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the Light of Historical Research (1914
A. D.), containing n early :fifteen hundred pages,
has not a peer in the world. As a Greek scholar,
perhaps, Dr. Robertson is not excelled in any land.
When interviewed personally, he entered heartHy into the purpose of the research, remarking:
"We have a preacher by the name of Kurfees,
here in Louisville, who is so much opposed to
instrumental
music that he stands aloof from,
and will have nothing to do with, his own brethren who use instruments.
He wrote a book against
the use of instruments.
I have it: he gave me a
copy. He claims that by the time the New Testament was written psallo had lost its earlier meaning 'to play,' and had come to mean 'to sing.'
He's wrong."'

"I know of no instance in the Greek of New Testament times where psallein can ref er to vocal music. In
Plutarch, an author who, like Lucian, uses a Greek v·ery near
to that of the New Testament, there are four pass age s
where the word is used, and in all of them the meaning can
only be 'to strike the lyre.' The passages are: P,ericles (I.),
Pompey (XXXVI.), Aratus (VI.) and Morals (p . 173 C.).
It would be labor thrown away to assemble other passages.
The contention of the book to which you refer [I nst. Mus.
in Wp., by M. C. Kurfees, that before the New Testament
was written psal'lo had lost all reference to the instrument
and had come to refer exclusively to the voice] is wholly
absurd.''

Professor Perrin is right, for the four passages
he cites are conclusive to the open mind in quest
of truth. But prejudice has a power to hoodwink
that no man can measure.
Realizing this, and
being supremely desirous that not one identified
with the Restoration should fail to see the truth,
I continued consciously "throwing labor away,"
until I amassed thirty times as much material as
the Professor truly said was ample.
Th e following, extremely valuable because of
the inherent strength of the testimony, has, if
possible, greater weight because of him who testifies.
The statement is' by Dr. A. T. Robertson,
Professor of New Testament Interpretation, Southern Baptis t Theological Seminary, and upon whose
worthy shoulders, as son-in-law and successor, fell
280

1 A word
manifesting much re straint upon the part of a scholar
who knows just as a carpenter or woodman knows, and would pity
the presumption of a man from the city or prairie who, with a motive,
would in sist that a walnut board or tree is oak. Professor Perrin,
without repression, expressed him self in wr iting after the manner of
many who spoke to me orally, and his comment is typical of every one:
"The contention is wholly absurd."
What prospect is there of winning the world for Christ while proclaimin g and insisting upon a view of the Greek New Testament which
the Greek scholarship of this and eighteen previous centuries unite s in
declaring is 'wholly absurd" 1
1
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Without hesitation, the Doctor cheerfully consented to contribute a statement in support of my
thesis, as if it were the duty of all to combat error
and publish truth.
Responding to the questions
as to the meaning of psallo, and whether, just
prior to the New Testament period, it had lost its
earlier musical meaning '' to play,'' and had, in- ·
stead, taken on a new meaning '' to sing,'' the
Doctor reached to the shelves in his study which
contain, perhaps, three thousand volumes which
specialize in relation to his profession, got a book,
and, for answer to my twofold query, read as
follows, translating the Greek text as he proceeded.
370 A. D. Gregory of Nyssa on Psalm 103
· ( I., p. 295) :
~ 'Psalm
[psalmos] is the melody throug h the musical
instrument [the orgwnon].
"Song [ode] is the cry of melody [ melos] or music with
words which takes place by means of the mouth.
s ] is the praise offered to God for the
"Hymn [ lwimi?W
good things that we possess. "

Having :finished translating
Gregory's definition, Dr. Robertson remarked how p erfect ly the
passage meets the issue, esta blishes the signification of. psallo and ado, and refutes the pretension
that the meaning of psallo had undergone radical
change.
Expressing his delight over our good
fortune in having testimony so relevant from such
an admirable witness, he added:
'' This threefold definition by Gregory, so exactly to the
point and so conclusive, is as good as you could wish, and it
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a lone compensat es you for your t rip from
Louisville. ' '

Cincinnati

to

To cover in a scholarly way any remammg
phases of the issue, he took his pen and wrote as
follows:
'' PsaUo origina lly meant to strike an instrument like a
harp; and then to sing to the music of the instrument.
This
v.as its common use, and the Psalms were sung with musical
accompaniments . The ear ly Christians seem to have followed
Jewish usage in the use of musical instruments in praising
God.''

Prof. Richard Gottheil , Chief of the Oriental
Division, New York Public Library, now and for
three decades holding a like position in the Department of Semitic Languages, Columbia University, and at whose feet, among many educators,
sat Prof. J. E. Frame, Professor of the New Testament, Union Theologi cal Seminary, favors us
with a brief paragraph on the Greek verb. But
his rich contribution consists in his scholarly presentation of the meaning of psallo as it came from
the hand of inspired New T esta ment writers , as
demonstrated in the Peshito Syriac Vers ion, perhaps the ear lies t translation of the original Greek
New Testament, and, as Philip Schaff, president of
the Revision Committee, truly says: '' The Peshito
has been justly called 'the queen of (ancient) versions.' ''
'' Psal'lein in classical Greek always means to play a
stringed instrument with the fingers as opposed to krekevn,
tu play on such instrument with the plectron.
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"I think your contention that psallo, in the New Testa ·
ment, indicates the instrull!ent is correct.
I have looked
with care at the passages you cite. Rom. 15: 9, in the
Peshito Syriac, has z1111n
mllir as the re nd ering of the Greek
psalo. 1 Cor. 14: 15 has the same Syi·iac word, used in the
same way, to translate the same Greek word. There is entire
agreement among authorities that this Syriac word denotes
the instrument or its function.
"J as. 5: 13 reads : W en hadhe nehweh mezammar; 'if he
rejoices, let him play.'
"I think that the Hebrew root zamar means originally
The concurrent
'to play an instrument, to make music.'
Arabic root za;mara is usua lly rendered 'to play upon a reed
or pip e.' There is supposed to be another root in the Hebrew
zamar meaning 'to prune, to trim.'
I believe it to be the
same root. Originally it denoted 'to cut a reed '-then,
'to
use the reed as a pipe and play (music) with it.'
Z emora h
means 'a branch' or 'a twig'; mazmerah means 'a pruning·
knife . ' ''

A few scrupulous brethren, to whom I have
shown the definitions contained in Chapter IV.,
have seen that psallo indicated an instrument, but
wondered if we are restricted to strings . It seems
certain that Syrians and their neighbors, 150 years
after the New Testament was written, did not so
believe.
Prof. Max L. Margolis, Dropsie
Hebrew and Cognate Learning:

College for

'' I have looked up for you the passages in the Peshito
Syriac Version, and this is the result:
"Rom. 15: 9: 'E za;mmar ( the same twice in 1 Cor. 14: 15).
'' Eph. 5: 19 ancl Col. 3: 16: The parti cipl es are expressed
by hewwitun z1111nr
in; that is, in the form er passage, the two
Greek participles are ccmbined into one.
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"Jas . 5: 13: Nehwe mezammar.
"Psalmos, in 1 Cor. 14 : 26, Eph. 5: 19 and Col. 3: 16, is
expressed by mazmora, while ode in Ephesians and Colossians
is rendered zemire tha.
'' The Syriac TOot means both to sing with th e voice and
play an instrument.''

D. F. Estes, Professor of New Testament
terpretation,
Colgate University, testifies:

In-

"The Greek verb psallo originally meant to play a musi·
cal instrument, to strike the lyre. But, as oft en happ ens,
this me1rning was gradually modified, and it came to mean to
sing, not only with an accompaniment, but also with no stress
on the idea of accompaniment.
In Rom. 15: 9 and 1 Cor.
14: 15 accompaniment is not precluded, but in Eph. 5: 19
it does not seem to be included.
[Compar e this with the
next two comments on the same passage by Professors Hutch·
inson and Hutton.-THE
AUTHOR.]
'' It is not convenient to undertake, at present, a thorough
search of Greek literature for verification 9f the ideas stated
above, which I hold in common with most scholars of the
day.''

J. Corrin Hutchinson , Emeritus Professor
Greek, University of Minnesota, says:

of

'' For the ordinary meaning of psallo, consu lt Liddell and
Scott's Greek 'Lexicon'
and Thayer's
'Lexicon to New
Testament':
'To play the lyr e or other stringed instmment;'
'to sing with or without an accompaniment .' Compare Eph.
5 : 19, where it manifestly means to the lyre accompaniment.
'' I know of no reason whatsoever for believing that
psallo never, after the beginning of the Christian era, re·
tained its original sense . I do not believe, and I know of no
authority who does believe, that it was used of vocal music
to the entire exclusion of th e idea of an instrument.
It did
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not necessarily, in common usage, imply an instrument, nor
did it necessarily imply the lack of an instrument.
Notice,
for instance, how it is contrasted with the word ado, which
means 'to sing' (of the voice only) in Eph. 5: 19.
"One quotation (Lucian Par. 17), 'It is impossible to
psallein without a lyr e,' is as good as a score to settle this
point. I might refer you to Athenams (abo ut 225 A. D .Deip. 183 d.), where it means 'to pluck the ly1·e.' "

Prof. Maurice Hutton, of the University College, Toronto, contributes to the resAarch as follows:
'' This general truth is certain: Psallein does not only
not preclude a musical instrument, but it necessarily implies
one and most naturally a harp; tl10ugh the word might cover
less naturally a flut e, or even a modern organ or piano, since
it means to strike with the fingers.'
'' The Christian use of the word is singing with th e
accompaniment of a stringed instrument.
St . Paul's Epistle
tv the Ephesians ( 5: 19) is the authority for this use, given
by Lidde ll and Scott; in addition, Rom. 15: 9 and 1 Cor.
14 : 15. In all these cases I assume the meaning to be,
pr operly, sing to the accompaniment of the harp.
There
can not be the shadow of a doubt about the proper meaning
of the Greek word psallo, and of its original use in the
aposto lic age; no doubt (as Dean Alford says) it came to
be used care lessly, and generally of 'songs of praise'; but it
properly means, rather, melodies-tunes
of praise, played on
an instrument, and, naturally, upon the harp in particular,
since t~at was the instrument which the Greeks used most,
and which was played by the tips of the fingers striking its
chords.''
1 He
might have said: "It means to touch
fingers; to cause to vibrate by touching; to play
with the fingers ."
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The University of Virginia, Department of
Greek, by Prof. Robert H. Webb, agrees with the
all-prevailing voice of Greek scholars:
"The Greek verb psallo meant originally 'to pluck,'
'pull,' or 'twitch.'
From this general meaning it took on
the special meaning 'to pluck the strings of a musical instrument,' 'to play a str ing ed instrument.'
Finally, in the
Septuagint and New Testament, it is used to mean 'sing
t,i a musical [i. e., ha1'P] accompaniment.'
The quotation
from Lucian (second century A. D. ) meant not 'sing,' but
'play the harp,' the whole sentence being as follows: 'For
one can not play the flute without a flut e, or play the harp
[psallein] without a harp, or ride horseback without a
horse.' ''

Prof. L. R. Higgins, who presides over the Department of Greek, Ottawa University, asserts:
"Psallo, in Greek, meant (1) to play a harp, 01· (2) to
sing to the accompaniment of some such instrument.
Possibly it may sometimes have been used 'to sing without a
musical accompaniment . '
'' I should say that an instrum ental (harp) accompaniment is naturally included in Rom . 15: 9 and in 1 Car.
14: 15."

Prof. Otis Johnson Todd, the distinguished head
of the Department of the Classics for Carlton,
says:
'' The word psallein, as used by Greek writers from ab out
150 B. C. to 250 A . D .-so-called
profane authors--appears
to have had the same meaning that it had from Homer down
through the classical period; namely, 'to pluck a string'
(w hethe1· of a bow or of a musical instrum ent), or, usua lly,
'to play' ( a musica l stringed instrument; compare the expres 19
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sion 'to pick a banjo').
(Here Professor Todd cites many
instances of the use of psallo seventeen to twenty centuries
ago, wherein the context proves that the instrument, and not
the voice, is referred to.)
'' The Hebrew words' which psalleiln in the Old Testament translates (as says Grimm-Thayer's 'Lexicon to the New
Testament')
are both said by Gesenius in his 'Hebrew
Lexicon' to have the primary meaning of twanging a string.
As a result, it seems to me that throughout the Psalms (and,
of course, throughout the New Testament) it is unnecessary
to translate psalleiln by sing ; though it is possible that among
the Jews and the Christians it developed this special meaning,
although it seems strange; in view of the definite ret ention
of the original meaning of th e word by secular authors
during the early Christian centuries.
" It seems to me, from the examination of psall,ei,n that
I made, that no one could dispute that the secular writings
of the Greeks, from the very beginning until at least the
third century A. D., show psalleiln only in the sense of 'play
the lyre,' never in the sense of 'sing.'
Any translation of
psallein by 'sing,' therefore, in authors of that time, as,
e. g., in Claugh 's 'Plutarch,' I should regard as inadequate
and misleading.''

siders ''sing ' ' an erroneous or inadequate translation of psallo. With SU<\hprofusion of testimony,
which might be many times multiplied, every one
should read and be convinced. In defiance of it
all, if any one refuses or fails to see, and hereafter
so acts as to divide churches over this question,
"sin lies at his door."

Thus, Professor Todd, an excellent Greek
scholar , minutely acquainted with Greek literature of every period, after making a thorongh
examination, uses language as specific and positive
as one could employ, to say that during centuries before and centuries after the New Testament period, the earlier meaning of psallein, '' to
play the lyre," did not alter. Like every Greek
scholar whom I interviewed during the research,
who spoke of that phase of the subject, he con-

W. N. Bates, of the Department
versity of Pennsylvania:

1

Zam.ar ana naga,n,

The University of Nebraska, Prof. Jas. T. Lees,
speaking for the Department of Greek, as to the
meaning of psallo in Rom. 15: 9 and 1 Cor. 14: 15:
'' 1. The meaning of psallo is to pluck, twitch, pull,
twang, pluck or play a stringed instrument with the fingers;
to sing to a harp.
'' 2. I can find no authority for precluding instrumental
accompaniment.''

No one pretends that ther e is any such authority outside the word psallo, and this volume demonstrates that non e inheres in the word.

'' The usual meaning of the Greek verb psallo is'
(a) to play upon a stringed instrument or (b) to sing
accompaniment of a stringed instrument. The original
ing is 'to pluck,' as of a bow-string, or even th e hair.
translated 's ing' in Rom. 15: 9 and 1 Cor. 14: 15,
does not preclude instrum enta l accompaniment.''

either
to the
meanWhere
psallo

Samuel Bassett, Profe ssor of Greek Language
and Literature, University of Vermont:
1 0
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of Greek, Uni-

Is," not uwaa twenty centuries ago."
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"Psallo, in clas sical Greek, means ( a) t o pluck, (b) especially to pick the strings of the lyre. But in the Septuagint
and New Testam ent it means to sing as one sings a psalm.
In Eph. 5: 19 it is coupled with ado and apparently means
'playing the lyr e ' ('singing and making music').
In Rom.
15: 9 and 1 Cor. 14 : 15 certainly th e accompaniment by an
instrument is not precluded any more than our 'sing a hymn'
precludes an instrument.
"Certainly psallo always in the New Testament implied
sing as one sings a psalm (unless it means 'play the harp' ) ,
and the psalm, at least originall y, 1rns always sung to musical
accompaniment.''

Years of patient research convince me that
Professor Bassett speaks the truth, and that at the
dawn of our era psallo meant to play the harp,
or else to sing and play. It had meant the former.
At that time, if one had wished to speak of both
acts, he .would have said "ado and psallo," just as
one would now refer specifically to the two acts of
preparing stovewood by saying "chop and split"
(i. e., (a) cut into sections across the grain, (b)
then rive, parallel with the grain ) .
To argue that, in the New Testament, psallo.
which earlier did mean to play, but did not mean
to sing, had come to enjoin to sing, and to
forbid to play, is more absurd than to justify the
practice of Rome in withholding the cup from the
laity, by quoting 1 Cor. 11: 20: "When therefore
ye assemble yourselves together , it is not possible
to eat the Lord's supper.''
The very name '' supper ," from sup, to sip, makes certain that "eat "
in verses 20 and 33, comprehends both ''eat'' a~d
290
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''drink. ' ' Verse 28 is proof positive: '' And so
let him eat of the bread and drink of the cup.''
If "eat" supper, as proven above, properly comprehends both "eating" and "supping," so might
psallo, "to play," just as properly comprehend
both "singing" and "playing," since, in all ages,
dispensations and lands, they have been concurrent.
Speaking precisely and fully, we say to a child:
( 1) ''Wash your hands, and wash your face , and
dry your hands, and dry your face"-employing
fifteen words. Abbreviating, we do with five words:
( 2) "Wash your hands and face." Further condensing, with but one word we well express all
that was more precisely specified in :fifteen: ( 3)
''Wash.''
Here the meaning is not changed, and
would hardly be said to be extended.
He who holds to a theory which would require
him to argue learnedly ( n that at one time or
another in its history "wash" had contained radically differing meanings, and then prove ( 1) by
the above examples that the signification of the
word had greatly altered, should, by the exercise,
gain some skill that would be found helpful in
writing a book to prove that psallo had likewise
alienated. "For, surely" (he would argue) , "in
the second and third examples, drying the hands
and face are forbidden.''
Opposers throw dust, as
if psallo's history were checkered.
0

Oberlin College speaks through Prof. Edward
I. Bosworth , as to psallo in the New Testament :
291
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'' I have no data that would necessitate departing from
the lexical statements usually made regarding psallo: to play a
stringed instrument; to sing to such an accompaniment; to
sing.''

"You will notice that, in Eph. 5: 19 and Col. 3: 16, all
three words, e. g., psalmos, humnos and ode, occur for poetry
or hymns. St. Paul, as Archbishop Trench points out, was
not tempted by rhetoric to use three words where one could
have expressed his meaning. Hence a difference must exist.
[Dr. Leach submits a long list where, by the context, one
knows that prollo, as used in the Septuagint and the classics,
of apostolic and post-apostolic times, points not to the voice,
but to the instrument, and concludes] : The word, then,
seems restricted to its . narrowest use by the nearly synonymous words ode and humnos with which it is grouped.' All
evidence I think goes to show that musical accompaniment
was a necessary part of the rendering of the psalmos."

Addison Hogue, the eminent head of his department in the renowned Washington and Lee
University, author of a learned work on Attic
prose:
"Of the Greek verb psallo, as in Romans 15 and 1 Corinthians 14, I should not say that an instrumental accompani·
ment is necessarily prec lud ed; that would be almost impossible.''

Prof. Peter Kehayes, of Ottawa:
'' The verb psallo is derived from the verb psM, which
means touching ha1·d. It is used mostly for stringed instruments. Lucian says somewhere: 'You can not psallein without a lyre.' The difference between singing and psaUew~ is
this: You can sing a song without being accompanied by a
:musical instrument; but to psallein, you are supposed to be
accompani ed with some kind of stringed instrument, if not
with a lyre."

So says Professor Kehayes, and we
hear: '' Surely the Greeks know their
guage." Note: He does not say: "That
psallein meant two thousand years ago.''
know better. Theologians are willfully

constantly
own lanwas what
Scholars
blind.

Dr . Alfred T. Leach, of Emmanuel College, responding for the Univers ity of Saskatchewan, contributes this:
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N. B.-Dr. Leach refers to the psalmos of Paul,
and not of David. My inquiry and his reply related entirely to psallo and psalmo ·s as employed
by Paul.
Prof . Clifford H. Moore, Department of the
Classics, Harvard University, to whom appeal was
made as to the meaning , in Lati n, of psallo, and
the date when it was borrow ed from the Greeks
by the Romans , replies thus:
'' The earliest use of psallere in Latin known to me is
found in . Sallust's 'Catilin e, ' written shortly after 40 B. C.,
" ·here it means to play on the citha ra, or to sing to the
cithara.''

Professor Moore's statement concurs with all
that I found . It therefore seems reasonably certain that this Greek word, which became fully im1 The meaning here is: "Paul
used three words to refer to music.
With them he expresse d not one idea , but three , and psallo conveyed
it.s own usual meaning which did not inhere in ooo, and could not be
expressed by it."
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bedd ed in the language of Rome, und erwent transference almost at the exact beginning of the Christian era. Upon this point, Professor Spencer, in
a letter to th e author, subsequent to his contribution which appears in this chapter, says:

most irrefragable testimony, in this enti re volume.
For how could Napoleon carry to St. Helena and
continue to wear the crown he had lost at "\Vaterloo ¥ And how could psallo carry to Rome and
thereafter retain the meaning it long before had
lost at Athens?
This, by Professor Postgate, is
decisive:

1 'Of the force of the Latin quotations
( examples of the
use of psallo) : They in themselves are the strongest possible
arguments. In fact, the Greek itself could not be so strong
evidence of th e force of psallo as is the Latin form, strange
as that may seem. If you wish, I can develop the argument.''

In thanking him for the interest and offer, I
asked if his thought was as I state above. He
replied that it was, adding: "You are right in
considering the evidence of the Latin examples
irrefutable.''
All this is buttressed by other statements in this chapter, such as those by Professors
Postgate , Summers and Taylor. This being true,
and it being a fact that psallo, at about the time
alleged, carried to the "Eternal City" the identical
meaning which it is admitted to have borne for
from six to ten centuries in Greece, how say some
that before the New Testament was written it had
lost all reference to an instrument, and had come
to mean to sing, and to have absolut ely no other
meaning? Bearing in mind that history, and GreekLatin scholars generally, fully corroborate both his
date and his definition, I consider Professor
Moore's statement as to the time when the Romans
borrowed psallo from the Greeks, and as to the
meaning of the word when it made the journ ey to
the West, as the most momentous statement, and
294

'' The Latin word psallo, borrowed by the Romans, never
had any sense but either playing a stringed instrument or
playing one and singing at the same time, till long after the
New Testament books were written."
( See his contribution
in this chapter.)

Prof. W. A. Macdonell, of the Presbyterian
Theological College of Saskatchewan, contributes
the appended lucid statement:
"The original meaning of the verb psallein was to pluck
or pull out ( e. g., the ha.ir). From that it passed to have
the meaning of 'to twang' or I cause to vibrate by touching .' This is the meaning it has in the Septuagint (the
Greek version of the Old Testament) . Aristotl e, Plato and
Plutarch also use the word in this sense. About the time the
New Testament was w1·itten, it came to have the meaning of
'to sing to the music of the harp,' to celebrate the praise of
God. Examples-Eph.
5: 19 ; Ja s. 5: 13.
'' The noun psal'flios has a similar meaning. In Euripid es,
Pindar, JEschylus, in the Septuagint , and in Eph. 5: 19 and
Col. 3 : lt5, it means a striking or twanging, and specifically
in Rom. 15: 9 and 1 Cor. 14: 15, strik ing the chords of a
musica l instrument.'
1 It
is hoped that every re ader will turn to Chapter VII. of this
volume and read m this connec ti on the p assages cited from that m atch·
less translation, the Emphasized New T~stament , by J. B. Rotherham,
the great Greek scholar of the Re storat10 n.
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"Th ere are three Greek words in th e New Testament
for sing . Ode is th e generic term. Then there are hiuminos
and psalmos. They are specific, psalmos having reference to
a song which took its general character from the Old
'l'estament songs (which were all sung to instrumental accompaniment).
"Liddell and Scott also give the meanings of psa,Vleitn
as stated above, and furth er as meaning 'to pull the strings
of musical instruments' or I to play a stringed instrument
with the fingers instead of with the plectrum.'
Further,
they affirm that the New Testam ent meaning of the verb is
'to sing to a harp,' while th eir meaning for the noun as
used in the Septuagint and the N ew Testament is 'a song
sung to a stringed instrument.'
'' Taking account, then, of these various authorities, I
think I can safely say that it is right to translate psallein
in Rom. 15: 9 1 and 1 Cor. 14: 15 by th e word 'sing,' and
that it also included the idea of musical accompaniment .
T. C. Edwards, to quote one mor e authority, bears out this
view in his 'Co=entary
on Corinthians.'
He believes that
'instrumentation
is implied,' and adds this significant
remark: 'Unless forbidden, Greek Christians would be sure
to grace their songs with music.' ''
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Hope Moulton, victim of a ruthless German submarine, is, however, of their rank.
Dr. Elliott made a very extended and exhaustive research for the purpose of contributing
to this volume, covering the Hebrew and English
Old and the Greek and English New Testaments,
the Septuagint, and likewise the classical and early
Christian writers.
His every word is to the
point , and, with regret, I abridge only for want
of space.

1 Rom. 15: 9 quotes
a Psalm prophetic of the time when 'Messia h
ohou:ld come and open the door for the Gentiles. W'ho does not know
that the Psalms were accompanied, and who does not see that by incorporating this Psalm into th e New Testament, unmodified by any
prohibition of accompaniment , instruments are thereby legis lated into
our dispensation, independent of the fact that the word psallo, in the
prophecy which Paul quoted (P s. 18: 49), in the epistle to Rome ,
carries this meaning inh er ently ancl unavoidab ly I

'' The Septuagint version can not all be attributed to
the same date. There is no doubt that it arose in Alexandria, an Egyptian city founded in 332 B. C., by Alexander,
and containing many Jews. It was formerly supposed, on
th e ground of Aristeas' legendary letter to Philocrates, that
it was carried out in seventy-two days under the supervision of Demetrius to Ptolemy Philadelphus ( died B. C.
247). But Prof. H. B. Swete does not regard the fact
that th e letter was known to Philo and Josephus as establishing more than that the letter was known in Palestine
in th e first century A . D.; moreover, even the pseudoAristeas only claimed this early date for the Pentateuch.
Swete gives reasons for regarding the date assigned to
Demetrius as unhistorical, and these are confirmed by internal evidence which favors the view that the version was not
a royal or library version, but a popular version which arose
gradually for the needs of Alexandrian Jews, und er the
rule of the Ptolemies . The tendency of recent criticism has
been to place the Psa lms, to which most of the examples of
psaiw belong, among the latest parts of the Septuagint.
Swete says 'the later books of the Greek Psalter may be
assign ed to the second half of the second cent ur y B. C.'
.(i . e,, ,100 to 150 B. C.)."
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Our next statement is by Richard T. Elliott,
M.A., D.Litt. ( Oxon. ) , editor of Aristophanes,
Acharnians, etc., and who, though perhaps not so
well known in America as Prof. W. Sanday, Dr .
George Milligan, or the loved and lamented J ames
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Having cited numerous examples of the use of
psallo from all the fields covered, Professor Elliott

continues:
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of an instrumental accompanimen t necessar ily precluded f'
I should reply that I see no reason to think so. I see no
reason whatever to believe that the playing of an instrumental accompaniment is necessarily precluded; indeed, I
should say that the accompaniment of a stringed instrumen t
would give a natural reason for the choice of the specia l
word psalievn as contrasted with an ordinary word for singing, like aeido or lmmneo.
'' In fact, after examining all the instances I have been
able to see of psallein , I see nothing inconsistent with
Lucian's statement that 'one can not psallein withou t a
lyro' 1 ( or, at any rate, some stringed instrum ent ), and
that even in cases where it has been usual to translate it
simp ly 'to sing,' it is more natural to ta ke it as implying
playing also. "

"You ask two questions with which I will deal:
'' '1. Will you please state t he usual meaning of the
Greek verb psallo, and whet her its import was the same at
the time the New Testament was written 1
" '2. If "sing"
properly translates psa llo in Rom. 15: 9
and 1 Cor. 14: 15, is the playing of an instrumental accompanim ent necessaril y precluded 1'
'' As to the usual meaning of psallo, I should rep ly
that, in classical and ordinary Greek (apart from Jewish
and Christian writers), the primary meaning ,vas to pull,
as of the hair, or more frequently of the bow, but chiefly,
as time went on, of playing a stringed instrument, either
transitive, or, more commonly, intransitive.
As to whet her
its import was the same at the fon e the New Testament
was written, I should reply that by this time in ordinary
Greek, apart from Jewish and Christian writers, it s ordinary
meaning was 'to play' with the fingers on a stringed instru ,
ment, whether transitive or intransitive, but it could still
be used of a bow-string ( e. g., Dio Cassius, 180 A. D., Hist.
Rom. 49: 27, twanging [psallon]-th e string of the bow) .
"The New Testament use has been large ly influ enced by
the Septuagint, and, if we accept the rendering of the
Revis ed Version and commentators in general, it is certainly
different from normal Greek usag e ....
What strikes attention speciall y in the case of the use in the Septuagint, is
that, in the great majority of cases where psallo is used,
the translation of the corresponding H ebrew words in the
Revised Version and by other leading scholars is 'to sing'
or 'sing prnises,' a meaning which I think can not be said
to be necessary in any case that I have seen in cla ssical or
ordinary Greek.
'' In regard to your question, 'If ''sing''
prop el'ly translates psallo in Rom. 15: 9 and 1 Cor. 14: 15, is the playing

1 Agreeing
fully w ith Prof esso r Ellio tt , the author wou ld have en·
titl ed thi s volume " One Own Not P sallein wit hou t a Ly, ·e," but for the
fear that t he unt a ught have not heretofo re known t he meaning of
psallein, as he hopes they shall come to know it.
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Prof. Harold L. Axtell, .Department of Greek,
University of Idaho, quotes lexicons, follows with
introductory arguments, then deduces :
"I conclud e : (1) That the usual meaning of the Greek
verb psallo, even in New Testam ent times, was to pluck a
stringed instrumen t, or to sing to the accompaniment of a
lyre or similar instrument;
(2) that in Rom. 15: 9, 1 Cor.
14: 15, etc., instrumental accompaniment is not precluded .''

Alfred W. Mildan , Professor of Greek Lan guage and Liter at ure, responding for the Department of Greek, Un iversity of Mississippi:
'' 1. Psallo-play
with the fingers, pull, pluck.
This
meaning was by all means possibl e in New Testament times.
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Souter 's 'Lexicon,' 1 1916, gives this as the only meaning.
"2. In the New Testament uses of the word, an instrumental accompaniment is· not necessarily precluded."

Prof. John Straub, Eugene ( Ore.) University:

Augustana College and Theological Seminary,
by its gifted professor, C. J. Sodergren, contributes
for us this illuminating treatise:
'' The usual meaning of the Greek verb psallo is 'te
pluck,' derived from psao, 'to touch;' to twang a string;
e. g., a carpenter's line to make a mark; the string of a
bow; a stringed instrument of music. In LXX. (Septuagint)
and the New Testament, its meaning is to sing or chant,
~ccompanied by stringed instruments.
"Some Old Testament passages are J udg. 5: 3; 2 Sam,
22: 50; Ps. 9: 2; 47: 7. The four New Testament passages
are Rom. 15:9; 1 Cor. 14:15; Eph. 5:19; Jas. 5:13.
In
none of these passages is an instrumental accompaniment
preclud ed. In fact, so necessary is it to include such accompaniment, the verb [psallo] would be far more properly
translated by 'pluck,' or 'play the harp,' 'strike the lyre,'
or some such r endering.• When such accompaniment is not
included, hitmneo or ado are employed, even though these
verbs have a specific meaning of their own. Either 'sing'
or 'prais e' for psallo is too inadequat e."

The scholarship expressed in Professor Sodergren 's last two sentences in unsurpassed in this
book.
1 It should be borne in mind:
1. This is the latest lexlcon pub·
lished. 2. It is a lexicon of the sacred tongue of the Christian Scr ip·
tures.
3. It purports to give all that is known of New Testament
Greek words. 4. It gives no mean ing for psallo but "to play."
• That is exactly what J. B . Roth er ham, unhampered by tradition
or ecclesiastical overlords, did when translating the word.
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"Psallo meant to pick or twang , etc. New Testament
passages, as Rom. 15: 9 and 1 Cor. 14: 15, not only do not
preclude, but, rath er, imply the use of an instrument.
The
Psalms were always sung with an instrument or several.''

Prof. Grace H. Macurdy , Department of Greek,
Vassar, New York's noted educational institution
for women, says of . psallo:
' ' There are a number of passag es which show the first
meaning of the word, which is to pluck at the strings with
the fingers; then the word pass es over to the sense of play,
and to play to the accompaniment of the voice. Paul uses
it metaphorically in this sense in Rom. 15: 9, 1 Cor. 14: 15
and Eph. 5: 19, where the two verbs, 'ailontes 1wli, psalum,tes,'
are used together in a very instructive way.
"In Rom. 15: 9, Paul is quoting from the Old Testa·
ment, and in 1 Cor. 14: 15 he has been talking about musical
instruments just before in the same chapte r.''

William Hardy Alexander, Professor of Greek
and Latin, University of Alberta:
'' Psallo in classical Greek means 'to play on an instrument,' harp, etc. In New Testament Greek, it has , no doubt,
the meaning to sing, to make music with the human instru·
rnmt, but there is nothin g whatever to show that this idea
excludes accompaniment.
Just so in Englis h we say to a
la.dy, 'Will you sing for us9' and she then sits at the piano
and sings while at the same time playing.
'' Ado is the most general Greek word for 'sing.'
Even
it, like llllimneo, would certainly in Greek communities involve
accompaniment as a general th ing.
'' For, 'Please sing with an in strumenta l accompaniment,'
I should say eith er: 'Ps allete parakato,' or, more fully,
'Ad ete psal~ontes para7cato;' that is, 'Sing, playing your
accompaniment, I beg you.' "
301
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Here, in his closing words, Profes sor Alexander
declares what all Greek scholars affirm, that ado,
adete, and like derivatives, denote the voice, while
psallo, psallontes, and similar branches of that
stem, apply to an instrument.
Philip Y. Pendleton, the cultured dean of the
Bible Department, Valparaiso University, whose
pen has contributed much to the Restoration, says:
"Psallo for centuries before and in New Testament times
meant:
'' 1. To play on a stringed instrument or harp.
'' 2. To sing to the music of a stringed instmment.
"3. To sing.
"I can produce the definitions of over forty lexicons and
encyclopedias giving the definitions which I number 1 and 2.
Very few admit the third. As used in the New Testament,
the word nowhere precludes an instrumental accompaniment,
but quite the contrary.''

In the world of Greek scholarship, few names
of any age outrank that of the next deponent.
Graduated from Harvard in 1878; studied at Leipzig, Bonn and Munich; Prof essor of Greek at Bryn
Mawr (1885-92 ) ; since then . held like post in University of Chicago; 1901-02, Associate Director of
American School of Classical Studies at Athens.
A few of his best known publications are '' De
Plato nis Idearum Doctrina" (1884) , The Id ea of
Good in Plato's Republic ( 1895), The Odes and
Epod es of Hor ace (1898), and The Unity of
Plato's Thought (1903).
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Paul Shorey, this eminent authority,

testifies:

'' The usual meaning of psallo was originally to twang
an instrument; later also to sing to it.
'' If sing properly translates psallo ' in Rom. 15: 9 and
1 Cor. 14: 15, I see no reason why it should pr eclude instrumental accompaniment.''

University of Texas, Prof . D. A. Penick , for
Department of Greek and Latin:
'' The word 'psa lm' is from psalmos, which means a
touching sharply, a twitching or twanging with the fingers,
also the sound of the cithara or harp ; later, in the Septuagint
(which you know is only a Greek translation of the Hebrew)
and in the New Testament, a song sung to the harp, a psalm.
This is exactly the word used in Eph. 5 : 19 and Col. 3: 16,
and has identi cally the same meaning. Ther e is a kindred
word psa.lrna, a tune play ed on a stringed instrument, not
used in the New Testament.
Th e verb from which both
psalmos and psalma come is psallo, which means to touch
sharply, to pluck, to pull, to twitch, mostly to play a stringed
instrument with the fingers, and later, in the Reptuagint and
New Testament, to sing to a harp."

Prof. Joanna Baker, of Simpson College:
'' Th e standard lexicons, Lidd ell and Scott, Tha yer's
'New Testament Lexicon,' and others, give the meaning of
th e word psallo in all th e uses that have been found, and are
of good aut hority. Souter (' A New Standard Lexicon of
New Testament Greek') says: 'P.~allo, I play on the harp
or other stringed instrument.' ''
1 Attentive rea.ders have noticed that many scholars do not admit
that "sing" is a proper translation of psallo; but all such insist that

~f it is, it is an abbreviated w·ay of saying "sing and play."

1s not erroneous, it is certainly an inad equate r endering.
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If "sing"
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Prof. C. F. Smith, for the Department of
Greek in the University of Wisconsin, speaks thus:

ner, who presides over its corps of eminent Greek
professors , testifies :

"Psallo, in the New Testament, according to Liddell and
Scott, means 'to sing to a harp.' According to Thayer, 'in
the New Testament, to sing a hymn.'
'' I do not think 'sing,' the translation of psallo in Rom.
15: 9 and 1 Cor. 14: 15, necessarily precludes instrumental
accompaniment in either passage.''

'' Psallo means, first, play on a harp or similar instru·
ment; so, often, in classical Greek. Then it came to mean
'sing to the harp ( or lyr e) accompanim ent.'
'' Lucian, in the second century A . D., says 'one can not
psallein without a lyre.'
Comparing this clause with the
others of the compound sentence, it is evident that it means
here simply to pluc k •the strings of the instrument.
The
translation of the sentence is: 'It i8 impossible to pipe with·
out a flute, to stru m [psallein] with out a lyre, or to ride
without a horse.' In view of the other clauses, there is no
doubt that psaUo refers to the instrumental and not a vocal
performance.
"In the New Testament, I think a musical accompaniment
is to be supposed.''

Prof. Frank C. Taylor , Department
and Latin , Pacific University:

of Greek

'' A great many of t!ie derivatives of the Greek root,psallo
have been taken over bodily into the Latin. We find the
verb itself, with a long list of references as io the use, and
the same meaning as is given in Greek lexicons . Of the
authors cited, some are of the classical perio<I and others
are as late as the time of Paul, and even later. Psalma is a
song sung to an accompaniment 9f stringed instruments.
Psalmi&icus, psahwicen, psalm~onus, psaimista 1 psalmographos, mean a psalmist or psalm singer. Psalieri iu,m is a
stringed instrument.
Psaltes and . psaltria are the masculine
and feminine for a player on the cithara.
'' Psallo means to pick or touch or twang with the fingers.
The whole group of words from the root seem~ to refer to
playing a musical instrument thus. The dictionaries say it
retained this meaning during the first and second centuries
A D., with the shade of accompanying singing on the lyre;
'to sing to a harp.'
The passages cited in your inquiry
(Rom. 15: 9 and 1 Cor. 14: 15) are there given as examples
of singing to an instrumental accompaniment.''

The University of Michigan ranks with the
great educational institutions of earth. Appealed
to for the meaning of psallo, Prof. Campbell Bon304

Dean Frederick
sity:

Owen Norton, Drake Univer-

"As the word [psal~] undoubt edly implied instrumental
accompanime nt iu its use by write1·s outside the New Testa·
ment, as a quotation from Lucian shows 'one can not psaUei,n
without a lyr e,' the impli cat ion would be that it had the
same significance in the minds of New Testament ~riters."

Prof. W. A. Heid el, Department of Greek, Wesleyan University:
'' Among the Greeks, an instrumental accompaniment of
song, even of elevated recitation, was the rule.
'' I have copied this passage from one of the most eminent
Christian Church Fathers, Clement of Alexandria ( ca. 150..
220 A. D. ) :
'' 'And the word :from David, and of God before him,
looking down upon lyre and cithara, the inanimate instru305
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ments, and harmonizing thi s universe, and, what is more, th e
microcosm man, both soul and body, with holy breath, plays
[psallei] to God through the many-toned instrument, and
sings to the accompaniment man . ' 1
'' This ought to remove the scruples of any Christia 11.
against an instrumental accompaniment to singing, to find
Clement (in second century A. D.) speaking of Christ , the
Divine ·word, as singing to God to the instrument of the
universe and the microcosm of man, soul and body attuned
by the Holy Spirit, and chanting to the accompaniment of
the instrument man. Certainly Clement thought an instmment suitable even to the singing of the Divine Word."

Prof. Walter C. Summers, for himself and for
the University of Sheffield, England, in this contri 0
bution demonstrates the scholar that, throughout
the world, he is known to be:
'' The responsibi lity for assuming that psallo can be used
to denote singing without musical accompaniment may fair ly
bc>thrown on thos e who put the view forward.'
'' Ther e is a passage in Sextus Empiricus, a writer of the
third century of our era (Contra Dogmat icos), where he speaks
of the fingers of the :flute-player and t he 'psaltes,' showing
that, to him, psallein meant a harp-pla ying. The word is
co=on
in Latin , and Latin dictionari es m·e far superior
to Greek lexicons. Thence I cull:
"Gell. 19: 9 ( seconcl century A. D.) : 'Persons of eith er
sex who sing with the voice and who psall erent (play on the
lyre).'
"Suet. Tit. 3 ( second century A. D.) : 'The Emperor was
not unmusical; he sang and played [psall eret ] on the cithara
pleasantly and skillfully.'
Protrept . 1. 5, p. 5, Potter.
This inevitab ly follows their having conceded that a little before
the New Test ament period psaUo, meant not to sing, but to play.
1
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"Arnob. 3, 21 (about 295 A. D. ) : 'In heaven there is
singing and playing [psallitu,r].'
"In all three, singing and psallere are clearly contrasted.''

Prof. Edward Delavan Perry, Departm ent o:f
Greek, Columbia University, New York City, graduated from Columbia, took Ph.D. degree at Tiibingen, was Professor of Greek and Sanskrit and
.
'
smce 1895 has been Jay Professor of Greek at
Columbia. From 1902 to 1909, Dean of Faculty
of Philosophy at Columbia. Has held positions of
honor in Oriental and archeological societies; is an
authority on Greek inscriptions and author of Sanskrit work:
'' Psa!lo,. in so far as it means 'sing' at all, prop erly
denotes smgmg to the accompaniment of a stringed instmment, and originally meant only to pluck the strings with th <J
fingers. Then th e verb was extend ed in use so as to include
the singing as well, but it could hardl y have been used where
the idea of instrumental accompaniment was to be excluded .
"A.s for the passages in the New Testament containing
psallo, if one can sing with th e spirit and understanding he
can also play his accompaniment with the spirit and understanding.''

M. B. Riddle , Professor of New Testam ent
Exegesis, Theological Seminary , Hartford , hims elf
a member of the Revision Committee, in a letter t o
J. B. Briney ' refuting the claim that the committee, by rendering psallo in the New Testament

2
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1 This. and
other interesting corr espondence as to the R evise rs'
purposes m rendering psallo, in full in "Inst. Mus.in Chr. Wor ."
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with ''sing,''
thereby excluded instrumental
companiment, concluded thus:

ac-

'' I have no recollection of any purpose on the part of
the Revisers t.o preclude the use of the instrument. My own
opinion is that the word [psallo] does not preclude the use o~
au instrument.''

Upon the same point-i. e-.,the purpose of the
Revisers-Benjamin
Wisner Bacon, Professor of
New Testament Criticism and Exegesis, Yale, responding to a lett er from J. B. Briney addressed
to Professor Hadley, of Yale, a member of the
New Testament Revision Committ ee, says:
"Of the meaning of the word psall ein at_ the time [ when
the New Testament was written], there can be no question.
.. , The meaning 'play a string ed instrum ent' is primary,
the application to 'sing' secondary . If the Revisers knew
Greek, they must have known that the word in New Testament
times did allow the use of an instrument.
If not, their
opinion is valueless.''

Professor Bacon comes dangerously near to saying: '' If not, their translation is valueless.'' Lest
he and the author shall seem to censure the Revisers unduly for inadequately translating psallo,
it needs to be said that notwithstanding their
rendering, had it not been for a widespread propaganda of squeamish narrowness that honestly mistakes itself for loyalty, still the strife and division
would not have overtaken us. If the material in
this volume shall enable us to end this controversy,
it will do a no less important work if it shall at
308
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the same time lead us to discriminate between
true loyalty and "I think so," on many questions.
Thus Professor Bacon, emin ent in New Testament Greek, speaking of the use of psallein in the
New Testament, says the meaning can not be questioned ; '' to play a stringed instrument''
being
primary; "to sing" being only secondary. How
can honest men plead with others to heed the
voice of scholarship regarding baptizo, while they
themselves ignore that voice in relation to psallo?
Regarding the mind of the Revisers in rendering psallo by ''s ing,'' I quote a third witness from
J. B. Briney 's excellent work, Instrumental Music
in Christian Worship, Timothy Dwight, whose
name for nearly a half- .century has been a household word throughout America, and who, with
Professor Riddle and Philip Schaff, was on the
Revision Committee:
'' I do not thin k the Revisers meant to imply, by their
rendering of psa.llo, that at the time of the writing of the
New Testament the word precluded the use of an instrument.''

He who thinks the Revisers meant to imply
that, does so because it suits his purpose to think
so. Now the last of the American Revisers have
passed beyond , but, providentially, a few of them
remained after the insisten ce was publi shed, that
by giving us "sing" for psallo they prec luded the
instrument. These so compl~tely refuted the claim,
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that justice would restrain
after iterating it.

fair men from here-

Besides the foregoing direct denials by Revisers,
the statement by Philip Schaff, president of the
Revision Committee, noticed in Chapter X., is, if
possible, more convincing as to the position of the
head of the committee, at least, since he says that
the presence of psallo in connection with "prayer"
in 1 Cor. 14: 15 is "a proof that the prayer was
accompanied with song and with harp also.''
Prof. John A. Scott, Northwestern University,
a great man of one of the great institutions of
America, the alrna rnater of Frances E. Willard:
' 'Psallo means to sing to the music of the harp ; sometimes to play the harp with the fingers.
"As to whether 's ing ' properly translates psallo in the
New Testament, and wJ;,ether instrumental accompaniment
is precluded, music regularly consisted of voice and accompaniment, neither being used alone."

Dr. Louis F. Benson, a very learn ed Greek
scholar-editor
of the Hymnal of the Pr esbyterian
Church in the United States-regarded
as the
greatest specialist in America along the lines of
this research, states as follows:
" The history of the meaning of the word psallo is not
in dispute, so well is it estab lish ed. It had the original
meaning of plucking or twitching a string, etc ., apart from
music altogether; and then an application to the music of
instruments whose strings were plucked, but still apart from
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vocal music; and only in lat er usage did it come to mean
to sing to the accompaniment of such an instrum ent. When
we seek its meaning in the New Testament, we find no
authority for any other.
'' In regard to the 'instrumental music in the church'
question, a candid man needs only to put this question to
himself: 'If the apostles wished to enjoin that church songs
ir.ust be without instrumental accompaniment, or to indicate
that in fact they were, is it conceivable that they should
employ a word with such a history and such a meaningi' ''

This soul-searching question, so kindly and yet
so forcefully framed by Dr. Benson, will weigh
upon the consciences of "candid" readers until,
hesitating no longer, doubting no more, they will
hold their peace , and glorify God, saying: '' Then
to us indeed hath God granted this which, in all
good conscience, we mistakenly supposed he had
withheld."
( V ide Acts 11 : 18.) Henceforth the
question will not be, '' Are we at liberty to use
instruments?''
With the inherent meaning now
so clearly shown, we may well ask, '' Does psallo
make playing mandatory , as aeido does singing?"
Cornell University, Prof. A. C. White, for the
Department of New Testament Greek:
"Psallo means to play a stringed instrument, such as
the harp, in which the strings are plucked with the fingers.
Hence, to sing to the harp, to sing.
"In the New Testament, psallo does not preclude instrumental accompaniment.''

Like Professor White , Professor Savage, the
scholarly head of the Department of Greek in the
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University of Minnesota, and a score of others
whom I interviewed who are devoting their lives
to the study and the teaching of New T estament
Greek, were positive that if it went so far in the
New Testament, psallo went no further in the direction of the voice than to include it with the
instrument.
When making inquiri es, I knew not the attitude
of any Greek scholar whom I addressed . The
most remarkable statement in this volume is that
I am suppressing not a single response. Behold,
then, reader, with what unanimity Greek scholars
testify!
I have one statement which seems to
start on solid ground, but which, after a brief
flight, alights astride the fence, or, perhaps, more
accurately , ends high in the air above the fence,
as if uncertain on which side to come down. I
give it as the only uncertain voice that has reached
me. Even its uncertainty seems to result from
failure to follow the Guide-book, and from assuming that men are at liberty to learn from experience and to do as they please, instead of learning
from the Bible to do as God pleases.
Prof. A. H. Cruickshank, the College University
of Durham, England:
"There were two ways of playing on a stringed instrument: with a plectrum or stick, and with the finger.
"Psallo--'I
play on a stringed instrument with the
finger.' The verb in lat er times, I imagin e,* came to be
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used-' I sing,' without necessarily implying an · accompaniment. In the New Testam ent, I imagine* the word means
to 'sing.'
I do not think * the use of an instrumental
accompaniment is necessarily precluded, but neither do I
think * it is necessarily involved.
'' The word 'psalm' originally meant a hymn sung to an
accompaniment with a harp. But we read the Psalms without dragging about a harp, and I think ·• human nature
must have been the same in antiquit y. I should say* the
Jews , as time went on, found out that the Psalms did them
spiritual good without actual harp-pla ying or even singing.
In oth er words, the word 'Psalm' came to be used loosely
for a religious poem or hymn. And so St. Paul seems* to
use it in Eph. 5 : 19-' speaking' in psalms and hymns.
"Neither the verb nor the noun is used in Psalm 137.
There the instruments (harps) are hung up and they [the
J ewish exiles] refuse to sing 'a song of Zion.' It looks*
as if the song required a.n accompaniment in this passage.
The preface to Psalms will give you information about the
numerous traces of musical diction in the titles of the Psalms.
Thus, for instance, the word 'Selah' is now generally interpreted as an 'interlude,' or music played on a.n instrument
when the voices had left off singing.
"Compare Alford's note on Eph. 5: 19, where he quotes
passages of Basil and Gregory of Nyssa to show that psalm
requhes an instrument.
Alford does not, however, think*
that the word has this strict limit ed meaning in Eph. 5: 19.
He takes it more generall y for a hymn, and he interprets
the phrase which follows 'singing and making melody with
your heart' as ' singing in your hearts' ; that is, metaphorically and not literally. On the oth er hand, Chrysostom and
many commentators take 'in your heart' as 'heartily,' which
would imply a literal musical performance.
"To conclude: I think * in the New Testament psallo
and psalmos are used of songs, without an instrument, but it
is very hard to prove this.''
313
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The asterisk (*) is used to draw attention to
the fact that the above is a hive-full of maybe 's.
To a stranger it looks like the foregoing was a
~ebate between the professor and the clergyman,
m which the theologian was beaten, finding his
contention "very hard to prove."

definitions he quotes from lexicons, prove that the
word indi cates the instrument, then adds:

Prof. W. E. Waters, speaking for himself and
for the University of New York, test ifies:
'' The usual meaning of the Greek verb psallo is to sing
with a stringed instrument r equiring snapping.
"In the New Testament, in such passages as Rom. 15: 9,
1 Cor. 14: 15, etc., it precludes singing with the voice only.''

The reader with an open mind, who has read
attentiv ely this far, is r eady to agree with Professor Waters that psallo was an impossible word
by which the New Testament writers could express
vocal music only, and also to admit that if there
.
'
1s room for doubt, it is not as to whether psallo
referr ed to the instrument, but whether it was ext ended also to include the vocal as well as the instrumental act when the two wer e performed conjointly .
Roy C. Flickinger, Professor of Greek and
Latin , Northwestern University, Evanston, author
of an able work, Th e Greek Th eatre and I ts
Drama, and one of the best informed scholars
with whom I have had to do, respond ing as to
the meaning of psallo in and out of the New Testament, furnishes many examples which, with the
314

'' In all my reading, I hav e never seen an example of
the use of psalfo where it expressed or was th e equiva lent
of 'sing' ( without an instrument), and you are doubtless
right in maintaining that none can be found.' 1

At no time have I concerned myself to establish
such a negation as Professor Flickinger supposes.
To prove that psallo has always meant "to play
an instrument or to sing to one,'' is the end of my
pleasant and easy task.
Prof. I. P. Postgate, of the University of Liverpool, whose reputation as a Greek scholar encir. cles the globe, says :
" I feel clear that in the p eriod of t he Greek in whi ch
the N ew Testament was written, th e Greek, psallo, generally
means 'sing and play'; and the1·efore in Rom. 15: 9; 1 Cor.
14: 15, etc., the playing of an instrum ent al accompaniment
is not precluded . The Eng li sh version 'sing' may in fact
be viewed as an incomplete rendering, excusab le from the
fact that we have no word suitable to re nder the conjoint
notion of 'singing and playing' contained in the Greek.
'' The word [psallo] is us ed in conjunc tion with aid ein
in Eph. 5: 19, where it is given by the Revisers as 'making
melody,' singing being ri ghtl y used for ai dein.
'' In the Septuagin t version of the Psa lms, psallo is frequently conjo ined with the same verb . Besides thi s, it is
found in combinatio n with the name of an instrument,
32: 2 ( 33: 2), 'with a psalter y of ten strings ' ; 71: 22, ' I
sing praises with the harp.'
'' About the proper meaning of psallein, there can be no
doubt. It means 'to twang the lyre or other stringed instrument with the :fingers, as opposed to str iking it with th e
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plectrum.'
And the Latin word psallo, borrowed by the
Romans, never had any sense but either playing a stringed
instrum ent or playing one and singing at the same time,
till long after the New Testament books were written.
'' So Aulus Gellius distinguishes between singing and
playing the accompa niment thus: 'Who sing with the voice
and play [psall erent] on the lyre. '
"It was usual for singers in ancient times, at banquets,
etc., to accompany themselves.
'' The passag e from Lucian, Par. 17, 'One can not
ps.allein without a lyre,' is quite definite; and it would be
easy to adduce confirmatory evidence from Athenreus and
others.''

the sharpest distinction is drawn, showing beyond all doubt
that the verb psallere was not indicative of vocal, but rnther
of instrumental, music.
"Suetonius, who also lived in the second century of our
era, draws the same distinction between vocal and instrumental music: 'Who sang and played [psalleret] on the
cithara pl easantl y and skillfully.' ''

Prof. Edward B. T. Spencer, educator and
author, who presides ably over the Department
of Greek in Grinn ell College, is sure of his ground,
thus:

This lett er of Profe ssor Spencer's alone, with
its three excerpts drawn from scholars who wrote
just before and just aft er the New Testament was
written, and in two of which another word is used
to refer to the voice, while in all three psallo is
employed to indicate th e instr um ent , is sufficient to
settle this question, which would never have become
a question but for faulty translations and that
partisan prejudice which drive s one on · and on
after he finds himself on the mistak en ·side. In
fancy I see such as they, un yielding , lay this volume aside, reproducing the scene of th e Anna sCaiaphas high-priest party (Acts 4: 16). As they
harden their hearts to reject the truths herein , I
imagine this to be the trend of their thoughts:
"What shall we do with this book1 for that
indeed it contains a notable array of facts to
which we did not have access years ago, when we
took sides, is manifest to all who read it; and we
can not deny it, much as we should like to."

'' Psallo ori ginally meant to touch sharply, pluck, pull,
twitch. The word is most ofte n used in referring to producing sounds on a stringed musical instrum ent by means of the
fingers inst ead of with the plectron. In 1 Cor. 14: 15, 'I
will sing with t he spirit and I will sing with the understanding also,' we hav e doubtless the use of th e verb to indicate
vocal music with instrum ental accompaniment . There is not
the slight est ground for excludin g th e instrument.
'' The same verb psallere means to play on a stringed
instrument . Sallust (86-34 B. C.) speaks of a woman 'to
play the lyr e [psall ere] and dan ce bett er than is right for a.
good woman.' In this passage [written 40 B. C.-0. E. P.]
there is no suggestion that the word has anything other than
its usual meaning, to play the lyre.
'' Aulus Gellius, a grammarian , born some tim e after
100 A. D., who lived for a time in Athens and certainly
understood the Greek languag e well, wrote of thos e 'who
sang with voice and played [psall erent] on the lyre.' Here

Prof . Rufus Town Stephenson , in the following
contribution, rev eals a mastery of the subject befitting the presidency of the Department of Greek,
De Pauw University:
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"Regarding
the allegation that psallo, which, earli er,
admittedly meant to play the lyre, had lost this import before
the New Testament was written and had come to indicate the
voice, a quotation from Lucian, 'One can not psallein without
a lyre,' is the best refutation I could find. Of about equal
value, Plato, in his 'Lysis,' 209 B., writes: 'To touch the
strings with th e fingers [pselai] and to strike them with the
plectrum.'
Plato's 'Scholiast, 1 who probably wrote about
200 B. C., commenting on this passage, says: 'Pselai means
to touch the chords (strings) lightly with the fingers with ·
out the plectrum.'
Here you have a quotation which finely
supplements the other, as it dat es from about 200 B. C. as
against Lucian's date of the second century A. D.
"Souter 1s New TestMnent Lexicon of 1915, endeavoring
to embody all of our lexicographical info1·mation up to that
date, says: 'Psallo, I play on the harp or other stringed
instrument.'
"The Expositor's Greek Testament, note on 1 Cor.
14: 15, says: 'Psallo denoted first playing on strings, then
singing to such accompaniment; unless forbidden, Greek
Christians would be sure to sing their songs with music.'
Again, the note on Eph. 5: 19 runs: 'Psalmos ( with the
same stem) is a religious song, especially one sung to a
musical accompaniment, and, par excellence, an Old Testa·
ment Psalm. 1
"All of the foremost expositors, and all the best lexicographers (but one, possibly), favor the interpretation of
psallo which includes some kind of instrumentation.
'' So commentators and lexicographers alike are distinctly
not on the non-instrumental side of the argument.
'' Since psallo always connoted instrumentation before
Christ, and since Lucian, of the second century A. D., is so
explicit in his statement, the burden of proof certainly rests
upon the opposition. 11

And, reader, that burden must continue to rest
there as long as there shall be opposition.
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Walt er L. Thompson , A.M., Ph.D., a thorough
Greek and Latin scholar, who has had years of
exp erienc e as instructor in secular and Christian
educational institutions,
teaching classical and
New Testament Greek, contributes this:
''You are right about the Latin us e of psa~lo. The word
was used about A. D. 150 in a song with accompanim ent .
As to secondar y meanings which words may acquir e from
change of use: by a change of use a verb may acquire
a secondary meaning, but it seldom, if ever-p ersonally, I
should say never-loses its primary meaning, but both mean·
ings exist side by side. If psallo, which certainly meant to
play, came to mean also to sing, it can never come to
exclude playing in the very nature of t he case.
'' The Septuagint and the New Test ament were written in
the 'korne,' or colloquial and common language of th e every·
day peopl e of the whole world at t hat tim e, as ha s been
abundantly prov en. See .James Hop e Moulton 's writin gs on
N ew Testament Greek; Camden M. Cobern's R ecent Arch eo·
logical Discoveries, et cetera.''

By every possible line of procedure open in
such cases, it has been overwhelmingly demonstrated herein that, before the New Testament
period, psallo was indicative of a musical instrument . During that period, it was none the less so.
As the centuries rolled by, the word, unchanged
and with the meaning practically unaltered, was
carried to Rome, where, at the political capital of
the world, as well as in the Eastern seats of learning, it continued to express its prime musical signification undisturbed for ages, further than to be
slightly extended to cover the twofold act, singing
21
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and playing, which were seldom performed separately.
Suppose we are in error in believing that psallo
was never employed to refer to the voice alone.
Suppose that a few, or even many, instances shall
be found in which psallo shall seem to indicate
the voice. Yea, try even to imagine the impossible--that some of such supposed examples shall
appear specifically to indicate the voice while precluding the instrument. That would avail nothing.
It could but prove that psallo also refers to the
voice. The fact, overwhelmingly demonstrated
herein, that in Paul's and Plutarch's day psallo
meant to play, would abide; the right , not to say
the duty, of Christians to employ instrumental
music in worship would remain undisturbed; so
the controversy may as well cease; FOR NEVER
AGAIN, WHERE

THE VOICE OF SCHOLARSHIP

CONTAINED
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CEIVABLE TH AT TH EY SHO ULD EMPLOY A W ORD W I TH
S UCH A HISTORY

AN D SUCH A MEANINGf'

Surely the read er is candid ! Sur ely each has
now asked hims elf th e question. And assur edly
th ere is here no lack of material t o enabl e all to
answ~r alike. It is not egotism, nor yet is it pr esumption, to say tha t th e centuri es long agone here
r emove our rock of offense. Let us loyally join
hands and go forwar d, conquering and to conqu er ,
t he mightiest army in t he grand est cause, under
th e fairest banner, with the rarest opportunity of
the ages ! How th e world is waiting! How est ranged believers and the untaught who abide in
sin will respond! With what unpr ecedent ed success the Lord of the harvest will bless our united
labors! The delights that will be ours at restoring
our long-lost fellowship! And oh! the victori es
t hat will ensue !
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As Dr. Benson so admirably and yet so forcefully states:
"In
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to be done-CAN

XII.
RESTORING UNITY AND ADJUSTING
OURSELVES THERETO

"COME

now, and let us reason together" m
regard to the contents of this volume, our
attitude toward the facts collated, and the future
of the Restoration, toward which our hearts burn
within us , because of our trust that it shall redeem
our Israel and thus tend to RESTORE 'l.'HE UNITY of
all the children of God. We all desire unity.
We all agree that the New Testament constitutes
a faultless platform upon which all can stand
together without compromise, or the surrender or
sacrifice of truth.
I am confident that all who
shall have read attentively will be prepared to
agree that, as to what constitutes acceptable music,
that fa ct is well demonstrated.
If I am unduly
optimistic; if a few shall still dissent, I can b:1t
believe that even such will admit that never agam
can intelligent men deem unity possible on a basis
of opposition to, and the exclusion of, instrumental
music.
Then, why either cherish or contend for a forlorn hope? No forlorn program is of Go.d. That
in which he desires us to engage-that
which ought
322

BE DONE.
It is unbelievable that
those who labor to restore the New Testament
church could henceforth unite on an opposition
platform, but if we should, we thus wall ourselves
in, and render it impossible for us to reach and
win either the believing or unbelieving outside.
If, in the past, it has been difficult to get a hearing while proclaiming and practicing opposition
to instruments, in the future that difficulty will
amount to impossibility, unless we shall sedulously
exclude the facts here brought forth, from every
community where we evangelize, as Adventists have
sought to bar from their fields of labor Canright 's
Seventh-day Adventism R enounced . All questions
aside as to how well we should succeed in such
restriction, how would brethren who have dedicated
their lives to a campaign of resear ch and publicity,
under the slogan '' To the law and to the testimony!" enjoy engaging in a far-reaching campaign
of suppression 1. I shall continue to honor my
brethren by considering them incapable of it-by
thi nking them '' more noble than those in Thessalonica "-until
they shall demonstrate that my estimate is too high .
The believing world will have and enjoy instrumental music. Believers take great delight in
it. The home is hallowed, and retains hold upon
the old, and especially the young, by it. By its
supernal charms, the church draws and wins for
Christ; and, having won, is able to hold and shepherd the flock by this, H eaven's gift, designed for
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that very purpose. And now we are happy to
know that, far from interdicting pure music of
any kind, God has in vited us to employ it to our
good and His delight. Let us honor our Fillmores
an d Knowles Shaws, as David of old was honored, and let us mightily strengthen this arm of
the church, and multiply its fruitfulness.
Let us
equip our young people with this art divine, and
lead them to dedicate their musical ta lents and
accomplishments to the service of God. What a
heavenly tide we have been holding back, and
with what haste and joy we should now release it!
The doing or refraining from doing certain
acts by Christians constitut es sin . Granting that
we shoul d conform to the New Testament, with no
sense of guilt, we do many things regarding which
it is silent. Who fears that we sin by owning
houses of worship, installing heating plants, electric lights and baptisteries, by using print ed Bibles,
hymnals, commentaries, tuning-forks, pipes, etc.,
r egarding which the Book says nothing? Yet in
t his r ealm of silence that which we allow is sinless,
while what we disallow is sinful. Jus t here it is
pertinent to bear in mind Romans 14, but the
application is not to one side only when there
arises an issue. Taking advantage of the counsel
therein, many a contender , by demanding concessions , has demonstrated that he was the "weak
broth er," whereas he laid the "flattering unction
to his soul'' that he was the one loyal and alto-

gether righteous person concerned. In laying down
our "t hink so" ultimatum, and demanding that
churc hes must "toe the mark," bear in mind that
'' sin is the transgression of the law '' ( 1 John 3:
4); "where no law is, there is. no transgress ion"
(Rom. 4: 15) , and that "sin is not imputed where
there is no law" (Rom. 5: 13) .
But let us suppose that which is not triw, that,
as deliv ered to us in t he Greek, the New Testament
is silent as to employing instruments in worship ;
that all the reasoning in the above paragraph is
fallacious. Go to the extreme, and, besides admitting, for the sake of lat er deductions, that every
position in this volume is erro neous, concede that
we can and do know that God is displeas ed when
Chri stia ns employ instrumental musi c. Dare I
absent myself and for sake the assemblage? or, attending, dar e I ignor e the injunction to sing,
simply because some one pres ent is both singing
and playing ? May I sulk und er th e self-deception
of loyalty; or may I turn pontiff and r equir e
another to do, or refrain from doing, that to which
he is opposed, t o pa cify me in my exacting littl eness, which I sincerely suppose is loyalty ? Failing
to browbeat a church, before God dare I absent
myself, or set about to r end it?
· Granting that in the out set of this supposed
case I am in the right , and my brother in the
wrong, my eyes should open to the fact that we
have changed places, so that I am now in the
wrong. My duty is to reflect that he also is in
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Christ, and ther efore the Lord's servant, and I
should heed the divine inquiry: '' Who art thou
that judgest the servant of another 1 to his own
lord he standeth or falleth" ( Rom. 14 : 4) . As
Calvin had Servetus burned, as Luther might have
done with Zwingli but for lack of power, so we
carry intolerance to the extreme that present-day
conditions permit. While "standing fast in the
liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free,'' when
shall we learn to grant the like inalienable right
to our brother?
The writer of this volume has helped many
:::labbatarians to learn the truth as to the old and
new covenants, and the liberty wherewith Christ
hath made us free from the old, and he realizes
that the most difficult part of the task is to unlearn
the errors-to escape the shackling shadows of a
rejected rite. I once hobbled a colt for a few
weeks, and years passed ere he ceased to sometimes
lift at the same time both front feet over the barn
door-sill. .Are there not points of similarity between "hobbles"
and "hobbies"?
Cardinal
McCloskey put well the truth it is here sought to
emphasize, saying: '' Give me a child until it is
six. After that you may have it."
Hitherto, when we and our fathers were forming opinions regarding instrumental music in worship, governed by loyalty of purpose, and, as we
fondly believed, founded on fact, the array of
material here, for the first time uncovered, was
not at hand. Under such conditio ns no one should
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wonder that divergence of views should have resulted. Now that the truth is accessible, henceforth we can not perpetuate aloofness without sin.
Surely the attentive reader is aware that this unfolding has loosened the shackles, and, if he, in
error, is one who has worn them, will welcome
any aid in casting them off, that he may walk
unhampered as one redeemed from slavery.
I
desire to aid such, for I realize that it is no light
task to throw off in a day the fetters of thoughts
and habits that we have been forging for years.
It should start us off well to reflect that ours
is a God of love, who seeks supremely man's welfare and delight. He is not a heathen deity who
delights in arbitrarily withholding anything which
we desire. We should have remembered that the
same God who gave us an appreciation of the
beautiful; who filled the earth with entrancing
scenery and flowers and color and the rainbow,
with eyes to behold and enjoy; nor restrained man's
hand from the artist's brush and canvas -also
made the laws of sound and harmony, and endowed us with the ability to compose and enjoy
music which can be second only to the angelic;
and we should have been very siwe that He had
done so, before charging Him with having arbitrarily stretched forth the forbidding hand against
the employment of this art, the embellishment of
the most heavenly of all man's attributes or accomplishments . How we could have believed such
a thing, without proof positive, of even an earthly
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parent, is beyond human ken. ' ' If ye then, being
evil, know how to give good gifts unto your children, how much more shall your Father who is in
heaven give good things to them that ask him''
(Matt. 7: 11). Ere arriving at the harsh decision,
we should hav e borne in mind that in the temple
service, wher e God made specific provision for
acceptable worship, far from prohibiting, He gave
wide scope for both vocal and greatly varied instrumen tal performance.
Thus we should have
been fortified against th e legalistic and literalistic
deductions which strict constructionists erroneously
drew from faulty, inadequate translations of the
verb psallo, and its der ivatives , in the current versions of the New Testament.
We should have borne in mind that the great
and the good in every age, in all lands, and
throughout
both dispensatiQns, have hallowed
music, and employed it freely in lavish variety in
the worship of God, and in drawing the old and
young to hear God's message to men. Further, we
should have ever remembered that this good name
which music has borne, this exalted esteem in which
it is held, rests not alone nor primarily on the
faculty of man to take ecstatic delight in it, but
rather because God Himself has given it His endorsation; has thus placed it at the acme, not only
on earth, but also in heaven. With glad, grateful
hearts, let us henceforth not cease to thank Him
for this gracious gift, nor pause in employing it to
the fullest in His praise.
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There is another consideration which should
greatly aid us in correct ing any erroneous ideas
upon the subject. Many ha ve admitted that there
is good in instrumental music, and that its helpfulness in making a happy home, and in keeping
children in this holy of holies, and safe from
Satan's snares, can not be overestimat ed. It ·
should avail to remind all siich that this is as true
of th e chur ch as it is of the home. But I pass to
another phase of the question.
The New Testament unquestionably
directs
Christians to employ music both in the assembly
and out. Strict constrncti onists seem to r egard
the Book as a sort of ritual, directing the worship
in the assembly. If so, and to the extent that it
is, it is as specific and ritualistic in relation to
prayer, music, etc., in the home and daily life as
in the congregate church. If the New Testament
unfolds a strict pattern as to the music of the
congregation, prescribing vocal, while proscribing
instrumental, such authorization and prohibition
are as surely leveled at individuals and groups
every day in the week. If I may not sing a
hymn to the accompaniment of an instrument in
the church, I dare not elsewhere. The loyalty
that ejects the organ from the house of God casts
out the piano from the Christian home. This was
virtually admitted in the Unionville (Mo.) debate
by Mr. Sommer, thus: " -If we are worshiping in
the home ... .the same applies there. The Scriptures do not legislat e about playthings for the
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children m the home.''
So the gifted little
daughter in a Christian home may regale the
members of the family singing and playing '' Turkey in the Straw,'' but may not lead them at
bedtime in "Nearer, My God, to Thee."
I can
do no better than to quote R. T. Mathews :
'' The apostle Paul has dir ected us to sing. He did n?t
say, specifically, where to sing, whether in the church or _m
ordinary social meetings.
Meyer, Ellicott, Lang e [the list
might have been much lengthened. -0 . E. P.], three of the
foremost critical commentators of the age, accept the reference to both places ....
One thing is certai~, that or~ina~y
social singing, aside from a stated congregational service, 1s
not to be excluded from the precept. The apostle gave us
the precept to sing, and left us to carry out the precept at
proper times and on appropriate occasions. His precept does
not refer any more to one place than to anoth er. vVe have
no exegetical right to say that he meant singing, primarily,
on the Lord's Day, or, primarily, anywhere else at another
time ....
If, therefore, this question of the use or disuse
of the organ in the church is to be sett led by the pri~ci~les
at which our argument has arrived, then the same prmc1ple
which obliges us to disconnect it from congregational singing oblig es us to disconnect it from social singing. If we
must disuse it in the church, we must disuse it in the Sunday
school in the prayer-meeting, in a social gathering at a
broth ;r's house, and in family worship ....
This conclusion
must be looked squarely in the fac e, by all who go to
apostolic doctrine for authority to sing. "-Use or Disuse
of the Organ, p. 14.

We should be consistent and loyal to our own
standards of interpretation . To make sure that all
this follows, take no one's word, but read the passages for yourself, with miich of the context, then
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you will see how free men in Christ are enslaved
with a yoke of bondage by this propaganda of
"morbid scrupulosity," as Mr. Mathews accurately
styles it. When the reader, for himself, makes the
full discovery, beholds the galling yoke, and that
it is of man's fashioning, and not God's,' he will
cast it off the more easily, and be less inclined to
thereafter permit its shadow to haunt him.
The impelling purpose of the research which
eventuated in this book was not to establish either
side of the music controversy, but was, instead,
the same that moved Thomas Campbell to write
"The Declaration and Address "-a heart yearning
for Christian unity, and an abiding conviction that
the New Testament rightly translated and received
is conducive, always, to unity , and never to division, or even to honest misunderstanding.
I have
believed that where sincere brethren have striven,
it has been despite the Book, and not on account
of it. Is not this herein established so far as instrumental music is concerned 1 If so, let us ever
bear in mind that if many have been honestly
mistaken regarding music, it is not improbable that
many of us are likewise mistaken on other questions, regarding which we have no better proof,
and of which we have felt no more certain. If we
1 The term
"acc eptab le music" sometimes occure in this volume.
May not that convey a thought at variance with both r eason and
Scripture I On ce we are in Christ , do the inspir ed writings warrant
the idea that God requires us to "toe a line" of His supposed arbitrary
drawing, or are the methods of ,vorship set forth, including music,
God's loving invitation to us, as His free chfldren , to so use them as
to lift up our hearts in adoration ur,to that day when we sha ll be like
Him who gave Himself a ransom for us!
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now perceive that, through lack of knowledge on
a particular subject, great and good men like
Campbell, Franklin, Grubbs, Allen and McGarvey
are fallible, and liable to err, let us be slow to
engage in or to approach near to hero worship;
and let us never pin our faith to any man, nor
appropriate his opinions.
Would it not, moreover, improve the spiritual
attitude and the mental outlook of us all, now to
grant, to a degree that we hav e not hitherto done,
that our brother, with whom we have not agreed,
is altogether as sincere as we; that he is probably
as intelligent and well informed; and that, whereas
we are sure that he is in error, it might yet appear
either that the mistake is ours, or that we are both
in error? And no matter how important the point
of disagreement, since we are both sincere, is
it not the part of wisdom, as well as our
bounden duty, to study together for months or
even years, meanwhile co-operating as cordially
as possible in work and worship? May I, like a
naughty child, '' take my dolls and dishes'' and go
from, and walk no more with, him? Or am I so
much of a Romanist that I will summon a majority
or a heresy court to try a brother for the heinous
crime of inability to see clearly through my spectacles 1 And having thus proceeded, . dare I get
out my rusty old excommunicating saw, and sever
a branch that has been grafted into Christ, to the
great hurt of the body, the endangering of the
branch, and the risk to my own soul?

"But," we say, "HE I S IN ERROR."
Even so.
Is he the first Christian who was ever in error 1
Would not such a course always fail to open his
eyes to the fact, and be almost certain to permanently wed him to error? Oh, how blindly we
follow Rome! Let the thought that the mistake
~ay be ours, and not his, humble us, for humility
is a very real, if a very rare, Christian grace. We
can be no more certain that we are right than was
dogmatic Luther at Marburg. It is said that at
the close of that notable four days' debate, Zwingli
extended his hand, asking that they part as brethren. Luther withheld his hand, and turned his
back, saying: '' 'This is my body.' He who denies
it is not my brother."
In those words, the detestable Romish doctrine of excommunication for
alleged heresy, where only opinions are at stake,
was passed over to Protestantism, and, because of
willfulness, we have not yet been able to cast it
off. We seek to soften its asperities by terming
it "withdrawal of fellowship."
Through regarding it as essential, and employing it in such matters, we please Satan, correct no erroneous beliefs
cultivate intolerance, separate brethren in Chris;
living up to the light as best they see it, unavoidably perpetuate division-the
shame of Christendom-and utterly fail of whatever good purpose
may have actuated us. Whose observation has not
emphasized all this?
The w~rld now says that the Swiss was right,
and that , mdependent of this fact, Luther sinned
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by withholding fellowship, and by starting Jl tide
of dividing believers who follow the Christ as well
as they know, which will never be checked until
we recall the Master's words, "All ye are brethren," and until we cease to perpetuate that ancient group whose members say, '' Stand by thyself; come not near to me, for I am holier than
thou.'' 1
If henceforth we must judge our brother to see
whether he measures up to our standard, let us use
the Golden Rule. Let us open our eyes to the fact
-though that be almost an impossibility-that
we
have been using elastic anti-innovation tape-lines,
which, all unconsciously, we have not failed to
stretch, each to suit his own or his party's particular whimsies. If our brother has one certain error,
likely we have two. If we diligently search for the
beam in our own eye, we are almost certain to lose
sight of the motes in the eyes of brethren.
Oh!
our Father, speed that happy day!
Innovations, in general, perhaps we sufficiently
deplore.
The one overwhelming, heart-breaking
innovation (division) which the Restoration was
born to cure, we are coming to ignore, or palliate,
or justify, or even commend. Communities there
are where faction and strife are so malignant and
intense that the scandal and reproach would be
lessened if brethren should lock their houses of
hat e, meet in them no more, forget each other, and
thenceforth, without hypocrisy, walk with the
1

Isa. 65: 5.
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world. To blame individuals or local congregations
with such conditions is to entirely miss the mark.'
There is a widely prevailing system of propaganda
which insists that "what I hold is gospel truth,
and must be concurred in by all; but that which
others hold, that I do not concnr in, is error or
hobby, and MUST BE GIVEN UP ." Under the cry of
"loyalty" the right of private reading and private
interpretation of the Scriptures, for which hundreds of thousands of martyrs have died, has been
curtailed or withdrawn by overlords, who, in all
good conscience, have promulgated divisive doctrines and tests of fellowship to which the Bible is
a stranger.
Let us reverse the policy, come together, counsel and study together, work, worship,
live, and go home together. What an impress we
will then make 011, what is termed Christendom,
already groping after unity, but not knowing how
or where to find it.
Four centuries ago, at Marburg, Luther and
Zwingli debat ed and then separated over the question whether, in the Lord's Supper, "This is my
body," or "This represents my body." As in all
such strivings and separations, the kingdom of God
suffered and the domain of Satan prospered. From
that day to this, every age has furnished its quota
of questions and quarrels, each contention soon
going to the scrap-heap as unworthy of grown.ups,
but not until it had served Satan's purpose of
1
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drawing to him countless subjects thus alienated
from the fold of safety. In our hundred years of
effort at restoration, we have been no less obliging
to His Majesty of the underworld , than those who
preceded, for we have furnished our share of c?ntroversies and victims. Soon we shall be lookmg
back upon our misbehavior and wondering that we
could ever have been so blind as thus to barter
souls, and run our ship on the rocks for such
trifles!
Dearly beloved: Our unity pl ea is vastly superior to other movements which have stranded in
division! Shall we not now demonstrate to the
world this superiority by restoring our unity in
Christ, and by all standing together on our vaunted
New Testament platform-one
flock, one fold and
one Shepherd 1
The brethren in Britain have set the example, .
by merging the forces and by grandly leading the
way. Th ey paused not to adjust every item of difference; neither should we. Deploring division ,
they agreed to bear and forb ear . For a hundr ed
years they had been decrying the sin of separating. At last, above the din of discord, they heard
and heeded the Master's say ing, "Physician, heal
thyself.''
Shall we, on this side of the water,
nobly emulat e them? The way was paved for this
their happy outcome around the council-table. Are
we not ready to call conferences and begin courtships 1 The moment is opportune-the
time is
auspicious. The war has ripen ed vast harve sts,
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and created new conditions with which only the
mightiest, united co-operation can successfully cope.
R eligious realignment must come with the return
of world peace. God lays upon us the duty of
pointing the way. The widest door of opportunity
since the Dark Ages is now swinging open to us.
Only with an open Book and united as cne man
can we enter successfully. We must not prove
recreant. The call to unity in Great Br"itain, which
resulte d in healing the breach, has come to our
shores. Let the response be ''Aye,'' from fifteen
hundred thousand hearts! That indeed will be a
restoration-a restoration of the peace, the joy, the
hopefulness and the success of a century · ago !yes, of nineteen centuries agone when
"We took sweet counsel together,
And walked to the house of God in company."
-Ps . 55: 14.
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A

abiptistos, not baptized .
tfdein, to sing .
,f.dete, sing.
ado, I sing .
ad,ontas, singing.
adontes, singi ng .
lld.on, sin gin g.
tldonta, singing.
aeido, I sing.
Ueisen, he sang.
aido, I sing.
aidonton, si n ging.
apadon, si n gin g out of tune.
as ate, sing.
aama, song.
aule!n, to flut e .
aulodoi, sin ging to the flute .
aulete, play the flute .
B

baptes, one who dips.
ba-ptizo, I dip.
ba-ptizevn, to dip.
baptizon , dipping.
baptevn, to dip.
ba,ptiz6mena, bein g dipped.
baplnstheisa s, havin g be en dipped.
baptizm,s ·i, th ey di p.
baptfzei, h e di ps.
bapt:iz6menon, bein g dipped.
baptizomenou , bein g dipped .
baptizesthai, to be dipped.
baptfzontes, dipping.
bapt!sas, h aving dipped .

baptizetai, he is dipped .
baptizonta, dipping.
baptiz6men oi, bein g dipped.
b<ipto, I dip.
bebapti.<menon, dipped .
beba.pt(sthai, to have been dipped .

C
cdne re., to sing.
cUntiC1.L,m,song.

cit harn, lyre.
ch6rden, st ring.
D

diabaptizesthai,

to div e in ri va lr y.

diabaptiz6 mones, diving

in ri val ry ,

diaps allei.
diapsall ein , st ron g form s of the
s imp1e ve rb.

E

ebaptize , he dip ped.
ebnpt izonto , th ey were dipped.
ebaptisa, I dipped .
edeto, it w a s sun g.
eidon, I sang, they sa ng.
epsal,lon, I played, the y pla ye d.
epi7Jsallonles, plu cking st rings.
episa:uein, to tou ch lightl y.
exdtlein, to sin g out.
epsaltai , ha s be en play ed.
H
ht i:m,nos, hymn .
k 11n
nrioi·doiln tes1 s in g in g a hymn .

I
·hnmergo , to immerst::.
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K

katabapt!sai, to dip down.
kataulowntes, piping.
kathartes, purifier.
kai, and

kekdthartai, has been purified.
kitharod6s, lyre p lay er .
kithara (cithara),
lyre.
krekein, to strike.
L

Ulutai, h as been loosed .
lyra , lyre.
lyrik os, lyric .
M

melos, melody.
ntiz·mor, psalm; the instrumental
part of music, not the words.
N

110..gan, to play on strings.
neUran, string.

71igge71
..
0

odai, odes.
odais , odes.
ode, odes.
odh , of a song.
oden, song.
6rgan on, organ.

oidikas.

P*
psdlate, play.
psdlleim, to play.
psdllo, I play.
ps a,,o, I tou ch.
psallomene, played.
psaUerion, psa lt ery.
psaUer , p layer.
psalmus , psalm.
psalteriwm, p sa ltery.
psahna, tune.
psal m6s, psa lm.

psalm6chares,

delighting

in play·

ing.

psaltoid6s, psalmist.
psallit, he plays.
psalmoids, psalmist.
psao, touch.
psallerent, play .
vsalrnoi, psa lms.
psaltoideo, I sing to th e harp .
psahnata, tunes.
psalmou, of a psalm .
psallomenen, player.
psallere, to play.
psalmo,, psalms.
psalmois, psa lm s.
psalmous, psalms .
psalm6n, psalms.
psabnoisin, psalm s.
psdltriai, female players.
psaUriais; female players.
psaltik6n, h arp.
psal!endi, of playing .
psaloilrnen, we pla y.
psallitm, it is play ed.
psallete, play.
psallontes, playing .
psalmfso n1ts, psalm·singer .
psdlmista, psalmist.
psalmogrdphos , writer of psalnLs.
pselai, to pla y.
pselanta, havin g played .
pselasa, having playe d.
parakato , I beg you.

GENERALINDEX

s
shvr, to sing.

V
vocc, by th e voice.
zamar

z
I to pla~ an i~strument,
~
io sing to 1t.
l melod ~, instnunenta

zimme1·
zVm,r~h
or zwn.1·a~

l

musi c.

*Greek words, s uch ae follow, di ffer from sim ilar Engl ish wo1·ds,
in that both initial 1, and s, following, are to be sounded.
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